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1. “Thank you and your department for your energetic work in creating the new park on Outlook
and Stewart mountains. As trail runners, we have ran thousands of miles on Outlook (a/k/a
Galbraith) Mountain over the years and are grateful for our county's commitment to ongoing,
growing trail access. We are also members of the Greater Bellingham Running Club and
Bellingham Trail Running Club.
Please remember when designing this government-funded park, that it is being created for
access by all users: hikers, bikers, horseback riders, dog walkers, runners, including high school
and college running teams. We do not want a park designed for a single user group.
Although we are most thankful for the work the Whatcom Mountain Bike Coalition (WMBC)
performs on Outlook Mountain, we are concerned about a growing trend from the group to
prohibit hikers, runners and other users from exercising on the Outlook Mountain trails we have
enjoyed for years. There were only a couple of trails banned to non-bike users (posted signs on
the trails banning use by non-bikers). We could handle having a couple of closed trails. However,
more recently, there is a growing number of trails which are identified with signs for bikers only.
These are trails we've ran and hiked on with our families for years. This over-reaching practice
discriminates against all other recreational users in favor of bicyclists.
Arguing that it would be dangerous for hikers and runners to use the same trails as bikers would
be a convenient and calculating approach of forcing other users out. Sadly, this spreading
practice would turn these mountains into a single use sites. Likewise, non-bike users could use
the safety argument to limit the access of bikers' altogether, as is done in other hiking venues.
We certainly do not take this position as we believe that this is a beneficial joint use area.
We do not want non-bike access to these mountains encumbered or limited. Delegating nonbike users to limit their routes to the logging roads is offensive, especially during the warmer
months. We wish to use and continue using the forested, scenic trails just as the mountain
bikers enjoy. In addition, we do not want to be restricted to the use of the lower, flatter trails
(e.g. the trails on Galbraith Mountain commonly referred to as the "bunny trails") as we
run/hike these mountains for a work out.
We, as joint mountain users, are allies with each other and share the same goals to secure and
respect the access to these lands. We see joint users on a daily basis on the horse trails of Lake
Padden and the trails in the Chuckanuts, including Larrabee State Park.
We look forward to experiencing an innovative park open to all users.”

2. “As a resident of Bellingham since 1992, I have actively used the lands acquired for new parks for
trail running, biking, hiking and general exploration and trail building with organized groups. I
also have two children who take part and look forward to a strong future continuing to do so. I
feel I am part of a small group that takes the incredible amount of time and effort, to continually
run, bike and help maintain trails connecting several and sometimes all of these areas in single
day events.
In follow-up to the meeting last night, I was compelled to voice comments and concerns as
follows: My concerns include the lack of acknowledgement for existing trails, regardless of their
status. Those areas are already in use with existing disturbed soils. Not recognizing them serves
to debase efforts to identify impacts for biological and hydraulic elements in review of the
proposed land use. It also runs counter to modern design techniques for transportation,
pedestrian and multi-modal planning. Your engineers may likely attend paid training events
where they promote techniques to evaluate where pedestrians actually want to travel, such as
cutting corners and through planter beds, for example, with sidewalk design, versus the
traditional methods of following the edge of pavement. The graphics were very confusing in
showing proposed trails in illogical locations, when existing trails were not shown on the exhibits
that are adjacent and parallel in some cases. I know it is not accurate to identify the impacts of
proposed work, without identifying the existing.
My second concern was for the great impact that would be created adding an upper parking
area with a bathroom. The initial expense will be greatly shadowed by the cost for ongoing
maintenance. Easy access allows for higher rates of litter and broken glass. Take a trip to Mt.
Erie as an example of why car access should not be allowed. The area will not remain pristine.
I would like to encourage the Parks Department to work with organized groups, allowing them
to submit plans for trails and provide the bulk of construction and maintenance with volunteers.
I picture this work being non-motorized access and work with hand tools.
I'm for difficult access, single-track trails, not wide, gravel strewn road grades like the ones
installed on Chuckanut. I understand some low elevation trails may accommodate this type of
feature and that is fine. The people that flock to easy access trails won't be covering too much
distance anyhow, so keep that type of higher impact construction to a minimum. Thank you!”
3. “Thank you for all the work you've done for this to date and the good community meeting at the
Senior Center this evening.
One of the main reasons my husband and I moved to Bellingham for retirement was the
wonderful network of trails and the community's commitment to lifelong fitness. We support
adding as many trails as possible for non-motorized access to nature.
We hope the new trails will include some short, easy loops appropriate for 30 min to 1 hour
walks.
In a heavy snow year, those same loops could be used for cross-county skiing too.”

4. “You need to have a wildlife habitat analysis first with field studies before any development and
trails.”
5. “Restore habitat for broad ecological mix of flora and fauna.”
6. “Preservation and appropriate use of existing resources is paramount. Recognizing that any work
will change the current landscape, efforts should be made to avoid damage to water supplies
and habitats. A few points to consider in this regard: as it relates to trail work; properly built
and maintained trail can be introduced with minimal impact to these areas; a more transparent
set of evaluative criteria for what could be considered intrusive or damaging to these areas
would be helpful. It's important to make sure everyone is on the same page here.”
7. “Emphasize and acknowledge terrain and habitat characteristics when designing recreation
corridors. Natural processes should generally be prioritized over appropriate human use of the
acreage.”
8. “Define the assemblage of wildlife habitat that will be the goal of management, old growth
characteristics? Earl Seral? Just ESA listing? ACS? Etc. Which HCP Chapter are going to rule?”
9. “Trails can go through marbled murrelet areas, but any trailwork needs to be done when they
aren’t mating and nesting!”
10. “The HCP watershed analysis does not address wildlife- follow promise in piece of the SEPA to
have field studies and protect biodiversity – not just ESA species.”
11. “Stop building so many houses around or on the lake. If our Drinking water is so important, why
does anyone allow further permits to build in our watershed?”
12. “Use natural resources like downed trees and wood for building bike ladders, bridges features
and trails rather than hauling man-made materials up.”
13. “How will Natural Resources be watched over/protected? Could various user groups adopt
areas to provide that oversight?”
14. “Protection and recreation can coexist.”
15. “Habitat – nesting sites etc. Plan trails to avoid sensitive areas WITHOUT pointing out where
they are.”
16. “The CAO for habitat conservation areas must also be included in planning – it requires
protection of biodiversity which protects even _____ abundant species. It is not just about
eagles and marbled murrelets, we have species of local importance.”

17. “Let the preservation of this landscape and watershed trump all other decisions, not at the
expense of recreation, but with regards to its impact. Accessibility drives interest in
preservation, but the scale of use can quickly erode to a situation where love leads to loss. Let’s
be careful. : ) I agree.”
18. “You need to hire a wildlife consultant to do on site review as promised in SEPA.
It is hard to reconcile the maps with nature resources and the three proposals, can we get a map
that provides an overlay?
Why aren’t the Whatcom County CAO HCA's marked on this map? That is the largest part of the
wildlife areas. Why isn't one of the options not putting in any new trails? You need to hire a
wildlife consultant to do on site review as promised in SEPA.
How are you going to establish a baseline standard for ecological functions and monitor it to
ensure NNL after we open the park?
How are you mitigating for intensity of use impacts? Do you know how many people you expect
to use the trail?
Strongly opposed to regional event facilities.
Strongly opposed to roadways to site vistas and I am disabled and feel this way. You are
expecting people to choose without giving them all the information that they need. People who
recreate do not want to harm the ecosystem but you are not informing them.”
19. “Use natural existing lumber to build bridges, bench cuts, drainages, etc. rather than using
expensive, toxic, unsustainable treated wood. Convert decommissioned logging roads to single
track to reduce erosion and habitat impact.”
20. “Protect creeks/streams by limiting trail exposure, although such things as waterfalls will attract
trail viewpoint. In other words – do the best to keep streams clean by keeping trails at a
distance except for where necessary such as for bridges/crossings or viewpoints.”
21. “Consider some reserves where no human access is allowed except off trail. Connect these
loosely for wildlife. Limit lakeshore access but don’t totally ignore – people move to, and are
moved by water – emotionally, spiritually.”
22. In terms of natural resource impact, horses destroy trails. Per square foot, they tear up the land
and bring in unneeded nutrients and noxious weeds into the park. Food for thought. Agree.”
23. “Protect the environment. Maybe put signage on notable trees, rocks, ecosystems… Patrol and
prosecute offenders. People have hunted there for generations. Can there be areas for hunting
where recreation won't be allowed during hunting season? How to keep ATV's out?”

24. “How will fire protection prevention/management be handled?”
25. “Decommission logging roads that deliver sediment to the lake and destabilize slopes. Replace
with sustainable single track!”
26. “Protect wildlife habitat! Make sure trails are placed to minimize risk of landslides.”
27. “Bird habitat at defined areas is important.”
28. “Follow panel recommendations for park planning: no grass lawns, bathrooms, etc. Close to
shoreline. Keep large forested buffers.”
29. “The protections and setbacks established in DNR Landscape plan should be respected for any
new development. Steep slopes, unstable areas and flowing water all require protection.”
30. “Your critical area maps did not include habitat conservation areas. The entire reconveyance is a
HCA under the county CAO. You cannot just rely on state HCP.”
31. “Do wildlife surveys to increase bio-diversity of all species but for sure marbled murrelets! Do
not put new trails in critical habitat.”
32. “We need wildlife management policies and guide park planning and management. No killing
geese or other Lake Whatcom wildlife.”
33. “You cannot have low impact use if you have high intensity of use. Too many people equals high
impacts – how do you plan for that.”
34. “Work to include pre-existing trails into park plan.”
35. “Single use, directional and multi-use trails are important for various user experiences.”
36. “Look at trail standards for FR trails (mt. bike) and other trails.”
37. “Connectivity into Galbraith is critical.”
38. “Provide parking areas outside of the watershed area or at least on the fringes. Provide kayak
launch areas.”
39. “I live in Whatcom own 2 houses and 2 businesses specifically because of mountain biking. Build
more trails and gain more money.”
40. “The trail system should be hearty enough to handle capped special events such as cross country
meets, triathlons, trail races and club races.”

41. “While I appreciate the lure of directional mountain bike trails I hope that equal access and
consideration is given to the high concentration of trail runners, hikers and walkers. Very often
the higher elevation technical trails are reserved for mountain bikers. I’m hoping that trend will
not continue in this area too. Thanks.”
42. “Wide variety of both shared and user specific trails. Mountain Biking Trails: cross-country, allmountain, downhill/freeride – there is a strong desire amongst a very diverse demographic to
have directional mountain bike trails in the park.”
43. “I’m a mountain biker, and a mom. I moved here specifically for close, easy access trail-based
recreation. I’m excited for the new park to provide more of this!”
44. “Please allow/understand that just because a trail looks scary to one group, it should still be
allowed (i.e. bike trails w/stunts, jumps, drops, etc!) Thank you! (So long as it fits within all of
the other guidelines).”
45. “Adequate parking for horse trailers, preferably a gravel lot. Majority of trails need to be multiuse. Need to have information Kiosks and trail maps at all trailheads.”
46. “The majority should be multi-use trails with some built for specific uses. Wild life habitat and
slopes need to be considered.”
47. “Good trail standards not road to trail conversions.”
48. “Please add more mountain bike trails one direction for safety and enjoyment. Fast steep
descents one direction.”
49. “Maintain existing trails. Surf n turf. Brown Pow. Cougar Ridge. Stump Water. Water Fall Trail.
Please, please these trails are so full. I am 55 years old and enjoy these trails on a regular basis.”
50. “Directional trails, mountain bike only trails, free ride stents, fast steep down.”
51. “Sharon from the Backcountry Horseman had a great list of all the needs. Use Forest Service
trail Standards for hiking trails. I agree with her list.”
52. “Please consider both multi-use and specific use trails. Consider uphill vs. downhill routes.”
53. “Remember that there are various styles of mountain biking and having trail variety that
matches the standards is key i.e. downhill, cross country and all maintain. Consider access
points, if there access point is through Galbraith then include a large parking lot with bathroom
and trash cans. Would like to be able to stage events from it. Create multiple access points
within the watershed for uses. We can’t hike over Galbraith to access the park.”
54. “Existing trails are very important to the recreation community. Including existing trails into the
park trail system will guarantee community support and provide an army of volunteers.

Decommissioning existing trails alienates trail builders/users and pushes them to create
unauthorized trails elsewhere where they aren’t wanted or manageable.”
55. “Use existing volunteer groups such as WMBC to build and maintain single use trails. Multi-use
trails create conflict and danger. Dedicate trails to specific uses. Keep existing trails.
Mountain biking brings countless dollars to Bellingham within and through tourism. Use this
opportunity to build this extraordinary opportunity to help bring money to Whatcom!!!”
56. “I agree with the recreation and conservation principles – a world class trail system that protects
Lake Whatcom and wildlife habitat.”
57. “Thank you for all your work! Please keep in mind that trails for single use are best designed
with input from the users. Mountain bikers appreciate the opportunity to help design the trails
(in accordance with the “vision” and goals of the park and constraints discussed tonight. Thanks
for helping this process along and allowing our input!”
58. “Existing trails are very important for our recreational community. Leaving the existing trails in
the “new park” trail system saves potential trail work, which means saving money.
Decommissioning existing trails alienates trail builders and users, which doesn’t solve any
problems.”
59. “I agree with the principles of Sharon. My Family (wife, son) looked for ½ of the 2013 year to
find a place to live. We chose Bellingham in large part to the trail system and the emphasis on
sustainability and taking care of the environment. Having a trail system that respects the
drinking watershed is important to us.”
60. “Adopt the plan/principles of recreation balance against preservation of resource presented by
the BCH presenter. Indulge all interest groups to some degree, don’t succumb to the notion
only mountain bikers will use this property.”
61. “Please consider technical single track for mountain bikers throughout the area – technical and
directional trails that utilize the vertical potential of the area!”
62. “I agree with the recreation and conservation principles stated by Sharon. Thanks for your
consideration.”
63. “Work on securing easements to connect East and West reconveyance areas around the East
side of Lake Whatcom.”
64. “Create trails that will challenge the users, a world class trail system will need to include trails
that attract expert users.”
65. “Please help us create more trails in Whatcom County in which mountain bikers can use. The
growth in our user group community has seen rapid growth in the last decade and we are
outgrowing the amount of trails we have available to use. Obviously the demand is present, and

land owner/user conflict is not ideal, but has been present as well. We have proved in a
controlled environment that mountain bikers are a productive part of a multiuser group
community.”
66. “Please engage user groups for design and build of trails.”
67. “Remote trails should be more natural than existing county standard of double track, gravel.”
68. “Please focus on keeping the momentum of positive economic impact moving forward through
unique/single use trail systems dedicated to mountain biking.”
69. “Bikes, hikers and horses can share single track! Look to Larrabee, Chuckanut, Blanchard for
lead. Incorporate existing horse, hiker, bike and motorcycle trails where appropriate.”
70. “We do not need world class trails. We need well-built limited trails for local enjoyment and
watershed protection. Use road beds that currently exist.”
71. “Provide single-use trails as well as multiple use trails. Provide directional mountain bike trails.
Provide TH facilities i.e. parking, toilets. Create new trails to increase connectivity to existing
trail systems. Work closely with interest groups and non-profits to accomplish implementation
actions. Existing trails are extremely important to the recreation community. Including existing
trails into the park trail system buys an army of trail workers. Decommissioning existing trails
alienates trail builders/users and pushes them to create new trails elsewhere, often where they
are unwanted and unmanageable.”
72. “I endorse the principles stated by Sharon.”
73. “Wanted hitching posts at viewpoints and trailheads. Horse trails. Hikers to kick “road apples”
(dried) off the trails “). Trailer parking. Weed free hay requirement necessary? Post signs about
sharing trails with horses safely. Take advantage of volunteers (mules!) Sharon’s groups
principles. How to keep ATV’s out?”
74. “I agree with the principles that Sharon shared.”
75. “My name is Sean Burkhart and I relocated from Seattle due to the amazing outdoor
opportunities available in Bham. I am primarily a mountain biker. I appreciate that dedicated
MTB trails might be confusing and unfamiliar to non-mtb riders. However, it has been my
experience that having specific, dedicated single direction MTB single-track greatly reduces user
conflict, encourages good trail stewardship and promotes healthy recreation options for “high
adrenaline” youth. Multi use trails are obviously amazing, but the MTB community is so large
that dedicated trail opportunities (in my opinion) are necessary.”
76. “Existing mountain bike trails in the newly created park should be kept. They are highly desirable
for our community, are built to last and have the support of dozens of volunteer trail users. We
built the trails and will continue to maintain them for the life of the trail. Examples: Stump

water, Surf & Turf, Brown Pow and Cougar Ridge. All new trails should be built with input from
the intended user groups. Volunteer associations have standards to follow to mitigate or
eliminate erosion and damage to existing landscapes. By virtue of our chosen activity we are
trail users and environmentalists, and want world class trails built to last and be interesting to
recreate on. P.S. Bellingham was voted best mountain biking town recently because of the
dedication of our trail builders (myself included).”
77. “Provide single use directional trails to reduce risk/increase safety. Maintain access roads for
first responder access. This is a wonderful resource!”
78. “Be sure to study trends. Mountain biking is big now but people have been hiking and riding
horses for a long time. Consider best value initial cost vs. maintenance cost vs. user experience
(views, water, etc.)”
79. “I am concerned with the process: choose a trail option and then assess environmental impacts?
Does there have to be a trail if the impacts are too great? Also consider the impact of a heavily
used Northshore Road adjacent to the lake with respect to pollution and safety. The lake water
quality needs to be protected, not further degraded by irresponsible build-out without carefully
planning the environmental impacts.”
80. “I would like to see: Mountain biking trails for beginner to expert. Cross country, downhill,
steep trails, etc. Multiple trail heads to avoid congested parking and 2 way traffic on trails
entering and exiting areas. Primitive camping, but make sure it will be low impact. Perhaps
established locations for camping – watch over use along water/shores. I would like to see long
uninterrupted trail segments (no forks, no crossroads) for mountain biking, cross country style.
Public transit on weekends?”
81. “Are the different trails going to be combined or separate? Who will maintain/build new trail
and to who’s standard? How is the land going to be protected?”
82. “Single track, not logging roads! For watershed, maintenance and user experience! Tap in
resource of volunteer groups to build sustainable trails to serve public desires.”
83. “Trail network to include both multi-use and single purpose trails for all various skill levels. It’s
important that trails are accessible for beginner or inexperienced users. Likewise it’s important
that advanced users need to have similar opportunities. Existing trails represent significant
efforts from various volunteer hours. While some sections may present real and immediate
concerns of liability and sustainability, an effort should be made to respect the work and
communicate with those user groups before modification or destruction.”
84. “Common design and frequent signage. Reporting system for unauthorized trails should be
easily accessed – like on a website or through email to WC staff. Adequate parking to access
trailheads should be provided with inclusion of WTA transit option negotiated through a WTA
partnership to encourage access without cars.”

85. “Support the recommendations/principles developed by the multi-user trail group (represented
by Sharon of the Backcountry Horsemen).”
86. “Please allow for single use trails – ie mountain bike only; hiker only; etc.”
87. “Please work on connectivity with existing trail networks.”
88. “Interests: A trail system that is sustainable and that respects the protected habitats. A trail
system that is sustainable, in such an area, will not be steep – that creates too much erosion.
We must settle on acceptable trail grades and set limits for each user group. The trail system
must also be made for all users equally. For example, a single use mountain bike trail should not
continue across or down an entire hill without allowing other user groups access to that area.
On this topic, none of the “already existing” rogue mt. bike trails should be permitted to stay.
Most were only built in the last few years in attempt to become part of the park, and it takes the
opportunity away to properly plan – it gives the offenders the upper hand. Camping is also very
important. There are several spectacular forest sites in the park area that could be used.”
89. “Waterfalls to see on trails!!”
90. “Approve multi-use trails. Equestrian Use. Would like – good parking and trail-head toilets- for
day use (2-5 hours) some fire pits, maybe shelter for overnight use. Roads to parking need to be
sufficient for large, heavy trailers. Many people who ride would like several loop trails 4 – 10
miles from main trailheads for 1 day rides. In summer, 3-4 days a week of trail riding is not
unusual. *Back Country Horsemen”
91. “I would like to see directional trails built for mountain bikers, with an emphasis on challenging,
technical trails for advances users.”
92. “Please do not close existing trails in the area.”
93. “Keep existing trails open - and promote sustainable trail building! Build relationships with local
stewardships groups & keep communication open.”
94. “Trails new and used should be assessed, for erosion/sediment delivery potential just as forest
roads have been under DNR landscape plan. New trails should be designed, located and built to
protect water quality. Limits on Forest Road established under the DNR landscape plan should
be the minimum standard. Any deficiencies in existing trails should be addressed before new
trails are established.”
95. “Please allow for multi-use and single use trails.”
96. “Trails can be built in a sustainable manner even on “steep slopes” with proper trail standards.
Define and document the standards which are already in place with other user groups. WMBC,
Whatcom Trails, etc. Utilize the groups and expertise to build the world class trail system all
users want to see in the new park.”

97. “Work toward a way to travel around Lake Whatcom. I personally can’t believe this doesn’t
already exist. A route that has the “recreational rider/runner” in mind. Non-aggressive
trails/roads. Build challenging, single track mountain bike trails. Setup vistas that everyone can
access. I love Stewart Mountain!”
98. “Trail running. I am interested in seeing an extensive trail network developed around Lake
Whatcom that makes Whatcom County a destination for long distance, mountain trail running
(as well as mountain biking, horseback riding and hiking). I run 50k and 50 mile trail races and
besides having done the Chuckanut 50K 4 times I have traveled to Eastern WA and Moab to
participate in races that offer spectacular course scenery. Whether race or casual running I
would like to see trails that offer a diverse experience including the amazing landscape vistas
and beautiful lake shore understory of the forest. I would like to see a network that allows users
multiple options to run/hike around Lake Whatcom with minimal distance on roads. I also
strongly support coordinating trail heads with public transportation opportunities.”
99. “Please respect the mountain bike trails that are already in place. These trails are good for the
community and add great value.”
100. “There needs to be mountain bike trails that are steep, with jumps, rock rolls, and more
difficult riding terrain. The mountain bike trails should be designed and built by mountain
bikers.”
101. “Use this great opportunity to generate more tourism to Bellingham. We need more TRAILS!”
102. “Mt. Bike trails – multi-use, directional –downhill-freeride- all mountain. Enhance capacity to
build and maintain trail network – many non-profit volunteers ready to work.”
103. “Complex network of single track with connection by multi use trail. Arterial loops. Capillary
adventure destinations.”
104. “Assess user built trails for suitability (i.e. don’t assume because it’s there, it should stay
there).”
105. “Please allow trails that exclude mountain bikers i.e. horseback only and hiker only. Allow trail
building by community members.”
106. “Focus on incorporating trail systems with existing parks and trails (i.e Galbraith). Please allow
directional, single use, trails i.e downhill mountain bike trails.”
107. “Will all trail types (with Mt. bikes as the one exception) be available for horses and mules?”
108. “Coordinate with hiking and biking groups. Need consensus to avoid unauthorized trail
building. Noting that there are a great many do-it-yourself trails in the Chuckanuts and Lookout
Mtn.”

109. “There are more Mountain bike users in Bellingham than hikers. Please make sure we (MTB
users) have a variety of trails to use. That means trails for beginners and advanced riders.”
110. “There are several non-sanctioned trails in the reconveyance that are quality built trails that
took a ton of time to build. Please do not take those out but work to make them a part of the
park plan. They can easily be maintained by the WMBC and adjusted to meet park standards
but please work to keep these trails.”
111. “The variety of mountain bike trails in Whatcom County – but especially the existence of rider –
built advanced and free-ride trails is an economic and cultural driving force. People choose to
live here, sometimes bringing lucrative businesses with them, because of these opportunities.
Whatcom County leaders should enthusiastically support the development and maintenance of
these opportunities by working with the WMBC to keep existing trails in the reconveyance open
and authorize new trails.”
112. “Horse and foot trails should be separate as far as possible. Horse trails suffer more erosion
than others and should be sited and laid out with this in mind.”
113. “As both a biker and runner I’d love to have some one-way, steep, uphill only trails. I enjoy
climbing uphill on foot not worrying about bikers coming downhill. When I’m on a steeper
downhill on my bike, uphill runners/hikers can make for tricky and dangerous situations.
Basically, I’m asking for a variety of terrain available to all user groups. Thanks.”
114. “Recreational users should have the benefit of single use trails. Mt. bike trails of all styles i.e.
cross country, downhill, direction and features. It is time to embrace and promote recreational
trails for mountain biking.”
115. “I want to ride mountain bike trails that are difficult and challenging. Jumps, rock faces, steep
terrain. Please allow us to keep the mountain bike trails that are up there already.”
116. “I would like to see single user directional trails for hikers, runners, horseback rider and
mountain bikers of all levels both x-country and downhill riders.”
117. “Adequate parking at trailheads to accommodate passenger vehicles as well as trucks with
trailers.”
118. “I would like to see mountain bike specific (beginner, int, advanced) trails built with good
connectivity between both sides of Lake Whatcom. I agree with a mix of single use trails and
multi-use trails, but don’t believe all trails need to be multi-use.”
119. “How can various groups provide signage to trails? Would the county assist in the costs for this
needed entity?”
120. “Please respect the mountain biking trails that are already on the mountain.”

121. “I liked what Rod said about varying intensities being viable alternatives. It seems reasonable
to me to have the most wide, most smooth, most expensive trails near the trailheads and allow
them to get smaller and more treacherous as you get deeper into the park. Maybe that’s par for
the course. I don’t see any reason why volunteer trail builders shouldn’t be able to create trails,
provided they do it in summer. Maybe is uses requiring nice smooth trails (kids, horses?) were
signed, it could be assumed that if there is no sign it might be a tricky trail. I think people who
like primitive camping also appreciate primitive hiking. In my experience sometimes parks are
so well built, overbuilt for my taste that the sense of wildness is lost.”
122. “Provide single use trails as well as multiple use trails. Make use of volunteer trail builders.
Provide directional mountain bike trails. Existing trails are extremely important to the
recreational community. Including existing trails into the parks trail system buys an army of trail
workers. Decommissioning existing trails alienates trail builders/users and pushes them to
create everywhere often where they are unwanted and unmanageable.”
123. “The mountain bike community is HUGE in Bellingham. These are wealth, eco conscious trail
users, these are motivated trail building volunteers. Make use of this community, do not
alienate it by decommissioning trails.”
124. “We need mountain bike trails that are very challenging to ride. Steep, with roots, rocks, and
jumps. There are approximately 10 bike shops in this community that are supported by all the
mountain bikers.”
125. “Consider converting existing logging roads to single track similar to some trails near North
Bend, WA.”
126. “I would like to see more one direction single use mountain bike trails with features. Maintain
existing mountain bike trails like Surf and Turf, Brown Pow and Cougar Ridge. Allow continue
development of similar trails. I use these trails on a regular basis and relocated to Bellingham
for this trail system from PA. Some existing trails may seem difficult but the current users are
skilled and come a long way to use the trails. This area is known throughout the country as a
downhill and free ride mountain bike area. Please allow continued development and
maintaining existing trails.”
127. “Have the specific users build their specific trails, i.e. hikers build hiking trails, horse riders build
horse trails, mountain bikers build mountain biking trails.”
128. “Use existing trails and bring up to suitable standards.”
129. “Paragliding/Hang-gliding. I would be interested in seeing the new park include para
glider/hang glider launches similar to Samish Overlook (DNR owned launch and private landing
area with easement to allow recreation) and Black Mtn/Silver Lake where HG/PG launch is on
Black Mtn on privately owned timber land where local pilots have short term permission and
access and often land at Silver Lake park. I paraglide and do not Hang-glide but our

requirements are very much alike. We need an area, ideally accessible by care with a small
amount of parking (we carpool up hills because of logistics), that has a steep slope, grassy at the
top and free of tall trees at least 200’ below the top. In addition to Samish overlook and Black
Mtn/Silver Lake, Tiger Mtn in Issaquah is another example of a world class flying site where the
launch – poo poo paint is owned by DNR and the landing area is owned by King County Parks.
Stewart and Lookout mountains are great places to fly but we have little or no access to
launches. High points in the reconveyance area offer significant opportunity to increase the
“free flight” potential of the area. We do need landing fields to be within 1-2 miles of the launch
sites depending on altitudes. These landing fields do NOT necessarily need to be provided by
parks but could also be provided through easement agreements form other land owners.
Yesterday 4/28 I flew with 3 friends from Samish overlook – over Lookout Mtn to the
Geneva/Blodel Donavan area. This was an exceptional day but launch areas in the reconveyance
could make treats like this more common.”
130. “Make trails available for organized and/or competitive events.”
131. “Define clearly what a mountain bike trail consists of. Riding on solid ground okay building off
ground structures not ok.”
132. “Non-motorized recreational use only. Please ensure that some ample blocks of acreage
remain trail free for purposes of undisturbed habitat.”
133. “Mechanized Trail Buildings Critical to Success. Trails for Mountain Bikers are important
because of the huge community pressure.”
134. “This is a great opportunity to put Bellingham and Whatcom County on the Map of
environmental and recreation communities in the world.”
135. “Extensive multi-user trail network. Access is critical to the conservation of the property.
Single Use trails promote good user interaction. Reasonable number of directional trails for
good management. Mountain biking is a HUGE!! part of our community!”
136. “Mountain bike trails bring $$ into the community. Conservation and access go hand-in-hand,
one requires the other. Connectivity to Galbraith and Bellingham is critical.”
137. “Take advantage of existing trails (unsanctioned) to minimize work. If necessary, bring trails up
to park standards to allow incorporation into park plan. From, mountain biker, trail runner,
hiker, racer, trail builder.”
138. “I would like to see existing trails grandfathered into the park rather than being destroyed.
Directional mountain bike trails should be an integral part of the park. Mountain biking is an
important driving factor for the local economy and ignoring or minimizing the needs of
mountain bikers leads to unauthorized trail building.”

139. “Trails should be for multiple users groups but please designate trails as user specific i.e. horse
only, mtb only, etc. Directional trails should be considered. Trail Construction should be done in
conjunction with the user group. Trails should be built to sustainable standards.”
140. “I would like to see TECHNICAL single trail for mountain biking throughout the entire area. Fun
trails that utilize the fun vertical potential of the area. Allow competitive recreation events like
mountain bike races of all kinds.”
141. “Build multi-use “climbing” trails similar to those found in Squamish B.C. Provide single use
“down” trails for mountain bikes. Allow user groups to build trails specific to their needs.”
142. “We want to see mountain biking trails: * biking trails for all types of riders – xc mountain
biking – all mountain mt. biking, -freeriding, - downhill mountain biking, *beginner to double
black diamond/expert riding, * biking trails that connect to all sides of the mountain, *biker only
trails. There is a large mountain biking community here. We care about the land. We bike to
stay healthy, to socialize, and to spend money in town.”
143. “Representing the trail running community – we’d like to see environmentally friendly
competitive events (trails races) in the new areas.”
144. “Adequate, safe parking for horse trailers. Hitch post at trail lead and view sites. Corrals at
campsite.”
145. “Generally do not convert log roads to bike or hiking use – too steep, hot, erodible. Maybe
good for horses, but better to build new trail that respects terrain and users. Accommodate
water access along trails – aesthetics, cool off, buffers noise. Provide responsible access to
reduce inevitable non-planned access.”
146. “Keep access open to existing mountain bike trails. Create use specific trails that allow
different user groups to enjoy themselves without competing or being at odds with each other.
Work with the incredibly large labor force ready to assist in massive beneficial trail building
projects to further enhance the community and bring revenue to the area. Keep an open mind.”
147. “Explicitly allow mechanized trail building equipment to utilize short construction season.
Small, narrow footprint augmented with human labor and winter trail maintenance (human
only).”
148. “Set up Adopt-A-Trail program for neighbors, local biz and organize.”
149. “Create boat in (human powered only) campsites.”
150. “Facilitating a multi-day backpacking trip using Larabee, Squires LK, LK. Whatcom loop with
primitive campsites would be great! Avoid long drives to backpack. Stoves only, no fires.”

151. “Many users (walk-hike-bike) have dogs with them need to accommodate both activities
generally vs. segregating dogs on limited trails. Focus on courtesy, etiquette around horses and
cleaning up waste.”
152. “How many / what type of trails can be built? How do you turn existing illegal trails into legal
trail? Can there be bike only trails? And hiker/horse only?”
153. “Directional user specific trails, especially mountain bike trails that the mountain bike
community and the WMBC can build and maintain to create extremely high quality trails that
are environmentally friendly and compelling for mountain bikers. Create connectivity to other
parks and trail systems to create long loops and extended mileage for hikers, bikers and horses.
Create directional downhill trails that will cut down on user conflicts and rogue trail building.”
154. “Prioritize: 1. Preserve and expand recreational opportunities – connectivity within the trail
network – directional mountain bike trails – provide opportunity for advanced and free ride
trails – work with the WMBC to support development of new trails to enhance connectivity –
the disturbance created by trail construction is so minimal – narrow and linear – that an
exemption to the watershed window should be for this activity.”
155. “From an “old” female rider… (grandma actually) Technical riding isn’t just for the young boys.
Please keep open trails like Cougar Ridge and Surf n turf. They take advantage of the steepness
of our terrain and offer opportunities for rider advancement. A diverse trail selection will make
us a true mountain bike destination offering Whatcom County needed tourist dollars.”
156. “Please do not destroy existing trails.”
157. “At least one continuous trail that traverses as much of the area as possible. Fewer short trails.
More long ones. Trails that run from top to bottom.”
158. “Road beds are not trails. Use them as access for park staff but keep trails single track as much
as possible.”
159. “Encourage access by public transport to trailheads make it safe encourage biking and
alternative transport to trails.”
160. “Totally agree with the principles that were read out by Sharon.”
161. “The principles developed by the user group encompass much collaboration and a solid
direction. Represents the community.”
162. “I liked the principles read by the lady representing trail users. So I would just add my vote to
what they said. It does however, concern me that the map shown of unstable slopes included
such a lot of red. I don’t see how you’re going to make any trails at all if you have to avoid those
red areas. Perhaps if trails were cut across on contour the unstable areas could be made more
stable, since less water would careen down the ravines. Or some other form of surface water

control, like swales that could catch and hold water and sediment. I think it’s smart to put the
trailheads out of the watershed.”
163. “Continue to develop single track trails like the ones at Lake Whatcom – Cougar ridge, Surf and
turf. Create more single track trails both long and short, easy to difficult, cross country and
DH/free ride. Continue to build connector trails. A perimeter trail would be great! User specific
trails. I would love an interpretive trail. Use volunteer, engage community groups to build,
maintain trails.”
164. “I am totally behind the vision statement of the Back Country Horseman statement! World
class trail system. Protect the Lake! Connectivity to other trails and areas. Transport access.
Multi-user. Trail Town USA! Running and running events among others, use of the trails makes
us a healthy community, verbally, mentally and physical! Thanks.”
165. “Build user specific trails to reduce conflict and increase accountability.”
166. “Removing trail features and closing trails before any pubic process decisions or steering
committee recommendations is excessive and unnecessary. There are established standards and
policies that have been adopted by countless other cities, counties, and states that effectively
manage risk and liability. Please review existing trail standards that other regional gov’t
agencies are comfortable following. I’m confident you’ll find your liability concerns were
misplaced.”
167. “Use volunteers such as WMBC to build trails in order to keep cost low.”
168. “I would like to forage wild foods.”
169. “Mountain biking will boost Bellingham’s economy! The mtn biking trails will be built with
sustainability in the land. They are designed with the landscape in mind to prevent erosion, soil
degradation and old growth tree preservation. We care about the land and want trails built to
benefit the land and the mountain bikers. WMBC does just this, all on a VOLUNTEER basis and
will do a fabulous job designing and constructing and maintaining the trails.”
170. “Timber harvest should be minimized – that’s why the state “kept” more productive, less
hazardous blocks. Cut on those.”
171. “Please exclude harvesting in areas 100 + years old.”
172. “I believe that timber harvesting can work in conjunction (in appropriate areas) with trail based
recreation as evidence on Galbraith Mt. with Janicki’s logging and the WMBC.”
173. “What is the time frame for vegetative management and implementation? If you are managing
from “old growth” characteristics, what function or integrated attributes are you striving for?
Size? Multi-story canopy? Species? Age classes? S ____ states? Soil rebuilding? What’s the goal
of fire management and do you plan any Silvacultural opportunities for fire management.”

174. “Does murrelet habitat protection preclude recreation?”
175. “Removal of invasive species (where practicable).”
176. “Provide a way for people to photograph and report invasive species. W/a QR code or email
“hotline”.”
177. “Include plan to remove noxious weeds, along with long-term monitoring of same. Yes!”
178. “Commercial logging is incompatible with park purposes, whether euphemistically framed as
“restoration thinning” or otherwise. Any forest modification via chainsaw should be
accomplished by pre-commercial thinning without a revenue component or other monetary
incentive. In other words, all felled trees should be dropped and left on the ground as coarse
wood. Forest stands of 40 or more years of age should be left essentially untouched and
allowed to mature naturally. Pre-commercial thinning should be limited to stands less than 40
years of age.”
179. “Forestry only to achieve ecological objectives (like accelerating old growth conditions).”
180. “Restore forest to old growth conditions so that forest functions naturally.”
181. “Consider selective thinning of second growth to promote healthy growth of remaining trees –
also to reduce fire risk.”
182. “Use forestry to improve wildlife habitat and speed up the old growth! Fix the monoculture
legacy left by DNR. Yes.”
183. “Can the F.M. guidelines be made public and open for discussion in a timely manner.”
184. “Manage forest for biodiversity. Think where necessary.”
185. “Create an exemption and/or policy to enable increased building/maintenance between Oct –
May. Is this possible?”
186. “Forestry – with the watershed health and slope stability being the 1 priority. In other words,
little to none. Especially needed is compilation of data reflecting slope unstable areas so not
trail disturbance occurs there. Concern exists than steep trails appeal to bikers.”
187. “Protect any old growth areas.”
188. “Timber – choose loggers based on proven record of sustainable practices for trails and other
users. (Janicki from Sedro as example). Yes.”

189. “We build mountain bike trails that are sustainable. We do take into consideration erosion and
sediment control, and employ best management practices when building mountain bike trails.”
190. “Preservation of habitat (both in the forest and downstream) is paramount as should be
preservation of oldest historical timber. Making these areas easily accessible to the public is
important – both for appreciation and potential educational opportunities.”
191. “Selective logging only to improve the health and quality of the forests. Example – selective
thinning to promote old growth forests and remove invasive species or dying species.”
192. “Establish a certification program where certified volunteers work independently with
oversight and follow up. Ditto.”
193. “Maybe allow selective forestry in non-sensitive areas. Nature conservancy model?”
194. “I would be interested in seeing these forests be a model for very low impact selective logging
practices to produce timber for specially branded forest products. This brand would be marked
at a premium price and would only source timber produced in forests where recreation is
maximized and logging practices were very low impact. It could be a model for public or
privately managed forest. Ditto!”
195. “Build sustainable, erosion controlled mountain bike trails through a reputable organization,
like WMBC, or evergreen mountain bike alliance.”
196. “Tom Chism (sp?) does not reflect the wishes of all trail users. Agree. His job is to represent all
users not just one constituency. He builds great trails!”
197. “BCHW has always had the unique ability with pack and saddle stock to support work by and
for other users. This is work that without BCHW support wouldn’t get accomplished beyond a
mile or two into an area. We have been clearing, building, and maintaining America’s trails for
over 40 year. If a trail is open for a horse, it is open for all users. Horseback riders - I’m curious
how horse droppings are captured in the trail? Me too!”
198. “What’s the parks management responsibilities for the entire area? Any plan for fire
management plans? (Yes, one day it will burn, just a matter of when? Talk about Forest
thinning – are we thinning for fire on conservation and wildlife – different strategies.”
199. “We need to enforce CAO, HCA, CWA, first – It is not optional any other use comes only after
legal compliance with obligations for maintaining and improving ecological function.”
200. “Reestablish SAFE horseback riding on Galbraith.”
201. “As a Washington educator I am always looking for service-learning opportunity and ways for
dis to get their hands dirty. How hard will it be for groups and clubs to get permits to cut trails,
maintain bridges, clean up trailheads, sponsor signage, and initiate projects? How long will this

park be on initial lockdown by the county and we all follow mandated trail creation or
improvement? Holy crap – forever after seeing comments like this.”
202. “Please review definitions for various trail standards and take public input on it.”
203. “Do not allow rogue building no “grandfathering” of new rogue trails.”
204. “I would like to see non-motorized trail access for multiple user groups. The trail network
should have certain trails designated for certain user groups. The trails should be built in a
sustainable fashion with the input of the user groups.”
205. “The meek shall inherit the earth, but not the mineral rights. What’s DNR’s plan for minerals –
or did they convey at 100%. Any outstanding leases? (Gravel etc)?”
206. “Be sure that advisory groups represent a balanced in protections with low impact uses.”
207. “Would like to see the majority of the reconveyance area be available to off leash pets. I
understand that those areas adjacent to private land owners may need to be restricted and
perhaps the immediate areas around the trail heads. Thanks very much. Would also appreciate
a strict policy about bagging waste and DISPOSAL of the bags (not just left trailside). With dogs
pooping and owners not picking up?”
208. “What monitoring will be in place to ensure no ecological impact on water quality from bikers
and other recreational users? How do we know we are meeting the conservation goals for the
Reconveyance.”
209. “What Sharon said!”
210. “While it may not be a strict state or local requirement are there any plans for a respectful
dialogue with local tribes or issues or concerns they may have? Good Idea. Good idea!”
211. “Will there be any flat area for a park for children and other for soccer and other games.
Amenities like group meeting center for picnics.”
212. “The parks department is skating the rules for reconveyance land by increasing the nature of
existing land use at connected parks like Hertz trail. This is a loophole that needs to be closed.
All park land in watershed should be monitored for wildlife and water quality.”
213. “Would a fee be considered to park at the trailheads. How will Whatcom County fund the
additional management of the 8800 plus acres?”
214. “The DNR Landscape Planning Committee spent a long time working with Lummi Nation on
protection of cultural resources. The plan developed is probably not one that can be
transferred. I encourage you to develop your own plan with the Lummi Nation.”

215. “Please support habitat protection. Define trail uses that protect wildlife risk areas.”
216. “Reduce existing road network to the furthest extent possible, which will benefit water quality,
terrestrial habitat, and quality of user experience. Roads may be prime candidates for
conversion to non-motorized trails. Others should have culverts removed and surfaces
scarified/fluffed for forest regeneration. Restoration of original slope may be worthwhile in
some locations.”
217. “How does a person get from west side to east side? Will there be a trail or road surrounding
the Lake to the North. Building connectivity is key. Connectivity for Wildlife first.”
218. “Have all interest groups have a representative at critical meetings/discussion at the policy
makers tables.”
219. “What Sharon said – agree!!! Water quality and world class trails!”
220. “The Parks department is connecting the new reconveyed land existing parks and trails, which
is great – but since they will all be connected – they should all be reviewed, designed and
planned on landscape scale ecosystem basis.”
221. “We need to hire someone on staff with wildlife conservation background for terrestrial
species and birds. Parks people are planners – not wildlife managers.”
222. “Make it clear that we cannot accommodate everyone and we need to establish a priority of
uses water and wildlife come first.”
223. “Limited time for construction plus fewer volunteers available in summer, means that
construction will be very slow. Any chance of relaxing the restrictions in case by case basis to
extend the season?”
224. “Kid friendly.”
225. “Mountain bikers are responsible members of the community we care about the forest, rivers,
and lakes. We are out in the Forest riding bikes because we care about the environment just as
much as everyone else.”
226. “WTA connectivity Include WTA in trailhead planning to minimize car trips and maximize use of
busses already running. Explore weekend bus shuttle on WTA to serve trailheads maybe 4x a
day – 8a, 11a, 2p, 5p.”
227. “Incorporate far more user education then city parks currently does – water impacts, trail
etiquette, etc. Trailhead parking pass aka Discover Pass? Have to watch a 30 min online “class”
and pass a test for discount, like invasive weed program. People value something if it costs a
little. $10 a year, just to force the education.”

228. “You need to consider impact of making access points like Hertz trail more accessible (lawn,
picnic tables, restrooms, swimming, dock). This is supposed to be a low impact use park – it
cannot be if too many people are using it. How will intensity of use issues be tracked and
addressed?”
229. “What are the plans for shuttles. A bridge over Hertz trail – how does this ensure low impact
use vs. encourage more and more recreational users to use bikes.”
230. “In the mid 1990’s I was on the Chuckanut Mt steering committee, we plan trails throughout
the Chuckanuts – Chuckanut Mt and Blanchard. Participants were hiker, Mt. Bikers and Back
Country Horsemen. I thought the woman did an excellent vision statement (from the Back
Country Horseman) but it was too simplistic. There are many divergent needs of these groups. I
think there should be a steering committee made up of these user groups that studies all the
trail recommendations, rides and walks the area, and then reports to the Park Commissioners.
Was also on Bellingham Parks and Rec Board for six years. It is difficult to think that the seven
current members of the Parks Commission representing the different geographical areas of
Whatcom County will develop the expertise themselves to make a definitive plan to recommend
to the County Council. We need a steering committee that adequately represents the different
user groups. The other representatives on the Chuckanut Mt steering committee were DNR,
State Parks (Larrabee), County Parks, Bellingham City Parks.”
231. “Thank you so much for the opportunity to speak with you on May 13th regarding the new
Lake Whatcom County Park. We greatly appreciate and want to thank you for the work that you
and others have done to make this new park possible. We understand it is a very long process.
One of the most exciting aspects of this new park is the opportunity for winter sports at a
location so close to where most people live in the county. The high elevation, winter snow pack
and rolling terrain, makes it an ideal site for a cross-country ski and snowshoe trail system.
Whatcom County is really in need of another good site for such non-motorized winter
recreation. As a representative for both the Nooksack Nordic Ski Club and also serving as the
Area 1 Representative on the Winter Recreation Advisory Committee for WA State Parks and
Recreation Commission, I see first hand the growing need for more snowshoe and cross-country
ski trails. Currently, there is a fairly large community of winter recreationists in Whatcom
County, plus others that come from as far as Edmonds to southern British Columbia to crosscountry ski and snowshoe here. Salmon Ridge, at only 2000' elevation, gets up to an estimated
7200 visits (per parking lot sampling) each winter. If the new park were designed with winter
recreation in mind, being so near to Belllingham, it would have the potential to draw even more
people and could become an important site for winter recreation classes and school ski teams as
well.
Winter recreation can also provide an important source of funding for the new park. The
Recreation Conservation Office offers several grants for winter recreation: the WA State SnoPark Grant, the National Recreational Trails Program, NOVA, plus others. In addition, user fees
and volunteer work parties to help with maintenance, can provide support. So we hope that
non-motorized winter recreation (cross-country skiing and snowshoeing) will be seriously

considered during the planning process for the new park.
Winter recreation trails should provide summer recreation opportunities as well. Ideally, for
cross-country skiing, these trails would be made 12' wide to allow access for a PB100 groomer to
pack, groom and set parallel tracks for cross-country skiing, with a flat skate lane in the middle.
The trails should consist of interconnected loops and provide a variety of terrain. Attached are
some guidelines and specifications to consider in designing cross-country ski trails (per USFS). I
am sure you will find them suitable for other types of recreation as well.
As a fellow cross-country skier we hope you will support non-motorized winter recreation when
designing the new park. Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you. We support your
efforts and will do all we can to help.”
232. “I am forwarding a response from Pam McConkey, the Manager of the Winter Recreation
Program for WA State Parks and Recreation, about funding support for winter recreation at the
new Whatcom county park near Lake Whatcom (see her response below). The WA State SnoPark program for non-motorized winter recreation is completely self supporting. Not one dollar
of tax payer funds are needed to support this program; these parks are completely supported by
the fees paid by users for a Sno-Park permit. I hope you will take this into consideration in
planning of the new park.
If possible, I would love to be updated on the progress of planning this new park. Is there a
website where I can see this information, or perhaps you could include my email in a list-serve.”
233. “Why is recreation taking precedence over watershed protection on the 8,800 acres
reconveyed to the county by DNR? The notice from Whatcom County Parks announcing a
meeting for the public to help plan the future of Whatcom County’s newest park area stated
that “these lands are envisioned to provide passive recreational opportunities and watershed
protection for Lake Whatcom”. Shouldn’t that read watershed protection first and passive
recreation second? Will emphasizing recreation keep this park low-impact?
Passive recreation is defined as activities that are unorganized and noncompetitive such as,
picnicking, bird watching, kite flying, bicycling, and walking. A passive recreation area is
generally an undeveloped space or environmentally sensitive area that requires minimal
development. Parks departments may maintain passive recreation areas for the health and wellbeing of the public and for the preservation of wildlife and the environment. The quality of the
environment and "naturalness" of an area is the focus of the recreational experience in a
passive recreation area.
At the April 29th meeting, a woman named Sharon presented a wish list from people identified
by you as “stakeholders.” These stakeholders came across as special interests. They had already
met and discussed their ideas and were allowed to present them to the attendees of “the first of
several planned meetings.” No other member of the audience spoke. This spokesperson cited
the group’s desire for “world class trails.” The stakeholder/special interest group consisted
primarily of horsemen and mountain bikers. Neither horseback riding nor mountain biking
meets the definition of passive recreation.
The habitat protection area map displayed at the meeting was woefully inadequate as it cited
only marbled murrelet and bald eagle habitat. There was no mention of other species or the

need to protect biological diversity or habitat connectivity throughout the new park. The map
gave the impression that these two avian species exist in a vacuum.
Anyone who currently uses the Hertz trail in North Lake Whatcom Park at the end of Northshore
Road knows that the parking facilities are inadequate. County parks staff envisions people using
public transportation to get to the new park. Will these buses travel along the lake on
Northshore Road or will they travel along the Y and/or Squalicum Lake Roads disrupting the
rural character of the neighborhoods adjacent to the park? Road cyclists currently enjoy these
routes and their safety and enjoyment will be greatly diminished by having to share these
arterials with buses. Organized cycling races occur annually along these and other nearby roads.
It’s hard to imagine the described trail that will accommodate people with children and pets,
people on horseback, and people on mountain bikes simultaneously. This incompatibility of
these varied users will create hazards for them and liability for the county. It might be best to
leave Galbraith for the mountain bikers, the Y-road access to Stewart Mountain for the horse
people and the rest of the park for the humans, their kids and pets.
The priorities need to be protection for the reservoir and its wildlife, and the minimization of
impacts to existing neighbors rather than increasing access for people. People already have
access by foot, by bike, and by horse. More people recreating in the watershed will disturb and
displace wildlife, create demand for services, lead to more intense uses, and increase traffic in
the reservoir and its watershed. The planning for this park area must emphasize preservation
and keep impacts to a minimum in order to deliver the low-impact, low-cost watershed park
that was described to the public during the process of reconveyance.”
234. “I am a mountain biker in Whatcom county. I am a working father with a wife and two children.
I have been mountain biking, hiking, camping and spending time in our parks since 1997. I
moved to Bellingham specifically for the world class mountain bike trails and great recreation
opportunities. I enjoy riding the existing bike trails on Galbraith, Chuckanuts, Stewart Mountain
and the ones on Lookout mountain as well. With the growing popularity of mountain biking
here, it is nice to have other options besides Galbraith to get away from the crowds and also
challenge the skill level of those of us who have been riding for a long time. The forests in the
watershed are a special place. It is a privilege to be able to recreate there. Preservation of
existing watershed trails as well as the mindful construction of new "connection routes" would
be a valuable addition to the riding options in the area. Adding this new watershed zone as a
legitimate mountain biking option will take pressure off of overused zones like Galbraith, not to
mention provide a more pristine area to ride in that is not on private property or under constant
threat of being logged or closed to the public.
Mountain biking is an ever-growing segment among the outdoor adventurer and fitness crowd
in our area. Please do not overlook mountain bikers as you continue to plan for the future of
our amazing watershed zone.”
235. “My name is Bill Hawk and I’m a 42-year-old recreational enthusiast. I’ve lived in Whatcom Co.
since 1996 and I am proud to call the area my home. I’ve been hiking, backpacking, and
mountain biking since high school, and I’m really excited about the opportunities this new
Reconveyance park will have for the comment, including present and future generations.

I've worked with the Whatcom Mt. Bike Coalition (WMBC) for the past 11 years, with 7 of those
years serving as a board member. In 2007, I emailed Director McFarlane offering my expertise in
planning, designing, and building the trails that are to be part of the future park system. 7 years
later, that offer still stands. Though I resigned from the WMBC board over a year ago, I continue
to maintain, build, and advocate for local mountain bike trails alongside my friends in the
WMBC.
Now that the land transfer is complete and the public process has begun, I’d like to take this
opportunity to offer some insight that could help the land managers and recreational users
through the trail planning and development process. Being involved in trail advocacy efforts for
over 10 years has given me many opportunities to work with both public and private land
owners and managers. I've seen productive partnerships formed, attorney negotiated
stewardship agreements signed, and unfortunately, contentious disagreements regarding trails
between land managers and trail users. I’m here today to encourage the productive partnership
approach; and to also do what I can to prevent a contentious situation from happening, as it’s
usually a lose-lose situation for everyone involved.
From what I’ve heard, and given all the reasonable people involved with this process, it sounds
as if we are on track for a productive partnership between land managers, recreationalists and
conservationists. However, actions speak louder than words and as far as what I’ve seen happen
in the County's early management of the park; gives me concern that things might end up being
contentious if we can’t agree on how to address trail issues. I’m referring to the 3 (that I know
of) existing trails in the watershed that were signed as closed and taped off, and the destruction
of 1 of those trails at the end of April 2014 by a County Park and jail work crews.
My understanding of the situation is that the trail closures and the removal of any man-made or
enhanced natural features were done due to the County’s concern over liability. It is my
informed opinion that those actions were excessive and unnecessary. There are established
standards and policies that have been adopted by countless other cities, counties, and states
that effectively manage risk and liability.
I encourage you all to spend some more time getting up-to-date information concerning existing
Trail Standards that other government agencies are comfortable following. After reviewing how
all these risk management strategies work together, combined with the protection offered
under the state's Recreational Use Statute, I’m confident you’ll recognize your liability concerns
were misplaced.
In closing, I encourage you to rethink your early management approach to the existing trails in
the new park. These trails should be viewed as an asset, not a liability. Working cooperatively to
plan and develop a trail infrastructure will yield results that reasonable people will accept.
Taking actions that close or destroy trails before any public process decisions or steering
committee recommendations has the potential to lead to the contentious disagreements that
will benefit no one and negatively affect this planning process.

Thank you for taking the time to read this and for considering my suggestions and my offer to
help with this process.”
236. “I have been involved in mountain biking for many years now, before my wife and started
having children. We now have two kids and we utilize all of the parks in our area of Seattle –
Bothell and Issaquah. We also frequent Bellingham with our family and friends to ride their
outstanding trails. We have many friends in the Bellingham area and we get up to Bellingham a
few days a month to not only enjoy the trail system, but to help our friends and their
community keep up the trails and maintain a safe and healthy environment for all of those that
choose to participate in riding, running or hiking the trails in Bellingham. My son is now 7 years
old and we have participated in many trail days on Galbraith Mountain which is teaching him to
be a steward of the trails he rides and give back to his community. These events are amazing
and really show how strong the biking community is in Bellingham, and is such a positive
example of community for my son to see and participate in. We also try to work on our local
trails as well; however, right now with such huge local support for biking in Bellingham we
choose to participate in many of the work events put on by the WMBC. When we are in
Bellingham we almost always frequent at least one if not more restaurants, almost always buy
something at the local bike shops and get fuel from time to time. Try not to get fuel in
Bellingham because of the prices, but sometimes we do… I know for a fact that many folks from
around the state also come to Bellingham for many of these same reasons, and most write
about their experiences in blog, articles and posts.
All this being said I would like to commend everyone at the Whatcom County Parks Department
for creating such a positive environment, allowing the community to come together and work
hard towards a common goal. We most likely would not spend so much time and money going
to Bellingham without all of the activities that we love being so accessible. You have really made
Bellingham and the surrounding trails a destination for so many people in the Seattle – Bothell
and Issaquah areas. We can only hope that our local parks department can learn by your
example, and create more and more opportunities in our area to bring in people from other part
of the state, create more safe accessible trails and to create a better sense of community like
you have all done. This places you at the forefront of such a remarkable movement to get
people outside, taking care of their surroundings and creating a better community.
Thank you all for all of you hard work and planning.”
237. “My husband and I live near the Birch St. trailhead to Galbraith. We both mountain bike, and I
hike and run on the trails. I access the mountain 2 - 5 times per week. We have been in our
home for 30 years and recently updated it, (instead of moving) so we can live in it another 30.
We did this because we love being so close to Galbraith & Whatcom Falls Park. We don't have
to drive anywhere to get spend time outdoors. I participate in trail maintenance days when I
can.
We frequent Fanatik Bike Co. Over the years, we have purchased 4 mountain bikes and
accessories, as well as a road bike. Fanatik does all our bike maintenance that we don't know

how to do.
We do a lot more mountain biking than road riding because drivers are so preoccupied and we
have had too many close encounters with cars and trucks even though we mostly ride in the
county.
Please do what you can to create the new park area for recreation (biking, hiking, running).”
238. “I wanted to send over my thoughts on expanding the ride-able Mountain Bike trail network
around Bellingham, to be specific Stewart and Lookout mountain.
I'll start by giving a little back-story about myself and what I do…and why mountain bike
recreation is so important for our local economy. Back in 2009 I moved from Bozeman, Montana
to Washington to pursue a life-long passion of mine, Mountain Biking. When I left Montana I
started a community driven mountain bike magazine titled Freehub magazine. I moved my
business and my life to Bellingham specifically for the mountain bike access and proximity to
world class trails. As a result of my business I have traveled the world to ride my bike and seen
first hand the positive impact Mountain Biking has had on thousands of mountain and nonmountain towns around the globe. Throughout my life in Bellingham I have also seen many of
the best trails shut down due to land manager conflicts, user conflicts and liability conflicts. This
has left me wondering how long it would take for our active, outdoor centric community to get
things lined up that could compare and draw similar crowds to some of the more "Bike Friendly"
vacation areas throughout the US and Canada.
From the beginning of my mountain biking career I have always sought out challenges in my
riding, overcoming and bettering myself as a mountain biker. Freeride bike trails in specific have
had an amazing impact in helping refine my skills on and off the bike to deal with life issues in a
systematic way. The only short coming with our local trail systems is that we don't have a
sufficient Freeride trail system that is supported and managed by the parks — often leaving the
trails in variable condition due to the fear from builders for prosecution by the state or land
managers. As a direct result I have traveled to BC and spent weekends away from home just to
rest assured that what I am riding is maintained and legal.
As far as our local trails are concerned, I typically seek out a variety of different trail types, and
often find myself on Stewart or Lookout Mountain. These trails are an integral part of our
communities trail system and offer the difficulty and variety that many of my fellow riding
buddies seek for outdoor enjoyment. This exact reason is why I have developed a world-class
mountain bike magazine and love to call Bellingham my home, but I also think that we have a
ways to go before we can consider ourselves the mountain bike MECCA similar to that of North
Vancouver, Squamish, Whistler or Pemberton BC. With that said I want to help grow our
community and the recreation around the greater Bellingham area, as our community aligns
itself really well with those mentioned meccas on the Sea to Sky corridor. If you have any
questions or would like to hear more from me or about my publication I would be happy to sit
down with you in person and share some inspiring stories of how mountain biking can add and
progress our local economy and way of life.

Thanks for listening, I hope we can work together to produce a one-of-a-kind destination for
people all over the world to enjoy mountain biking.”
239. “First, I would like to thank all the parks staff for taking the time to listen to the community on
these important issues relating to the new park. As a professional geologist who gets sucked
into public meetings.....I know they can sometimes feel a bit overwhelming to say the least.
My wife and I moved back to Bellingham....like a good number of current
residents...approximately 8 years ago for the sole reason of raising our son in a place that puts a
REAL value on recreating in the outdoors. All three of us actively enjoy both Stewart and
Lookout mountain trails on both bike and foot. We look forward to continuing to work with the
parks department to continue developing trail networks in these areas and are happy to donate
our time/energy into seeing that it gets done! Please continue your support for recreation
(hike, bike, run, ride...etc) in these unique and wonderful areas.”
240. “Thank you for taking the time to listen to the public input regarding the great accomplishment
of the Whatcom County Re-conveyance. As a trail runner, dog owner, and cyclist I would like to
advocate for the importance of single track, multi-use, and single use trails within the
reconveyance.
The need for trails cannot be undervalued. With so many citizens citing quality of life as one of
the top reasons for living and recreating in Bellingham you also have tourists that come to spend
their time and money in our communities that too are drawn by the trails in and surrounding
Bellingham.
Establishing user built trails in addition to parks department constructed trails will help to
ensure that various user groups have real buy-in and commitment to the projects and long term
vision this park requires. When you engage volunteer groups you establish long term support
and labor that otherwise dries up yearly in the legislature. Lean on your neighbors, they want to
help.
Respect existing trails when applicable but not when they threaten water quality (legitimately
threaten), endangered species (marbled murrelet), or intended use of the land. Trail heads
constructed outside of the watershed and public transportation from town to various trails will
all help minimize the impact of recreation on our park land.
The below points can be contentious but need to be addressed. Your network of volunteer
coordinators know the best route for a solution but my two cents are below.
Most importantly we must engage the trail building community, illegal and legal builders. The
trails constructed as illegal are born of necessity. If you engage these groups to become part of
the solution you will eliminate the problem. You have all the tools to end the cycle of illegal trail
building. Much like recreation mecca's Squamish in BC and Bend OR that engaged the
illegitimate building community and turned them into a work force to be harnessed rather than

chased down the hill their tourism and recreation taxes have boomed.
The solution is in your hands. Thank you for your time!”
241. “I am a young professional living in Bellingham, residing here for 10+ years. I work as a Design
Engineer for an aircraft interiors company. I graduated WWU with an open path ahead of me.
Having attempted to move from Bellingham, on more than one occasion, I am continually pulled
back to Bellingham. The reason: outdoor recreation.
I am an avid Mountain Biker, and spend the majority of my free time outside. I encourage you,
as you plan the future of Whatcom County and the Re-conveyance, to heed the input of all user
groups, mountain bikers included.
The mountain bike trails on Stewart and Lookout mtns are some of the best in the state, “nearly
rivaling” those of our neighbors to the north (Vancouver/Squamish/Whistler). Galbraith,
Blanchard, and Chuckanut are incredible as well. I say “nearly rivaling” for one specific reason.
Acceptance. The trails on Stewart and Lookout are established, in their own sense, but are not
established among the community in a larger sense. They are not necessarily “legal”, or
“marketable”. These trails are hidden, their locations only disclosed among trusted groups.
There is no questioning the passion of the mountain biking community in Whatcom County. Our
creative labor (trail building) could be capitalized upon with a solid relationship between the
WMBC and those managing the lands where recreation takes place. Whatcom County could
easily become a global destination for Mountain Biking, as well as many other activities for that
matter. I encourage you to look at the policies and relationships between the mountain biking
community and government in Squamish, British Columbia. “Business is Booming” in the
Outdoor Recreation Capitol of BC. I feel that we are not that far away from a similar situation in
our own community.
I look forward to the future of Whatcom Counties outdoor recreation. Thank you for your
consideration!”
242. “My name is Trevor Torres, I am 37 years of age and I live and recreate in Bellingham. I work
full time for a local bike manufacture Kona Bikes that sells nationally and internationally. I also
own and run a business that sells bicycle equipment and components. I am an active cyclist,
that likes to recreate on any available trail in the county. With the burgeoning bicycle scene we
as a city and county need to take advantage of this positive movement. Bicyclists have to be
one of the largest volunteer based recreational group out there. Volunteers spend countless
hours building and maintaining the very trails they ride and that bring in large numbers of
visitors. These visitors pour money into local businesses. So to supply this need there needs to
be more sanctioned trails that bring people to unique areas in the county and city. These trails
need to be built to a high standard and of varying difficulty.
Thank you for your time.”

243. “I think you should keep all trails open unless you come up with a really good reason to close
them. I haven't seen any good reasons yet…”
244. “I wasn't able to stay at the meeting Wednesday and found out that I can comment here.
What I really want to talk about is the article I found today on AdventureNW magazine.
http://www.adventuresnw.com/unauthorized-mountain-bike-trails-damage-new-park-land/
These are my thoughts:
This article has quite the misleading title and is very vague. As stated it would mean the trails
being referred to were built on park land. I know for a fact, having lived in the area for 10 years
and being an avid user of the areas in the reconveyance, the trails referred to in this
PROPAGANDA article were built during DNR ownership. And to be honest I have hiked a number
of these "rogue" trails over the years and they are some of the most beautiful, creative, and well
built trails. Yea some are a bit steep but there still is no visible evidence of erosion that I have
seen. Whomever wrote this article appears to be trying to ruffle some environmental feathers
over an issue that has never been an issue. Erosion and environmental damage would be
minimal at worst, most likely immeasurable considering the mention of only perennial water
flow. I have several friends in Bellingham that also love to get out on these trails whether hiking
or mountain biking and never had an issue with them. The way I see it, if all the trails being
referred to were built for extreme downhill riding, there must be a need to keep that sort of
riding in the newly created parkland if all activity/sport groups are to be represented. Finally I
want you to know the amount of environmental impact caused by creating a trail whether
"legally paid for" or not isn't even comparable to clear cut logging, road building or most type of
construction. I mean literally some animal habitats are completely destroyed during those types
of disturbances but a trail just wanders through the trees.
Thanks for your time.”
245. “I would like to see both multi-use single track and bicycle specific single track planned in the
park. Bellingham has a massive mountain bike community and our trails draw tourism from BC
and all over WA state and beyond. This is a great opportunity to take that a step further and
make Bellingham the best mountain bike community in the world.
Basic double track is not what got us such a destination. Real singletrack is what people come
here for. They enjoy the difficult sections of the Chuckanut Ridge trail, Salal trail, and many of
the trails on Galbraith that feature jumps berms and other "technical trail features". Having
options for green/blue/black trails or optional "go arounds" in more difficult sections is a proven
method of reducing risk while also giving more advanced riders the trails they want/need.
Please make sure that world class advanced mountain bike trails are not ignored in planning the
park. The user group is large and the demand for this type of recreation is growing.
Thank you.”

246. “I would like to provide my $.02 on the Lake Whatcom Park/Reconveyance lands as a local
mountain biker and trail runner who currently recreates on both Stewart Mountain and Lookout
Mountain.
In fact, I have just bought my first home and one of my largest motivating factors in choosing a
location was the proximity to the new Lake Whatcom Park/Reconveyance lands as I see them as
the future for trail recreation in Whatcom County. Access to trails and parks is one of the
highest rated factors in Quality of Life polls done throughout the country. As a Sales Manager
for Kona Bicycles- I have the opportunity to travel the country and consistently see that cities
who have invested in their outdoor recreation infrastructure have stimulated their local
economy as well as improved their residents quality of life.
My particular feedback re: these lands would be to open them up to mountain bike/trail running
trail development as such seen on Galbraith Mountain and Chuckanut. Each of these areas see
an incredible amount of use each and every day by the local community as well as visitors from
the Seattle area as well as Canada.
As we all know- Galbraith is privately owned property and the recent logging operations have
reminded the mountain biking/trail running community that this valued resource can be taken
away from us at any time. With this reality, the Lake Whatcom Park/Reconveyance lands
development into sustainable trails would ensure Whatcom County Residents have sustained
access to trails and in return have a positive impact on the local economy and further improve
the quality of life/devotion to the area that our residents currently enjoy.
Please feel free to contact me at the below for further follow-up and I will see you at the next
Planning Meeting.”
247. “I am an avid mountain biker and risk consultant with HUB International. I understand both
sides if the challenge at hand. Recreating in a way where the liability is minimized when it comes
to the County is not an easy task, but it is one that can be done and is being done around the
country. I work with both governments and user groups around the country on this and would
be happy to help offer input with our risk management team on a balanced approach to
enabling what has made so many people relocate to Whatcom County. The benefits are endless
when it comes to keeping the momentum of the biking community growing through new trails.
You truly are attracting the best stewards of the land when you work with them to legitimately
build trails.
The bottom line is the risk is going to be there no matter what. There will always be random
people building rogue trails without consent of the masses from the biking community. The best
thing we can do is work with them to proactively manage the risks associated with these
activities to minimize the chance of an incident. Simply ignoring or banning such activity will not
solve the issue.
Please let me know if I or my team can help guide you in this process in any way.”
248. “I am writing to express the need for a large number of trails in the park. I think this is a
fabulous opportunity to extend the Bellingham area's reputation for an active outdoor

community. I am an employee at a local mountain bike company and we have a direct economic
benefit from more MTB recreation options in our area. This is the reason our company is located
in this community, and a big part of why so many of our customers are living in this area.
I feel there should be a large number of multi use trails, but additional opportunities for user
specific MTB, hiker and equestrian trails are extremely important. Connectivity is important, and
access points on all edges of the park have value. I also believe that the user specific options
(and an overall large number of trails) contribute to less user conflict and a more enjoyable
experience for all users.
I would emphasis that single track trail is the highest priority…both for MTB and hiking. There is
a huge demand in the riding community for more technical trail riding, similar to what is found
currently on Lookout and Stewart mountains. If that demand is not met by the parks
department (at least with reasonable compromises) in this planning process the people that
have built those kinds of trails will find other places to create trails like this. I understand and
appreciate that there will be a "no illegal trail building" policy. But I would encourage the parks
to look at the existing illegal trails and trail building with an open mind. Recent actions to close
certain features of some existing trails are only going to create an "us versus them" attitude
among some members of the MTB community. Many of those trail builders spent hours creating
some amazing trail features, and I am sure they did not expect all those features to be approved
by the park. However, they would have been much more receptive to a dialog about how to
modify trails instead of seeing their work destroyed without any discussion of what could be
done to make the trails compliant and safe in the parks eye.
I would also note that technical MTB trails, even those that are "easy" by a bike riders
standpoint, might look terrifying to someone that does not have experience. Modern mountain
bikes are very capable and provide a safe experience on rugged terrain. I look to the Alice Lake
trails in Squamish, BC as a great example of technical MTB riding done in a safe and sustainable
way. Technical rock features and optional "go around" lines for riders that don't feel they can
handle the more difficult options.
Thank you for the time. I am really excited to see this park develop.”
249. “Hi, I am a member of the local Back Country Horsemen and county tax payer. I would
appreciate consideration of all trails constructed to be horse users friendly. Enough space to
park for horse trailers with good turn around area. I would wish for other user groups to be
educated in how to approach horseback riders. Also educated with the facts that horse manure
very quickly deteriorates, goes away with little residue left behind. In parking area, I believe we
need to pick up all manure, hay or other trash by the person using the space. I lived in Sequim
for a long time. There is a Clallam county park that has separate trails for horses and other
users, not sure if the area being considered would accommodate that but it would be nice to
have it considered. Over all I have NOT found other users to be hostile towards me when I have
been on the trail. Thank you.”

250. “Good Morning, I attended the meeting last week regarding the new trail system and I have
concerns with all three alternatives. My husband and I moved to Bellingham from the Seattle
area about seven years ago to Mountain Bike, we are homeowners and bought our house in a
close proximity to the trails. We have a lot of friends and family who come visit us to mountain
bike and we spend a lot of money on our sport.
It is very important to us to have single track mountain bike trails and also advanced trails. My
husband and his friends ride a lot on Stewart Mountain and Lookout and keeps money in
Bellingham, if these trails were no longer available they would spend their time riding in BC. The
trails in Squamish, BC and other areas of BC have wide range of use for mountain bikers and
brings a lot of tourism, Bellingham could learn a lesson. I support Alternative 3, but it would
need major modifications, including some single use mountain biking trails and better routing.
This new area of trails could be a turning point for Bellingham and make it a world class
mountain biking area and it would be a shame to see it become another hiking only area. I do
enjoy hiking, but I feel there is plenty in this area and the local economy would benefit greatly
with more mountain bike specific trails. Thank you for your time.”
251. “I am a mountain biker and am excited to see the great potential for trail on the recently
acquired Reconveyance lands. A robust trail network on this land offers great recreational and
economic benefits to the people of Whatcom County. I encourage the Parks department to
work with WMBC to develop trails that cater to all types of non-motorized users. In particular I
favor the Park Department's alternative 3 with the modifications suggested by WMBC,
particularly the suggestion for trails tailored to specific user groups.
The economic benefits of mountain bike trails and events can be significant. A recent study on
the economic benefits of one-day mountain biking events by Professor Jeff McNamee found:
Mountain Bike Oregon brought $1.2 million in direct sales into the Oakridge economy.
Restaurants, shops and hotels saw profits from the High Cascades 100, which brought
almost $400,000 to Bend. And visitors to the USA Cycling Marathon, also held in Bend,
dropped $200,000. Customers of Bend’s Cog Wild mountain bike tours spent almost a
quarter million dollars on their visit. (source: http://www.linfield.edu/linfield-news/photogallery-2/mountain-biking-events/)
Professor McNamee's study also found that destination mountain bikers have large disposable
incomes:
"... most visitors at these events were older people with disposable incomes,” he said.
Almost three-quarters of the participants had incomes of $100,000 or higher, with 30
percent of all visitors making more than $200,000."
In addition to the economic benefits of these one-day events are the many mountain bikers who
visit outside organized events. Their spending benefits hotels, restaurants, bike shops, car rental
agencies, gas stations, and many other local businesses.

Whatcom country is strategically located to cash-in on the growing popularity of mountain
biking. It has large affluent metropolitan areas to both the north and south and is on the route
to Whistler and Squamish. As many other areas have discovered, a small investment in trails and
signage can reap major economic benefits.”
252. “I was unable to attend the 2nd trail meeting for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance on
Wednesday, March 18th - but I wanted to provide you with my feedback and comments. I
understand there are three options under discussion. I support ALTERNATIVE 3 (in a modified
form) that will help maximize the trail mileage and that considers user-built trails with better
routing options and different trail user designations.
Trail Types:
I support:
- Designating a percentage of directional trails for mountain bikes (single use) and for the other
user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely compatible with our
mutual goal of protecting the watershed.
- Trails of different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or advanced
level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
- Loops and destinations. It's much better to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and interesting
geological formations. Riding loops (when possible) is preferable over an out-and-back trail.
- A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively new, but
successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example) and allows mt. bikes
to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is willing to build and
maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These often work best near trailheads due
to the amount of traffic.
Connectors:
I support:
- Connectors into Galbraith.
- The ability to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber land down to
Cain and Squires Lake.
User-built/Pre-existing Trails:
I realize this may be a sensitive issue, but whenever possible, consider looking at the pre-existing
trails on a landscape and the ability to bring them into the trail network as a pragmatic
approach. Often times, that does mean serious modifications and/or re-alignment of the trail
routing. That has worked successfully in many other communities.
Thank you for considering my comments!”
253. “Thank you for your efforts in planning the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance and including the
community in this discussion! I would support a modified version of Alternative 3 for Stewart
and Lookout Mountains. I like that Alternative 3 focuses on the most trail mileage, while still

protecting the natural environment and watershed. The piece that I felt was missing was singleuse trails for mountain biking of different styles and difficulty levels, rather than only crosscountry options. As a downhill mountain biker myself, I would love more technical, single-track
trails (designed and created by bikers themselves) with steeper descents and natural obstacles.
These types of trails, when constructed well, have a minimal impact on the surrounding area
and are easily maintained by the users themselves. If necessary, improved signage can alert
more beginner riders about rugged trails or built-up obstacles that they should avoid. The
success of this approach can be seen in places like Whistler, which includes both flow-y and
technical trails from beginner to advanced, while still taking steps to protect the environment.
Single use trails designed with/by each user group would maximize the enjoyment of that trail
while preventing conflict. A multi-use “up only” trail would allow for hikers, bikers, and
horseback riders to go up a shared route. Other smaller trails dedicated to hikers and trail
runners as well as dedicated biking trails could branch off of the main route. Signs at the top and
bottom of these biking trails would prevent traffic going upwards and keep all users safe. I also
support including existing trails into the current plan. I understand that you have a difficult
situation on your hands with this point. I would implore others to try to see the situation from a
biker’s perspective. Destroying excellent trails such as Surf N’ Turf and Brown Pow alienates trail
builders and riders, who see their options for recreation slowly whittled away and reduced in
diversity. When trails are shut down the reason given (if given) is often that they are bad for the
environment or that they are “rogue.” It is difficult to see gas powered boats on Lake Whatcom,
for example, and understand how a biking trail is treated as worse. When you find an unmarked
trail through the woods made by hikers, it isn’t called “rogue,” yet this term is applied to bikers
in a derogatory way. Mountain bikers are very happy to work with park planners. We would like
to move away from being considered rogue and make our much loved sport just as accepted as
hiking or trail running. Thank you for your time and again for including the community in this
planning process. I’m sure the end result will be a great new trail system.”
254. “I was unable to attend the Reconveyance meeting but would still like to provide feedback
based on the information presented on your website. I appreciate that you posted the power
point slides with maps and a slightly more detailed write up of each plan. I understand this info
is conceptual but it would make a lot more sense to the average person who doesn't know the
areas extremely well to provide specific trail information such as average elevation gain and
loss, steepest grade, and distance per each proposed trail.
I am a mountain biker and a trail runner. Loops to scenic view points are preferable. I work hard
to go up hill and hope that the down hill will reward me with thrills and fun. You currently have
stated that all the mountain bike trails are "XC." You also mentioned in the power point that you
want "world class trails." It will be rather difficult to achieve world class trails and satisfy the
huge variety of mountain bikers with one type of trail style. IMBA standards indicate that a
"Very Difficult Trail/Single Diamond" is consider to have a 15% or less average trail grade w/ a
max being 15% or more. I recommend that you further research what makes a mountain bike
trail popular, desirable and a draw. You don't need to travel far for some great examples (i.e
Squamish, North Shore, Whistler, Hood River.) Although Surf and Turn and Brown Pow are not
exactly sustainable, they are a perfect example of fun flowy goodness. I know that with a little

bit of work these trails can be rebuilt to meet IMBA standards. Stump Water is one of the best
built steep trails in our area and a great example of another desirable trail. Also, Bellingham is
the home of some amazing trail builders. Unfortunately this is not part of your planning
process, but if you gave them a general location and some specifications, you would have an
amazing trail network that meets the needs of your users and meets your standards. You also
save a bunch of money because you're involving a skilled, passionate group of people that will
help maintain the park.
I’ll bullet the other points to be brief:
I like option 3 for both trail networks but they need a lot of revision.
- East Side: you could add more mountain bike trails by specifying that it's uphill only traffic for
bikers and include them in the hiking only trail networks.
- East Side: would like to have the option to mountain bike on the north trails that were
proposed but I understand the need for separating bikers from equestrians.
- East Side: Keep Surf and Turn and Brown Pow
- West Side: Add the Galbraith Mountain trails to the map in order to better explain trail
connectivity. Galbraith Mountain users in Sudden Valley need an easy way to get up onto the
mountain and a fun way to get down.
- West Side: consider a skills park or beginner riders area for Sudden Valley residents to work
with to improve their skills.
- Both Areas. Camping: tourists and visitors would love a place to camp where there's trail
access. It would be even better if there was lake access.
- Both Areas: You don't have any biking only trails but you have hiking only and equestrian only.
Please provide directional, down hill only mountain bike trails.
- Think EPIC, think BIG PICTURE. Routes that can be put together to equal 30, 50, 75 mile
routes. This obviously involves other areas and trail networks but Bellingham does not have any
long distance loops. Event coordinators in the City of Bellingham would have more
opportunities to host world class events if people can run and ride these distances.
- Speaking of events, thank you for considering staging areas and parking spaces.”
255. “I'm writing to provide feedback since I was unable to attend the most recent meeting about
the trail plan for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance. For some background, I'm a 46 year old
male who started mountain biking regularly about 3 years ago due to running injuries.
I would like to register my support for Alternative 3 for both Lookout Mountain and Stewart
Mountain. Riding a mountain bike is magical. I do it with both of my teenaged kids (though I
would love more beginner territory). I ride to stay in shape, to be in the outdoors, and to stay
out of traffic. I don't really use jumps, but the challenge of creative trails is a wonderful way to
keep improving my ability. I sometimes travel to other places to mountain bike, and would love
to have Bellingham become an even better area for riding. The lure of trails is a huge benefit to
our region and will only grow as we develop more world-class trail systems.
We have terrific local infrastructure for collaborative trail-building. We have seen models work
effectively on Galbraith and Larrabee/the Chuckanuts. I am an advocate of nature, and of taking
advantage of the mental and physical health benefits of being outdoors. I'm also an advocate for

providing local activities for families and for kids. Mountain biking is a relatively low impact way
to be in the outdoors.
We have been given a tremendous opportunity with the reconveyance. I'm grateful to those
who made it happen. I mostly want to communicate that many mountain bikers are not hardcore, young people who don't care about the land or being outdoors. I would happily work with
other trail users to find ways to either share or divvy up trails. But I dream of 10+ mile loop trails
that I could happily grow old riding. This would be a wonderful, community-developing step to
allow trail building to happen in ways that linked large swaths of scenic areas. Loops and
connectors really make an area the best it can be. I'm certainly open to developing more
intense, down-hill type trails, but I can also see an argument for keeping those in Galbraith. The
Anacortes Forest Land trails are an outstanding local example. There is excellent signage (and
maps), trail use designations, and also a dense network of trails to maximize the miles of trails.
I encourage you to maximize our community's ability to take advantage of this newly available
land by supporting plans that maximize trail access. Thank you very much for your
consideration.”
256. “My wife and I live near Lake Padden and are avid mountain bikers. We support the maximum
number of recreation trails (alternative 3) in the Reconveyance lands with an emphasis on userspecific and user-built trails. Allowing users to build and maintain their own trails shifts the cost
to those will benefit, minimizes conflicts between users, and allows users to design and build
trails that best suit their needs.
Properly constructed trails have very low environmental impact. Shared trails also work well,
particularly up-only trials for bikes that are shared with hikers.
Mountain biking is a rapidly growing sport that can be a major draw for tourist dollars. My wife
and I spend several weeks per year traveling around the western US and overseas specifically to
mountain bike. During the past 15 years we have seen an explosion in the number of trails and
riders. Mountain bike trails can create a major tourist attraction at very low cost. This can be
seen in Bend OR, Sedona, AZ, Moab UT, Frutia CO, Park City UT, Tuscon AZ, St. George UT,
Whitefish MT, Squamish BC, Fernie, BC, and many other areas. More high quality mtn. bike trials
in Whatcom County will draw more tourists and encourage them to stay longer.
Thank you for your work on this project and for seeking public input.”
257. “I have been riding Look Out Mountain Radio towers road and Steward Mountain power lines
road for several years now. My first concern is that I have seen bears and even a rare cougar on
Stewart and I would hate to disrupt their lives by having more population cris-crossing some of
the most pristine land.
1. The idea of going from south tower (there's no view on south tower, the trees are too
high) to Squire lakes is really good for both hikers and bikers. But I do feel that there
could be a short link to connect existing logging and access road that would allow ascent
from South 3rd tower on Lookout to Cain lake without building a new trail.

2. Stewart Mountains. There is already a way to connect from Wickersham/ Acme Bugle
to Big Foot Bugle and then to ride or hike down to the Y road. Adding another trail may
be superfluous.
Please invite me to your next meeting. I have been up and down Steward and Look out
mountains for several years. I might have some extra info.”
258. “Thank you for asking for our input for the new park area. I have attended both of the town
meetings thus far on the park plans and am happy that there is such a process for measured
decision making and input from actual park users. I have been a big advocate for increased park
and community space and public water/lake access and made a big effort to attend several of
the county meetings in advance of the actual reconveyance decision.
My husband and I moved to Bellingham specifically for the recreational opportunities here. We
created our own business in the City that caters specifically to our outdoor athletes. Trailhead
Athletics now employs 4 people and has grown steadily over the past 5 years (through the
recession) because of the increased influx of outdoor athletes to our area. Recreational tourism
is a clear and huge potential for our area. We are perfectly located between Seattle and
Whistler for mountain bikers traveling in this corridor. I am seeing more and more BC plates
and people from down south when we are riding both on Galbraith and in the Chuckanuts.
Several recent mountain bike races and events have done wonders for highlighting the riding
potential of this area and I have witnessed a direct economic spillover from this exposure. I
want to see this momentum continue.
I am an avid mountain biker and my clear preference would be to support (in general) Option 3
for both areas of the new park but I do have several comments to add.
1) I would like to see some mountain bike only trail options. I see hiking only and equestrian
only trails but none for our large cycling community. I think to preserve goodwill among
all user groups it is only fair that we each get some trails that are designated specifically
for us.
2) I like all kinds of trails including rustic, old school and technical singletrack as well as
smooth, flowy and downhill trails. Technical riding is a big draw for many riders. The
North Shore and Squamish have a reputation for challenge and our terrain is very
similar. We could have a similar draw in Bellingham with the support of the Parks Dept,
city and county.
3) I would like to see some technical cross country terrain (ups and downs) but also some
nice steep trails down also. I like to pedal to all my rides.
4) I would like more public access to Lake Whatcom with natural lakeside features but I am
not interested in any expansion of facilities for motorized water traffic. Access should
be for swimming and non-motorized boats.
5) Has anyone considered the huge success in Squamish of the Sea to Sky Gondola? Is there
a spot within the park that an overlook could be created like this? Food service? or even
a Grouse Grind-like arduous hike up? Surely Stewart Mountain has some very steep
terrain that could provide an amazing challenge close to town and draw more people to
use the area.

6) I do also hike and trail run. I think, like most mountain bikers, I identify with all user
groups and feel confident that the majority of active users are excited about facilities
expansion.
7) I know that many people will drive to the start of many ride & hikes and I hope that there
will be appropriate facilities for parking in the new areas. I would also like to see
parking facilities on the south side of Galbraith increased or a lit crosswalk (with button)
be added across Samish Way as I feel certain that a collision between a rider and vehicle
is inevitable.
8) Finally, although I am not addressing some of the environmental concerns of expanded
recreational use, I would ask that the department makes certain to address the need for
garbage cans and receptacles near all park trailheads. With the increased trail use at
Birch street from dog walkers I have seen a tremendous increase in dog waste along the
trail (and in my tires). 95% of animals will relieve themselves within the first 5 minutes
of a walk/run or ride. If cans (and bags) were available people would use them and less
pet waste would migrate into our water table. Please address/budget for this issue in
your plans. Thanks for listening!”
259. “I'm writing this email in response to the proposed trail plans presented at last weeks
community meeting. I'd like to start by introducing myself. I moved to Bellingham in 2011 from
Seattle for the, in my mind, vastly increased quality of life. I left a rather lucrative job in
engineering for a similar position at Heath Tecna (now Zodiac Aerospace). I bought a house in
the Whatcom Creek watershed, in part, for the easy access to the Galbraith Mtn trails. I am an
avid mountain biker and have ridden the trails that are now located in the two reconveyance
areas. In specific: Stump Water, Surf and Turf, Cougar Ridge, Waterfall, Blade Reversal and
Brown Pow. These are advanced, challenging and incredibly fun trails to ride. These trails have
been a draw for mountain bikers from around the region (Seattle and Vancouver BC for
example). No-one leaves without a smile on their face. I would love to see these trails included
in the park's plans.
I was unable to attend last week's meeting as I was on a 10 day mountain biking vacation to
Moab UT. If you're not familiar, Moab is a major recreation mecca for many user groups. I got to
experience what can be created when volunteer user groups, BLM, DNR and the local
government work together to create a system of trails. The town of Moab is thriving on the
tourism generated by their trail system. I was told by a local bike shop employee that many of
the technical/advanced trails I got to ride were illegal up to only a year or two ago. Some of the
trails were modified/rerouted for user safety and sustainability but were for the most part the
original trail. These trails are now signed (at intersections, etc.) and on the latest edition maps
we bought. I believe Bellingham and Whatcom County could equal their recreation draw if we
allow for the trails that the users want to ride. Thank you for taking the time to read this.”
260. “I was speaking with several people recently about providing input to the County on the trail
planning for the reconvened parkland. We all assumed that you could go online to find an email
address to send comments. Nope. The reconveyance page gives no email address or physical
mail address for giving feedback on the park alternatives. How is the public to send in
comments? The only that the person to contact is Roger Lamb (at the bottom of the page, below

non-reconveyance events listing), and his only contact information is a phone number — but of
course a phone call to Roger does not create a record of public comment.
http://www.whatcomcounty.us/625/Lake-Whatcom-Reconveyance
If County parks is truly interested in public input, then I suggest at a minimum you need to put a
physical email address where people can send comments, but much better an email address. I
think it’s the right thing to do.
Regardless of whether or not you fix the web page with contact information, I am requesting
that information myself. Please provide me with an email address where the public can send
comments on the reconveyance park planning process. Thanks.
Also, the names and images of “maps” on the reconveyance page are dead, not active links.
There is no way to access the information that is being referenced. That needs to be fixed as
well.”
261. “I am so excited to be able to access this trail system...along with my grandchildren..................
My main concern is that horses do not mix well with bikes, hikers...at least mine does not. I am
happy there will be a trail designated horses only.
I am so happy as to where the equestrian parking is and that there should be ample room to pull
through and have room on the side of the trailer to tie horses and tack up. Thank you for such
a great opportunity...............I only live 3 miles away and I am an Acme Resident that is so happy
with the park. Need I say more.”
262. “The presentation at the senior center was excellent. The handouts were very informative.
However, I cannot find any of it on the County Parks website. I thought I heard you say that all
of these documents and maps would be available online for download.
Please advise me as to where they are. The citizens who were unable to attend or get inside the
room need to see these documents.
Thank you very much for working on this giant project.”
263. “Trails and parks are a critical component of my quality of life. I share my passion for the
outdoors with my young child, Jonah Cascade Styrna (age 2.5), and two hyper labradoodle dogs,
Apollo & Winston. We hike, play, bike, and picnic on Whatcom County land about three times
/week. Some would say I am raising my family in the great outdoors because we spend so much
time there!
As a mother, I believe legacy is important and that we need to plan trail and park lands for
future generations to enjoy and steward. The best way we can do this is by honoring the original
recreation proposal from January 2013 that envisioned "55 miles of mountain biking, hiking, and

horse trails;" I would add that there should be 55 miles or more of such trails, and that trail
running be emphasized as well. I trail run 20-30 miles/week and support the recreational
community as an event volunteer for Cascade Mountain Runners as well as the Bellingham Trail
Running Club. I also invite friends from the Mill Creek MultiSport Group in greater Seattle to run
trails with me and regularly participate in recreational events; this day-use tourism supports our
local economy and strengthens community.
Additionally, when addressing the new reconveyance lands the Whatcom County Parks
Department should:
·
Honor the original vision of building 55 miles or more of trails in order to create a world
class park and trail system;
·
Incorporate existing informal user built trails to reduce costs;
·
Build shared and single use trails for horses, hikers, trail runners, mountain bikers and
dog-walkers alike;
·
Add connectivity around Lake Whatcom and Mount Baker by building high quality
“single track” trails for a diverse and unique user experience;
·
Draw upon the many passionate volunteers and organizations to help construct new
trails, provide additional funding opportunities and assist in maintenance,which lowers
costs.
·
Plan for and incorporate the Bellingham--Mount Baker Trail.
The parks and trails in Whatcom County are beautiful features that offer exceptional
recreational opportunities for a diverse group of people. I would love to see 55 miles or more of
trails built on the reconveyance lands for all to enjoy.”
264. “I fully support CMR's vision for a Bellingham to Mount Baker trail. I have lived in Bellingham
for 5 years, and I am an outdoor enthusiast and avid hiker/biker/runner. Two of the main
reasons I live here: the ocean and the forest. Both of these key ingredient have been linked to
healthier lifestyles as well as their ability to lift spirits and combat depression.
My experience with Bellingham trails, as well as the surrounding Whatcom County trails, began
my first year of graduate school in 2010. I found solace in the deep forest woods after reading
and studying for long hours. That led to longer runs, as my exploration of the trail system
cleared my head...and eventually I began ultra-running. What I found most peculiar about my
long runs, was that they actually alleviated any contempt I experienced with the long, wet
Northwest winters; in fact, being out in the trees showed me the beauty of rain.
In 2014, I developed a love for mountain biking. Another way to experience and enjoy the
outdoors, rain or shine. My friends and I love going out for rides; I can honestly say there has
not been a ride or hike yet where one of us did not comment on the pure beauty of where we
live, always expressing gratitude for the moments of clarity and clean air.
There are times when I feel like Whatcom County is the final frontier. The addition of 55 miles of
trail would help protect the serenity and beauty that surrounds us.

From my experience, people that live and love the outdoors of Whatcom County do so with
caution, dreams, gratitude and a sincere respect for nature. Simple single track trails built for
multi-pupose would benefit horses, hikers, runners, bikers, dog walkers, and athletic
competitions. Incorporating existing (informal) trails will reduce costs and create a more
structured way to enjoy our surroundings. As friend of WMBC and an outdoors-enthusiast, I
know that this community will come together and happily volunteer to build this new trail
system.
In my opinion, there is no reason not to utilize the new Whatcom County reconveyance project
as a recreational trail system. It is one of the main attractions of our beautiful home, and we, as
a community, should do all we can to make this project possible.
Thank you so much for taking the time to read this.”
265. “I am an avid trail runner/hiker/nature lover/father of two. I have to take my hat off to
Bellingham's parks and trail systems because they are truly awesome. The foresight and
dedication of the early developers and leaders to create and maintain such a system is truly
remarkable. It has come to my attention that our city is once again in a situation to add more
amazing trails to the maps. Fantastic! I feel so lucky every time I am out exploring our trails. I am
a member of Bellingham trail runner club and Cascade Mountain Runners and participant in
several of the regional trail races including the recent Chuckanut 50k, and Stewart Mountain half
marathon. Trail running specifically has exploded in growth and popularity in the last few years.
My friends from out of town are constantly amazed by how extensive, easily accessible, and
beautiful our trails are. I think this is one of the areas biggest selling points for like minded folks.
This says nothing about the mountain biking community that I hear rave reviews about too. My
point is, we have a great opportunity to go from amazing trails to a world class recreation trail
system. That is something I think this city could be proud of and strive for.
We have volunteers doing trail work all the time, myself included, whether on the Chuckanut
ridge or trying to renew the Bellingham to Mt Baker trail. We, the people, want to help and will
help make the trails we so love. Let us help raise money for the trails by hosting events and
races around town. Feel feel to reach out to us for volunteering time and money in making the
vision a reality.
In particular, I would love to see connecting trails from one park to another. Linking our gems in
longer routes could lead to more local trail races to highlight our city's assets but at least some
serious fun.
I am grateful for your work and I strongly encourage option 3 with as many trails as possible! We
trail runners share the trails easily with horses and bikes, so I say the more the merrier.”
266. “I am a trail runner, president of the Bellingham Trail Running Club, and the Race Director for
the Bellingham Trail Running Series, and many other events in WA, OR, CA, and Nevada. I live in
Bellingham and enjoy the many trails here. I am sending you this letter in support of the original
55 miles of trails that have been proposed for the Reconveyance Project. I would like to see as

many multi use non motorized trails as possible that allow for mountain bikes, hiking, running,
and equestrian use. I believe that all users can enjoy the trails in harmony.
I support the Cascade Mountain Runners vision for a Bellingham to Baker trail and I believe that
a trail of this type would put Bellingham on the map for world class recreation, much like Lake
Tahoe's Tahoe Rim Trail does for recreation in the Tahoe Basin.
I'd like to see as many existing trails in the reconveyance area be incorporated to save costs and
minimize damage to the environment. Adding connectivity around Lake Whatcom via the North
Lake Whatcom Trail would greatly improve user experience in the area and give users the ability
to take longer treks, runs and bike rides. To do this, I'd suggest making the trails single track. By
keeping the trails single track, it minimizes damage to the area and improves the user
experience by making the trail feel more natural and wild, a feeling I think we all seek when we
head out into the mountains.
Bellingham is lucky to have many passionate volunteers and organizations in the community to
help construct new trails, provide additional funding opportunities and assist in maintenance.
These are all excellent ways of lowering costs for the county so that we can do more with less.
Incorporating these many organizations into the project of reconveyance would be good for the
trails and parks and good for uniting the many user groups that will benefit from the trails.
As a leader in the trail running community, I see the reconveyance as an opportunity to create
trails that connect places, mountains, user groups, and communities. We have many trails that
explore just one mountain, let's focus on a longer term goal of making trails that go places, that
connect these communities and draw in visitors from around the world to explore the beauty
and wildness of the Greater Bellingham- Mount Baker area.
Thank you for taking the time to gather input from the community. I'd be happy to help in any
way I can.”
267. “Thank you for all your hard work. I am really excited to see the park developing around Lake
Whatcom. I have lived in Whatcom County (Bellingham) for over 10 years in total, with a brief
break in Seattle. The opportunity to work in Bellingham came up, and I was quick to jump at it in
order to enjoy all the outdoor activities that we have close to town. Most specifically Mountain
Biking. I also enjoy hiking and off road motorcycle riding. I have attended all of the public
meetings about the park, but find it easier to type out my comments.
I would like to see a high density of trails in the new park. There is a huge amount of land, and I
think that we have the opportunity to make a world class example of outdoor access, trail access
and healthy outdoor oriented living near a vibrant town center. The area around Lake Whatcom
is hardly "wilderness" as you would find closer to Mt Baker. I feel that we have a great
opportunity to increase healthy recreation and preserve the forests that we have today. Even
the highest density of trails would not spoil that.

I do enjoy riding my off road motorcycle, and I have ridden many trails on Stewart Mt that
would now be part of the park. They are a lot of fun, and I don't think that moto use is
necessarily something that is out of line with the needs of the park. However, I do think that we
need to keep the new park as a non-motorized area. That being said... there is a very real need
for motorcycle trail access as well. I think we need to work in tandem to create legal riding areas
for motorcycles. Red Mountain, Lyman Hill and Sumas Mt area all well suited to motorcycle use,
and by create a legal outlet you will greatly cut down on trail poaching and illegal use within the
new park. I think this is something that needs to be taken in to consideration now, or it will
become a problem later. The user groups are more than capable of self regulating and of
creating their own trails (moto or MTB) if given permission... so the cost to the city/county
would be low to non-existent.
For trails within the park itself... I think we need to focus on connectivity, loops and minimized
user conflict.
Stewart Mt
I have frequently ridden Surf and Turf, and I think that we have a great opportunity to create a
bi-directional trail in that general zone which could be hiked either direction or ridden down on
an MTB. I think a MTB up only and hiking bi-directional trail on the same general face as the
Wiskersham Truck Road would be a valuable connection trail. Horseback riders could maintain
their current riding area with expanded access closer to the lake. Overall I don't think this area is
well suited to mountain bike use and only a minimal number of MTB trails would even be
necessary. This area is definitely well suited to hiking.
Lookout Mt
I have spent a lot of time on this mountain, and I would love to see the park include trails like
"Waterfall", Cougar Ridge as well as the very awesome up hill trail that was built for access from
Galbraith. These are great MTB trails that are also excellent for hiking. I think there is also room
to expand MTB and hiking trails up to the towers and to the south near squire lake and cain
lake. The existing ridgeline trail from the south towers could easily be reworked to provide a
great hiking route from Alger up to the towers. It would also provide a valuable link to ride from
Galbraith in to Lookout and over to Blanchard Mountain. This loop is possible now, but not ideal.
Including a route along that ridge would make it possible to ride all of the mountains around
lake Samish with minimal road riding. An amazing draw for endurance athletes, trail runners, XC
mountain bikers, etc.
On the other side of the spectrum I believe that we do need some more difficult MTB trails that
are specific for MTB use in order to help stave off illegal and unsustainable trail building and
avoid user conflict on the hiking trails. The need for that style of trail will not go away, and the
MTB community is capable of creating the trails start to finish with nothing more than approval
from the park. Restricting some trails to uphill use on bikes will create a comfortable hiking
experience while still maximizing the usability of the park. We have a lot of steep terrain and
elevation... the density of MTB or hiking use will naturally be reduced the further away you get
from a trail head. Because of that... I feel that any hiker only trails should be kept closer to trail
heads and the furthest trails should always be multi use. Some of your examples include trails

along the ridge between the towers on Lookout Mt. That is a big climb on a bike or a bike hike.
Limiting use to only one user group would make those trails a very poor investment.
Overall I think all the parks plans seem wonderful. I would just like to see the focus on a high qty
of trails with more usable loops as opposed to out and back trails or restricted access.
Regarding motorcycle use... as much as I would love to see trails for my KTM in the park, I think
we have better alternatives other places. I do think it would be in the parks best interest to
create a plan for that user group soon. Otherwise there could be real issues with illegal use in
the park. Lets get a legal ORV area in Whatcom county!
Thanks for your hard work making an amazing new MTB and hiking area for all the Bellingham
area residents and tourists to enjoy. We already have an amazing reputation world wide for
great MTB access and trails, but this will take it to another level!”
268. “I have review the three alternative trails plans for Lookout Mountain and Lake Whatcom Park
re-conveyance. I prefer alternative 3 for both.”
269. “I writing to give input regarding the alternative options for the reconveyance. I am a
Bellingham resident, Nurse Practitioner, trail runner and mountain biker. My husband works as
a product manager in the mountain bike industry. Although we could live in many other parts of
the country and earn more money, we live in Bellingham specifically for the mountain biking
trails, community, and quality of life. My husband has traveled all over the world mountain
biking, but Bellingham is unique in its terrain and is an ideal place for mountain biking. We
currently have an amazing network of trails and we are grateful, but the reconveyance is an
incredible opportunity to expand this network and help make Bellingham world-class. I am so
thrilled that this land will be protected and will be able to be used and enjoyed by many
generations to come.
I would like to see this land used in a way that protects our watershed, conserves habitat, and
welcomes trail uses of all kinds. Clearly, the challenge is balancing the desires of the many "user
groups" and I am optimistic this is possible. As a mountain biker and health care provider, one of
my primary concerns is safety and I would love to see directional, single-use mountain bike trails
which help reduce the risk of accidental collisions. Single use mountain biking trails are alsoquite honestly- just more fun. I also support allowing some hiking trails to also be used by
mountain bikers for climbing only- this would be a safe way to reduce total trail environmental
impact and maintain safety while still allowing for real mountain bike trails (and fun descents). I
am also a trail runner and I am more than happy to share the trails with mountain bikers, but
well-designed trails are essential to help protect all users.
In general, I am in favor of Alternative 3- but I also have some feedback. I would love to see the
planned hiking only trail at the top of lookout mountain available to mountain bikes as well. This
is a trail which would require some effort to get to- and generally people able to travel longer
distance are either running or on bikes. A trail on the ridge would likely be slower speed, would
allow a great loop/connection at the top of lookout, and would be ideal for a multi-use trail. I

would like to see a variety of difficulty levels- there is a wide range of interests and skill levels
and I would like to see options for everyone. To make Bellingham world class, there needs to be
some challenging, rugged, and rooty trails and these are best built by mountain bikers
(obviously, with feedback/support to help minimize environmental impact). I would like to see
current/existing trails recognized and maintained whenever possible. This includes trails such as
Waterfall, Cougar Ridge, and Surf and Turf which and have become classic and beloved trails in
the local mountain bike community. I understand these trails may require some changes but I
would like to encourage you to maintain the heart and soul of these trails whenever possible.
Thank you for all your work and consideration of our interests!”
270. “I am a home owner and have lived in Whatcom county for over eight years. I love it here.
Being outside and enjoying our surroundings is what has kept me in Bellingham. It is very
important to me that we continue to grow our outdoor community. We need more single track
advanced level trails. New trails would be extremely beneficial to Bellingham in many different
ways. I believe that Squamish BC has figured out mountain biking and how to use it to grow
their community. I routinely drive up there to ride because they have a huge variety of both
technical and fast flow trails. I would like to see more challenging trails in Whatcom county. I
think it's important to have a variety of trail for everyone and not dumb down trails to make
them easy. We can all share the trails. I also go trail running and have no problem sharing with
people riding their bikes. Please lets take advantage of this beautiful area and build some world
class riding for us and other generations to enjoy.”
271. “I recently attended the trail planning meeting involving the reconveyance and would like to
provide some more thorough feedback about the proposals.
What I like:
- Connection to Squires Lake (PNT) and Galbraith. Tying existing trail networks into the
reconveyance makes a lot of sense and should be exciting for all user groups.
- Dedicated trails for hiking and hiking/horseback riding.
Suggestions:
- Less multi-use and more dedicated-use trails (heterogeneous experience). Multi use trails
would act great as major arterials that connect different areas (think Galbraith to Squires
Lake), but can tend to be too much of a compromise for everyone. Great trails should be
built for a purpose. Hiking trails should feature scenic beauty and promote peaceful
rejuvenation in nature. Mountain bike trails, while also showcasing their natural setting,
should include elements that will challenge the user in a technical manner. This level of
challenge should remain consistent throughout a single trail while varying between
different trails, satisfying all skill-levels and encouraging progression.
- Directional trails. Including “descending only” bike trails would minimize user-conflicts
and make all groups happier. Another idea is to allow bikers to climb certain “hiking only”
trails. This makes sense since hikers, runners, and equestrians all ascend at similar speeds.
- Trail Locations. In general, hiking/equestrian trails should be more accessible from
trailheads than bike trails. I noticed that the proposed layouts for Lookout included

-

-

dedicated hiking trails along the ridge crest. To me, it would make more sense to have
this trail be multi-use since it is “remote” relative to trailhead locations and will not see a
lot of hiker use compared to lower trails. Fragrance Lake and Oyster Dome are good
examples of the popularity and success of “hiking only” trails (both start right from the
roadside).
Utilization of existing trails. There are many existing trails on Lookout and Stewart, but
the proposals indicated little intent to incorporate them into the reconveyance trail
network. I understand that many of these trails are technically not legal and/or perfect
models for sustainability, but they really should be kept around. Cougar Ridge and Hootie
Hoot are two examples of trails that are very sought after by mountain bikers. This is
what we like to ride! And most of the work of connecting Galbraith and Lookout is already
done.
Consider the mountain bike community when budgeting trail building and maintenance
expenses. Bellingham has risen towards becoming one of the mountain bike meccas of
the world. The financial impact to the city and county is enormous and will only continue
to grow if mountain biking is taken seriously by Whatcom County. There are many people
who live in Bellingham specifically for the riding and many more out-of-towners who wish
they could. Please consider the WMBC and the existing community of trail builders when
budgeting the workload. Unsupported we have built a mountain bike destination. With
county permission (not finances) we can bring so much more to Whatcom County.

A little about myself:
- I Moved to Bellingham in 2006 to attend WWU. My number one reason for choosing
Western was so I could live in Bellingham and enjoy the abundant recreational
opportunities (mountain biking in particular, although I am an avid trail runner, hiker,
cross country skier, and road cyclist).
- I have earned multiple collegiate national team titles while at Western for mountain bike,
cyclocross, and road, have held a professional mountain bike race license for 7 years, and
have lived and raced around the world from France to Nicaragua. In all of my travels, I am
yet to find a livable place with more trail potential and community strength than
Bellingham. What we have here is world class.
- I consider myself lucky enough to be employed in Bellingham, working at Zodiac
Aerospace. I also recently purchased a home in Bellingham and don’t plan on leaving.
Sorry if that all seems a bit dramatic - it’s very important to a lot of people, myself included!
Thank you for taking the time to read what I have to say.”
272. “I am an active cyclist and trail user who makes his living in the outdoor recreation industry. I
am employed by Kona bicycles in Ferndale Washington and I reside in Bellingham Washington. I
took a job here in Bellingham because of the access to world class terrain for cycling. We have
some of the best trails in the United States and need to capitalize on opportunity to improve the
overall quality of the networks.
I feel strongly that a variety of trails need to be implemented within the new park space in order
to bring more awareness to our community. The park should feature both single and multi use

trails specifically tailored for user groups. Uphill and “XC” trails can be shared with both
equestrians and hikers (example – Blanchard Mountain). The steeper and more technical
terrain that the riding community ABSOLUTELY NEEDS TO SEE should be designated as mountain
bike only. These single use trails should mimic the pre-existing trails on Lookout mountain.
These trails are integral to developing the tourist industry within Whatcom county. A good
example of a community seeing the value of mountain bike tourism is Squamish. These trails
bring users from all across the globe and have a variety of difficulty levels to appeal to all riders.
Bellingham seems to me to be a “pass through” location for a lot of people going places to
spend their time and money on recreation. The bulk of the traffic crosses the border and heads
to the North Shore, Whistler and Pemberton for the riding opportunities available there. Steep
and technical trails will need to be built in order to capitalize on this potential revenue. The
mountain bike community has a large volunteer base and is capable of bringing revenue into the
economy on its own. This is an important as the WMBC has proven through its efforts on
Galbraith and other trail networks that a large user group is willing to spend its own money,
time and effort to improve and add to the existing infrastructure.
I am one of the users who donates time and money to trail improvement and respectfully
request that these be taken into consideration during future discussions. I want to see
Bellingham become an even more desirable place to visit and recreate in and am willing to work
towards that shared goal with all user groups.”
273. “I'm writing to ask that on any public land that is developed for public use that all the user
groups are given consideration. For example, the new 8000 acre park that was reconveyed from
the DNR was a major hunting ground for a lot of hunters. Please keep most of it for hunting. All
user groups can use the hunting areas. Please do not allow the bikers to shut down our right and
need to hunt on public lands as they did on Galbraith mountain. They went to the timber
companies and got them to shut down the hunting. They also took over the parking lot at
Galbraith that the horse group Back Country Horsemen got put in. Please build all trails for stock
use then the hikers will also benefit. The bikers on multiuse trails need to slow down and go the
speed of hikers and horses. I was on a horse on county park land near Samish road on North
Chuckanut. The bikes nearly ran into me, my horse and I went flying. I was hurt a bit but I lost
my need to see fast bikes on horse trails. Please develop large parking lots for horse trailers and
trails that accommodate multiusers. I know that bikers have the numbers and the loud voices,
but please don't let them have rule over horses and hikers.”
274. “I am writing you to thank you for the having the public meeting you recently held where you
were seeking public input. I like the overall direction the park is moving and am definitely in
favor of all the options that provide the most amount of trail options that make sense in each of
the areas. My only concerns are that I would like to see more mountain bike specific trails as
well as utilizing some of the existing trails that are already there. Specifically the trails that are
accessed from the North Lake Whatcom park. This area is a fantastic area to ride with some of
the best views in the county. I would urge you to look at all the existing trails and work with the
WMBC to make these trails part of the reconveyance. Thank you for your time and
consideration.”

275. “I am a mountain biker who lives and works in Whatcom county. ( Age 38, father of 3) I
appreciate the existing challenging trail terrain on both mountains and would like to see more of
the same during the development process. The sport of mountain biking is evolving to
encompass steeper, more technical terrain. The bike companies are now designing bikes
specifically to be ridden on trails like Surf and Turf and Stumpwater. This is the direction the
sport is heading. People will come here from far and wide to ride terrain like this. Whatcom
county has some very unique steeps, rocks and ridge lines on Lookout and Stewart that can be
creatively molded into awesome trails that will draw in a ton of people. Simply put, this terrain
does not exist elsewhere.
This terrain also lends itself to hosting mountain biking Enduro race events. These events have
the potential to draw in 100s of people each time to spend money in the local economy. Just
look at the Cascadia Dirt cup and Whistler Enduro events.
I enjoy hiking in the area with my family as well. Some hiking/multi use trails could be beneficial,
but please do not overlook the unique potential that these local mountains hold to make bike
specific trails that will add value to the community by supporting a type of mountain biking that
is increasing in popularity, and quite frankly changing the game.”
276. “I just want to take a minute to thank you in advance for continuing your commitment to
Whatcom County’s trails! My family and I are hikers, runners and backpackers who are in
support of the proposed 55 mile vision and the Bay to Baker trail project. I am a member of the
Cascade Mountain Runners and also part of the Maple Falls Park Committee and am excited to
get out there as part of the many volunteer work groups that it will take to make some of it
happen. We need to continue to build on our best asset which is the beauty we live in and
make it even more of a destination for outdoor recreation. Please support this amazing
project!”
277. “I was unable to attend the planning meeting last night but would like to add my input. I am an
avid mountain biker, trail runner and triathlete. I swim weekly in Lake Whatcom, ride Whatcom
county roads and trails and run mostly the area surrounding Lake Whatcom including east and
west sides of the lake.
Every other month or so I include a ride connecting Lookout Mountain and Galbraith. Once a
year, I do an extra long off road ride linking east and west sides, riding up the Wickersham Truck
Trail (road) over to SR9, and up Lookout after riding Park Rd and Lake Whatcom Blvd to Sudden
Valley. It would be great to stay on the lake side of Stewart mountain to connect this loop, even
better staying off the roads completely.
Having access to our trail system (and awesome trails) so close to where we live is one reason
we have chosen to raise our family here. Both my sons are active mountain bikers and my wife
runs the trails.
My family gives back by going to trail building days with the WMBC group and am really looking
forward to making new trails for mountain biking and trail running within the new Lake
Whatcom reconveyance park area for us and future family members to use.”

278. “My name is Sean, I am with Canfield Brothers DH bikes. We are a small, high-end
manufacturer that recently moved to the area about 3 years ago. We have ridden and traveled
all over this country and chose Bellingham to base our business operations. One of the allures
of moving to this area was the access to UNIQUE and a variety of difficulty trails. We believe
that if any recreation area wants to be successful and reap the financial benefits of such, a
diversified trail network is very important. Mountain bikers are more than happy to build their
trails and maintain the Forrest if you just give users a place to LEGALLY recreate. What
WHATCOM county is missing more than anything is LEGAL downhill technical trails. Shuttle
options that have been terminated have turned into garbage dumps in some of the county. This
is what happens when you kick out a responsible trail user group. Without legal options, rouge
and pirate trails building continues to happen and the problem is never fully addressed. Keep
up the great work, we know you do not have an easy job and its hard to please everyone! Thank
you for your time and your voice on this!”
279. “My name is Spencer Paxson and I am writing to provide feedback on the Lookout and Stewart
Mountain Reconveyance plans most recently presented on March 18, 2015. For context, I am a
Bellingham resident, 30 years old, and am very excited for the future of trail recreation,
especially mountain biking (MTB). I hope that my comments below will be useful as you work
with various stakeholders to successfully implement the greatest possible network of trails for
all users of the Lookout and Stewart Mountain trail systems.
1) My wife and I are young professionals and the trails are what brought us here.

My wife and I moved to Bellingham in Fall 2013 from Seattle. She is a physical therapist
working in Fairhaven. My professional background is in the energy industry, where I worked
for seven years for a corporation developing large-scale wind and solar projects around the
US. Prior to moving, we had several places to consider; for my wife, physical therapy clinics
with openings, and for me, the modern perk of a management level position that allowed
working remotely. Furthermore, I was seeking a place that would support my cycling career,
which I am pursuing full time for 2015-2016. We selected Bellingham for many positive
reasons, but primarily for the quality of its local MTB trails.
For me personally, the trail resource engenders a wonderful sense of community, not to
mention unparalleled training grounds for major competition (I am currently on the US
National Team competing for a berth to the 2016 Summer Olympics for mountain biking).
My wife and I look forward to buying our first house (close to the trails!) and becoming
increasingly involved in this great community.
2) Ensure development of a diverse trail system that includes a percentage of single-use MTB
trails ranging from beginner to expert ability level
I have been an elite-level mountain biker since 2007, and riding since 1997. Over the years I
have had the great fortune to experience communities and multi-use trail systems around
the world. Based on my observations, one of the distinguishing factors of a highly successful
trail system is the incorporation of MTB-only trails as well as a range of beginner to highly
advanced level trails. I strongly support a modified Alternative 3 for both Lookout and
Stewart for maximal trail build-out. I am concerned that none of the the present

Alternatives designate single-use or advanced-level MTB trails (i.e. "trail diversity"). Below is
a rationale for single-use and trail diversity.
Unlike trail running, hiking or horseback riding, whose enterprise typically varies in terms of
speed and/or distance covered on a relatively uniform set of trails, MTB varies significantly
more in terms of technical style and terrain selection (much like alpine skiing, i.e. "Green
circle" family groomers to "Double Diamond" expert only slopes).
Over the last two decades, the advancement in MTB technology, as well as trail building
technique, has greatly driven the evolution of the sport, creating a wide spectrum of MTBrs,
much as one would analogously encounter on the ski slopes of a quality ski resort. Further,
MTB consumers (who support local businesses) are careful to select a specific type of
bicycle(s) and equipment that matches their riding style (i.e. "Cross country" or "gravity"
oriented). Thus, trail diversity is critical. It is crucial that a percentage of the new trails in the
Reconveyance be not simply single-use MTB, but also that they vary from beginner (mellow
slopes, wide, manicured surfaces) to highly advanced ability levels (steep terrain, jumps,
drop offs, roots, high speed, etc.).
With trail diversity comes user compatibility. Without trail diversity, a modern MTB trail
system will not thrive, it will not achieve its potential for high level use, nor acceptance by
the riding community at large (locals and visitors alike), and would lead to greater conflict
amongst other user groups (runners, hikers, equestrians). In my opinion, it is critical to cater
strategically to the trail users on each end of the spectrum: beginner trails to inspire growth
and education in recreation and stewardship, and advanced trails to satisfy and attract
those who are the highest-level users.
Luckily, the Whatcom Mountain Bike Coalition (WMBC) has proven experience in meeting
the diverse needs of MTBrs, meanwhile catering to other user groups. Their continued input
and volunteer enterprise would ensure that the MTB portion of the Reconveyance meets
the critical environmental priorities of the watershed, while contributing a sustainable
infrastructure for ALL users, and MTBrs in particular.
3) Comments on network layout and incorporation of existing user-built trails (all in context of a
modified version of Alternative 3 for both areas.)
Further to the need for trail diversity, both Lookout and Stewart Mountains include existing
user-built trails that exemplify high quality, sustainable, advanced-level routes. These trails
(and more like them) should be incorporated into the future trail network as single-use MTB
trails.
A critical point to note is that these advanced trails exist as a function of the established
riding community in Bellingham. There is a critical need for existing advanced trails to
survive (and thrive) within observed parks. As the sport (and our community of users!)
continues to grow/progress, more and more riders will seek out this advanced style of
recreation. It is ultimately the combination of these advanced and the vast supply of

intermediate level trails that has already put Bellingham on the map as a desirable place to
ride/visit/live.
Exemplary pre-existing advanced gravity trails:
Cougar Ridge (Lookout)
Stumpwater (Lookout)
Waterfall (Lookout)
Surf n' Turf (Stewart)
Advanced trails should also include technically advanced cross country trails (slippery roots,
rocks, punchy steep climbs and descents, net elevation neutral) for advanced cross country
riding.
Exemplary Advanced XC trail:
Salal (Chuckanut)
Raptor Ridge (Chuckanut)
Loops and "destination" routes are highly preferred for all MTB trail types. While two-way
MTB traffic is okay on most flat/rolling trails, out-and-backs are much less desirable for MTB.
A route that includes a climb to an option of various descent routes (loop or multiple
connector/return options) is MUCH preferred to out-and-back.
New beginner trails should emanate from existing trailheads and provide routing to
intermediate level trails/loop options. Beginner routes should have small loops or segments
isolated from intermediate and advanced routes to provide beginners a positive learning
experience (and provide advanced users a clean exit). Beginner trails should not lead directly
to any highly advanced trails. Any long distance beginner routes should be analogous to "cat
track connectors" on ski slopes (cover distance without too much steep terrain).
Intermediate trails should serve as a "buffer" between beginner and advanced trails.
Exemplary beginner trails:
Karma (Galbraith)
Bunny Trails-Kaya (Galbraith)
Cedar Dust (Galbraith)
Family Fun Center (Galbraith)
Intermediate-level trails (this would also include long steep road climbs) should ideally
provide primary routing for the biggest loops, as well as routing to advanced trail
options/connectors/loops. In my opinion, the vast majority of trails in Bellingham fit in the
"Intermediate" difficulty category; examples abound...
Consider some mixed use climb trails for beginner and intermediate routes that allow uphillonly MTB. This ensures slow speed encounters with hikers/runners, and increases the
number of stakeholders in maintaining a given trail.

Based on my professional background in the energy industry working as a GIS Specialist,
Environmental Permitting Manager, and ultimately Business Development Manager, I
appreciate the level of work that has gone into the Reconveyance thus far. I am excited to
become more involved in this project, for the collaboration that lies ahead, and ultimately the
world class environmental and economic resource that could come to fruition. I know my
sentiments are shared by many in the community, bikers and hikers alike. I appreciate your time
reading my comments, and look forward to the next public meeting!”
280. “After attending the public meeting on the 18th I'd like to table some further suggestions to
the proposed alternatives:
1) It would be great to see the mountain bike trails on Stewart Mountain that are
already in place and well stewarded included in the plan. (Surf & Turf, etc)
2) The same goes for the trails existing off Cougar Ridge on Lookout. (Hootie Hoot, etc).
3) While my wife and I do a lot of hiking in the area, I would like to see more directional
trails for mountain bikers. There are some that exist on both mountains currently and
they make sense but there are more trails that could attain a higher level of safety if
they were made either directional or mountain bikes only. This goes both ways:
having descending-only trails as well as ascending-only trails would greatly increase
safety and reduce trail-side conflict between user groups. By ascending-only I mean a
trail where bikes are only allowed to ride up (i.e.: Miranda/Ridge Trail at Galbraith very high foot and wheel traffic and frustrating when cyclists are coming down - is a
perfect candidate as an ascending-only trail).
4) With regards to Alternative 3 for Stewart Mountain: I think it would be important to
keep cars located near the existing parking lots and not to add additional vehicular
access around the lake. It's our watershed so let's keep auto traffic to a minimum.
5) Lastly: a connector trail between Lookout Tower and Cain/Squires Lake.
Also: thanks for all of your hard work! We have such an amazing and beautiful corner of the
world at our disposal thanks to your stewardship.”
281. “I must apologize for my previous email questioning where the maps and options were
available for download. I was on the wrong page. I was on the South Fork page instead of the
Lake Whatcom Reconveyance. Please forgive me for my silliness.
I will send another email with my reasonable suggestions soon. :-)
Thank you again for all your hard work on behalf of Whatcom County residents!”
282. “My name is Bill Ryan and I am one of the founders and owners of Vitech Business Group
located at 4164 Meridian Street. In 1997, my business partner and I moved Vitech from
Minneapolis, MN to Bellingham for a better quality of life and to raise our families in a smaller
community.

Vitech is a supply chain solutions provider who designs, configures and implements Warehouse
Management Systems (WMS) and Supply Chain Execution (SCE) solutions. Our customers are
located around the world and include familiar names; such as: lululemon, Fox Racing, Dollar
Tree, London Drugs, Quiksilver, Gulfstream Aerospace, KateSpade, Muscian's Friend,
Winedirect.com, ProFlowers.com, Earth Bound Farms (EBF), Fresh Express. Since moving to
Bellingham we have grown from three employees to over fifty employees.
One of the most difficult elements that have limited the growth of Vitech is not sales related.
Instead, it has been the difficulty in hiring employees with experience in the supply chain
industry and technical computer programming knowledge that are willing to move to
Bellingham. Having the new trails on Lookout Mountain and Stewart Mountain would be
another marketing tool for Vitech to use when trying to convince a candidate to move to
Bellingham.
Many of the existing employees of Vitech and their families mountain bike. We have a wide
variety of skills of our riders ranging from beginners and intermediate riders to competitive
Enduro and Down Hill racers. One of the problems is a lack of trails outside of Galbraith to ride.
For example, my 12 year old son who attends Whatcom Middle School is a competitive racer on
the NWCup series. Due to a lack of trails we often are driving east of Seattle or to the Whistler /
Squamish area to train and ride.
In reviewing the proposed alternatives for Lookout and Stewart Mountains I am a proponent of
option 3 with the modifications that are being suggested by the WMBC. If in the future you or
anyone on your team would like to discuss how the Lookout and Stewart Mountains would
benefit Vitech and Bellingham please let me now. I am willing to assist where needed.
Thank you for your consideration.”
283. “I'd like to be added to any emails lists for Lake Whatcom Reconveyance. I signed up for the
email lists for Parks & Rec Commission, but I'm not sure if this list would provide project-specific
emails?
Also, I didn't see a comment deadline for the Lake Whatcom plans -- is there a deadline?”
284. “My name is Bob and I am a tax paying, voter and I was unable to attend the 2nd trail meeting
for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance on March 18th. I support Alternative 3 (in a modified
form) that will help maximize the trail mileage and that consider user-built trails with better
routing options and different trail user designations.
I support:
-Designating a percentage of directional trails for Mt. bikes (single use) and for the other user
groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely compatible with our
mutual goal of protecting the watershed.
-Trails of different difficulty levels for the various user groups-from rugged/advanced trails to
beginner/family level trails. There are zero single-use or advanced level MT bike trails on any of
the alternatives that were presented.

-Loops and detestations. Its much better to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and interesting
geological formations. Riding loops (when possible)is preferable over an out and back trail.
-A hiking trail with an Ascending only designation for Mt bikes. This is a relatively new, but
successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example) and allows Mt bikes
to only ride up a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is willing to build and
maintain said trail, while eliminating user conflicts. These often work best near trailheads due to
the amount of traffic.
Connectors:
I support:
-Connectors into Galbraith.
-The ability to utilize the trail from the south Lookout Tower across private timber land down to
Lake.

Cain

User-built/Pre-existing trails:
I realize this may be a sensitive issue, but whenever possible, consider looking at the pre-existing
trails on a pragmatic approach. Often times, that does mean serious modifications and or realignment of the trails routing. That has worked successfully in many other communities.”
285. “Hi I support the alternative 3 plans for both Lookout Mountain and Lake Whatcom Park.”
286. “Thank you for your continuous solid work on creating great parks in Bellingham always trying
to fulfill and meet the needs of the public. Your work is very appreciated.
My name is Shaums March and I am the owner of March Northwest Inc., a Mountain Bike
coaching and guiding company based here in the Pacific Northwest. I have been involved in the
sport for more than three decades in all aspects of mountain biking from worldcup racing (two
time Master Downhill Worldcup champion and former Red Bull athlete), coaching, guiding,
instructor certifications, curriculum development, resort trail building, city trail building and
maintenance, on and off-trail feature design, to owning and operating a successful coaching and
guiding business in Squamish, BC for 16 years.
Besides running my own business March Northwest, which I incorporated in January, I am also
the head instructor for IMBA (International Mountain Bike Association) and the technical coach
for USA Cycling National and the Olympic team. I am a sponsored athlete, riding for the local
bike manufacturer Transition.
With my current company, I am in the process to create another successful mountain bike
coaching and guiding business in the area. Up to date, we already had several customers travel
here to take advantage of the great trail network and we hosted two groups from USA cycling
for two long weekends for coaching practice. Our athletes included Olympian Georgia Gould and
Lea Davidson and other Olympic hopefuls. One of the comments was that their experience on
our advanced trails here was their best riding in a very long time. Furthermore, we are
cooperating with other local Bellingham businesses to create the best experiences for our guests
in the beautiful Pacific Northwest.
I have travelled for mountain bike coaching and racing all over North America, Europe, Japan,
South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. I have chosen to settle in Bellingham for the
progressive and involved biking community (WMBC), the extensive trail network, and the variety

of trails. I am the father to two great children under the age of 10 and my goal is to work more
locally and attract my clients to this area, so that I can be more involved in my children's lives as
well.
The trail network and possibilities in this area are vast and there is a great variety of terrain. This
is very important for our business, as we focus on all levels of the sport. We need children
friendly beginner terrain, intermediate trails, and advanced trails to meet the needs of our
clients from all different backgrounds, ages, and experiences. We will be running programs for
elementary and middle school students. For the summer we will be offering a summer camp in
corporation with City Parks. We offer regular beginner, intermediate, and advanced coaching
classes for adults. However, we will also focus on mountain bike tourism and guiding. Trails that
connect, loop-around, and have a destination to go to (waterfalls, lookouts, cliffs, ocean vistas)
would be best.
The trails in areas such as Galbraith, Lookout Mountain, Whatcom Falls Park, and Chuckanut are
incredible important for our business to attract clients to this area. Cougar Ridge trail (which
crosses Lookout ridge) is a phenomenal advanced trail. Creating single-use trails and directional
trails for advanced mountain biking make sense, especially if there are alternatives for all trail
users. We would benefit if there were more beginner trails and basic skill building parks in our
local parks (for example: Cornwall Park, Whatcom Falls Park, Fairhaven Park, Squalicum Creek
Park, Larrabee State Park). Beginner areas would help locals and visitors to safely learn the skills
needed for the more advanced trails on the mountains.
I have worked with cities and State parks in many states around the country, all of which
embraced mountain biking as a viable method to draw in more tourists to their areas. The
returns on their investment have been significant, resulting in securing more funding from their
governments in support of park development and maintenance. One park even tripled their
annual income just from the mountainbike pay-to-play visits.
There is an incredible potential for Bellingham to become the Hub of Mountain Biking in
Western US. The potential for developing more trails is everywhere and the businesses are
already here to support strong mountain bike tourism. I believe this next planning stage is a
great opportunity to create a fantastic trail network that will continue to foster locals' as well as
tourists' needs and attract people to take their next holidays in Bellingham. We support WMBC's
vision for the trail network.
I am happy to share more of my expertise, if this can be of any assistance for this next stage.”
287. “I am writing in support of Alternative 3 in regard to the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout
Mountain conceptual trail alternatives. I support Alternative 3 with some modifications,
including the addition of single-use mountain biking trails and better routing.
I am a 45 year old attorney and avid mountain biker and trail runner. The primary reason that
my significant other and I moved to Bellingham in 1997 was to enjoy the recreational
opportunities here. We bike, run and hike at Mt. Galbraith 2-3 times a week year round. We
would not have moved to Bellingham and opened our respective businesses here if Bellingham
did not have the mountain biking and other recreational activities that we enjoy. We also
support the numerous businesses in town that serve the outdoor community (i.e. bike shops,
breweries, restaurants, gyms, trainers, etc.).
I supported the reconveyance and I would like to see mountain biking trails of all kinds for all
levels - beginner to advanced in the reconveyance areas. Advanced level single use trails for

mountain bikes need to be added to the alternatives as these trails are important in the
continuing development of Bellingham as a world class mountain biking area. More advanced
trails will draw more people here for both events and use of the trails. This will result in more
people spending money in town at local businesses and increasing the health of our local
economy.
Please adopt Alternative 3 with the addition of single use mountain biking trails. Thank you for
your consideration.”
288. “WBMC sent out a newsletter that provided some links to the three early-stage alternatives for
deveveloping recreational access to the reconveyance lands, along with a request for
community feedback. I'm sure you'll have no shortage of passionate and/or thoughtful input
from users in all the different communities. As an avid trail user (mountain biking and hiking
with friends and family/kids, dog walking, supporter of Wild Whatcom and its youth programs
and service projects, as well as WMBC member), I would like to add my voice to the process on a
few specific issues that are near and dear to my heart.
First off - I am so excited that we even get to have this discussion. The fact that these lands are
available at all is wonderful, and just adds to the already amazing opportunities we have to
enjoy the beauty of our county. I'm a strong believer that we need to steward this resource so it
will be enjoyed not just by us, but by generations to come. And that, to me, all comes down to a
widespread sense of ownership.
I have traveled pretty extensively, and I've seen lots of areas where conflicts between user
groups and a zero sum game mentality have created a lowest common denominator situation.
Northern and Central California have multiple hotspots like that, but we only need to look as far
as the fracas around access to urban parkland in Portland or the woes of trail sabotage in North
Vancouver to see a dysfunctional model we'd be best served to avoid. There are, however,
wonderful examples of communities taking a larger view that we can look at for inspiration of
what can happen with a little bit of vision and good will. Squamish, BC, Bend, OR and Hood
River, OR are three of my favorite places to visit, and they all share the trait of tremendous
cooperation between user and advocacy groups, as well as local and regional governmental
entities. That results in great achievements for recreational opportunities for a wide variety of
user groups, as well as high levels of resource conservation and environmental protection. And
all three of them generate a significant positive impact on the local economy.
What those places have in common is that they have constituencies coming together in a way
that harnesses the passions or each subgroup in a way to maximize overall contributions - and
looking for solutions beyond the obvious. Example - mountain bikers want dedicated downhill
trails to flow. They're willing to put in tremendous work and volunteer effort to make those
happen. And the best practices for trail building also tend to be the ones that minimize erosion
and runoff issues. Hikers and horseback riders, in turn, want trails where they don't have to
worry about mountain bikers flying around corners at mach speed. Mixed use trails that
accommodate all three groups are practical, as long as for mountain bikers they're designated as
uphill/climb only trails - nobody is spooked by a mountain biker grinding uphill, and the kinds of
trails that lend themselves to doing so also work well (from a trail design standpoint - grades,
difficulty, etc.) to hiking and horseback riding if designed with a bit of foresight. And the biking
community will gladly put in the volunteer hours to work on those mixed-use/MTB-climb trails if
it means they also get to build some designated downhill trails. Everybody wins - hikers and
riders get help building/maintaining mixed use trails, they get to enjoy the designated hike or
ride trails exclusively, mountain bikers get trails to ride, and the trails being built minimize

erosion and runoff. And in all of that, the taxpayers don't have to pay for trail building and
maintenance.
The more user groups we get to the table, and the more we let go of sacred cows and get to
recognize that all these uses are compatible - and can be accommodated in an environmentally
sustainable and advantageous fashion - the more we will be able to draw on community wide
goodwill and volunteerism. Let's harness that resource and bring the community together. I, for
one, am looking forward at coming out with my kids to swing a shovel on well organized build
days (WMBC and the WA Trails Association are already doing so much great work all over the
county - and are chomping at the bit to organize their members for more).
Thank you for the work you're doing in this process. Thank you for soliciting community
feedback. I cannot wait to see what we, as a county, make of this amazing opportunity!”
289. “I am emailing today in response to the call for the Lake Whatcom Trail planning feedback. I
would just like to say that I support the WMBC idea of a modified version of alternative 3 that
allows for a percentage of directional single-use trails for mt. bikes and for the other user groups
where they make sense. I think the plan that gives us the maximum amount of recreational trails
will benefit the community the most and allowing for a small amount of single-use trails will
help alleviate any potential conflicts and/or safety concerns with having multiple different types
of users on a trail at any given time. I support all the other ideas proposed by the WMBC
including different difficulty levels, loops whenever possible, directional trails, and connectors to
Galbraith and down to Cain and Squires lake.
Galbraith is a shining example of what a well thought out and maintained recreational trail
system can be to our community and look forward to the expansion of options in Whatcom
County.”
290. “I attended the most recent reconveyance meeting and wanted to add some additional
feedback.
Alternative plan 3 remains the most desirable option for both locations. But I’d like to see:
Adapting preexisting trails into the trail plan.
More mountain bike specific trails.
Further increase of biking trails by allowing bikers to ascend only on certain hiking trails.
Varied terrain to accommodate a wide range of riders (beginner through advanced).”
291. “For the past 20 years I’ve traveled all over the world, riding (and writing about) trails, and I can
say, without reservation, that Bellingham is the best place to live and ride in the United States.
That, and I’m not exaggerating, is the sole reason my wife and I moved our family and our two
businesses to Bellingham. It was for the mountain biking.
For us, and countless people we know, an extensive trail system that is open to all trail users is a
massive quality of life issue.
The reconveyance is a tremendous opportunity to create a sustainable, well-planned trail
system that minimizes trail-user conflict, further improves our quality of life and drives more
visitors to Bellingham. For those reasons, I strongly support Alternative Three for both Stewart
and Lookout Mountains.

Alternative Three provides us with the best opportunity to create a varied trail system that will
satisfy the needs of as many residents and types of trail users as possible. By “varied” I mean a
trail system that contains beginner trails, intermediate-level trails and considerably more
technically-challenging, expert-level trails. It also gives us a chance to radically improve existing
trails—making them more sustainable while reducing the overall cost of creating a new trail
system.
I believe that there are certain conditions that make sense for advanced-level, single-use trails.
I’d like to see this incorporated within a slightly-amended version of Alternative Three.
I’ve built trails all over the country—having worked with the Subaru/International Mountain
Bike Associations Trail Care Crew Program and having also authored the best-selling book on
trailbuilding, IMBA’s Guide to Building Sweet Singletrack.
In my work as a trailbuilder, I’ve seen the difference that a well-designed trail system can have
on a community—both in terms of boosting tourism dollars, and reducing (or even eliminating)
conflict between hikers, equestrians and mountain bikers. Alternative Three provides us with
the best platform to make that even more of a reality, here in Bellingham.
I’m sure you have received plenty of feedback. While wading through it all can’t be easy, I want
to thank you for soliciting the community’s feedback.”
292. “I am a member of WMBC and would like to provide the following feedback for the Lake
Whatcom Trail Planning.
I prefer a modified option 3 with the following thoughts:
Types of trails:
·

·

·

·

We’d like to see a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the
other user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely
compatible with our goal of protecting the watershed.
We’d like to see different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or
advanced level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
Loops and destinations are preferred. We like to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations and we also prefer riding loops (when possible) over
an out-and-back trail.
A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively
new, but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example)
and allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group
who is willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These
often work best near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.

Connectors:
·
·

Connectors into Galbraith (this was highlighted in the meeting by Parks already).
The ability to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber land
down to Cain and Squires Lake. An easement would be necessary here, but it’s a must
have.

User-built/ Pre-existing Trails:

·

Whenever possible, looking at the pre-existing trails on a landscape and the ability to
bring them into a trail network is a pragmatic approach. Often times, that does mean
serious modifications and/or re-alignment of the trail routing. That has worked
successfully in many other communities like Sedona, Leavenworth , Moab and Jackson
Hole.”

293. “I too was unable to attend the 2nd trail meeting for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance on
Wednesday, March 18th - but I wanted to provide you with my feedback and comments. I
understand there are three options under discussion. I support ALTERNATIVE 3 (in a modified
form) that will help maximize the trail mileage and that considers user-built trails with better
routing options and different trail user designations.
Trail Types:
I support:
-

-

-

-

Designating a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the other
user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely compatible
with our mutual goal of protecting the watershed.
Trails of different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or
advanced level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
Loops and destinations. It's much better to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations. Riding loops (when possible) is preferable over an outand-back trail.
A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively new,
but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example) and
allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is
willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These often
work best near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.

Connectors:
I support:
-

Connectors into Galbraith.
The ability to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber land
down to Cain and Squires Lake.

User-built/ Pre-existing Trails:
I realize this may be a sensitive issue, but whenever possible, consider looking at the pre-existing
trails on a landscape and the ability to bring them into the trail network as a pragmatic
approach. Often times, that does mean serious modifications and/or re-alignment of the trail
routing. That has worked successfully in many other communities.
Thank you for your hard work and for considering my comments!”
294. “Thank you for organizing the recent meeting regarding the trail plan for the new Lake
Whatcom Park. I'm very excited about the park and the great opportunity it brings for improving
and enhancing recreational trails and access for Whatcom Country citizens. Its close proximity to
the county population center and the existing trails available in the city parks, Chuckanut range,

the area generally known as "Galbraith Mountain", and beyond into the Cascade range truly
make it possible for Whatcom Country to become a world-class year-round outdoor recreation
destination. The resulting significant and positive social, environmental, health, economic and
general quality-of-life benefits a large well-connected trail system creates for a location's
citizenry is well established.
But in order for this dream to be realized the trail system must be highly desirable and meet the
needs for each of the various recreational trail user communities including; hiking, mountain
biking, trail running, and equestrian. As an avid mountain biker I am strongly in favor of the
majority of trails being rugged single-track trails consisting of;
•
•
•
•

Typical tread width of 24-36"
Natural trail surface
Man-made wood structures to minimize impact in wet areas
Trail tread reinforcement only as needed in problem spots

For reference these types of trails are represented by trail design and construction available in;
The Trail Solutions handbook published by the International Mountain Biking Association
(IMBA), the National Forest Service's Trail Drawings and Specifications and the National Park
Service's Guide to Sustainable Mountain Trails. These publications are readily available.
Individual trail designs should be varied and address a broad range of user interests from a
beginner outdoors experience to the more advanced recreational park user who desires a more
strenuous and challenging trail day. A range of trail designs have been shown to work well and
be compatible for a variety of users in a sizable county park layout such as Lake Whatcom Park.
As a current member of the Professional Trail Builders Association I'm aware of several national
examples that could be used for reference.
I am in favor of Alternative #3 shown at the meeting simply because it has the most trial miles
compared to the other two, but it needs major modiications. It is well known that an extensive
inventory of user-built trails exist in the new park lands. These range from hiking to biking to
equestrian trails, interlaced with old logging access roads. The park's trail design should take
advantage of as many of the existing well-established trails and connections as much as
possible. Many of these trails are well built and heavily used, indicating their popularity and
efficacy for the users in terms of routing, mileage and design. Some may need minor
adjustments and re-routes for sustainability. I believe the trail plan will be a largely failed effort
if it attempts to decommision a significant portion of these existing trails and replace them with
lower mileage and less desirable routes; mileage needs and desirability as determined by the
trail users themselves. Other examples around the country show that trail plans that fail to
acknowledge user needs that are filled by currently existing trail networks lead to ongoing user
conflict and an undesirable outcome for all, despite best efforts to the contrary.
Whatcom County Parks has a unique opportunity to realize a great trail network in the new park
at minimal cost. Today's public trail design, construction and maintenance model relies heavily
on organized user groups. Public agencies nationwide no longer have the resources to meet
increasing demand for recreational trail miles. As such, those agencies with the most success
meeting public trail demand do so by making close partnerships with user groups. An example
of this can be found in the 2013 report by the GSA regarding trails managed by the US National
Forest Service.
The user groups in Whatcom Country and surrounding areas, such as; the WMBC, the WTA, and
Back Country Horsemen bring significant trail design, construction and maintenance expertise.

And they're also capable of mobilizing large numbers of skilled volunteers on a regular basis. The
WMBC consistently turns-out groups of 50 volunteers on a trail day. And they do it multiple
times a year and year-after-year. County Parks would be foolish not to sieze the opportunity and
utilize these major resources.
As a member of the City of Bellingham Parks and Recreation Advisory Board (I am writing as a
private citizen, not in my capacity as a PRAB member) I'm also excited to work to help create
connections between the city's urban parks trail networks and the trails in Lake Whatcom Park. I
am hopeful we will soon realize a permanent resolution to the land use conditions in the
Galbraith trail network, and this will dovetail perfectly with a large trail network in the Lake
Whatcom Park lands. The possibility of continuous connectivity from city trails in downtown
Bellingham, thru Galbraith, and on to Lake Whatcom is outstanding.
We moved to Bellingham partly because of the outstanding trails available in the Galbraith
network, as have many others who live in and around the city. I'm also own a small
manufacturing business in town centered around the recreational trail industry. This is an
outstanding community with a large number of highly motivated and vocal outdoor recreational
trail users and advocates. The muli-use trail system that is possible and achievable for us to
create in Lake Whatcom Park would raise Bellingham to the highest possible level of year-round
outdoor recreation available anywhere in the world.
Thanks for all your efforts to help us all realize a unique and world-renowed trail system in
Whatcom Country.”
295. “I've been following this process via the WMBCMTB web site. I think the prospect of more
trails is very exciting. I moved to Bellingham to join my wife, but mountain biking at Galbraith,
Padden and the Chuckanuts is a big plus to having moved here, and has influenced where I live
within Bellingham. I ride Galbraith for several hours most weekends and sneak in an hour here
and there midweek. I ride the Chuckanuts less frequently, but enjoy the challenge and variety.
I work in Everett and see Lookout Mountain on my way home. It's always looked like potential
to me. I'd love to be able to ride there, especially in connection with riding Galbraith. I think
trails across that part of Lookout and through Squires Lake Park would also facilitate larger loops
incorporating Blanchard and the Chuckanuts. Epic! Needless to say, I support Option 3 for
Lookout Mountain.
I've hiked and ridden the North Lake Whatcom trail on occasion. That too looks like a piece of
landscape with some amazing potential for more trails. I was disappointed that mountain bikes
were to be allowed access to less than half of the trails in Option 3. I'd like to see access to all,
or at least a greater proportion, as practicable, to those trails. I feel like my interactions with
other users have been uniformly positive.
Whatever happens, I'm excited.”
296. “I have reviewed the presentation from 18 March and wanted to comment on the alternatives
presented. Its worrying that the plans don't seem to include the adoption of existing trails that
we ride in those areas, namely Chasing Waterfalls, Cougar Ridge, Stumpwater, and Surf and
Turf. These are the trails that we ride regularly. Ideally for us would be to adopt these existing
trails and expand the network by making trails that link the three aforementioned lookout trails
together better and adding more advanced, one way, mountain bike only trails.”

297. “Hello. I moved to Bellingham 10 years ago because of the mountain bike riding here and
across the boarder is substantially better than Santa Cruz, CA, where I moved from. The
technical riding riding that I enjoy has become more local and allowed me not to travel across
the boarder as much to enjoy mountain biking, which has saved me much money, which I then
spend in whatcom county. In the last five years I’ve lived in Bellingham I opened a bike
shop,Earl’s Bike Shop, because I couldn’t not find a job in Whatcom five years ago. I actually
applied to 35 jobs, and got no response, before I decided that if I wanted to stay in Bellingham I
would have to make my own path. So, now there is a bike shop with my name on it and I have 5
full time, year round employees. Yes, my girlfriend and I work seven days a week but we do ride
our bikes minimum of two days a weeks for a total of about 3 to 5 hours of ride time. Gnarly
trade off, but I am certainly not the only person in Whatcom County working like a dog to enjoy
the recreational benefits of this area.
I have copied and pasted what the WMBC wants to see done on the reconveyance land to help
mountain bikers keep riding. These I believe are good points, which basically say mountain
biking needs to be set multi leveled trail difficultly so all riders can enjoy it, pretty much like ski
resorts have green, blue and black difficultly level runs.
Thank you for your time and patience.
·

·

·

·

We’d like to see a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the
other user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely
compatible with our goal of protecting the watershed.
We’d like to see different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or
advanced level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
Loops and destinations are preferred. We like to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations and we also prefer riding loops (when possible) over an
out-and-back trail.
A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively new,
but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example) and
allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is
willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These often
work best near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.

Connectors:
·
·

Connectors into Galbraith (this was highlighted in the meeting by Parks already).
The ability to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber land
down to Cain and Squires Lake. An easement would be necessary here, but it’s a must
have.

User-built/ Pre-existing Trails:
·

·

This is an obvious hot button with every land manager and trail advocacy group, but
whenever possible, looking at the pre-existing trails on a landscape and the ability to bring
them into a trail network is a pragmatic approach. Often times, that does mean serious
modifications and/or re-alignment of the trail routing. That has worked successfully in
many other communities like Sedona, Leavenworth , Moab and Jackson Hole
So, with that, what pre-existing trails do you currently recreate on and like to see brought
into the system? These are not secret to park staff, so name them or mark them on a map

and send them with your email.”
298. “Hello- I am an advocate of option 3. I move to WHATCOM county from Pennsylvania on a
transfer with my work. I work for phillips 66 in ferndale, but chose to live in Bellingham and
chose this location due to close access to mountain biking.
On the option 3, I'd love to see mountain biking trails on lookout and Stuart mountains, single
use for mountain bikers, connections to galbraith, if possible!”
299. “My name is Greg and I am a tax paying, voter and business owner and I was unable to attend
the 2nd trail meeting for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance on March 18th. I support Alternative
3 (in a modified form) that will help maximize the trail mileage and that consider user-built trails
with better routing options and different trail user designations.
I support:
-Designating a percentage of directional trails for Mt. bikes (single use) and for the other user
groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely compatible with our
mutual goal of protecting the watershed.
-Trails of different difficulty levels for the various user groups-from rugged/advanced trails to
beginner/family level trails. There are zero single-use or advanced level MT bike trails on any of
the alternatives that were presented.
-Loops and detestations. Its much better to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and interesting
geological formations. Riding loops (when possible)is preferable over an out and back trail.
-A hiking trail with an Ascending only designation for Mt bikes. This is a relatively new, but
successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example) and allows Mt bikes
to only ride up a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is willing to build and
maintain said trail, while eliminating user conflicts. These often work best near trailheads due to
the amount of traffic.
Connectors:
I support:
_Connectors into Galbraith.
_The ability to utilize the trail from the south Lookout Tower across private timber land down to
Cain Lake.
User-built/Pre-existing trails:
I realize this may be a sensitive issue, but whenever possible, consider looking at the pre-existing
trails on a pragmatic approach. Often times, that does mean serious modifications and or realignment of the trails routing. That has worked successfully in many other communities.”
300. “Hello, thanks for taking the time to read my email. We are a family if six, including 4
daughters. Currently we all ride bikes of some sort, the youngest (2year olds) just starting on
balance bikes. Our two preschoolers would love to ride every time their father and I go out and
ride, and someday they will out ride us!

Please consider allowing and building technical trails at the new Lake Whatcom park. We would
love trails in loops and where there are cool things (ponds, waterfalls, etc) along the way. It
would be ideal to have multiple levels of trails for all abilities, including multiple use designated
trails (hiking and cycling) and certainly family friendly.”
301. “I support a modified version of Alternative 3 for Stewart and Lookout Mountains that creates
the most trail mileage and looks at user-built trails, has better routing options and different trail
designations.
I’d like to see a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the other user
groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely compatible with our goal
of protecting the watershed.
I’d also like to see different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or advanced
level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
I think loops and destinations are preferred. We like to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations and we also prefer riding loops (when possible) over an outand-back trail.
I also would like to see a hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a
relatively new, but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example)
and allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is
willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These often work best
near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.
I’d like to see connectors into Galbraith (this was highlighted in the meeting by Parks already)
Also i support the idea to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber
land down to Cain and Squires Lake. An easement would be necessary here, but it’s a must have.
I’d also like the user built pre existing trails get attention and re routes when necessary.”
302. “I attended the meeting a few weeks ago and was excited to hear about the potential
recreational opportunities for us. Being a Mountainbiker, I am obviously interested in the most
trail possible. I suppose I support a modified version of Alternative 3 for both areas. I do have
concerns about the many user-built trails already in place and would like to see them
incorporated into the plan. I think the parks could collaborate with the many very talented local
trail-builders to explore routing options. Trail designations will be very important to satisfy the
different user groups and keep people safe. In Squamish BC, there are 2 major Uphill only (50
Shades of Green and the Legacy) trails that feed into the network. These are great for hikers as
well as they don't have to fear collision. Bear Mountain in Mission BC has a similar trail (Big
Trouble Little Chainring). I do have concerns about vehicle access into these areas. This
typically brings on a lot more rider volume and will erode trails very quickly. I look forward to
seeing things progress. It is a good time to be an outdoor enthusiast in Whatcom County!”
303. “I'm writing because I was unable to come to the last meeting about our new parks in
Whatcom county. Personally, as an avid hiker, mountain biker and trail user, I would prefer the
third options which allow for the most trails and specifically would support trails as single use
trails. I also think connecting the parks as much as possible makes sense. I'm a Whatcom
county resident who has lived here off and on for the last 10 years. I've gone to school here

twice and now work for the American Alpine Institute. Let me know if you need any other
information from me or if I can answer any questions.”
304. “My name is Tim Erfle and I moved to Bellingham from Montana for one reason, to ride my
bike in the woods. I am a manager working in the IT department at The Homax Group, Inc. and
my wife is an Occupational Therapist working in the Meridian School District.
I attended the 2nd trail meeting for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance on Wednesday, March
18th. While the 3rd trail alternative was a start, I was disappointed to see the lack of single use
advanced mountain bike trails. My friends and I frequently ride trails like Surf n Turf, Brown
Pow, Cougar Ridge, Stump Water and the Waterfall Trail. We are very passionate about riding
these types of trails and would support the reconveyance if our voice was heard. I feel that
Bellingham could be put on the map as a nationwide bike destination if challenging, advanced
trails were created and connected to the existing trails in Galbraith and surrounding areas.
In closing, I support the idea of the 3rd trail alternative, however, I would like better
connections to existing trails, better thought out trail routing and more single use advanced
mountain bike trails. Please feel free to contact me at the information below for further followup and I will see you at the next planning meeting.”
305. “I was not able to attained the March 18th meeting and would like to pass along my comments.
As a person that recreates on the trails in many different forms including trail running, mountain
biking and hiking I like the idea of more total miles of trails for all users. That being said I am not
in favor of trials that allow users to access the trails from a vehicle further into the wilderness, I
like the idea of allowing access at certain points close to the main roads and then users can
either choose to go further into the wilderness under there own power. This also prevents
certain users from having the option to shuttle up and ride down certain trails which
significantly increases the impact on the trails. I am not against downhill only trails for bikes but
being able to drive to the top of a trail and ride down takes away from the experience for others
out on the trails and roads when cars are constantly driving up and down the access roads.
Option three provides the most milage so I would be in favor of that option for both areas.
Additionally the idea of having the ability to attract events for all users groups would be a great
opportunity for the community and local economy. For those to be considered it would be
helpful if there were trails that loop instead of out and back trails.
Finally I would be much more inclined to use the Lake Whatcom Park if it was accessible by bike
or foot from the Lookout trails. So obtaining the “desirable future connection” would be
essential. This would also ease the load on the west side trials as it would be much easier for
users to connect the trail systems for a great day of exploring different trail systems.
Appreciate the time and work that has been put into this and hope you find these comments of
value.”
306. “I have been to the 2 previous county meetings on the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance. I ride
bikes, a lot. I also build custom steel bicycles here in Bellingham. This is such a great place to be
for my passions in life: being outside enjoying nature, riding bikes, and building bikes. I moved
here from Wisconsin in 2002. And I couldn't be happier.

I'm definitely interested in the 3rd alternatives for both Lookout and Stewart mt. I know there
will be tons of support and volunteers eager to make things happen. When I saw the ability to
connect Galbraith to Squires Lake, I started to freak out. That would be amazing! I regularly ride
Galbraith and Lookout, and this option would make such a nice long day on the bike. As for
Stewart mt, I have only ridden on the roads up there. The views to the east and the west are
beautiful. Stewart is such a massive area, it would be great to have some single use trails as well
as multi use and beginner style trails.
With these kind of trail ideas and development, Bellingham could rival some of the more well
known mtb "meccas" in this country.
I look forward to seeing this progress. Thanks for your time and effort.”
307. “I missed the meeting but would like to give my input here,
I am for alternative 3 in both areas. The more trails, the more options to ride or hike and get
variety. Loop or enough trails so you can get loops together and get back to where you started is
preferred. I would like different difficult levels available for the trails. That makes it more
interesting. Connector trails in-between different areas are important. I love long rides going
thru different areas.
Thanks for all the work that is done and it will be awesome when it is done.”
308. “My wife and I are residents of North Bend, WA and frequent visitors to Bellingham for the
purposes of recreating in your beautiful parks. I am a mountain biker while my wife is a trail
runner. We both love Whatcom county and the extensive trail networks on Galbraith and
Chuckanut mountains as well as Mt Stewart where i have ridden a few times.
I am very interested and impressed with your 3 Alternatives for trails on Lookout and Stewart
Mountains. I am a huge fan of Alternative 3 and any options that create long trail routes that
connect different areas and mountains together. There would be nothing better than being able
to put together a massive route and cover huge distances (achieving significant landmarks or
mountain summits ) on a mountain bike or on foot. I support multi use trails as well as some
dedicated trails for specific user groups. I would be very excited to hear about some technical
and challenging mountain bike trails that make the most of the available terrain.
I would encourage you to make the most of the resources at your availability and actively
engage the various user groups to assist in delivering an effective plan and then assisting with
the realization of building new trails. Your active trail building community does such a fantastic
job of building and maintaining the local trails that it feels like an exotic vacation every time we
make the trip North. I look forward to hearing more and coming up to assist with a couple days
of trail building
On a 2 week riding (my wife was running) trip to Italy and Switzerland last year, I was amazed at
the cooperation and good will i experienced on the trails. I was initially nervous that i was
perhaps riding illegally on hiking trails. Every person i met was incredible courteous and friendly
and in fact i encountered numerous situations where I dismounted in order to allow a hiker to
pass and ended up in a standoff situation as both of us insisted the other party should go first.
Bellingham is the one local destination where i encounter the same level of courtesy and
friendly people on the trails.

I congratulate you on everything you have done thus far in your Whatcom county parks and
encourage you to keep doing more of the same with your Lake Whatcom Reconveyance
project.”
309. “My name is John Russell and I own The Fork at Agate Bay, 2530 North Shore Rd. I am writing
to give my input on the Reconveyance project. I am a long time mt. biker who moved here in
1997 for three things...Mt. Baker, mt. biking, and college, in that order! I have been so
impressed with the motivation of this community to put forth the effort to make our trail
system what it is today! Many years later, I still ride the same trails that were established back
then along with new trails. I was extremely disappointed with the approach taken by the DNR in
the North Fork area. I then regained confidence with the talk of the reconveyance.
Understanding that these are different situations, it is affecting mt bikers and outdoor
enthusiast throughout the county. I really liked the idea of this new recreation area being multiuse for all to enjoy from hikers, runners, birders, etc. As a parent and business owner, I'd like to
see this project as an opportunity for my kids and the patrons of my restaurant to enjoy in the
future. I support a modified version of Alternative 3 for Stewart and Lookout Mountains that
creates the most trail mileage and looks at user-built trails, has better routing options and
different trail designations. Also to mention, as of now, my favorite trails are on Stewart
mountain, Surf and Turf and Brown Pow. I'd like to see them added to the Stewart mountain
alternative 3. My family supported the reconveyance from the beginning with the belief that mt.
bike trails would be part of the commitment. I like the progress so far and hope it continues with
mt. bikers at the forefront. Thank you for your time and see you on the trail!”
310. “I am writing to comment on Lookout and Stewart trails. My whole family rides mountain
bikes, and we support the WMBC with our time and donations. We moved to Bellingham largely
for the biking trails, and would love to see further development and acceptance of new and
existing trails.
We've read, considered, and fully support the trail development/stewardship suggestions as
stated by the WMBC. Bellingham is already a great area to mountain bike, but we believe
implementation of WMBC ideas will take our trail networks to the next level of
greatness...which will translate into a healthier immediate community, and more out-of-town
visitors spending dollars here! Thank you for your consideration.”
311. “I was unable to attend the 2nd trail meeting for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance on
Wednesday, March 18th but I wanted to provide you with my feedback and comments. I
understand there are three options under discussion. I support ALTERNATIVE 3 that will help
maximize the trail mileage and that considers user-built trails with better routing options and
different trail user designations.
Trail Types
I support:
-

-

Designating a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the other
user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely compatible
with our mutual goal of protecting the watershed.
Trails of different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or
advanced level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.

-

-

Loops and destinations. It's much better to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations. Riding loops (when possible) is preferable over an outand-back trail.
A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively new,
but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example) and
allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is
willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These often
work best near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.

Connectors
I support:
-

Connectors into Galbraith
The ability to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber land
down to Cain and Squires Lake.

User-built/ Pre-existing Trails:
I realize this may be a sensitive issue, but whenever possible, consider looking at the pre-existing
trails on a landscape and the ability to bring them into the trail network as a pragmatic
approach. Often times, that does mean serious modifications and/or re-alignment of the trail
routing. That has worked successfully in many other communities
Thank you for considering my comments!”
312. “My name is Ryan Joslyn. Six years ago my now wife and I moved to Bellingham, for the great
outdoor opportunities this beautiful place has to offer. My wife and I started Bellingham 5 years
ago this March. Our small business has been directly affected by the great trail systems that are
already in place. I know that if the new park is developed in a way that all user groups can
benefit from our bike shop and all the other bike shops in Bellingham will be positively affected.
Besides the bike shops benefiting from the new park so will the hotels, restaurants and the
whole local economy. I support ALTERNATIVE 3 (in a modified form) that will help maximize the
trail mileage and that considers user-built trails with better routing options and different trail
user designations.
Trail Types:
I support:
-

-

-

-

Designating a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the other
user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely compatible
with our mutual goal of protecting the watershed.
Trails of different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or
advanced level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
Loops and destinations. It's much better to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations. Riding loops (when possible) is preferable over an outand-back trail.
A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively new,
but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example) and
allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is

willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These often
work best near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.
Connectors:
I support:
-

Connectors into Galbraith.
The ability to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber land
down to Cain and Squires Lake.

User-built/ Pre-existing Trails:
I realize this may be a sensitive issue, but whenever possible, consider looking at the pre-existing
trails on a landscape and the ability to bring them into the trail network as a pragmatic
approach. Often times, that does mean serious modifications and/or re-alignment of the trail
routing. That has worked successfully in many other communities.
Thank you for considering my comments!”
313. “I was unable to attend the 2nd trail meeting for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance on
Wednesday, March 18th - but I wanted to provide you with my feedback and comments. I
understand there are three options under discussion. I support ALTERNATIVE 3 (in a modified
form) that will help maximize the trail mileage and that considers user-built trails with better
routing options and different trail user designations.
Trail Types:
I support:
-

-

-

-

Designating a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the other
user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely compatible
with our mutual goal of protecting the watershed.
Trails of different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or
advanced level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
Loops and destinations. It's much better to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations. Riding loops (when possible) is preferable over an outand-back trail.
A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively new,
but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example) and
allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is
willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These often
work best near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.

Connectors:
I support:
-

Connectors into Galbraith.
The ability to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber land
down to Cain and Squires Lake.

User-built/ Pre-existing Trails:
I realize this may be a sensitive issue, but whenever possible, consider looking at the pre-existing
trails on a landscape and the ability to bring them into the trail network as a pragmatic
approach. Often times, that does mean serious modifications and/or re-alignment of the trail
routing. That has worked successfully in many other communities.
Thank you for considering my comments!”
314. “First off, please bear with the long paragraph, my return key has failed. That said, I just
wanted to first off THANK YOU for working with the public to craft a plan to create, and manage,
a system of trails in this new park. I feel this will be the crown jewel of the parks in our county. I
am very much in favor of Alternative 3 for both Stewart and Lookout Mountain. I feel that
adding the most trail mileage would both spread out users and increase the numbers of park
visitors without detriment to experience. I do feel it is important to have trail designations that
add to overall enjoyment and eliminate conflict. As a frequent visitor (and $ spender) to
Squamish, BC I have witnessed the success of combining a designated climbing route for bikers
(no descending) that is used by hikers in either direction. This is a very useful designation! Also,
please consider mountain biker only descending trails. This designation eliminates conflict and
funnels traffic to a desirable and sustainable route. Also of importance to many is bringing
existing trails into the fold. Of course some modifications should be made to bring these trails
up to standard but it would be a wise way to increase mileage and add to the overall experience
of user groups. Thanks for reading and for all of your diligent work!”
315. “My wife and I moved to Bellingham for the Mtb culture and to be close to trails in 2009 and
soon hope to raise children here. What makes Bellingham different than other places we have
lived is the mtb trail building/volunteer community that resides here not necessarily the terrain
that surrounds it(it helps though). So when we see leaders in our community like yourselves
fostering this culture it makes us extremely proud to live here. My wife and I ride Galbraith,
Lookout and North Lake Whatcom and would love to see more advanced level single use mtb
trails where appropriate. We support both 3rd alternatives however would love to see mtb only
trails where it makes sense. I prefer to ride Lookout and currently my favorite trails are located
there i.e. Stumpwater,Hippie Maffia and Cougar Ridge. the idea of being able to ride from one
community to another through the woods on quality trails is something I never thought would
be possible with all the trail closures and land issues around the area. We are both very excited
to see progress and continue to volunteer with WMBC. I am a Fire Fighter in Kitsap County and
commute 2 hours to work so we can live in Bellingham. I support numerous local bike shops and
other businesses here with money from Kitsap County who pays my salary. Without the trails
and mtb culture we would definitely live closure to my job. Thank you for your time.”
316. “The additional park land created by the reconvayence is without a doubt a huge asset to the
community of Whatcom county. Many user groups will benefit from this transfer. As a
mountain biker, I would like to share some feedback on the proposed trail networks.
I am employed full time as an engineer at a local company. I spend most of my time and money
in Whatcom county. The exceptions to this would be for travel to a destination spot for a
mountain biking trip. Whatcom county has the potential to be a legitimate destination spot for
mountain bikers. Mountain bikers typically use local shops, eat at local restaurants and stay in
hotels or rental houses while traveling. The money traveling mountain bikers bring to Whatcom
county will have a positive impact on our local economy. Mountain biking is expensive and
travelling mountain bikers typically have extra income to spend on food lodging and
entertainment.

Because of this potential boost to the local economy, it was surprising to see the lack of
mountain bike specific elements in the existing plans.
I do support the alternative 3 plans with some modifications.
Primarily, there need to be directional, single use trails for mountain biking. These are the types
of trails that draw people to come to an area for mountain bike trips from out of town. The
development of multi-use trail is good however, making a trail multi-use often hinders the
ability of the trail builder to make the best possible design for mountain biking. Essentially, a
world class mountain biking trail needs to be designed for mountain biking only.
We have an enormous wealth of trail building knowledge and talent in our local area.
Additionally, the terrain that the reconvayence covers is exceptional terrain for building
mountain bike trails. We as a community are capable of building safe, fun and challenging trails
to world class standards. These trails would rival Squamish, Whistler, Moab and other notable
locations if done right. "Done Right" definitely means mountain bike specific trails built by our
own expert mountain bike trail builders.
Other important features include:
•Being able to connect trails together to create longer loops.
•Trails of varying difficulty including very difficult trails to challenge the most talented
bikers.
•Trails that join other riding areas to create epic full day rides with minimal/no road riding.
I greatly appreciate your consideration of my input. These sentiments are definitely shared by many
people that I ride with.”
317. “Whatcom Reconveyance Concepts and Suggestions
My primary trail interest and use involves hiking and horseback riding. You could identify me by
both user groups: Hiker and Equestrian.
My opinions:
I agree somewhat with Conceptual Trail Alternatives for the Lookout Mountain. I agree that no
additional Equestrian trails should be developed here. I have no problem with that, even though
other equestrians might. Service roads are a good compromise for multi-use.
I strongly disagree with the Conceptual Trail Alternatives for Lake Whatcom Park. There should
be no additional Mt Bike trail development at all. There should be no development of an Event
Staging Area for bikes. That should be done on Lookout Mountain and Galbraith Mountain.
Lookout Mountain should be restricted to Hikers and Mt Bikers only, except in areas already
open to Equestrian use. There should be no new trails built here for Equestrian use. All trails
should have Trail Etiquette signage. Any future competitive Mt Bike events should be held in the
Lookout Mountain Park. In addition to the multi-use trails, Hikers should have access to hikeronly safe trails in that area due to the surrounding population centers.
Lake Whatcom Park should be restricted to Hikers and Equestrian use only, except on existing
trails already open to Mt Bikes. There should be no new trails or facilities built here for Mt Bikes.
Any existing multi-use trails should have (slow) speed limits posted. All trails should have Trail

Etiquette signage. New trail development should be for Hikers and Equestrians and some ADA
accessible areas.
My reasoning:
The intent stated by WCPR: Somewhat segregate the Mt Bikers from the Hikers and Equestrians.
I believe this is a safety issue.
There are two types of mountain bikers, just as there are two types of equestrian trail users.
There is high speed competitive use versus low speed casual family/pleasure use. Most
equestrians use in Whatcom County is the casual, pleasure rider. This is not the case with
bikers.
As a casual trail rider, I have encountered pleasure bikers and families with no issues. Safety is
the first concern for all of us.
On occasion I have encountered high speed bikers and it is another story. Speed and stealth is a
deadly combination. They come down the trails silently and at such high speed that they
suddenly appear on a collision course with no time to stop. Equestrians and hikers are usually
silent also, enjoying nature. However, they do not have high speed involved. There is very little
time to snatch a small child out of harm’s way from a speeding mountain bike. Most horses will
bolt when encountering a high speed object head on. Especially if that object is not easily
identifiable to the horse. A horse, bicycle, human wreck is not pretty.
In my opinion, the competitive mountain bikers can have the trails between Lake Whatcom and
Interstate 5, from Bellingham city limits to the Skagit County line. If they are willing to help
maintain and develop the trails, they can have world class events here. This is the area to
sponsor the competitive events. Hikers should have access to hiker-only safe trails in that area
due to the surrounding population centers. I am happy to see the Lookout Mountain proposals
going in that direction.
The Lake Whatcom Park area already has connecting trails to the Y Road trailhead. This trailhead
and the DNR land are already used extensively by Hikers and Equestrians. It makes sense to
continue these trails into the new park. The Y Road trailhead parking will help relieve stress on
parking within Lake Whatcom Park. I envision this area to be family friendly. Families can safely
recreate together in shared activities. Even disabled individuals will be able to enjoy the
outdoors in a safe and relaxed manner. If it is possible to place a speed limit on existing bike
trails, I would agree to family friendly biking with children. I am adamantly against any typical
high speed Mt Bikers on the east side of the lake.
The Equestrian users have access to Chuckanut Mountain trail system and Blanchard Hill also.
This gives us a variety that we do not want to lose. If retaining all of these areas means letting
one go entirely to the bikers, I am willing to do it.
Thank you very much for hearing me.”
318. “First of all THANK YOU for all that you do to help promote recreation in our county. I
reviewed the 3 different alternatives presented for both areas. I support alternative 3. I feel
this is the opportunity to develop a destination recreation area for the region. Distributing users
over a greater area will help preserve the experience and reduce user conflicts. I’m not a big fan
of mtn biking so would hope that any plan would preserve a peaceful experience for slower

users (like me!) while at the same time designate areas for the young and the restless zippy fast
bikes.
I know you have a lot of interests to balance and I’m confident you all come up with a plan that
strikes a balance. Thanks.”
319. “As a local mountain biker & trail runner I'm very excited about the new trail systems to be
created on Lookout & Stewart Mountains.
I support Alternative 3, albeit modified a bit:
Directional trails for Mtn Biking make a lot of sense, & safer & more enjoyable for all.
Some trails designated as hiking & uphill only for MTBs.
Different skill level trails - well designated & signed. There are so many people riding & running
trails now; old & young, newbies as well as hard-core. Different strokes for different folks!
Loop & destination trails are awesome!
Connectors to Galbraith & Squires Lake would be optimal.
It makes sense to integrate well-built existing trails into the system. Cougar ridge, Waterfall
come to mind. With a little work they can be very sustainable & low-impact.
All the trails can be purpose-built, low-impact, & sustainable & allow many generations to enjoy
this incredible area, whether hiking, biking,or running, with no adverse impact on the
watershed!”
320. “My name is Jessie Griffin, my husband and I live and own a home in sudden valley. As avid
mountain bikers we moved to this area for access to mtn biking trails and because of the mtn
bike community that is alive and well here.
I am very excited about the opportunities possible with the reconveyance project. Of the three
plan alternatives that have been presented I am most in favor of alternative 3, but would
support some modifications to said plan.
I see that in this proposed plan there are shared use trails (hiking & cross country mtn biking)
and hiking only trails, but no biking only nor directional trails. To include several
directional/biking only trails would better fit the desires of our biking community. I cannot
stress this enough! I also believe this will enhance biker involvement in trail building and
maintenance. Allowing and promoting user built trails is of utmost importance.
That being said, a variety of trail difficulties from ruggeda and more advanced downhill to more
mellow/beginner trails would be great. For more advanced trails, options for "ride arounds"
alongside more difficult ("dangerous") trail features enhances safety and enjoyment for all
users.
I also hope that existing trails within the reconveyance area will not be eliminated but will be
continued to be ridden and enjoyed for years to come. Please look at trails already on this
landscape and incorporate them into the plans. I do understand that some modifications may be

made, and that would be okay if needed. Two examples of trails we ride on a weekly basis
include the waterfall trail and cougar ridge.
I am pleased to hear that there has been talk about connectors between south lookout and
galbraith.
Another idea I support is to have some trails heading up the mountain that are shared between
hikers (up and down) and for bikers to ascend only. This makes for a far more enjoyable biking
experience than pedaling up a gravel road. Plus it brings both user groups together rather than
alienating one from the other.
I greatly appreciate the time you have taken to read this e-mail and for the work you are doing
on a daily basis. I am hopeful that through this reconveyance project more people have the
opportunity to experience the natural beauty of our amazing environment here and that we will
all have a greater sense of community through the experiences and adventures we share here.
Cheers to you and thanks again!”
321. “Hello my name is Ryan.
I've lived here for 13 years and mountain biked for two of them. Though earlier in my life I was
unaware of the quality and variety of riding here in Bellingham, I now understand the value of
the trails people have built. Mountain biking is my primary hobby and sporting activity, and the
existence of an amazing trail system here in Bellingham is likely to be the key factor in me
staying.
It is key to recognize the potential of Bellingham in the recreational scene. Augmenting our
already robust following for Mount Baker or perhaps dominating it, our mountain biking
potential is massive. We sit right on the border to Canada, long seen as the holy grail of
mountain biking, and generally folks will stop on their way to Canada because the trails here are
good.
The opportunity to recognize here is that in Vancouver they have 3 mountains, Cypress,
Fromme, and Seymour. Here in Bellingham we have Galbraith, Chuckanut, Blanchard, Lookout
and Steward. Within pedalable distance we have 5 fantastic mountains that could with the
Park's blessing become one of the greatest mountain biking destinations in the world. No need
to travel to Canada. In fact with Glacier included we certainly have among the best trails in the
world.
Now what trails am I referring to? Tower of Lies, Stumpwater, Chupacabra, Blade-Reversal,
Secret Squirrel, British Army, Cougar Ridge, Waterfall. I advocate that these trails be maintained,
if not improved and in some instances rerouted. We as mountain bikers are a capable and
motivated bunch willing and ready to legitimize our trail network beyond the confines of
Galbraith. There must be areas where riders of advanced skill can get their kicks and enjoy the
outdoors, Galbraith simply does not offer that. This way Bellingham can be a locale that attracts
riders of all skill levels, beginner to expert.
I want to see more rugged, chunky, advanced trails constructed. I prefer trails that give
challenge while not incurring unnecessary risk, meaning high quality wood structures and
properly built jumps. Some point out issues with erosion and trail degradation, which is a valid
concern. Modern trail building techniques are assuaging this problem with grade reversals,
proper drainage and improved trail line choice. Additionally, because much of the land these

steeper trails are built on is logging land, the erosion is somewhat irrelevant to the bigger
picture, when it will all be logged an obliterated anyway. The logging is most certainly the most
damaging contribution to the waterways, not a couple of winding single tracks.
Alternative 3 comes closest to meeting my desired conditions, however I want future expansion
of single use trails for all users, meaning mountain bike only trails, equestrian only trails, hiking
only trails. I love the thought of mixed use, and in some cases its fine and it works alright, but
certain trails should have only one user on them for the sake of everyone involved. It
unnecessarily risks my life and the life of others if hikers are tromping their way up a trail with
jumps and high speed corners.
We all benefit from the money MTB brings into this town. My roommate moved all across the
country before learning about and moving to Bellingham for the mountain biking. Otherwise his
dollars would be spent elsewhere, instead he's a productive and contributing member of the
Bellingham community. The benefit of this recreation cannot be understated in the scope of
Bellingham, and I hope the Park will see its potential and act accordingly.
Additionally, I supported the creation of this park by attending both meetings for the
Reconveyance.
Thank you for your consideration.”
322. “I would first like to thank you for all of the hard work that goes into the planning of a new
park. I know first hand the effort and hardships that are involved.
My name is Blake Treadway and I am writing to provide feedback on the Lookout and Stewart
mountain reconveyance plan. I am a Bellingham resident, 37 years old, and moved to
Bellingham with my wife 3 years ago in large part because of the trail based recreation that we
are so lucky to have. My wife is a water quality specialist with the State Department of Ecology
and I am the customer service manager for Transition Mountain Bike Company and on the board
with the WMBC.
My career up until our move to Bellingham has been dedicated to public land’s management,
specifically travel management with the U.S. Forest Service and with the BLM. The last 3 years
before our move to Bellingham I was an Outdoor Recreation Planner for the BLM in Montrose,
CO where I implemented a travel plan on over 1 million acres.
Having managed several public comment periods, I was disappointed to see that very little of
the public comment from the first meeting was incorporated in the alternatives presented at
the last meeting. The meeting was disorganized and I had little faith that the comments were
collected or compiled. I'm concerned that the mileage of trails to be allowed is being given more
weight than what will be offered by those trails. It’s imperative that the existing trails are
incorporated into the system and brought into compliance where needed as opposed to
reinventing the trail system. It's also crucial to understand that if you provide the recreational
experiences that people seek up front you can manage the recreation that occurs on the
landscape. When large numbers of people feel alienated by not being heard and then given a
trail system that doesn't provide the desired recreational experience you will be forever chasing
illegal building as those people seek the challenge that isn’t being offered.
Trails like: Stumpwater, Waterfall, Cougar Ridge, Chupacabra, Surf N Turf, and Brown Pow are a
few examples of the types of challenges that are sought and can be brought into compliance.
These trails and other desirable trails are directional, single use, mountain bike specific, and

mountain biker built and maintained. The terrain has been closely inspected and the best routes
have already been selected.
Additionally, our community would benefit greatly from the addition of beginner trails and basic
skill building zones in our local parks (for example: Cornwall Park, Whatcom Falls Park, Fairhaven
Park, Squalicum Creek Park, Larrabee State Park). Beginner areas would help locals and visitors
to safely learn the skills needed for the more advanced trails on the mountains.
We are lucky to have a great community of highly motivated and dedicated mountain bikers and
trail builders. That knowledge and skill can be harnessed and put to use for the good of the trail
system in the reconveyance, but the public comment must be heard and implemented.
Bellingham is already a mountain bike destination. This park has the potential to increase the
trail connectivity of the area into a truly world class destination that will do incredible things for
our economy, our youth, our health, and our sense of community. I support the WMBC’s vision
for trail-based recreation in the reconveyance. Thanks for your time!”
323. “In regards to the recent plans to make some recreational changes to both Lookout Mountain
and Stewart Mountain, I would like to voice my opinion.
My name is Mike Randol, I am 24, and I am currently employed as a mechanic at Fairhaven
Bicycle. I recently moved to Bellingham this past October from Illinois, where I lived my entire
life. The reason I moved here is simple; I moved here for the mountain biking. In Illinois, cyclists
were seen as criminals. The simple joy of riding a bicycle was nearly impossible to actually enjoy.
I have 2 other friends recently move from Illinois to Bellingham for the same reason as me. After
looking for a place to move, I had constantly heard from them how amazing the cycling
community was in Bellingham. Along with their considerations, I have also been watching videos
for years and years of the amazing trail systems and the talented riders from Bellingham. In fact,
about 1 out of 4 people that come into the bike shop will tell me they specifically moved from
their hometowns to Bellingham just for the mountain biking here!
For the first few months or residing here, I rode mainly the trails at Galbraith and Larrabee. Not
only are these trail systems very fun, but they are also well maintained, and sustainable. The
only "problem" with these trails, is that they bring the progression of a rider's skills to a halt.
Progression in most aspects of life is a very important thing. While comparing Galbraith to some
other amazing trail systems I have ridden, such as in Jackson, WY, Leavenworth, WA, and
numerous public bike parks in Colorado, they definitely have the edge on Galbraith. Seeing the
mini-documentary about the North Fork trails being closed definitely made me a bit sad, as I
wished I could have lived here years ago when they were open. The closing of the North Fork
Trails definitely had a dramatic impact on the community as a whole. Luckily, I have met some
great people in the Bellingham cycling community that have showed me some absolutely
brilliant trails in the area that are considered "secret".
Surf 'n' Turf, Brown Pow, Chupacabra, Rainbow Road, Iron Horse, Tower of Lies, Stumpwater,
Cougar Ridge, and Waterfall, among others, are the types of trails that lead people to notice the
levels of progression that stand out amongst the world's mountain biking community. These are
the trails that are in popular videos receiving comments from tons of people in regards to how
awesome the trails and riders are. It is the progression of riding that really leads people to
consider moving to Bellingham.
Not only does this make many, many mountain bikers constantly enjoy the beautiful landscape
in the area, but it is also a family activity. In Illinois, I also worked at bike shops for almost 8
years. Parents were not open to getting their children into riding bicycles, and barely even

supported them in any outdoor activities. When I go to the Civic dirt jumps, I see families out
having a wonderful day, together. Bicycles teach many of life's most important lessons. It
teaches children, and adults as well, that when you fall, you have to get back up and try again. In
Illinois, this was NOT something that was taught to children. If you could visit the midwest for
just a month, and study the patterns of what families do together, and then come back to
Bellingham, you would certainly support all and any recreational advancements.
With this said, please acknowledge the bicycling community as family members, and as amazing
citizens as well. I would love to see the current trails such as those listed above, made legal.
Mountain Biking needs trails that are specifically meant for going down, 1 way. There are many,
many times where I will get yelled at by hikers for riding down the trails intended for bicycle use.
This could be avoided by having these currently existing trails marked as "1 way" trails. Although
these trails are technically more advanced than other legitimized trails in Bellingham, they are
really what shines in the community. I could not tell you how many customers of my bike shop
are absolutely in love with those trails. They have been talking about how upset they would be
to see them go. Along with the other employees at the shop, I would also be absolutely
devastated to see them go. I ride them frequently, and would love to share the ride with more
of the community.
Please take my ideas and concern into consideration. I would love to hear back from you as well,
and would love to volunteer for any type of work needed for this project. I am also absolutely
positive that most of this work could be done by volunteers within the community. Thank you
for reading.”
324. “I vote for option 3. I am a runner and would like to have many trails to enjoy the new park.”
325. “Visiting the web site on the reconveyence and reviewing the Mar 18 slides, the slide which
presents the miles of trails in each alternative appears to have been pulled, or at least it comes
up blank when viewed on my system whereas all the other slides are visible. I know the slide
exists, I have seen it and have a paper copy, and was previously present.
Please review the site and replace the slide. Also, in the same presentation, all trail types are
marked in yellow and are very hard to distinguish, whereas the pages with the particular
alternatives have distinct colors. Replacing the former with the latter would improve
understanding of the proposals.”
326. “I would like to comment on the trail plans for the re conveyance land including Stewart and
South Lookout Mountain. I am an avid mountain biker as well as an occasional hiker. The
county and its very active citizenry have an amazing opportunity to create a trail network that
serves the needs of all user groups while maintaining natural beauty and environmental
protections.
I am an advocate for a modified version of "alternative #3." I believe the County should use
appropriate, well built trails that are currently in existence so long as they are well constructed
and environmentally sound. While I do not condone construction of "illegal" trails and try to
avoid riding on those I know to be unauthorized, I believe not integrating appropriate preexisting trails into a future plan would be more spiteful than practical. Just because a trail was
not authorized does not make it an improper trail. Additionally, it is clear that some illegal
building will always occur regardless of whether such trails are included or excluded for future
authorization. It is better to bring these trails into the "system" and maintain some control over
them.

I also believe in a system that has trails catering to a variety of skill level and users. And, while
some trails can be shared among user groups, there is plenty of territory to create trails
dedicated to single user groups.
Finally, I believe in a system that creates ridable loops and encompasses destination spots such
as viewpoints and bodies of water. These encourage users to explore and foster a sense of
exploration and adventure. For this trail system, I would like to see connectors to both the
north (Galbraith) and south (Squires Lake area).
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.”
327. “I have reviewed your three plans and am excited about the possibilities. I am not a mountain
bike rider but do receive their news letters and appreciate their efforts at constructing and
maintaining existing trails. I generally agree with their preference for more trails in Alternative
3. I would like to make some independent comments about the plan:
1) Connectors and especially loops make hikes more interesting.
2) This park will develop and evolve over a long time frame and a plan should be flexible.
It also seems that public procedures for adding trails or abandoning trails should be
addressed. A little public input will keep everyone involved and hopefully satisfied.
3) Guidelines for cooperative trail construction and maintenance might go a long way to
keeping everyone working together. I expect the County might want to construct or be
heavily involved in stream and wetland areas while higher and dryer areas require less
oversight. I think a little planning and cooperation can benefit administrators, builders,
and users alike.”
328. “I can hardly express how disappointed I am in the proposed trails for the Lake Whatcom
reconveyance. Bellingham is a nationally recognized mountain bike destination with a huge
local and non-local user base. Building on that reputation should be a goal of the Parks
Department. I was surprised, therefore, to see that the only mountain bike specific trails
planned will be multi-use cross country trails.
On any given weekend the Galbriath / Padden parking lot is overflowing with riders. The trails
there are getting over used and are always at risk of closure due to the private ownership of the
land. The new park could be a dream solution for mountain bikers.
Please look at the success stories in places like Squamish BC or Leavenworth. These mountain
bike specific trails have been a huge success both for recreation and local economies. In a four
summer month period in 2006 Squamish saw spending from riders totaling over $1.7 million as
a result of non-resident riders visiting the trail system as well as training and participating in the
popular Test of Metal mountain bike race held in mid-June each year.
http://www.mbta.ca/assets/pdfs/S2S_E_I_Study.pdf . You will not see that kind of economic
benefit from hiking and horseback riding.
Also consider that the costs for these trails are minimal because you have an army of volunteer
trail builders anxious for a chance to build. But they are not going to be excited to build multiuse cross country trails. We need downhill / flow type trails to make this park a success. These
types of trails will also be a proactive way to mitigate multi-use problems between bikers and
equestrians / hikers.
Please reconsider your plan.”

329. “My name is Michael Plummer. I have spoken with both Rod and Reed about this topic and
want to be added to the official record. I am a relative newcomer to Bellingham and bring a
unique perspective as someone who managed trail crews for the Montana Conservation Corps.
The permanent protection of these lands within the watershed also provides a unique
opportunity for a world class trail system. My position is one of conservation first and recreation
2nd. It is my opinion that if the trail systems are built in a sustainable fashion they will not add
additional impacts to our watershed. It is also a huge community building opportunity with lots
of opportunities for ribbon cuttings. Though proper planning is absolutely necessary some
expediency to this process would be wise. As a trail user I do not want to wait 20 yrs to enjoy
this new trail system. Given the resources available in the trail community trails could be
constructed in a reasonable time frame.
I am in support of Alternative 3 for both the East and West sides of the Lake. Limiting the
number of trails will only lead to more push back from the various user groups and in some
cases rogue trails will continue to be built. By building out a total of 55 miles of trail it will also
significantly spread out trail users resulting in less overall impact. Of course maintenance could
be an issue however there is a large volunteer base in Bellingham that can be used to provide
needed improvements. Also, if the trails are built using the 10% rule generally the trails will
need less maintenance. From my years of experience it is factual to say that horses do the most
impact followed my mountain bikes. It is my opinion that due to horse excrement trail riders
must be required to attach a bag to catch the horse manure thereby minimizing additional
pollutants from entering the lake. I feel also that horses should be limited to existing hardened 2
tracks and should not be allowed to travel on single track due to the ongoing maintenance that
would be needed. Given that the west side land will border Galbraith it makes sense that the
mountain bikes should be able utilize those trails and limit their access to the west side trails.
Existing trails should be utilized when possible. I agree that some user created trails were built in
a non-sustainable fashion and due to continued erosion issues they should be decommissioned
and restored to a natural state. It is very important to work with existing organizations such as
WMBC, Bellingham Trail Running Club, and the Cascade Mountain Runners. A cooperative effort
is a must for this project to be successful. Existing trails should not be decommissioned until
new trail alternatives are provided otherwise a power struggle particularly with the mountain
bike group will be immanent. I do not feel there should be trails that are mountain bike only.
The mountain biking community already has access to most trails in Larrabee State Park, the
County Chuckanut Park, and Galbraith.
Connectivity is very important in the design of these trails. I strongly support the Bay to Baker
trail effort and allowing connectivity to this trail as well as other area trails should be taken into
consideration. Trail users often enjoy making loops so I would caution building spur trails unless
they lead to a beautiful natural feature. That said, know that if a trail is created to a feature such
a waterfall human impact in that area will be very high. I suggest the trails be built according to
forest service standards. I have noticed that some existing trails built by the county do not meet
these standards. For example when creating switchbacks pay close attention to building them in
such a way as to discourage cutting them. This often happen when corners are not hardened
with large rocks or other stable debris and when switchbacks are very short. With the exception
of the the first mile from each trailhead all trails should be SINGLE TRACK. As I mentioned that
require less maintain and provide a more natural user experience. The first mile may need to
wider and hardened with fine gravel as these areas will receive the most impact. Berms should
not be used as they typically hold water on the trail created puddles that then hikers walk
around widening the tread.

WMBC are very skilled at building bridges with existing timber on the Galbraith land. Their skills
in this area could be a cost savings.
The existing 1.6 mile rd on the east side of the lake should not be improved. It is additional cost
that is not necessary but should be maintained as is for special events, emergency vehicles and
horses, bikes, and hikers/runners.
The existing powerline is an issue given the way the utility maintains it. Negotiations should be
made to allow for the planting of low growing native trees and shrubs. Given that is is within our
watershed they should not be allowed to continue with the use of herbicides and clear cutting
methods.
Dogs should be allowed on all trails so long as owners pick up the excrement especially when
near trail heads. What I have noticed about existing trails is that trail users are expected to pick
up after their dog but no trash cans are provided at the trail heads. Trail users are more likely to
clean up after their dogs of a trash can is provided. As a side note, there is no trash at the
Chuckanut North Trailhead and often bags of dog poop are just left on the ground in the parking
lot. People do not follow leash rules and they are not enforced to my knowledge. It would make
sense to not require dogs on leash in the new park given that nobody will follow the rules
anyway. I would recommend that the law be similar to Cannon Beach. Dogs are allowed off
leash as long as the owner has control over their dog. But I am assuming it will be some kind of a
liability issue and the county will still put signs up requiring leashes that nobody follows and
nobody enforces.
Lastly, education should be provided at trail heads. Many trail users are not aware of proper trail
etiquette and Leave No Trace ethics.
I am very excited about this incredible opportunity!
PS. If we care so much about our water quality then why are motor boats allowed in lake
Whatcom? I think I know the answer: wealthy waterfront property owners/politics.”
330. “I would like to send you an email with some of my comments on the Lake Whatcom
Reconveyance.
I am an avid cyclist and also enjoy hiking on occasion. I just really like being in the woods. One
of the great thing about Whatcom county is the many outdoor opportunities we have. As a
mountain biker, I see the reconveyance as a great opportunity for many user groups. What
excites me the most is the opportunities for mountain biking. We have a great mountain biking
community in Bellingham. The main issue I currently see is that most of the mountain bike trails
are on private land. Luckily these land owners allow mountain bikers to use this land but that
may not always be the case. Recreation is not these land owners priority, so often there trails
get logged. Not only is the a nuisance since the trails need to be rebuilt, but it makes the trails
not as aesthetically appealing. The reconveyance is a great opportunity to bring permanent
mountain bike trails to public land with a beautiful scenery.
I support the WMBC's plan for a modified version of Alternative 3 for both Stewart and Lookout
Mountains. I would like to see some trails for directional mountain biking. I'd like to see
different difficulty levels for various user groups in the park. I also prefer loop and destination
trails as opposed to out and back trails. A hiking trail with an ascending only designation for
mountain bikers seems like it would work out very well in many cases.

I also hope that many of the existing trails in these areas will be adopted in the trail plans. Some
of the trails I really enjoy riding Lookout mountain are the Waterfalls trail and Cougar Ridge. I
really enjoy Brown Pow on Stewart Mountain. I hope that these along with other mountain bike
specific trails will be part of the trail plan as well as trails for other user groups.
One very cool thing about mountain bikers it the turn out on trail days. I don't make it to as
many as I'd like to, but I'm always impressed at how many people volunteer their time to help
build mountain bike trails. Thank you for your time.”
331. “I'm writing to provide feedback from the latest Reconveyance meeting. In general I support
the views of the WMBC and larger mountain bike community:
•I support Alternative # 3 in both zones. Preserving the watershed and wildlife is very important
to me, but developing a well built network of trails can be congruous with these goals.
•I support trails for all skill levels in every user group. Some hikers will want to go for a mild
walk, others want a strenuous steeper grade trail to the top. Mountain biking has a large
learning curve and a vast gap between beginner and expert skill level riders. Catering only to
expert level riders would inhibit growth and use of the area by less experienced riders. But not
providing any truly expert level trails would have a similar unfairness and also encourage
unauthorized building to continue.
•I support some amount of directional, user specific trails, especially for mountain biking. This is
a safety issue and a necessary step to achieving trails for all skill levels of all user groups. We
cannot safely offer expert level terrain to every user group on the same trail. I don't like
spooking horses or hikers while I'm descending on my bike and I'm sure they don't appreciate it
either. As a hiker/runner, I would likewise appreciate having my own trails where I don't have to
worry about these things.
•I support the continued use/adoption of existing trails. Most everything that's running in the
reconveyance area is excellent! If there are issues on a trail that need to be reworked for any
reason, work with the WMBC to make changes rather than hastily closing down well scouted
and built trails.
Most importantly I needed to point out that I walked away from the last meeting a little
confused. I reviewed the meeting notes from last year to make sure I hadn't remembered
incorrectly, but they confirmed my memory....the level of support and opinion from the
mountain bike community was enormous. Far greater than any other user group. I understand
that the Parks Dept needs to ensure that all users and interests are heard and that a balance is
struck between what these individuals want and what's best for the watershed. But I was
shocked to see that none of the Alternatives included any mountain bike specific trails. I didn't
expect any plan to be dominated by MTB trails, but as the largest group, and the group who
moves at the highest rate of speed in general, I think it was very alarming that the Parks
Department didn't include any dedicated cycling trails. No plan will make everyone happy, but
we should hope to respect each others views and accommodate as many people/interests as
possible. Such a plan will respect critical wildlife habitat, ensure that any access to the area has a
minimal impact on our watershed, and work with representatives in each interested user group
to ensure that their members are getting the most they can out of the park.
From what I've seen in the proposals at the last meeting, the Parks Department isn't taking the
necessary steps to ensure the above.”
332. “I'm writing at this time simply to voice my support for a strong trail-building effort in the new
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain Parks. As avid trail runners and walkers, my wife and I
strongly support the plan to develop over 50 miles of singletrack trails in these new park areas.

And as a board member of the Greater Bellingham Running Club, I can say with certainty that
our club membership would make great use of these trails. I personally would be available to
assist in building trails in these new park areas, and I'm sure there are many others in our
running club who would also be interested in volunteering.
As we begin to make these park areas accessible to the community, let's make sure we do it
right and create a system of trails that we can be proud of in these amazing new parklands.”
333. “As a native-borne and life-long Bellingham/Whatcom County resident, county tax payer,
recreational trail horseback rider and love of nature of our great Whatcom County forest. As an
advocate I would love to see the 55-mile proposed trail plan be implemented in a way that all
interested users would be able to share in harmony as well as offer in sharing the tremendous
need in the maintenance once established so that our children, and grandchildren will have the
ability to enjoy for generations to come.
I am a member of the Whatcom Chapter of Back Country Horseman and would enjoy the
pleasure of this trail system.
Last Summer a friend and I traveled down to Skagit County and enjoyed the shared multi-use
trail system at Heart Lake in Anacortes WA. As a suggestion on designing a useable, well
coordinated and well thought out system the system surrounding Heart Lake appears to be well
accepted, well used and offers a great benefit to that area.
Please add this email address if possible for further information on upcoming public meetings
and/or committees in which I may become more informed and involved in assisting the efforts
in making this awesome opportunity for generations to come and provide a great outdoor,
natural experiences.”
334. “Need horse parking at P3 for better access. Would like as many multi-use trails as possible. A
designated primitive camp for horses needs a water source. We share trails now with other
users and can continue. Please don’t restrict equine to roads only.”
335. “Need trailer parking for both areas. Consider making most trails multi-use, we can share.
Remember BCH helps build and maintain trails.”
336. “How about letting horse people ride on the existing roads?”
337. “Horse people should have parking at P3 so that horses can be tied and saddled next to the
trailer without someone parking too close to make that possible. We should have access to the
yellow trails too, other than in areas that aren’t feasible (stairs).”
338. “I like the idea of red area for hiking/equestrian trails and yellow area for bike/hiking trails.
Then the user groups won’t conflict with each other. Trails could be marked by color or signs so
it is clear who should be on specific trails. I think it would be nice to extend the red trails further
south near the road by the yellow trail, yet far enough apart so you don’t see each other. It
would be nice to have a parking lot for horse trailers by P3 where you can loop around and a red
horse trail to connect from that lot (P3) to the red trail. Bathrooms would be nice to have. Thank
you for your work on how best to use this land!”
339. “Thank you for the information regarding the conceptual trails for Lake Whatcom & lookout
Mountain areas. Your team have done a fine job in providing several concepts for discussion.
After some review I have some suggestions/concerns over the proposals.

Lookout Mountain area
•The Lookout Mountain area clearly lends itself more to mountain biking in that there are
significant active roads covering a wide area. This area should be predominantly used for
biking/running sports
•There should be a hiker only loop trail in this area
•There is conflicting evidence about pollution and trail damage from bikes, however we do
know that petroleum product waste from tires and gears will be left on the trail system as they
currently are on road ways. Keeping the trail systems to the higher elevations should minimize
pollution problems to the lake system.
•Lookout Mountain has the smaller eagle and Murrelet habitat which, with reasonable trail
design, can minimize disruption.
Lake Whatcom Park area
•The lake Whatcom Park area should limit the bike trails to the existing trail along the shore
with a single loop trail back.
•Hiker only trails could be expanded
•Equestrian/hiker trails should be expanded with Equestrian trails at higher elevations
•The concept of Lake Whatcom Park area being as a staging area for future bike events would
create a negative impact upon the Northshore Road residents and negatively impact the family
hiker equestrian users. This two lane road already has considerable traffic on weekends,
conflicting with bicyclists and people walking or crossing the roadway
•Equestrian users already have access off the Y road so financial impacts for parking would be
minimized
•Hikers and families with younger children and pets would have an accessible area with minimal
conflicts with mountain biking activity.
•Since there is a large bird habitat area Lake Whatcom Park would be better served as a low
impact area. Mountain biking tends to bring in larger crowds, travel longer distances on the
trails and at speeds that would be more disturbing to wildlife
As a person and former Park Ranger, who likes to hike and trail ride I have seen several "close
call" incidents between families, hikers, equestrians and mountain bikers with mixed used trails.
Mountain bikers tend to ride distances, fast and sometimes are not not heard as they round a
bend or jump a ledge. By keeping these two areas segregated in activities it allows the public to
effectively plan their outings as well as better protection for the bird habitats.”
340. “I'm writing to ask that you build single track trails in the new reconveyance area behind Lake
Whatcom. I will surely use the trails as a hiker and runner.
I have lived in Whatcom and Skagit County for nearly 25 years, except for my time in law school
at the UW. I am a Huxley grad from WWU, and a lifetime outdoors person. I have seen the

changes to this region, and the growth in population. I used to live at Silver Beach, and would
use the existing trails at the end of the road near this area.
I am an avid trail runner and hiker. I'd like to see this area largely be preserved as a wild area,
with minimal impact use such as single track trails.
I am friends with Dan Probst and support the Cascade Mountain Runners organization. I support
their viewpoints as to use, trails, and locations.
Thank you for your work on this project!”
341. “We wrote a lengthy letter last year expressing our opinion regarding the new park planned for
Stewart Mountain. We have read all 21 pages of comments submitted at the 2014 meeting and
we agree with most of the recommendations.
However, we did not see enough emphasis placed upon the need to have these mountain trails
designated off leash for dogs. We hike daily with hiking poles and one dog. It would be
impossible to hold a leash and hike with poles. Similarly, a mountain biker who wished to
exercise his dog while riding could not and should not have his dog confined to a leash. There
are very few off leash areas to adequately exercise our animals in Whatcom County. We
respectfully request that the new park trails be deemed “off leash”. The owner assumes all
responsibility for the actions of his dog.
We are disappointed that the park will increase traffic around the lake. It is already a source of
pollution to our water system and children and adults who bicycle on the road are at risk.”
342. “We would like to offer the following considerations for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance trail
planning process:
1. Pre-existing, illegally constructed trails: Numerous rogue trails have been constructed and
enhanced within the Reconveyance lands on both sides of Lake Whatcom, some during the
period of time when the land transfer was imminent and since the deal was approved in early
2014. (Maps, photos, and GPS coordinates provided upon request). These rogue trails were
built in violation of various rules related to soil disturbance, critical areas buffers, protected
habitat, surface runoff, and other environmental concerns (especially Lake Whatcom water
quality). Because of these illegal activities, there now exists a significant network of very steep
trails that disproportionately serves a small subset of the mountain bike community; i.e. socalled free-riders. These trails are unusable by hikers, backpackers, runners, equestrians, and a
majority of mountain bikers. Not only were huge amounts of dirt moved to construct these
rogue trails, but they also contain a variety of engineered features (sweeping berms, drops,
jumps, gap jumps, bridges). Significant portions of these trails are built very close to and, in
some cases, across streams, gullies, and other drainage features. It is highly unlikely that the
illegal nature of their activities was unknown to builders, as many of these trails are quite
sophisticated in design.
2. Parks Dept. position on pre-existing rogue trails: At the March 18 public meeting and
afterward, Whatcom County Parks & Recreation (WCPR) employees indicated that the
aforementioned rogue free-ride trails will not be grandfathered into the trail plan because of: a)
liability issues associated with the extreme nature of their steepness and engineered features;
b) their being sited in sensitive areas; and 3) by their very nature, these trails cannot be shared
with other users. This latter point is of particular relevance, as none of the three Alternatives
allows for mountain bike-only trails; i.e. all mountain bike trails are to be shared-use with hikers.

It is possible that some sections of the rogue trails could be modified to make them acceptable
to multiple-user groups (and not intrude upon sensitive areas), but such modifications could
eliminate their usefulness to free-ride bikers. We fully support WCPR’s stated position on this
issue and encourage the Department to continue denying inclusion of environmentally
destructive, limited-use trails in the final plan. Before any pre-existing rogue trail mileage is
included in the final plan, WCPR should get commitments from user groups to help decommission those parts of rogue trails that will not be incorporated so as to discourage further
use and restore natural functioning to those areas.
3. Motorized transport on Reconveyance Lands: Locked access roads for service vehicles
currently exist in both Lookout Mtn. and Lake Whatcom Parks. As the plan states, these roads
should be maintained. However, non-service use of these roads should be denied to all others.
As recently as several months ago, mountain bikers were using gate keys illegally to gain motor
vehicle access to rogue trails for both trail-building and riding purposes. We encourage WCPR to
create a more secure gate and monitoring system to keep the Reconveyance Lands free of
unauthorized vehicle access. In addition, we encourage WCPR to formally deny any form of
shuttle service for mountain bikers and other recreational users beyond official parking areas
and service road gates, now and in perpetuity.
4. Preventing future rogue trail building: Rogue trail builders do not abide by Master Plans. In
fact, it is likely that new rogue trails are being built on the Reconveyance Lands right now. This
is a complicated issue, but one that should be addressed in a more thoughtful and effective
manner than has been done to date. We encourage WCPR to work with user groups like WMBC,
Washington Trails Association, trails runners, backcountry horsemen, and others to create a
unified strategy that will make rogue trail building socially unacceptable within their
constituencies. A monitoring system should also be established, whereby illegal trail building
activities can be reported to WCPR and official user groups, so that violators could be
discouraged and action could be taken to cease (and remediate) the illegal activities. Keeping
rogue trail building in check will require a vigorous, well-coordinated, long-term response.
5. Park Staffing: 8800 acres of new parkland is a boon to Whatcom County and beyond. At the
same time, it represents a massive responsibility in terms of deliverables by WCPR, including
trail and trailhead planning, construction, improvement, maintenance, environmental
protection, user safety, monitoring and policing, education, and public outreach. Especially
during the initial years of the Plan when trail construction is at its peak, maintaining appropriate
staffing levels will challenge WCPR’s budget. We are already seeing the effects of staffing
shortages, where trail monitoring, maintenance and improvement needs on county parklands
are not being met; the same applies to buildings and other properties within WCPR’s domain.
We encourage WCPR to create a full-time ranger position for Lake Whatcom/Lookout Mtn. Park.
We the undersigned share strong interests in environmental protection (especially Lake
Whatcom water quality), hiking, backpacking, mountain biking, trail running, and outdoor
education. Thus, we present these comments with the awareness that a spectrum of
recreational user needs must be considered in this planning process. Of primary importance,
though, is the integrity of the Lake Whatcom watershed and the many high-value ecosystem
services that it provides. We hope that the County places appropriate importance on this
under-represented, but critically important, piece of the puzzle.”
343. “I wanted to write to send my input for the new parks. I'm an avid trail runner and dabble in
ultra running. I run 40-60 miles a week mostly on trails and logging roads when there aren't
trails where I'd like to go. Without knowing where the specific trails go I'd pick option 3 as it has
over two times the miles as option 1 and almost two times the miles in option 2.

It is really great that the trail system will be expanding especially on lookout mountain as I live
near lookout and run there regularly.
My biggest concern that I would plead for you to take into consideration is that existing trails
which have been built by people over the past decades which exist within the new park
boundary not be destroyed. I don't know if it was coincidence, but shortly after the lookout
mountain forest preserve was put in place one of the nearby trails built by bikers was
demolished.
There are many trails in the lookout area which have been there for much longer than I've been
running. It is the highlight of my run when I stumble on a new trail and marvel at how long ago
it was built. Some of the older trails (I'm guessing built maybe 20 years ago) utilize more rock
and you can guess at the age of the trails by the condition of the materials used to build it.
Many of the trails I've found are no longer used regularly but still a treat to find when I come
across them and are a fun way to explore the forest. The long history of trails around the
Bellingham area is really great and one of the reasons I moved here a year and a half ago.
Please consider developing the new park in a way that does not take away the proud historical
trails which have been here for decades. Many thanks for your consideration!”
344. “I just want to say that I am excited about the new lake whatcom park. My family enjoys
hiking, biking and dog walking in the parks and we are excited for a new place to play.”
345. “I attended the March 18th Community meeting for reconveyance recreation and I wanted to
send a follow up email to reiterate some of my preferences.
I support the options that add the most amount of trails for the most user groups.
I'm an avid mountain biker (average 93 rides per year).
I would like to see some consideration for bike only trails including directional trails and more
advanced trails.
A mix of trails for different skill levels would be great.
I would like to see the current trials in the area preserved (Surf n Turf, Brown Pow, Cougar
Ridge, Stump Water, Waterfall Trail).
Use existing volunteer groups such as WMBC to build and maintain single use trails.
Protection and recreation can coexist.”
346. “I was unable to attend the last meeting describing the alternatives for developing the Stewart
Mountain and Lookout Mountain proposals but I have looked over the alternatives. First and
foremost, this is a rare and wonderful opportunity for the County and the region. Protecting
over 8000 acres of forestland from logging and development is a huge win.
Access to clean and abundant drinking water is becoming an ever larger and troublesome
problem and anything we do with county and city owned property, all property for that matter,
must be our first priority. I believe that is the keystone element of any park land development
plan that we devise.
I hike Stewart Mountain frequently and enjoy the many trails that spur from the Wikersham
Truck Road. It is exciting to see that the plans open up miles of additional trails. I have not
hiked much at Lookout Mountain but enough to know that it, too, has abundant opportunities.
My comments will be brief and general.

1. More trails means more opportunities and less crowding. I like to mix it up and having
more hiking options so close to Bellingham will only improve what is available.
2. Separating potentially competing interests (hiking, mountain biking, equestrian) is
beneficial if possible. Having hiked on Galbraith and it can be exciting dodging mountain
bikes on a nice day.
3. I believe alternative 3 to Stewart Mountain contemplates a short road to a viewpoint.
We have many such roads in the Bellingham vicinity and I don't think we need more. I
don't believe any of the reconveyed land should be used for additional roads of any
kind.
4. Again, any such development should insure no impact on the water quality of the Lake
Whatcom Reservoir.
Thanks for the opportunity to comment.”
347. “I'm writing in support of more mountain biking trails in the county parks system. Mountain
biking has become a way of life, with literally dozens of young professionals moving to
Bellingham every year to participate in our amazing access to the outdoors. Although I support
version 3 of the reconveyance plan, I don't think it goes far enough. User built/specific use trails
should be included in the plan. I've found that the mountain bikers around here also build the
best, most sustainable trails with well armored paths and excellent drainage. We mountain
bikers want a variety of difficulty levels, from easy to very challenging. I like the idea of multiuser climbing trails, but on a descending specific mountain bike trail bikes should be the priority.
On that topic, my favorite trails in Whatcom County are Surf n Turf, Stumpwater, Blade Reversal,
and Cougar Ridge. Those trails are amazing examples of beautifully built trails. Keep up the
good work! And… Parks for life!!!”
348. “I would like to see that hunting opportunity will still be available on the reconveyance land.
This will help manage the land better with one more tool to keep the land from becoming over
populated.
Equestrian should be able to use both areas. Even if there is not parking equestrians should not
be restricted from the use of trails unless it is impassable to them.”
349. “First, I would like to thank you for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance. Years ago, when I first
got married and moved to Whatcom County, my husband took me up the old Cub Creek road
for the most spectacular view. Now, even better, no cars are allowed and other people join me,
on the road and on the trails, in one of them most beautiful spots in Whatcom County.
What I love about this spot is that there is something for everyone. When my dogs were
puppies, the flat route along the lake was perfect. As they got older & stronger, the trails that
wind through the woods and top out at views were ideal. My kids and I have hiked the trails,
and recently been running the trails, and my husband and I have used the area to train for a
mountain bike trip.
An active trail user, many times at Galbraith which is a little closer to my home, I am a big
supporter of the trail systems in many ways: trail maintenance, donations to WMBC and other
trail advocates, volunteering for local trail events, and personal use on feet and wheels. I love
that the reconveyance has the road and lake paths that are wide and graded and the narrow
goat-type trails that are trickier and more adventuresome. Just last week when I was biking up I
came upon a large group of seniors hiking and chatting on the road. We need more of that!
That's good health right there!

Additionally, I was a volunteer for the Mt Baker Trail runners and support not only the Mount
Baker Marathon and the Bellingham to Baker Trail. Many people seek these kind of adventures,
either organized or on their own, as destination experiences and then spend their money in the
community. That benefits us all.
This is all my long-winded way of saying, once again, thank you Whatcom County and I hope to
see some trail building start this summer. Though this is not original, I believe it is true, build
the trails and they will come.”
350. “My name is Mike Storm and I live and work in Whatcom county. I attended the Parks and
Recreation planning meeting on how best to use the land acquired by the county in the
Reconveyance. As a mountain biker, tax payer and voter, I was disappointed in what I saw and
heard at the meeting. Of the 6 proposed plans that were on display, none included advanced
level mountain bike specific trail and none incorporated mountain bike trail that currently exists
in those areas.
Seven years ago, I moved to Bellingham from Charlotte, North Carolina with my wife precisely
because of the variety and challenge of mountain bike trails in the Bellingham area. A significant
number of these trails are in or near the Reconveyance zones east and west of Lake Whatcom.
This would include Surf and Turf, Brown Pow, Stumpwater, Waterfall, Cougar Ridge. Snakonia,
Hippy Mafia and Chupacabra. Countless hours of work have been invested in creating these
trails, to not incorporate these trails into the plan would be a massive oversight. Building trails is
an expensive and potentially time consuming proposition. If the plan is to build trails, why would
you not make use of what is already there?
Bellingham is rapidly becoming a destination town for mountain biking in the region. There are a
growing number of people that come here to visit or to live because of challenging bike trails
that we have in and around town. This brings money into the local economy and it does so with
very little public money invested. (For examples of successful public riding areas see Duthie Hill
Park in Issaquah and Quest College Trails in Squamish, BC.)
Mountain bikers have money and they are willing to spend it for an experience they can't get in
their home town. Off-road bicycles - the kind used to ride trails in Bellingham - are expensive. A
moderately priced full-suspension costs upwards of $3000 on average. Lift tickets to ride at a
mountain bike park are $60 or more. People that do this kind of riding are willing spend money
for it and are willing to travel to it.
Bellingham has a thriving trail building organization (Whatcom Mountain Bike Coalition) that is
capable and willing to maintain and improve these existing trails at little to no cost. It would be
foolish not to incorporate at least some of these existing trails in the plan and to designate them
as mountain bike specific.
As a rider, I feel it would be a huge loss not to incorporate these existing trails into the plan. As a
taxpayer, I feel it would be financially irresponsible not to do so.”
351. “I am writing in support of responsible development of a trail system in the Lake Whatcom
watershed. I support protection of the watershed as the overriding goal. I believe it is possible,
when all interested parties are engaged in the planning, to develop recreational opportunities
that serve the needs of various user groups while preserving the quality of the watershed.
I am an enthusiastic hiker and mountain biker and I support Alternative 3 for both Lake
Whatcom and Lookout Mountain, as described in the materials on the County Parks web page,

as this alternative creates the largest trail mileage while restricting access to parts of the
watershed critical to preserving water quality.
I think it would be fantastic to have trails that connect the trails systems in the area to one
another, assuming this can be accomplished following plans established by consensus with trail
building groups and land managers. I do not support unauthorized trail building (especially on
public lands), as it is often carried out with little or no attention to environmental impact, and by
its very nature (being unauthorized) it is not done in compliance with land use policy. In a
watershed it is particularly important to develop trails in compliance with land use policy. One
of the biggest reasons to do this in consultation with public land managers is to establish trust
between trail builders and oversight groups. I hope that trust has not been eroded by illegal
trail building on these lands.
Again, I fully endorse Alternative 3, and responsible trail building carried out in close
collaboration between trail building interests and Whatcom County Parks.”
352. “My name is Brandon Watts, I am an avid mountain biker that moved to the area to pursue a
home for my business (Freehub Magazine) and future family. Since moving here in 2009, I have
found a community unlike any other that has helped grow and sustain our mountain bike
magazine which now reaches all corners of North America. The local trail systems are a big part
of our day-to-day life and profession, which we support for growth and expansion. Over the last
six years I have traveled the globe riding my bike in various different communities and seen first
hand the positive impact offered by a focused and diverse trail system. Bellingham and
Whatcom county are becoming more and more recognized for its bike infrastructure, and we
fully support 'Alternative 3' to help continue the growth of our local outdoor community and
business.
Thank you for all you do in helping increase the outdoor recreation of Whatcom county. It is the
progressive nature of trail design and development for all users groups that enables my business
to call Bellingham home.”
353. “I am a local Real Estate Broker and an avid mountain biker. I have been riding mountain bikes
here in Whatcom County since the early 1990's when the trails were far less developed and
certainly less user friendly than they are now. It has been one of the most amazing things to see
how completely user-driven trails can be developed, maintained, and constantly improved
without any form of external funding or management. The result is one of the most sought after
destinations for trail use anywhere that I know of. I have also had the opportunity to use more
managed trail systems like the one in Squamish, so it is clear that a comprehensive approach
need not be implemented to the detriment of the trail system, nor should it isolate or eliminate
certain user groups.
While I was unable to attend the meeting on March 18th regarding the development and
management of trails in the new Reconveyance area, it is my understanding that three unique
alternative approaches were proposed. I strongly support alternative 3, for both the Stewart
Mountain and Lookout Mountain. Having said that, it is clear that there is not enough emphasis
on the existing trail system and the types of trails that are in existence in that system. There
must be allowances for user driven trails that are "advanced" with some directional trails and
long specific use loops etc. Galbraith mountain is an excellent example of what an outstanding
user-built user-maintained trail system can look like. Not all trails can be flat and gravel, nor
should they be.

It is my strong opinion that Whatcom County has an opportunity to do something here that is
not only unique to the area, but models itself after locations that claim to be the recreational
centers of their entire country. If we are to continue to attract people to the area who are assets
to our county, and are considerate of the outdoors, we must be forward thinking in our
approach. I personally benefit from the trail systems here because as a professional Realtor, I
have had the opportunity to sell homes to many people relocating here primarily for the trail
system. Many others have bought homes supported by jobs in the biking industry, which again,
exists here primarily because there are excellent trails and biking opportunities. I ride bikes with
doctors, lawyers, welders, teachers, insurance agents, entrepreneurs, and more. This sport now
has a broad base.
It is very important that we don't "blow it" and begin destroying as asset that has been built
largely by volunteers. I personally ride nearly all the trails available here in Whatcom County,
including Galbraith, Surf N Turf, Waterfall, Cougar Ridge, and many more. We need to send a
strong message to a growing group of outdoor enthusiasts that Bellingham is open for busienss
and help grow a sustainable and clean economy. Isolation and protectionism will blunt this and
cause people to look elsewhere like Sedona, AZ, Bend OR, or other places.
I support the WMBC position on trail design.





We’d like to see a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the
other user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely
compatible with our goal of protecting the watershed.
We’d like to see different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or
advanced level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
Loops and destinations are preferred. We like to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations and we also prefer riding loops (when possible) over
an out-and-back trail.
A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively
new, but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example)
and allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group
who is willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These
often work best near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.”

354. “I am a resident of Bellingham. I pay taxes. This is OUR park and I have a voice.
KEEP THE EXISTING TRAILS!
Surf and turf
Cougar ridge
Brown pow
Blade reversal
Gnargus
All of the above trails should be included in the park. Reroutes may need to be done to mitigate
drainage and that can be done. DO NOT DESTROY ANYMORE TRAILS! Tom Chism has destroyed
enough. I have seen too much tax revenue wasted on destroying trail and seen very, very little
spent on creating recreation. This is your chance to get it right. KEEP THE TRAILS!!
USER SPECIFIC TRAILS: Bikes, hikers, horses get along pretty well when traveling similar, uphill
speeds. Bikes MUST be given directional trails for descending to ensure safety, promote user
dispersal, create pleasant experiences for all users, and provide a destination area for tourism.

People don't often travel very far for a trail they have to share with lots of traffic and lots of user
groups. Spread out the users, increase enjoyment.
ADVANCED TRAILS: Moderate to beginner bike trails are a dime a dozen. Give out of staters a
reason to travel far to what could be a phenomenal non motorized recreation area. KEEP THE
TRAILS!”
355. “Please listen to the comments and recreationist that have been attending the meetings. This
email reiterates what "most" people want out of this new park that have attended the
meetings: Alternative 3. With additional trails.
User specific trails and directional mountain bike trails. Hikers, horses and bikes get along if
bikes are traveling uphill. It is essential that this park have directional mountain bike trails to
ensure safety for all users.
More mileage for mountain bike trails. Bikes can cover the most ground in shortest amount of
time. They also have the largest volunteer group to build and maintain trails.
Use volunteer groups to build trails. Don't waste our tax dollars to build trails that volunteers
are willing to build for free.
I am a Bellingham small business owner that depends on tourism to grow my business. This park
will directly effect my business. Please promote recreation.
Building this park without these specifics will result in a lower use then could be generated. We
would miss the opportunity that is in front of us to help increase the local economy and gain the
benefits of increasing the tourism that this park COULD create. If this park does not include
many miles of trails, specifically for bikes, the revenue generated will be less than it could be.
Please don't miss this opportunity to create a huge benefit to our community. Parks are great,
great parks are best. Listen to the people.
Promote recreation!”
356. “I live about one mile north of Lake Whatcom Park on Lakeshore Road off of Northshore Road.
With regard to the planning of new trails and parking lots, etc. at the Park, has there been a
traffic impact analysis conducted on Northshore Road, especially on the no outlet portion from
the Y-Road intersection to the Park? Thank you in advance for your reply.”
357. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
I live in Skagit County with my wife, Deborah Railton. We both have longstanding ties to
Whatcom County. I currently work in Bellingham, and am a frequent user of the trail systems in
Whatcom County as both a hiker and trail runner. I am also a long-time member of the
Washington Trails Association, and have volunteered in the past for their trail work parties.
As someone who hikes, I support the original vision of 55 miles of new trails expressed by
Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain. This plan would create a world-class
park that provides a high-quality trail system and protects the Lake Whatcom watershed while
providing ample trail experiences. A park with a new trail system recognizes the unique ways in

which Northwest Washington residents and visitors alike enjoy the great outdoors in our
backyard.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Northwest Washington great, keeps our
community healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. I hope the parks
department will be the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Everyone deserves a place to play outside. There is a passionate community of local trail
volunteers ready and willing to help make this trail project a reality.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like my wife and I in your recreation
planning.”
358. “Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the plans being made for the new "Lake
Whatcom County Park". The new 8,800 acre park has the potential to be a very shiny jewel for
Whatcom County. It is hoped that it will truly represent all of the quiet recreationists of the
county and draw from outside the county as well for the added economic benefit of our area's
businesses.
The Whatcom County Chapter of Back Country Horsemen of Washington has a long record of
service involvement with the trails and trailheads used for stock here in the county. We are very
interested in the new park and the planning needed to make it truly representative of the
wishes of stock users as well as the other diverse user groups.
A general comment that may be helpful to you and the staff; the Blanchard Mountain trails and
trailheads on DNR property are a great model for shared use trails. There are parking areas that
work well for stock users as well as for hikers and bikers. The trails are non-motorized, multiuse, shared by equestrians, hikers and mountain bikers. There is some active logging going on
and there is a committee of user group representatives to oversee this. The vast majority of the
trails are shared by all. The non-shared ones (I think two out of all the trails) are not shared for
safety reasons. There is a range of trail experiences from mild to fairly steep with some
challenges. You can spend an hour or all day, see some views, see two quiet lakes, view some
artifacts of the long ago logging era and enjoy the quiet of an island in the center between a
major highway and Puget Sound. I would urge you and your staff to spend a few days looking
around this system. Hike it, get on a horse and ride it (BCHW can arrange a ride for any of you),
or bike it and see how it works. The two stock use trailheads will show you the simplicity of what
we need. These work well. The horse tie up at the overlook that is just to the east of the parking
area, is NOT a good example of what stock folks want in this part of the country. A hitching rail
or high-line system are better and less expensive ways to go. There is a trail in the planning
stages to connect Blanchard to the Chuckanut Mountain trail system which will add some
trailheads and make for a truly great system for all users of non-motorized recreation.
Some more specific points on the Plans shown at the BCHW meeting of April 8, 2015:
1) Parking. Parking is an issue that requires additional planning for this park. The road access
to the south end of the lake on the east side is narrow. That doesn't mean that we won't
drive it with truck and trailer as we drive on much narrower roads than this. But an
adequate area to park when we get there is essential to a successful park. The current
Lake Whatcom Park area, I believe designated P-3, is approximately a 5-6 acre flat area
near the start of many of the trails. A first priority should be to make this into a proper
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trailhead parking area. This will allow access to many of the trails departing from this
location.
The Y Road trailhead. The Y Road trailhead, currently maintained by BCHW, will need to be
enlarged and made into a better multi-use parking area. The area north and east of the
grass cap was used by the County for dumping of debris from the flood down the Lake at
the current Lake Whatcom Park area, so some work will need to be done to level out this
part of the trailhead. There is room for more parking and as this is conceptualized as one
of the new Park's trailheads it will need attention early.
Lake Louise Road Trailhead. The trailhead on Lake Louise Road, just up from Sudden
Valley, will need to be enlarged or some part of it designated as a stock trailer use area. If
there isn't enough property here to enlarge it, then research and budgeting for purchase
of some adjacent property for parking must be done. The hikers and bikers are also
complaining of inadequate parking in all areas of the park. This is not just a stock use
issue. We would be inclined to get to this parking area from Lake Whatcom Blvd., not Lake
Louise Road.
New Multi-Use Trailheads. At least one, if not two, multi-use trailheads needs to be
planned for, land acquired, and built on the south end of the Lookout Mountain part of
the park. The Cain Lake, Alger and Squires Lake areas are prime candidates for this. Yes,
the park edges are steep, but there is flat or flatter land on the edges. It will likely have to
be purchased for the park.
New Galbreath Parking Area. A Galbreath area parking spot is needed now and it will only
get worse. A parking area off of Yew Street, somewhere near the current Galbreath
parking area by Lake Padden would be ideal. Again this may mean purchasing property
and/or a combined effort with Bellingham City Parks or the Greenways people.
A Plan with six alternatives of which only one of the six has stock trails is not acceptable.
We do not feel the need to be segregated out of the user groups as, noted above about
Blanchard, all the user groups can and do get along with few exceptions. Stock proceed
down a trail at a speed of 3-4 miles per hour, the same as a hiker, and we are both quiet
recreationists. Bikes have the ability to go much faster in certain cases, like downhill, and
this must be kept in mind when designing the trails. ALL the trails in the Park, on both
sides of the Lake, need to be shared use trails.
A past DNR management person stated in a meeting on the Chuckanut Trail system, that
"a properly designed and built trail will support ALL of the non-motorized uses." I have
found this same to be said by USFS staff and professional non-government trail builders.
To go back to Blanchard, these trails sustain all the user groups and are in very good
condition every year. A mixture of government workers and volunteers from all the user
groups will help maintain these trails.
The kinds of trails that stock users wish for really don't differ greatly from the other users.
Some stock users like gentle "bridle trail" experiences; short rides of easy challenge. Some
like a more challenging trail of several hours' duration with diversity, curves, hills, and
views. Some like a challenging trail; steep areas, switchbacks, edgy areas, up high for good
open views, and challenging to the rider as well as the horse. Rides in the three to six hour
range are common for these types. Most of us like a trail better than a road and we like
loop rides better than out and back rides. When it was mentioned about the roads on
Stewart being good trails, what was really meant is many of the old logging roads have a
good base and good drainage for a trail. We don't really mean a road that a vehicle can
negotiate. A number of the trails on Blanchard are old railroad grades from when it was
logged 80 or 90 years ago. Take advantage of these old routes as they provide a good base
and are often in the only place that could sustain a trail or a road in this steep, wet
country. If you can hike a trail without using a ladder or crawling on all fours, a horse can
travel that trail. The majority of the trails we will have in this park are lowland year-around
trails. We use these trails in the spring, winter and fall to keep our stock and ourselves in
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condition. In the summer we can access the higher USFS trails or head to Eastern
Washington. So from October through June these trails are very important to all of us
stock users.
A long loop ride or in and out trail where there could be an overnight camp. Criteria
needed for an overnight camp: fairly level, horse water, trees or highline poles, a fire ring.
A view would also be nice.
BCHW, WTA and the bikers all have a proven track record as volunteer service
organizations in this county. You need to include them and their expertise in the plans for
the building and maintaining of this park. Each group has different skill sets. BCHW can
clear trails and haul gravel, tools, food and people into areas that may be difficult to
access any other way. Engage the volunteers.
You mentioned that there might be a road up from the Lake to a view point with perhaps
parking for six cars. A cautionary note here, the bikers found that they could go up Cleator
Road in Larrabee State Park by car or pickup, then go barreling down the Fragrance Lake
Trail to Chuckanut Drive in the Park full tilt on their bikes. Eventually this "yo-yoing" riding
got to the point where the Park closed the trail to bikes as they were running the hikers
off the trail.
The Economy. County Executive, Jack Louws, in a letter of January 30, 2015, stated,
"Whatcom County would like to be a leader in Washington's growing recreation
economy." We know that stock riders, hikers and bikers come from Skagit, Snohomish,
King and Island counties as well as British Columbia to recreate on our trails. An effort
needs to be made to bring the counties and cities advertising into line with what is
available here. The Bellingham/Whatcom County Visitors Guide makes no mention of
stock trails or trailheads. Stock users in this state contribute over $2 billion to the
economy of Washington. Whatcom County needs to tap this resource for additional
tourist dollars for our local economy. Whatcom County Tourism should be invited to the
meetings and become involved in the marketing of the Park for all users.

Again, thank you for the chance to comment on our upcoming county park. Please feel free to
call and discuss any aspect of this letter or stock participation in the Park with us.”
359. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 new miles of trail to over 55 miles of
new trail at Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
As an avid hiker, I support the original vision of 55 miles of new trails expressed by Alternative 3.
This would create a world class park and recognize the unique ways in which Bellingham
residents and visitors alike enjoy the great outdoors in our backyard.
Everyone deserves their space outside, whether you're a hiker, horseback rider, trail runner,
mountain biker or dog-walker. We can have it all, but it doesn't need to break the bank. There is
a passionate community of local volunteers ready and willing to help make this project a reality.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Bellingham great, keeps our community
healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. I hope the parks department will be
the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like me in your recreation planning.”
360. “It has come to my attention that you are considering developing trails in two new locations. I
would very much appreciate your thoughtful consideration for the following.

Truck and trailer parking at the end of North Shore Road and a trail from there that connects to
the Y road system.
Truck and trailer parking at whatever location works best to access Lookout mountain and that
the trail development is horse friendly in both locations
(As you know 8,800 acres have been added to the Whatcom county parks system. In is made up
of 2 sections. One is up hill of the North Shore trail at the end of North Shore road and extends
to the border of the DNR property that we access from the Y road. The other is on the other side
of Lake Whatcom on Lookout Mountain.) Thank you in advance for your help.”
361. “As a committed local citizen who has served as co-chair on two Greenways Levies, I am writing
to make certain that any development of the newly acquired 8,800 acres in Whatcom County be
undertaken with multi-purpose use in mind. As an equestrian, I expect multi-use to include
horses having access to all areas except the most fragile, where only hikers might be permitted.
I have heard that an equestrians who live on North Shore Road does not feel that Northshore
road should be opened to truck and trailer traffic; I have just bought property there, and I
disagree. Please consider the following while developing this new parkland: Truck and trailer
parking needs to be developed at the end of North Shore Road, and a trail that connects up to
the Y road system should also be developed. Please also put in truck and trailer parking and
access to the lookout Mountain trail system that is horse friendly. This new park should be for
all users, not just one or two designated groups.
Many trail systems throughout Whatcom and Skagit counties already accommodate multi-use,
where hikers, mountain bike riders and equestrians co-exist happily. It would be unfair to
develop this wonderful new parcel of land without considering all Whatcom County residents.
I am not currently actively working on this project, as my responsibilities as a teacher do not
allow me to at this moment in time; however, I am in touch with Back Country Horsemen, and
local riders and will follow developments closely.
Thanks for all the wonderful trails and parks in our county. They are all very much used and
appreciated.”
362. “Hi there, I was just looking at your website (Lake Whatcom Reconveyance | Whatcom County, WA Official Website) and was wondering since this is no longer DNR land as it has been is it still o.k. to
hunt there in the fall, would I need special permission, and how would I go about doing so if I
did. Thanks for your time.”
363. “Yesterday Cascade Mountain Runners organized a fun run over to the Acme Diner for
Milkshakes, burgers and beer. 17 runners, 1 bike, 2 dogs all made it the 12 miles over the
Mountain. Runners came from all over including Canada. We had a great day running the
existing trails and taking in the views from the top. The run promoted our Mount Baker Ultra
Marathon route and interest in this kind of adventure running and biking as a viable low impact
tourism draw. After downing Milkshakes and burgers we jumped onto the Baker Bus that we
rented for the return showing that alternate forms of transportation can work in the new park.
Everyone on the run offered to help build the Bellingham-Mount Baker trail and other trails in
the park this summer. The economic and community health benefits can be realized right now
as we work through the overall planning for the new park. Thank you for all the work that has
been done and still is left to do to make this park world class.
Link to all the

photo's https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.828719430517157.1073741848.441275349261569&type=1 ”

364. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
As someone who hikes, I support the original vision of 55 miles of new trails expressed by
Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain. This plan would create a world-class
park that provides a high-quality trail system and protects the Lake Whatcom watershed while
providing ample trail experiences. A park with a new trail system recognizes the unique ways in
which Bellingham residents and visitors alike enjoy the great outdoors in our backyard.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Bellingham great, keeps our community
healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. I hope the parks department will be
the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Everyone deserves a place to play outside. There is a passionate community of local trail
volunteers ready and willing to help make this trail project a reality.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like me in your recreation planning.
I live on Lake Whatcom and would greatly appreciate more trails in the area!”
365. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
When I moved to Whatcom County in 1972 I was not a hiker. Then as time passed, I became an
avid hiker and help on trail maintenance. What makes our area special is the availability of
recreation, including trails for hiking and biking. I have encouraged many of my friends to get
involved in our weekly hikes and trail maintenance. As someone who hikes, I support the
original vision of 55 miles of new trails expressed by Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and
Lookout Mountain. This plan would create a world-class park that provides a high-quality trail
system and protects the Lake Whatcom watershed while providing ample trail experiences. A
park with a new trail system recognizes the unique ways in which Bellingham residents and
visitors alike enjoy the great outdoors in our backyard.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Bellingham great, keeps our community
healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. Over the years I have seen an
increase of trail usage. Some trails are in need of repair, and that is a good sign that they are
being used. However, the proposed idea above, is a welcome and needed improvement to
expand the opportunity for even more residents to enjoy our area.I hope the parks department
will be the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Everyone deserves a place to play outside. There is a passionate community of local trail
volunteers ready and willing to help make this trail project a reality. The youth in our community
deserve an opportunity to volunteer to help with projects, if they choose, to encourage the
generations to come to take care of our beautiful area. There are many who want to help.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like me in your recreation planning.”

366. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
Growing up, Lake Whatcom has been a big part of my summers and remains a special place for
me and my family. As someone who hikes, I support the original vision of 55 miles of new trails
expressed by Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain. This plan would create a
world-class park that provides a high-quality trail system and protects the Lake Whatcom
watershed while providing ample trail experiences. A park with a new trail system recognizes
the unique ways in which Bellingham residents and visitors alike enjoy the great outdoors in our
backyard.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Bellingham great, keeps our community
healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. I hope the parks department will be
the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Everyone deserves a place to play outside. There is a passionate community of local trail
volunteers ready and willing to help make this trail project a reality.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like me in your recreation planning.”
367. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
As someone who hikes, I support the original vision of 55 miles of new trails expressed by
Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain. This plan would create a world-class
park that provides a high-quality trail system and protects the Lake Whatcom watershed while
providing ample trail experiences. A park with a new trail system recognizes the unique ways in
which Bellingham residents and visitors alike enjoy the great outdoors in our backyard.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Bellingham great, keeps our community
healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. I hope the parks department will be
the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Everyone deserves a place to play outside. There is a passionate community of local trail
volunteers ready and willing to help make this trail project a reality.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like me in your recreation planning.”
368. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
As someone who hikes, I support the original vision of 55 miles of new trails expressed by
Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
I moved up to Bellingham to attend WWU in 2006 and fell in love with the city. I lived there for
seven years and now consider Bellingham home. As I write this letter from the road, I think of

the wonderful outdoors spaces we have in the Chuckanuts and Mount Baker Highway. Adding
even more trails to Bellingham? Yes please!”
369. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
As someone who hikes and mountain bikes, I support the original vision of 55 miles of new trails
expressed by Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain. Adding to the existing
Lookout Mountain access off Lake Louise Road and extending it to Squires Lake is excellent.
I'm a frequent user of Squires, Stimpson, and Lookout. Having totally off the road access
between Squires and Lookout would be a dream come true!
Having a world-class park that provides a high-quality trail system and protects the Lake
Whatcom watershed while providing ample trail experiences is important. A park with a new
trail system recognizes the unique ways in which Bellingham residents and visitors alike enjoy
the great outdoors in our backyard.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Bellingham great, keeps our community
healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. I hope the parks department will be
the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Everyone deserves a place to play outside. There is a passionate community of local trail
volunteers ready and willing to help make this trail project a reality.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like me in your recreation planning.”
370. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
I live in Bellingham and go hiking every weekend and I support the original vision of 55 miles of
new trails expressed by Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain. This plan would
create a world-class park that provides a high-quality trail system and protects the Lake
Whatcom watershed while providing ample trail experiences. A park with a new trail system
recognizes the unique ways in which Bellingham residents and visitors alike enjoy the great
outdoors in our backyard.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Bellingham great, keeps our community
healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. I hope the parks department will be
the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Everyone deserves a place to play outside. There is a passionate community of local trail
volunteers ready and willing to help make this trail project a reality.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like me in your recreation planning.”

371. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
As someone who hikes, I support the original vision of 55 miles of new trails expressed by
Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain. This plan would create a world-class
park that provides a high-quality trail system and protects the Lake Whatcom watershed while
providing ample trail experiences. A park with a new trail system recognizes the unique ways in
which Bellingham residents and visitors alike enjoy the great outdoors in our backyard.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Bellingham great, keeps our community
healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. I hope the parks department will be
the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Everyone deserves a place to play outside. There is a passionate community of local trail
volunteers ready and willing to help make this trail project a reality.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like me in your recreation planning.”
372. “I am writing this email to put some input to the discussions for the re conservation zone on
Stewart and Lookout Mts. I am an Mt. Biker who was born and raised in Bellingham and started
a Company that sells bicycle components and work currently for Kona Mt. Bikes. I cannot
express enough how important Mt.Bike trail diversity is important to me. We pour millions of
dollars into the local infrastructure and we should be represented in a more positive manner.”
373. “I'm just a concerned citizen that likes to use the Whatcom County Parks for many different
kinds of Sports. I hope that the Parks keep the Trails open for Multi Sports that All of us enjoy.
I Hike, Bike, Kayak, Run and enjoy Camping and having Picnics.”
374. “As the owner of two local businesses in Whatcom County and an avid bike rider, I would like
to express my opinion regarding trails in the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance.
Let me start with saying many of my employees (over 80 at any given time) have been drawn to
Bellingham by mountain biking and the outdoor recreation our town offers, substantiating
studies that have proven skilled employees do consider outdoor recreation a priority when
considering job offers. Additionally, it is important to understand mountain bikers are very
positive contributors to the communities they live in. Mountain Bike The Tetons board
chairman, David Treinis once said “(trails) are the tool, they’re not the end. The end is a healthy
vibrant community and biking is the tool to get there.”
My concern is whether or not advanced riders are being listened to. Currently, there seems to
be trend to build trails that are fast and suitable for all riders. Even as a 49 year old “grandma
mountain biker”, this is concerning for several reasons.
1. Many natural features are often removed in creating trails suitable for everyone.
2. Great speeds can be easily reached on less technically challenging trails. Brown’s Ranch
in Scottsdale, Arizona is a great example of this. In their efforts to achieve trails that are
virtually free of any obstacle or rock, they have created a multi-directional high speed
race course. In my opinion, time will prove this to be a dangerous unintended
consequence.

3. The creation of different types of trails naturally separates riders. Beginners will stick to
easy trails located the closest to trailheads, while experts will ride the trails they find
more challenging.
4. To be a world class destination, riders need to be challenged by both epic length trails,
and by trails considered technically challenging.
5. If more technical places to ride were offered within not only the Lake Whatcom
Reconveyance, but urban parks as well, some of the issues with illegal jump lines and
trails could be better controlled. A quick stroll through Whatcom Falls Park, easily
proves riders are looking for technical places to ride. Sadly, these trails are most often
created by our youth, for whom we have been unable to provide the types of trails and
riding experiences they desire.
Guardian writer Matthew Sparkes describes mountain biking this way, “I adore mountain biking,
and everything about it: the stress-busting physical effort, the thrill of danger, and the all-toorare time spent in nature. It's socially acceptable playing-in-the-mud for adults, and great
exercise too.””
375. “I attended the Park's Dept presentation at the April Backcountry horseman meeting. I'd like to
thank the staff for coming and spending time outlining the project and soliciting feedback. It
was very helpful to see the presentation and participate in the discussion.
My comments are based on my 30 years living in Whatcom County and having the opportunity
to enjoy our great County as an avid hiker, mountain biker and horse rider.
I've followed the WMBC efforts to turn the proposed Lake Whatcom Park into a mountain biking
mecca similar to the Galbraith property and while I'd love to see a lot of features and technical
trails, that's just not realistic for a publically owned, shared use area. The liability involved is
great and even if the liability problem could be solved, from a safety standpoint many of the
trails would have to be single use as high speed biking with jumps and technical features doesn't
mix with horses and hikers.
Perhaps the mountain bike trails can be focused on the park above Sudden Valley that would tie
in with the present Galbraith area and make the north Lake Whatcom park shared use and
mostly hiking and equestrian use.
The Chuckanut trail system is a good example of shared use trails that are safely used by hikers,
bikers and horsemen. Focusing on similar shared use trails in the new park similar to Chuckanut
would be an ideal solution enabling the greatest use by a diverse user group in my opinion.
To keep this short here's my thoughts on key elements for the park:
- Shared use trails for hikers, bikers and equestrians. As the budget allows perhaps a
few single use trails - downhill mountain bike perhaps.
- Parking - a huge need especially with stock trailers and the volume of expected bikers
and hikers.
- Loop trails of various lengths, not just out and back if possible.
- Y Road tie in with the equestrian trails would be very beneficial.
Thank you for considering my thoughts.”
376. “I was unable to attend the 2nd trail meeting for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance on
Wednesday, March 18th - but I wanted to provide you with my feedback and comments. I

understand there are three options under discussion. I support ALTERNATIVE 3 (in a modified
form) that will help maximize the trail mileage and that considers user-built trails with better
routing options and different trail user designations.
Trail Types: I support:
- Designating a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the other
user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely compatible
with our mutual goal of protecting the watershed.
- Trails of different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or
advanced level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
- Loops and destinations. It's much better to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations. Riding loops (when possible) is preferable over an outand-back trail.
- A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively new,
but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example) and
allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group who is
willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These often
work best near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.
Connectors: I support:
- Connectors into Galbraith.
- The ability to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber land
down to Cain and Squires Lake.
User-built/ Pre-existing Trails:
I realize this may be a sensitive issue, but whenever possible, consider looking at the pre-existing
trails on a landscape and the ability to bring them into the trail network as a pragmatic
approach. Often times, that does mean serious modifications and/or re-alignment of the trail
routing. That has worked successfully in many other communities.”
377. “My wife Jolie and I moved to Bellingham three years ago from Philadelphia. Jolie is the
Operations Manager at the P66 Ferndale refinery and I am an Executive Search consultant. Prior
to moving, Jolie was given the opportunity to relocate to any of P66 refineries throughout the
world. We chose Bellingham because of the mountain biking. We are both very active and fell in
love with amazing access to trails in Whatcom County. If we are not working or sleeping, we are
riding our bikes in the mountains.
100% of our mountain biking is on one directional, steep, rugged, flowing jump trails or
advanced/expert level trails. We ride up logging roads and ride down narrow singletrack trails to
the bottom of the mountain. We visit either Surf and Turf, Stumpwater, Cougar Ridge or one of
the several other advanced trails 5-6 times a week. These are single use trails built by and
maintained by mountain bikers. We have 6 to 8 groups of guests visit every year from around
the country and 95% of them come here to ride mountain bikes.
We also trail run when it is raining and cannot mountain bike. Most of the trail running we do is
on Galbraith, Lookout or Stewart Mountain on cross country trails or logging roads.

We moved 2800 miles to live in Bellingham for access to these trails. This trail system does not
exist anywhere else in this magnitude. Please do not change this area.”
378. “I am writing in response to the March 18th parks department meeting where three alternative
concepts were presented for trail plans ranging from 18 miles to over 55 miles of new trail at
Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain.
As someone who hikes, I support the original vision of 55 miles of new trails expressed by
Alternative 3 for Lake Whatcom and Lookout Mountain. This plan would create a world-class
park that provides a high-quality trail system and protects the Lake Whatcom watershed while
providing ample trail experiences. A park with a new trail system recognizes the unique ways in
which Bellingham residents and visitors alike enjoy the great outdoors in our backyard.
Easy access to the outdoors is what makes living in Bellingham great, keeps our community
healthy and attracts visitors who support local businesses. I hope the parks department will be
the recreation community's champion by making our trails even better.
Everyone deserves a place to play outside. There is a passionate community of local trail
volunteers ready and willing to help make this trail project a reality.
Please implement Alternative 3 in the Lake Whatcom Park and Lookout Mountain Reconveyance
project. Thank you for your time and for considering hikers like me in your recreation planning.”
379. “I am writing to support the original vision for the new Lake Whatcom park. The 55 miles of
trails and park features envisioned for the park would be a great benefit to our community and
make it a truly world class park.
I am mainly a trail runner and hiker and use our area’s trails on a regular basis. Besides regular
weekend trail runs, I have had the pleasure of running the Bellingham Trail Half and Fragrance
Lake Half in the past 6 months. Last Sunday, a group of 18 of us ran up and over Stewart
Mountain to the Acme Diner for lunch then caught the Baker Bus back to the North Lake
Whatcom trailhead. Stunning scenery on both sides of the mountain, a great group of vibrant,
caring and active individuals, and the bonus of awesome food and milkshakes in Acme. Super
fun day!
I've lived in Whatcom County since 1983 and our open spaces, parks, and trails are one of the
reasons I chose to make this home for my family. I would like to see trails for everyone, from
easy, wider multi-use trails to challenging, fast and technical purpose trails. I prefer multi-use
single-track dirt trails that have loops to go somewhere interesting or are out and back to vistas.
I support the Cascade Mountain Runners goal of building the Bellingham-Mount Baker trail and
would volunteer this summer to build this trail and others in the new park. As a long-time trail
user in our area parks, I would like to see these trails formalized so more people can use them
and they can be maintained. I would also like to see trail running, mountain biking and other
races/events in the new parks. I have hiked on both sides of Lookout Mountain - both from the
new trailhead near Sudden Valley and via access near the boat ramp at Cain Lake to the top by
the towers. The views out over the bay and beyond are incredible on that hike - especially on a
sunny day. Before and/or after some of these hikes, we've stopped at local restaurants/stores to
take in coffee or lunch or get cold drinks and snacks, purchased maps and gear at local running
and outdoor stores, all of which support the local economy. A world class park would further
enhance our local economy and help support the whole park system. I am thankful to live in a
community that values parks and trails.

Thank you for all the work that goes into making our parks great. Best of luck with this project.”
380. “I would favor pursuing Alternative 3 of both development plans. I am a mountain bike rider
and think a maximum construction of trails and use would best serve the community.”
381. “I moved to Bellingham in November 2014, primarily because of the recreation opportunities
here and near by. A big part of that for me is both hiking and mountain biking trails. I'm coming
from Lake Tahoe, where they take an entirely multi-use approach to all trail systems. I have to
say, I notice far less user conflict here due to the use of directional, user-specific trails where
they make sense. My opinion is that all trail systems should evaluate user base and incorporate
both multi-use and directional, user-specific trails if there is a need.
The local cycling community here is huge, as is cycling-based tourism. While Galbraith provides a
great resource, the style of trails that can be built there is limited by both terrain and the overall
intention of the trail system. Lookout and Stewart Mountains provide an excellent opportunity
for technical, challenging mountain bike trails for advanced riders, which Galbraith isn't
currently providing. I think incorporating existing trails like Cougar Ridge, Waterfall, Blade
Reversal, etc. would be wise and comprehensive. I'd also be excited to see an opportunity to
build entirely new mountain bike trails out there, under the guidance and organization of the
WMBC.
I support WMBC's modified version of Plan Alternative 3. I am an action sports journalist
(published by Backcountry Magazine, Pinkbike.com, etc.) and I know first hand how much
money mountain biking brings into communities with great trail plans. It's not an inexpensive
hobby and most participants tend to be educated and affluent. Our local businesses benefit
immensely from these people, and that benefit certainly has the ability to grow further. Please
take a forward-thinking approach to deciding on a new plan and let Bellingham continue to be a
leading example to the nation of how we can create economic opportunity around the outdoors
and recreation.”
382. “Please review all of the letters, proposals and support from all of the equestrian user groups.
They have wonderful and constructive ideas to keep our county user friendly. As an active
member of Whatcom Chapter of Backcountry Horseman and a lifetime resident of Whatcom
County lets make this successful.”
383. “My comments on the plans presented both on your web site and at the public meeting relate
to the inadequate consideration of equine activities in this plan.
First, there are no plans for equine use on the west half of the land. Realize that the trails now
in use by mountain bikers were first installed by equestrians. In fact the parking lot now overrun
by Mt. Bikers was installed by and for horse trailers. The point is this was an equine area before
the Reconveyence, even before mountain bikes were invented. That the plan would exclude
horses from half the park at the outset is just unfair.
Second, there is no plan for any horse trailer parking in any of the plans. It does not matter how
many horse trails you put into your plan, if the plan makes no provision to get horses into the
park, you have excluded them regardless of how you label the trails.
Third, the miles of trail dedicated to mountain bikes is excessive to the exclusion of other
groups. As I read the proposals, bikers will have from 15 to 35 miles of trails in the proposals,
while horses will have 0 to 11 miles. I can easily do 11 miles of trails on my horse in 4 hours.

The existing loop on DNR land on Stewart Mtn is at least 15 miles. It seems that hikers fare even
worse.
Fourth, the trails for horses in alternatives 2 & 3 require riding a considerable distance from the
parking area on Y Road, access at times hindered by logging traffic. There are riders who will
make the trip, but by having no trails from the parking areas to the horse trails, again the plan
does not actually support horses.
Fifth, it seems that there is little consideration for truly multi-use trails. I have heard at many
meetings the bikers say they support multi-use as long as they are allowed on every trail and
they also have their private trails to scream downhill. And,oh, yes, no horse poop on any trails.
The plans presented seem to adhere to that viewpoint, which is not multi-use at all.
Sixth, the alternatives go from least cost and impact to most cost and impact. Knowing how
funding of projects is going these days makes Alternative 1 much more likely than Alternative 3.
That said, note there is no provision for equine traffic in Alt.1 and once a group has been
excluded, having them included later is an uphill battle.
Seventh and last, I am a member of the Back Country Horsemen of Washington, Whatcom
Chapter. Our mission is to maintain equine access to public lands. We perform that mission in
no small part by doing trail construction and maintenance work on public lands. We have,for
example, 6 certified sawyers in our chapter. How many do any other groups have, including the
County Parks? Last year our chapter did 1200 hours of trail maintenance work in the area.
Organizations who do serious back country work use our packers to move supplies and
equipment. Next week we will pack 4x4 posts into Blanchard for the State Park; a mule can go
where a 4-wheeler can't. So the opportunity to partner with us on having a great equine area is
there. However the plan needs to include horse facilities and horse trails for us to work on. On
Blanchard, we are in fact supporting signs for hiking trails. Whatcom County Parks have the
opportunity for that kind of support as well.”
384. “I am writing to support the original vision for the new Lake Whatcom park. The 55 miles of
trails and park improvements envisioned for the park would be a great benefit to our
community and make it a truly world class park. I am a trail runner and mountain biker and use
the trails on a regular basis. Trails are one of the reasons I moved here. I would like to see trails
for everyone, from easy multi use trails to challenging and technical hiking or biking only trails. I
prefer running/biking single-track dirt trails that have loops and go interesting places with views
of the mountains and water. I support Cascade Mountain Runners goal of building the
Bellingham-Mount Baker trail and would volunteer this summer to work on the trail. I run/bike
on existing trails in the parks and would like to see these formalized so more people can enjoy
them. I would like to see trail running, mountain biking and other races and events in the new
parks. New events would help bring in business and be a great way to explore the new parks.
Better transportation options to the trailheads is needed including bus routes and more parking.
I am thankful to live in a community that values parks and trails. Thank you for all the work that
goes into making our parks a wonderful place to recreate.”
385. “As a relatively new Bellingham resident who's thinking of putting down roots here in large
part due to the incredible number of outdoor activities within easy distance of town, I feel I
must weigh in on the planned trail networks on reconveyed lands in Whatcom county.
Overall I'm extremely happy to see the county parks taking such an interest in outdoor
recreation, and I look forward to the opening of new trail networks in any capacity. In the

interest of sustainability in both maintenance and continued enjoyable usage for all, though, I
would like to strongly urge you to consider a few updates to the plans:
- More dedicated trails for mountain bikers, particularly advanced-level trails (where
strong riders at high speed are most likely to come into conflict with other users) and
single-direction downhill trails. While this may seem likely to alienate some user groups,
I believe it is best for all in terms of reducing conflict and danger from mixed speeds and
goals, and will lead to more usage and enjoyment all around.
- In the vein of the above, hiking trails with a dedicated "uphill only" designation for
mountain bikers have been tried and proven at established centers for mixed usage
such as Squamish. These would be most useful starting from trailheads and connecting
to single-use trails deeper in the network, keeping the user impact centered on one trail
but avoiding the dangerous and stressful mix of speeds that descending mountain bikers
and hikers present.
- Most critically, engaging the incredible volunteer trail building community representing
the mountain bike scene in Whatcom, particularly by folding existing "gray-area" trails
into the proposed network. I've attached maps generated with GPS data from mountain
bikers in the reconveyance areas that show existing trails; to acknowledge and include
these would show goodwill toward the strong community already present and engage a
huge segment of people who are willing not only to use the trails but to maintain them,
as demonstrated on state land at Larrabee State Park. Integration of existing usermaintained trails has been born out by projects in communities such as Leavenworth,
Sedona, Moab and Jackson Hole.
- Finally, for all user segments an emphasis on loops and destinations is very much
desirable over out-and-back trail plans.
Thanks for reaching out to the community; I think by integrating this feedback Whatcom County
can take huge strides toward becoming a truly world-class outdoor destination with a forwardlooking trail network that will stand as an example to other communities nation- and
worldwide.”
386. “My name is Chris Luna, I have been a Whatcom County resident for the past 5 years. I moved
here from Mount Vernon primarily to have better access to an existing and growing mountain
bike community. Since moving up here I have started a business that now employs 25 people
and continues to grow. I am writing this letter to give you a perspective on the passion and
dedication that our trail building community has and how that applies to the newly acquired
reconveyance land around Lake Whatcom.
I got my first mountain bike in 1996 and my life has not been the same since. It didn’t take long
for me to start building trails because there were none in my area that were truly designed with
a mountain bike in mind. Since that time, my passion for trail building has only grown. My time
spent creating trails far exceeds my time spent riding them. It is a very labor intensive process
that often requires a day's work for what will only take a few seconds to pass over on a bike.
That moment of bliss makes it all worthwhile. Better yet is when you hear of how much others
are enjoying the trails that you’ve made.
I attended the most recent public meeting on the Reconveyance Trail Network on March 18th. I
left that meeting with a very sour taste in my mouth and many concerns that the needs and
wishes of a large user group were being completely ignored. I am in full support of building as
many trails as possible in the reconveyance land. I am in even stronger support of developing
the network with single use trails. The best trail networks provide excellent recreation

opportunities that are unique to each user group. When properly built, a trail has a negligible
impact on its surrounding environment. My primary concerns are twofold.
One, it appears there is a push from the Parks Department for multi-use trails. The multi-use
trail model has proven to cause headaches, tension, and safety concerns between different user
groups. It should also be noted that each user group has differing needs in trail design and
construction. For example, switchbacks work great on hiking trails but are difficult to navigate
on a bike. Uphill routing of a mountain bike trail is very different than downhill routing. Horses
and bikes don’t mix well and a mountain bike barreling down a trail on an unsuspecting hiker is
just downright dangerous for everyone involved. Please incorporate single use and single
direction trails into the network.
Two, none of the trail alternatives included any of the existing trails. I regularly ride Blade
Reversal, Ridgeline, Cougar Ridge, Surf n' Turf, Stump Water, Waterfall Trail and OCD. These
trails are all on reconveyance land and should not be overlooked when developing the
reconveyance trail network. They are built to a high quality standard and are a great start to
what could be a world class trail network. These trails are perfect examples of the type of trail
that the mountain bike community wants to build and ride. Blade Reversal, Cougar Ridge, Surf
n’ Turf, and the Waterfall Trail are great examples of trails designed for intermediate to expert
riders and work well with a variety of bikes. Some of them are also accessible for beginner
riders as well. Ridgeline and Stump Water are excellent examples of advanced downhill trails; a
type of trail that is lacking in the County. Whatcom County is in particular need of more
advanced riding opportunities. Incorporating these trails into the new trail network gives it a
huge jump start on what could become a world class trail network. I see no reason why each
existing trail couldn’t be evaluated and modified to fall within the Parks Department standards.
Failing to at least give these trails a chance would be a huge mistake as it would alienate the
very people who are your best assets. Volunteer trail builders. There is a strong desire within
the community to work with the Parks Department but that desire will go away for many of us if
the existing trails are eliminated without giving them due consideration.
Bellingham has a unique community of highly dedicated mountain bike trail builders. A group of
us were recently invited to help build out a trail network in what is becoming the world's largest
mountain bike tenure up at Retallack Lodge in Canada. This is on Public land operated under a
tenure agreement with the lodge. The lodge specifically wanted a group of Bellingham's
dedicated trail builders after seeing the quality trails that are being developed throughout
Whatcom County. Those of us who were lucky enough to make the trip are only a few of the
countless skilled and highly experienced trail builders that we are fortunate to have in the area.
I am telling you this because the world has taken note to the exceptionally quality trails that are
being produced by volunteer trail builders throughout the county. I would urge you to take
notice as well.
Unfortunately, the existing trails in the reconveyance land are unsanctioned. These
unsanctioned trails were not built by a bunch of hooligan teenagers looking to push the bounds
of what they can and cannot do. They were built by working professionals, skilled laborers,
teachers, retail workers, wait staff, business owners, fathers, mothers, grandparents, and the list
goes on. It is a diverse community with a common interest and that is building world class
mountain bike trails. It is my belief that these unsanctioned trails were built because there is an
unmet demand for technical, single use, single direction mountain bike trails. It is true that they
were built without going through the public process, but it is also true that there really is no
public process that could have been used. Construction has an established permitting process
but unfortunately there is no similar option for trails. Please don’t let the fact that these trails

were originally unsanctioned deter you from the fact that they are a valuable asset to the
community.
The trail building community is very open to making the necessary, reasonable adjustments to
the existing trails to make them more palatable to a land manager. Environmental and run off
concerns seem to be frequent hot button topics when talking about mountain bike trails. These
concerns are easily mitigated and I think you would find that most of the existing trails would
require very few modifications to eliminate these concerns. We take drainage, erosion, and
sustainability into consideration when building these trails. The trails are maintained by
volunteers and it is in those volunteer's best interests to minimize maintenance by building trails
in a sustainable manner. Water running down a trail creates unnecessary ruts and erosion
which increases the maintenance requirements. Puddles, ponding, sensitive wet areas, etc are
not fun to ride through so they are avoided as much as possible when routing a trail. Safety is
another common concern. I believe the mountain bike industry has grown faster than the
public’s view of the sport has. New technology makes terrain accessible to beginner and
intermediate riders that only the most skilled riders could navigate 10 years ago. Wood
features have also lost their popularity on most trails. More often than not you will find the only
wood features on a modern bike trail will be a bridge over a drainage or creek. Having said that,
it is possible to build a safe wood feature and they should not be viewed as universally
dangerous. I would urge you to meet with the mountain bike community and visit some of
these trails before issuing a carte blanche decision that all of these existing trails are
unsustainable or dangerous. Better yet, watch the users ride the features that you are most
concerned about. I think you would be surprised at the level of control the riders have and how
safe a well built trail can be. Just like it isn’t fun to ride through puddles and creeks, it’s even
less fun to be laid up on the couch because you got hurt.
In closing, please remember that you have a great community of dedicated, volunteer trail
builders at your disposal. We all have a common goal and desire to create a world class trail
network full of recreational opportunities in the newly protected park land. Single use trails will
provide the best possible experience for each individual user group. Please don’t forget to work
with what will be the parks largest user group when making trail design and routing decisions.
The existing trails are a great asset and are already built. Rebuilding them would require
thousands of volunteer hours and would be an unnecessary and sad waste. Thank you for
taking the time to read my lengthy letter. There are many more dedicated volunteers in our
community who want to contribute to a world class trail network. Please give us a chance to
work with you to better our community.”
387. “Hello, my name is Jason Waite, I am the owner of a new local business called Meridian Disc
Golf. I am very involved in promoting the sport of professional disc golf in our state, and am very
much trying to acquire a new, full size, professional disc golf course in the Bellingham area.
Please contact me at 360-223-9081, I would love to discuss the option of putting a permanent
professional course up on Lookout Mountain. I am already working with the city of Bellingham,
but I believe this is a County project?
Look forward to hearing back from you!”
388. “I attended the meeting on March 18th to see and discuss the three recreation alternatives for
developing the land acquired by Whatcom County during the reconveyance. I enjoyed Rod
Lamb’s presentation about Whatcom County’s process in figuring how to develop the park for
recreational use that aligns with preserving the watershed and I was deeply touched by the
amount of people who showed up to the meeting because of their passion for our future
recreational access in this county.

I think that the county has made some great strides in developing the recreation plan. A couple
things that I am highly impressed with was the connector trails to existing trails on Galbraith,
access from South Lookout/Squires Lake area, and the forethought of loop trails.
However, I think that it is important to highlight that the county missed of a couple aspects that
would make this a world class destination. We are at a major crossroads and I think it is
important to develop trails and work with user specific recreational groups to make trails that
the people who live in Whatcom County have a desire to recreate on.
I am a mountain biker. I am a trail runner. I am a hiker. I am a backpacker. I am a female. I am 31
years old. I have a job in the Laboratory as a Medical Technologist at St. Joseph’s Hospital in
Bellingham. I like to recreate after work. I like to recreate on the weekends. I like to take
recreation vacations. I like to hike to viewpoints. I like to hike to a cool geological feature. I like
to run long interconnecting loops that have the ability to split off and have a super short run or a
long run. I run with Cascade Mountain Runners and think they are a great user advocacy group
for long distance trail runners. I support the Bellingham to Mount Baker Marathon over Stewart
Mountain. I like to mountain bike up single track trails. I like to mountain bike for 2-5 hours,
depending on the day. Some days I like to ride really really steep and technical single-track
mountain bike trails with lots of roots and rocks. Other times I like super flowy trails that have
built berms and jumps. I also like mountain biking long cross country trails across the mountain,
as long as I get a fun descent. I support being able to have steep technical downhill trails. I
volunteer with Whatcom Mountain Bike Coalition and I think that they build and maintain some
of the best trails in the whole entire world. Overall, whether I am hiking, trail running, or
mountain biking, I like to reach a destination such as a viewpoint or geological feature such as a
waterfall and I like to go on loops rather than out-and-back trails.
The point of talking about what I like, is to show you that I like diversity. Many people who
recreate in Whatcom Country also like diversity. Many people who recreate in Whatcom County
have a high fitness levels and highly advanced at the outdoor recreational sports that they
participate in. I think that it is important to make beginner and family friendly trails where
people can be introduced to the outdoors and recreation, as well as expert trails with long
interconnecting loops AND steep, rugged, technical downhill sections. User group specific trails
is important on downhill mountain bike trails so that the mountain bikers do not hit runners,
hikers, or equestrians. In some scenarios, it also makes sense to have multi-user group trails. For
the most part, ascending mountain bike trails can also be used as hiking, running, and
equestrian trails. Sometimes it makes sense to have ascending only mountain bike trails and
pedestrian only trails to make better experiences for both user groups. This scenario could be
better in high volume areas near trail heads, while more multi-user group trails further out from
the trail heads.
The area that we are trying to plan to develop for recreation is HUGE! I think that it is important
to have a long-term plan in place to extensively develop the trail system for the most mileage
possible, single use trails available, loop trails whenever possible over out-and-back trails,
connections to existing recreating areas, and also takes into account existing user built trails. I
know existing user built trails can be looked at negatively, but it is a good indications to the land
managers on the types of trails that the user group likes to recreate on and that makes them
necessary to have here in Whatcom County. I currently recreate on multiple downhill mountain
bike trails in both North Lake Whatcom and Lookout. I think that working with user group
organizations such as Whatcom Mountain Bike Coalition and Cascade Mountain Runners can
help develop our dream recreation area that supports the goal in maintaining the watershed.

I think that Alternative 3 that the Whatcom County Parks proposed is more closely aligned with
my desires for recreation, but I think that it still needs to be modified to fit the needs of the
recreation community of Whatcom County. Please consider revising your recreation plans to
better suit all user groups. Thank you for your time.”
389. “Really excited about the Lk Whatcom Reconveyance. Among other things, it seems like a great
place for a second Bellingham Disc Golf course. As we all know, Cornwall is HEAVILY used. The
demand is there for another course (at least one) and it would ease some pressure on Cornwall,
particularly in the warmer months when Cornwall sees a lot of family use.”
390. “I vision three goals for the park.
Provide a trail system for all non-motorized user groups.
Protect the Lake Whatcom watershed.
Protect the Ken Hertz waterfront trail as a unique water-access trail.
These goals acknowledge the need for all users to have more recreational areas, recognizes the
vital importance of protecting the water supply for most of Whatcom County, and recognizes
that the Ken Hertz trail is one of the only two waterfront parks that are easily accessible to
county residents, and that it is uniquely suitable for all ages.
Backcountry Horsemen is gravely disappointed in being eliminated from the park plan. Although
we have been given the red trail on Stewart there is no practical way to access it.
Recreational use on upper trails will have little impact on the watershed.
Horses co-mingle well with all user groups. The horse and hiker co-mingle well. Neither is a
hazard to other users. Modern hikers are recognizing that the pack horse has contributed
substantially to maintenance and construction of many of their trails. We mix well with
mountain bikes also. Our main concern is fast bikes going downhill.
However we recognize that our compatibility is in part due to our lower population using large
areas of land. We need to build trails for future.
High population areas like King County are separating bikes from other users.
This doesn’t require separate areas. Bikers can be provided with fast downhill single tracks with
signage to warn other users. One-way access trails for bikes is an excellent idea.
I realize the importance of tourism. However locals are the most important factor on our trails.
Local horse people buy farms, build barns, fences, pay property taxes, support veterinarians,
farriers, hay growers, saddle shops, feed stores, horse breeders, and trainers. We buy trucks and
trailers. Our taxes pay for our parks.
Specifics:
Stewart Mt
Parking at P1: It should be reserved for handicapped, seniors, families with small children, and
kayak use.
P 2 should be dedicated for the Ken Hertz trail and kids hiking the upper trails
P3 should be dedicated for hikers-bikers, and horses
A 4th lot north of North Shore Rd and west of the bridge would be ideal for horses. We could
access the northern blue trail by way of switchbacks up to the powerline rd.
I have hiked the northern blue trail up to the DNR land. It is ideal for horses-hikers or one-

direction bikes. I have hiked the southern blue trail a short distance- it appears to be an ideal
horse-hiker- trail.
A hiker-horse bridge across Smith Creek would let us safely access both branches of the blue
trail.
I am opposed to providing road access up to the viewpoint off the Wickersham Rd. It is too
steep. The chance of user conflict is too great
Question: my understanding of the original plans was that there would be no new parking lots in
the watershed.
Lookout Mt
Parking off of Yew St should be provided.
The parking lot on Samish Way near Galbreath Lane should be dedicated to Lake Padden Park.
Although Back Country Horsemen built that trailhead for Galbreath use it is more suitable now
for Padden. There is room to enlarge it. When BCH worked on it the city placed the timbers far
closer in than they had been previously. Also there is a shelf above the current lot that may be
suitable for cars.
Horses would fit in well at the Lake Louise Trailhead. I have hiked the black trails. Although the
trail system is short there is room for expansion. The trailhead would have to be enlarged.
However there is room now for 2-3 trailers along the road edge of the parking lot- still leaving
room for cars in the rest of the lot. If this is an issue possibly we could limit our use to weekdays until a larger lot can be provided.
I would suggest a warning sign at the falls to keep hold of kids. Obviously horses should be
routed away from the falls.
General
While primarily an advocate for equestrians I am also advocating for other groups.
The Lake Louise trailhead is great for families and seniors. That along with the Stimpson reserve
and the Ken Hertz Trail will serve those groups. I would like to eliminate the bikes from
accessing the Ken Hertz trail at the waterfall. I perceive two types of bikers, the aggressive
bikers that are on the mountain trails and the casual bikers on the Hertz Trail. This trail is
unique, giving users the country versus the urban experience. We can swim, fish, enjoy the
water and hike in a natural environment. It is a wonderful area to kayak. Let’s keep it safe for
the kids accessing the water.
Horse use should be provided for on most of the trails except for the down-hill fast bike trails
and the steep areas above the Hertz trail. There is room for all users. The horse can usually go
on most hiking trails. We prefer a trail versus a road. Back Country Horsemen can help maintain
the trails with our pack stock. We currently pack in for several groups, including WTA, PNT, and
the forest service.
Thank you for a wonderful Park System. We have amazing year-round recreation here.”
391. “I am writing to support the growing trend in keeping parks and trails open 24/7. Along with
promoting after dark events using parks and trails is a regular part of life in Whatcom county.
Every Wednesday night for 10 years I have run with a group during the winter months through

our parks which have been technically closed after dark. Being able to use the trails after it gets
dark at 3:30pm in the winter helps me fend off the winter blues and keeps me in shape. Living in
the northwest it's important to have access to trails after dark and not just on the weekends.
Many runners run early before the sun comes up, getting a run in before work starts. It's
important that this new park is designed to meet this need of dark hour use with safe places to
meet and shelter from the elements while waiting for buses or running partners.
The Growing Movement to Open Running Paths 24/7
Cities across the country are reconsidering off-road access hours.
By Jon Marcus
Published September 8, 2014
When Kevin Whited began collecting petition signatures to keep Indianapolis’s Monon Trail open 24 hours a
day, he started by approaching fellow cyclists.
After all, Whited is president of the bicycle advocacy group IndyCOG. But he’s also a runner, so, almost on a
whim, he shared the petition with the Indy Runners running club to open the popular off-road multi-use
greenway trail around the clock.
“Within minutes, I started getting signatures just blowing in,” says Whited.
A sudden push in cities nationwide to open off-road, multi-use paths 24 hours a day, instead of only during
daylight, is uniting cyclists—who increasingly use the routes to commute, sometimes early in the morning or
late at night—with runners who need to get in their miles before dawn or after dusk.
“It’s one of those trends that’s starting to pop up all over,” says Richard Dolesh, vice president for
conservation and parks at the National Recreation and Park Association. “People are wanting to do more
later at night or very early in the morning. We are becoming a 24/7 society, and the recreation day is being
extended in ways we never envisioned before.”
In many cases, users have been surprised to learn popular paths aren’t necessarily always open. Among
other stakeholders, response to the demand for round-the-clock access to off-road trails varies widely.
Transportation planners like it. They see the opportunity to get more people to commute on foot or pedals
instead of highways.
“We don’t close streets when the sun goes down. I don’t see why we should close our trails,” says Mighk
Wilson, smart growth planner at the metropolitan planning organization MetroPlan Orlando.
Cash-strapped parks departments fear the extra costs, safety risks, and vagrancy, and anticipate complaints
from neighbors of the parks about activity in them late at night and dark-skies activists about lighting them.
“It presents some thorny issues to parks and recreation departments,” Dolesh says. “The two biggest are
public safety and liability. If the park’s open for public use, who’s responsible for patrolling and managing it,
and what resources do they have to put behind that?”
Whited and other advocates counter it’s more dangerous for cyclists and runners to resort to using public
roads at night. He says he knows of several cases in which people made to leave the path have been struck by
cars
“We have this really extensive greenway here in Indianapolis, and yet it’s closed at night,” he says. “After 9
p.m., if you ride it, you can get thrown off into the street.”
IndyCOG has twice submitted letters of support when the Parks and Recreation Board requested federal
grant money for energy-efficient lighting. The first application was denied; the second is pending.
Elsewhere, regulations vary about whether off-road trails can be used by cyclists and runners after dark. So
does enforcement. “It seems like there’s a disconnect between the policy and the actual policing of it,” says
Jake Lynch, spokesman for the Rails to Trails Conservancy.
Most off-road trails in the Orlando area are posted as being closed at night, and are unlighted; a tunnel on
one trail is fitted with gates that are closed from dusk to dawn, forcing users to cross the intersection it was
built to bypass.
Cedar Valley Trails in Cedar Falls, Iowa, on the other hand, are open around the clock. So is the Midtown
Greenway, a 5.5-mile former railroad corridor in south Minneapolis, Balboa Park in San Diego, and 100
miles of concrete, multi-use paths in Boulder, which are plowed in the winters and whose underpasses are
lighted.
But New York’s Central Park is closed from 1 a.m. to 6 a.m., and other popular training spots, such as Pre’s
Trail in Eugene, Oregon and Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, are officially closed at some point each
day. Enforcement of the regulations varies.
In some places, cyclists and runners have managed to push up opening times and nudge back closing hours.
Even Indianapolis agreed to open the Monon Trail at 5 a.m. and close it at 9 p.m., instead of limiting its use
to dawn to dusk. The American Tobacco Trail in Durham, North Carolina also previously closed at dusk, but
now stays open until 10 p.m. in response to requests from cyclists and runners.
Momentum is building for 24/7 trails not only in Indianapolis, but elsewhere.
The city of Roseville, California is considering allowing nighttime use of trails. In draft guidelines, the Santa
Clara Valley (California) Transportation Authority has called for all paved and many unpaved trails, “as a
transportation corridor often funded with transportation dollars,” to be open 24 hours a day. Also in

California, the state’s transportation agency has said that any trails paid for with transportation funding
should be lighted and open 24/7.
“The goal is to make it happen. It’s just to find a way that someone is ensured a level of safety if they use that
trail at 3 in the morning,” says Yves Szutty, trail manager for the city of San Jose, whose Silicon Valley
overachievers run and cycle at all hours on trails that are officially open only from dawn to dusk.
Fifty-three percent of the users on the San Jose trails are commuting to work, according to surveys—which
also show that half of those users are on foot and half on bikes.
“If you’re purposely traveling through the trail, and meeting requirements for lighting and reflectors as you
would on any public street, no one’s going to stop you,” Szutty says.
Back in Indianapolis, Whited has gathered 1,800 signatures on his petition, and has support from major
companies including Eli Lilly. But officials have delayed a decision until later in the fall, citing safety
considerations.
Meanwhile, other cities are keeping a close watch.
“Everybody’s looking at each other and saying, ‘What are you guys doing? What are you guys doing?,’”
Whited says.”

392. “I am writing to support the original vision for the new lake Whatcom park.
The 55 miles of trails and park improvements envisioned for the park would be a great benefit
to our state and make it a truly world class park.
I am a trail runner and mountain biker located in Mill Creek and would travel to use the trails on
a regular basis. Trails are one of the few reasons I would visit the Bellingham area. I would like to
see trails for everyone, from easy multi use trails to challenging and technical hiking or biking
only trails. I prefer running/biking singletrack dirt trails that have loops and go interesting places
with views of the mountains and water.
I support Cascade Mountain Runners goal of building the Bellingham-Mount Baker trail and am
volunteering this summer to work on the trail. I run/bike on existing trails in the parks and
would like to see these trails formalized so more people can enjoy them.
I would like to see trail running, mountain biking and other races and events in the new parks.
New events would help bring in business and be a great way to explore the new parks. Better
transportation options to the trailheads is needed including bus routes and more parking.
The Bellingham area trails put it on par with Issaquah as a destination for outdoors enthusiasts.
This project and resulting events would greatly encourage out of town visitors from all over the
Northwest to visit your city to enjoy such a great community resource.”
393. “I am writing to support the original vision for the new lake Whatcom park. The 55 miles of
trails and park improvements envisioned for the park would be a great benefit to our
community and make it a truly world class park. I am a trail runner and use the trails on a
regular basis. Trails with easy access are one of the reasons I live here. I would like to see trails
for everyone, from easy multi use trails to challenging and technical hiking or biking only trails. I
prefer running singletrack dirt trails that have loops and go interesting places with views of the
mountains and water. I fully support Cascade Mountain Runners goal of building the
Bellingham-Mount Baker trail and have and will continue to volunteer this summer to work on
the trail. I run on existing trails in the parks and would like to see these trails formalized so more
people can enjoy them. I would like to see trail running, mountain biking and other races and
events in the new parks. New events would help bring in business and be a great way to explore
the new parks. Better transportation options to the trailheads is needed including bus routes
and more parking. I am thankful to live in a community that values parks and trails. Thank you
for all the work that goes into making our parks a wonderful place to recreate.”
394. “I am writing to add support and figures to the growing demand for trail running.

In this "2013 Outdoor Participation Report" running, including jogging and trail running, is the
most popular activity among Americans when measured by number of participants and by
number of total annual outings. Running, including jogging and trail running, was the most
popular outdoor activity with more than 53 million participants and a participation rate of 19
percent. The report found that Favorite Outdoor Activities by Frequency of Participation /
Outdoor Participants, Ages 6+ was Running, Jogging and Trail Running with 87 average outings
per runner / 4.6 billion total outings. Running, including jogging and trail running, gained 1.7
million participants from 2011 to 2012. Below are the key findings of this report.The trail
running and ultra running community in Whatcom County has seen significant grow in the last 510 years. The Bellingham trail running series is in it's 4 the year and has held a race on the new
reconveyance lands at the North Lake Whatcom Park from 2012-2015. There are two 50k races
in Whatcom County, including one of the nations most competitive ultra races the Chuckanut
50k. This race is now in it's 23 year with 335 finishers out of the 400 runner entry cap. Whatcom
county has a long tradition of trail running and adventure racing starting with the Mount Baker
Marathon that was held from 1911-1913. Cascade Mountain Runners is working to revive this
race and build the proposed Bellingham-Mount Baker trail that will help meet the demand and
allow for the growth the sport. Through a 2015 "Tribute to the Trails" calendar project the
northwest trail running community was able to donate $26,294 to the Washington Trails
Associations. It's been difficult to grow the sport in Whatcom county because of permit
restrictions and trails systems long enough for these types of events. This new park land will
greatly help meet this demand. Trail runners prefer a more natural setting choosing single track
trails over packed graveled trails. Rugged trails that lead to view points and make short and
large loops between 7 and 100 miles are desired. The standard distanced for trail races are 5k,
10k, half Marathon, Marathon, 50k, 50 mile, 100k, 100 mile, and 200 miles.”
http://www.outdoorfoundation.org/pdf/ResearchParticipation2013.pdf
Key Findings
• Nearly 50 percent of Americans ages six and older participated in outdoor recreation in 2012. That
equates to 141.9 million Americans.
• Although the percentage of outdoor participants is the same as it was in 2011, the number of participants
grew by about 800,000, thanks to population growth.
• While 13 million Americans started participating in outdoor activities in 2012, 12 million stopped. This is
a net gain of
one million total outdoor participants and a churn rate of 6.8 percent.
• The number of total outdoor outings increased, reaching an all-time high. Americans took 12.4 billion
outdoor excursions in 2012, up from 11.5 billion excursions in 2011.
• Adventure racing grew the most over the past five years. The sport increased participation by 211 percent.
• Stand up paddling had the highest number of new participants in the past year. More than half of stand up
paddling participants tried the sport for the first time in 2012.
• Almost one-quarter of all outdoor enthusiasts participate in outdoor activities at least twice per week.
• Running, including jogging and trail running, is the most popular activities among Americans when
measured by number of participants and by number of total annual outings.
The outdoor participation rate among adolescent boys ages 13 to 17 continued to rise in 2012, adding
three-percentage points in the past two years.
• Outdoor participation rates declined among adolescent girls. With just over half of adolescent girls
participating in outdoor recreation, the participation rate is the lowest recorded since this report began
in 2006.

• Youth who do not participate in outdoor activities say they are not interested in the outdoors. For young
adults, lack of time is a bigger barrier than lack of interest.
• Introducing outdoor recreation and physical activities early in life has a lasting effect. Among adults who
are current outdoor participants, 75 percent had physical education and 42 percent enjoyed
outdoor activities in elementary school.
• As seen in previous reports, outdoor participation is highest among Caucasians and lowest among African
Americans.
• Although Hispanic Americans have one of the lowest outdoor participation rates, those who do participate
go outside as often as Caucasians, who have the highest participation rate.
Favorite Outdoor Activities by Frequency of Participation
Outdoor Participants, Ages 6+
1. Running, Jogging and Trail Running
87 average outings per runner / 4.6 billion total outings
2. Road Biking, Mountain Biking and BMX
64 average outings per cyclist / 2.7 billion total outings
3. Birdwatching/Wildlife Viewing
46 average outings per viewer / 1.2 billion total outings
4. Freshwater, Saltwater and Fly Fishing
22 average outings per fishing participant / 1.0 billion total outings
5. Hiking
18 average outings per hiker / 603 million total outings”

395. “I am writing to add support and figures to the growing sport of trail running. I believe
Whatcom county will see a significant economic and way of life benefit if the new park is
developed to meet the growing sport of trail running.
In this graph from Statista.com trail running has been on the steady rise since 2010. A jump
between 2010 to 2013 saw over a 2 million participant increase.
http://www.statista.com/statistics/191333/participants-in-trail-running-in-the-us-since-2006/
Number of participants in trail running in the United States from 2006 to 2013 (in millions)
This statistic shows the number of participants in trail running in the United States from 2006 to
2013. In 2012, there were approximately six million participants in trail running in the U.S., up
from 5.61 million the previous year.
Number of participants in millions
4.564.224.864.835.145.6166.7920062007200820092010201120122013”
396. “Cascade Mountain Runners would like this article on the Mount Baker Ultra Marathon and
Bellingham Mount Baker trail added to the public comments.
http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2014/12/14/4025599/volunteers-forest-service-crews.html

Volunteers, forest service crews rebuilding trail linked to century-old Mount Baker Marathon
Read more here: http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2014/12/14/4025599/volunteers-forest-servicecrews.html#storylink=cpy
An overgrown trail with a link to the Mount Baker Marathon, a storied race that occurred a century ago,
is being cleared out and rebuilt as part of a Bellingham ultra-runner’s dream of launching a new version
of the competition.

Daniel Probst knows first-hand why the Ridley Creek Trail needs a makeover. He and other runners
attempting an epic run, hike and climb from Bellingham Bay to Mount Baker and back had to crawl under
logs and clamber over trees, more than 30 of them, that had fallen across the trail.
Also, about half of the trail had turned into a creek bed and was nearly unrecognizable, he said. No wonder,
then, that it took the runners two hours to travel 2 1/2 miles.
Probst spent months planning the marathon attempt from the Bellingham waterfront to Baker and back,
which included the Ridley Creek Trail. The 3 1/2-mile route enters the Mt. Baker National Recreation Area
and Mt. Baker Wilderness, and links up to Mazama Park.
It took four attempts for him to complete the 108-mile feat, which he did with two others in August.
Bad mountain weather thwarted two of the attempts, and Probst managed to summit during one of the other
attempts but couldn’t finish the return run.
The founder of running group Cascade Mountain Runners, he is busy these days with his project to launch a
new 100-mile footrace called the Mount Baker Ultra Marathon — part of his tribute to the Mount Baker
Marathon, a competition that lasted from 1911 to 1913 and was the forerunner of the annual Ski to Sea race.
Probst said the Ridley Creek Trail was all that remained of the historic trail used in the original Mount
Baker Marathon. His goal is to have his race include the trail, but he needs Congressional approval to do so
because part of it is in wilderness. Until then, that part of the route will be different for his proposed race.
In the original Mount Baker Marathon, competitors raced from Bellingham to either Glacier or east of
Deming by car or by train, and then ran 14 to 16 miles to the summit of Mount Baker before retracing their
steps to Bellingham.
Runner Joseph Galbraith, a 29-year-old homesteader from Acme, won the race in its first year.
His family supports the idea of rebuilding the trail and being able to follow in his footsteps.
“We grew up hearing stories of the Mount Baker Marathon, a high point in our father and grandfather’s life.
We look forward to an early summer hike on the trail where he raced,” said Edmonds resident Gail
Galbraith Everett.
Natalie Everett, Gail’s daughter and Joseph’s grand-daughter, noted there could be other benefits.
“Daniel said ultra-marathons draw people from all over the world. It is a modest financial outlay for an
ongoing financial return to the community. I like that aspect of it,” Natalie Everett said.
“It would be nice for our family to walk along the trail that our grandfather ran during the Mount Baker
Marathon, and it would be nice for the local business and fitness communities, too,” she added. “The project
keeps to the wholesome character of the community. We will be happy to be part of the community
conversation about this idea as it takes shape. Out of the starting gate, we like it.”
And while the Ridley Creek Trail has remained open to the public despite its poor condition, the going hasn’t
been easy.
The trail work, which started this year, is a combined effort of the U.S. Forest Service, Cascade Mountain
Runners and the Washington Trails Association.
It included forest service crews using crosscut saws and axes to help clear out logs and trees on the trail;
they couldn’t use chainsaws because part of the trail goes through wilderness, where motorized and
mechanized equipment is banned unless circumstances are exceptional. There were about 50 downed trees
and logs and more than 30 of them were 30 inches and larger, according to Mark Rikard, a seasonal worker
with the U.S. Forest Service who served as crew lead.
“We would not have been able to get it done if I didn’t have such a skilled crew,” Rikard said of the eight to
nine days it took for the project.
Forest service crews also put a log across the middle fork of the Nooksack River so volunteers and crews
could cross because the previous bridge washed out shortly after 2003 and wasn’t replaced.
WTA contributed more than 400 volunteer hours on the trail, helping to brush it out, getting water to drain to
stop erosion and starting the rebuild.
“This trail has been on the verge of being lost due to lack of maintenance,” said Arlen Bogaards, northwest
regional manager for Washington Trails Association.
Cascade Mountain Runners volunteers also helped, contributing 288 hours, and the group has committed to
finishing the rebuild. Trail volunteers came from afar, including Seattle and Vancouver, B.C., which Probst
said showed their excitement.
Gary Paull, wilderness and trails coordinator for Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest, said the agency
has the resources to maintain just half of the forest’s trail system so volunteer help is essential.
“We really appreciate all the efforts of all our partners. Without their help, there’s a lot of trails that would
not get maintained on the forest,” Paull said.
Rebuilding the trail benefits more than hikers.
“It is the closest access to summit Mount Baker from Bellingham,” Probst said, noting it will save
mountaineers the longer drive over state Highway 20 up to Baker Lake to access the climbing route.
As for the Ridley Creek Trail, that easier access could happen next summer — provided the temporary log
bridge is maintained.
“We’re much farther ahead than we thought,” said Probst, who works at Trail Insight, a Bellingham-based
company that makes a packable trail tool called the Trail Boss.
For Probst, the effort is about more than starting a new race.
He wants to showcase the area’s natural beauty, draw competitors from all over the world, revive the spirit
of the original Mount Baker Marathon, and pull together a long-desired trail connecting Bellingham to
Mount Baker, pointing out the latter has been a wish going back to a 1911 article about the marathon in
what was then the Bellingham Daily Herald.

What draws Probst is the history of the original trail that opened the way for the original marathon.
“The story is absolutely amazing,” he said of the history he’s dug up through the Whatcom Museum and in
microfilm at the library.
Turns out that a mountaineering club from Portland, Ore., was the impetus for construction in 1909 of what
was then known as the Deming-Mount Baker Trail.
Sixty members of the Mazamas wanted to spend their summer outing once again on Mount Baker to further
explore its entire southern slope. They were a well-to-do bunch, as their members included doctors and
lawyers.
The locals wanted those recreation and tourism dollars so they pushed for the trail. The Deming community
helped by contributing money and the Bellingham Chamber of Commerce was active in the effort to build a
trail with foot logs and bridges, according to an account written by Charles Easton that Probst found.
Two years later, the first Mount Baker Marathon was run. A century later, Probst and two others spent 48
hours and 17 minutes completing their round-trip trek from Bellingham to Baker.
“None of this would have happened if they hadn’t come up here in 1909,” Probst said.
Reach Kie Relyea at 360-715-2234 or kie.relyea@bellinghamherald.com.
Read more here: http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2014/12/14/4025599/volunteers-forest-servicecrews.html#storylink=cpy”

397. “Cascade Mountain Runners would like this article about the Mount Baker Ultra Marathon and
the Bellingham-Mount Baker trail to be added to the public comments.
http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2014/08/08/3790578_historic-run-up-baker-andback.html?rh=1
Historic Bellingham-to-Baker run:
Hot, humid, exhausting
By Kie Relyea
HELP SOUGHT TO REBUILD TRAIL
Daniel Probst, a Bellingham ultra-runner, wants to rebuild the Ridley Creek Trail.
"The almost-lost trail is all that's left of the historic trail used in the original Mount Baker Marathons (191113) and is the last section to the mountain that we are proposing as part of the new trail system and national
recreation trail to Mount Baker," he said.
Probst, the founder of Cascade Mountain Runners, plans to launch a new Mount Baker Ultra Marathon.
He said the community effort to rebuild the trail will include his group, Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National
Forest and the Washington Trails Association. Volunteers are needed in the fall to start rebuilding it.
To help, send an email to cascademountainrunners@gmail.com.
Cascade Mountain Runners also has a Facebook page.
After many hours on their feet, battling the heat and humidity as they made their way from Bellingham Bay to
Mount Baker and back, the three men running toward history faced another tough challenge deep in the
night.
Sometime around 2 a.m. Sunday, Aug. 3, Bellingham ultra-runner Daniel Probst said, they were all having
issues with what he called the "sleep monsters" as they tried to finish the second half of their 108-mile
challenge.
Probst could barely stay awake. One of the other runners, California resident Beat Jegerlehner, was falling
asleep as they walked down Mosquito Lake Road; he would walk off the road or into Aaron Poh, a
Bellingham runner who was the other participant.
"No one wanted to stop and sleep," Probst said.
But they had to, so they stopped and found a spot in grass along the side of the road - and slept for 15
minutes. It was the only sleep they'd had since snatching about 20 minutes when they reached Sherman
Crater on their way to summiting Mount Baker on Saturday, Aug. 2.
Then they got up, and kept going.
HISTORY'S FOOTSTEPS
Daniel Probst had organized the run, hike and climb from Bellingham Bay to Baker and back.
It marked his fourth attempt at completing the route. Bad mountain weather thwarted two of the previous
attempts, and Probst managed to summit during one of the other attempts but couldn't finish the return run.
The founder of running group Cascade Mountain Runners, he organized the attempts to show such a feat
could be accomplished, with the goal of launching a new Mount Baker Ultra Marathon in June 2015. The
course will be different for the new race.
The attempts also were a tribute to the Mount Baker Marathon, a competition that lasted from 1911 to 1913
and was the forerunner of the Ski to Sea race.
Back then, competitors raced from Bellingham to either Glacier or east of Deming by car or by train, and
then ran 14 to 16 miles to the summit of Mount Baker before retracing their steps to Bellingham.
Runner Joseph Galbraith, a 29-year-old homesteader from Acme, won the race in its first year. His
daughters like Probst's ideas.
"Our family is eager to support Daniel Probst's vision of recreating the Mount Baker Marathon," said
Edmonds resident Gail Galbraith Everett. "Winning the 1911 marathon was a high point in our father's life

and has become a touchstone in our family history. This new race will be yet another milestone to
commemorate an historic event."
She added: "We're glad the name Galbraith is helping to celebrate fitness and the joy of being in the
mountains. Whatcom County has a history of promoting these values and we're pleased to be part of it."
For Probst, the effort is about more than starting a new race.
He wants to showcase the area's natural beauty, to revive the spirit of the original Mount Baker Marathon,
and pull together a long-desired trail connecting Bellingham to Mount Baker, pointing out the latter has been
a wish going back to a 1911 article about the marathon in what was then the Bellingham Daily Herald.
"These are the words that inspire our efforts to see a trail to Mount Baker finally built," he said. "It's been
over a 100 years since these words were written and they still hold true today. It's our intention to revive the
race and bring attention to this project for the benefit of the community and the local economy."
NEXT STEPS
To make new history, the three men started running from a beach off Cornwall Avenue at 12:15 p.m. Friday,
Aug. 1, after a breakfast of waffles and crepes with plenty of fruit.
"Friday was extremely hot and humid," Probst said. "We had friends that met us at the North Lake Whatcom
trailhead with drinks and Popsicles for our climb up Stewart (Mountain)."
When they got to the Acme Diner, they stopped and ate bacon and eggs and milkshakes.
After that they kept going, eventually starting their climb up Mount Baker from the Ridley Creek Trail a little
after 3 a.m. Saturday. It would be a roughly 8,000-foot climb in hot temperatures - heightened by heat
radiating off the snow. They reached the summit at 2:25 p.m. Saturday. They got back to the trailhead about
10:30 or 11 that night.
"We were all fairly dehydrated," Probst said.
Chris Duppenthaler took photos as they climbed toward the summit.
"Most mountain climbers would consider that an extremely long day," said Duppenthaler, who works for
mountaineering gear maker SMC in Ferndale. "These guys, especially Dan, are truly dedicated and talented
athletes."
At the summit, Probst surprised everyone with doughnuts from Bellingham's Rocket Donuts that he hauled up
the mountain to celebrate and to help fuel their return trip.
In all, it took them 48 hours and 17 minutes to complete the trek.
"I'm relieved," Probst said. "I knew that we could do this. It took a lot longer than I thought it would."
He said the real work now begins.
"Now that we've done it, I can move on to the next steps in seeing the entire vision happen," Probst said. "It's
a little scary, too, because now I have more things to work on, more challenges that are not just me against
the trail, that may be more difficult than just running up the mountain."
That includes getting permits for the race he'd like to launch, raising money, and working with local
governments to make it all happen.
"But having completed this run gives me the confidence to continue on the task of making this happen," he
said. "And that's what I needed."
CORRECTION: Joseph Galbraith's age was corrected in an update at 10:18 a.m. on Monday, Aug. 11.
Read more here: http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2014/08/08/3790578_historic-run-up-baker-andback.html?rh=1#storylink=cpy”

398. “Cascade Mountain Runners would like this article on the Mount Baker Ultra Marathon and
Bellingham Mount Baker trail added to the public comments.
http://www.trailrunnermag.com/people/adventure/1495-revival-of-the-toughest-race-youve-neverheard-of
The Return of the Mountain Runners
Posted by: Cami Ostman June 6, 2014 in Running
“It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.” –Henry David Thoreau
Where does inspiration come from? Some people find it in the books they read. Others find it through their
dreams or during conversations with friends.
I’m no stranger to sudden inspiration. I once had an idea to run a marathon on every continent (after
completing only one race of such a distance) that came to me over a glass of wine on a romantic, rainy
evening. And that idea wouldn’t let me go until I made good on it.
As I sit across from Daniel Probst, both of us sipping on Trans-Porter beers at Kulshan Brewing Company in
Bellingham, Washington, I watch his eyes sparkle as he tells me how his big idea materialized. In Daniel’s
case, the inspiration for a new Mount Baker ultramarathon comes from three seemingly unrelated passions:
An ultramarathon in Italy; his love for his native North Cascades; and the story of the first Mount Baker
Marathon in 1911, as chronicled in the film The Mountain Runners.
As a trail runner myself and as someone who was interviewed for The Mountain Runnersfilm, I’ve been
itching to find out more about Dan’s passion for reviving a race that would wind its way all the way from
Bellingham Bay up to the top of Mt. Baker before turning around and coming back to town.
The seeds of the idea began, he tells me, in 2010 when Dan, an avid ultra runner, participated in the Tor Des
Geants, a 206-mile ultra marathon in Italy that weaves its way through 34 mountain towns in the Valle

d’Aosta nestled in the Italian Alps. The race was both spectacular and brutally challenging. Dan took 122
hours and 23 minutes to complete the course and crossed the finish line in the town of Courmayeur exhausted
and triumphant. But it’s what Dan experienced of the race’s ethos—it’s community involvement and central
purpose—that got his imagination running wild.
Tor Des Geants is the brainchild of the Courmayeur Trail Running Club. “They wanted to promote tourism
in their region,” Dan explains. “They hoped the world would see the spectacular place they live in.”
Specifically, the hope of the creators of Tor Des Geants was that runners who came to participate in their
epic trail-running event would go back to the countries they came from and say, “You have got to get
yourself to the Aosta Valley!”
In short, theTor Des Geants is about more than just putting on a first class ultramarathon. The goal is also to
bring people from around the globe to enjoy the trails of the Valle d’Aosta year round.
I lean forward as he tells me this and take a drink of my beer. The millisecond when an idea emerges is a
sacred moment for us humans. Those are instances that change the direction of our lives and that sometimes
change the course of history. I wait for Dan to share his “Aha!” experience.
It happened like this: As Dan reached each aid station during the Tor Des Geants and saw how the race
engaged full participation and enthusiasm from every town along the route – volunteers and spectators alike
– an idea began to sprout in the back of his mind. We should have a grand race like this at home! “A race
that would show off our home-grown beauty to runners, hikers, and horseback riders from around the
world,” he tells me.
Indeed. I can only nod in agreement. Is there any better place to run than the Northwest?
So Dan came home from Italy with renewed vigor to continue to expand the trails in Whatcom County. The
thought of putting on an ultramarathon that would bring people to these trails kept coming to him –
something to dream about on long trail runs, if nothing else.
Meanwhile, in Whatcom County two other things were going on. First the film, The Mountain Runners,
directed by Todd Warger and Brian Young, was in production. It told the story of the epic race run in the
early 1900’s that started in Bellingham, turned around at the top of Mt. Baker, and wound its way back to
Bellingham. The film (which eventually debuted in 2012 and has subsequently played to wide-spread acclaim
at film festivals around the world) highlighted the spirit of a race developed to show off Whatcom County and
to draw people north for tourism.
Dan Probst watched the film with interest. The intent of the Mount Baker Marathon of old wasn’t much
different in its intent from the Tor Des Geants. What Dan had been conceiving of had already been done – a
century ago.
The other thing happening around the county was that a much-anticipated land transfer, (also known as “the
reconveyance”) would soon be returning 8,884 acres of land to Whatcom County, making the acquired area
one of the largest locally-managed parks in the country. As a life-time local, Dan saw the reconveyance as a
chance for recreationalists like himself to really enjoy the gorgeous land that wraps itself around
Northwesterners every day. Maybe, he said to himself (and to several other people, too), a long distance run
could even pay for some of the trail-building that would allow for people to enjoy the land year-round. It
would also highlight opportunities for like-minded trail-builders to volunteer their efforts.
Henry David Thoreau, the great naturalist, said: “It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.”
And what Dan Probst saw was an increasingly clear vision. It was, indeed, possible – and desirable – to
renew the Mount Baker Marathon, to create a continuous path that travels from sea to mountaintop. One that
will bring runners into the area so that, in the spirit of the Tor Des Geants, word would spread that there was
great beauty and nature available to enjoy in the shadow of our majestic mountain.
“The more I have talked about the idea, the more possible it has become. Almost everyone I discuss it with is
interested and willing to join the process of making it happen,” Dan says, shaking his head and smiling.
“This will be good for Whatcom County.”
Jason Martin, Director of Operations at the American Alpine Institute, showed his support right away, as did
the members of the Mount Baker Club, the club credited for starting the original race. Many others have also
been quick to catch the vision of what will be a 108-mile race (54 miles each way). I nod as I hear how the
inspiration for this proposed race became infectious. I believe I’ve caught the bug myself. That’s how
inspiration rolls. She seeps into the hearts of anyone who will listen and hooks them – pulls them into her
cause.
And so began the Cascade Mountain Runners. The Cascade Mountain Runners (CMRs) is a growing group
of local trail-lovers, mostly runners, who share the vision of reviving the Mount Baker Marathon as well as
building sustainable trails in and around Whatcom County, including through the newly re-conveyed land,
which will be known as Lake Whatcom Park.
The CMRs have already envisioned the route the revived Mount Baker Marathon will take, and they’ve gone
a step farther, too. They’ve run it! In August 2013, on the anniversary of the last running of the original
Mount Baker Marathon and with support from some local businesses (most notably Rocket Donuts and
Kulshan Brewing, who provided runners with beer to drink when they completed their journey), Dan Probst,
along with runners Alex Brede, Morris Arthur, and Dusty Caseria first trekked the route they hope will one
day become the official Mount Baker Marathon route.
The proposed path is an homage to the original Mount Baker Marathon. Dan describes it to me with rapt
passion. He’s laid out a map in front of me, and I try to follow along as he describes it. The new course, the
one Dan, Alex, Morris, and Dusty ran last August, begins at Cornwall Beach, follows Cornwall Avenue for a
time, and passes the location of the 1911 Bellingham Chamber of Commerce to commemorate the old race.

Next, the course edges by the current Chamber of Commerce near the historic Mount Baker Theater and then
ducks behind Diehl Ford (in honor of Hugh Diehl who drove runner Joe Galbraith to Deming in the first
race) before picking up the Whatcom Falls trail. After going through Whatcom Falls Park to Bellingham’s
Northshore Drive, the route then catches the North Lake Whatcom trailhead and treks over Stewart
Mountain. It then traverses through what will be the new Lake Whatcom Park before dropping down into the
town of Acme.
The South Fork Park was the original Galbraith homestead, and the course passes by its location and then
goes out Mosquito Lake Road to the Middle Fork Road (Forest Service Road 38) until it catches the original
Mount Baker Marathon trail again at the old location of Heisler’s Ranch. Runners will then take the Ridley
Creek trailhead into the Mt. Baker/Snoqualmie National Forest before getting on a trail that follows that up
the mountain to Mazama Lake.
I have to catch my breath after this description. Dan only smiles and nods.
Dan finishes with “From Mazama Lake it’s only a half mile to the Easton Glacier. And from Easton Glacier
it’s only one mile to Sherman Crater. Then the route turns around.”
“Sounds glorious,” I say, secretly wishing I was trained up to 108 miles so I could join Dan and his crew for
the next trial run.
“We’ll run together sometime and I’ll show you how the race will start,” Dan says. I nod, planning to take
him up on his offer.
What started as a dream is now a vision shared by The Cascade Mountain Runners, the American Alpine
Institute and many others around Whatcom County. Such a race could raise the funds to maintain and mark
new trails that can be used year-round by hikers, cyclists, runners, and others.
Shakespeare once wrote, “One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.” And as I swallow my last swig of
beer and look across the table at Daniel, I can see that Shakespeare was on to something.
Those who most enjoy the beauty we have here in the northwest corner of Washington State want to share it
with others in the spirit of camaraderie and open-hearted joy. A walking/running/horseback riding route that
traces the landscape from the sea to the mountain peak is a brilliant invitation for nature lovers to touch the
wild Northwest and, as a result, to become kin.
Learn more about the Mount Baker Ultramarathon at cascademountainrunners.org”

399. Cascade Mountain Runners would like this article on the Mount Baker Ultra Marathon and
Bellingham-Mount Baker trail added to the public comments.
http://www.mountbakerexperience.com/the-bellingham-mt-baker-trail/
The Ultra Trail
The Bellingham–Baker Trail and the Mt. Baker Ultramarathon
By Ian Ferguson
You see Mt. Baker on the horizon, dwarfing the surrounding peaks, and you wonder how long it would take
to get there on foot. Could you do it in a week? Could you climb it once you got there? Cross a flat expanse,
scale some hills, and you’re at its base. A long slog up those ice cream slopes and you’re there, on top of
the world. It looks possible, if not easy.
A proposed trail connecting Bellingham Bay to the Ridley Creek Trail up Mt. Baker will allow adventurous
explorers to give it a try. The proposed route follows Bellingham city trails to North Lake Whatcom Park
before going up and over Stewart Mountain to the South Fork Valley, then up Mosquito Lake Road and
Middle Fork Road to the Ridley Creek trailhead. The Ridley Creek Trail, recently restored after decades of
neglect, accesses Baker’s beautiful southern slopes, with Schreiber’s Meadow, Mazama Camp, Park Butte
Lookout and the Easton Glacier all within reach. The distance from Bellingham Bay to Baker’s summit is 54
miles, and it won’t be long before people are setting speed records. They’ll have to beat an impressive time
already.
Last August, Daniel Probst, Aaron Poh and Beat Jegerlehner ran the 108-mile round trip, from Bellingham
Bay to Mt. Baker’s summit and back in 48 hours and 17 minutes. Probst and a few others are hoping to cut
that time in half to 24 hours this June. Probst is the founder of the Bellingham trail-running group Cascade
Mountain Runners, and it’s largely thanks to his efforts that the route is being developed.
Probst has a dream of creating an annual 108-mile footrace called the Mt. Baker Ultramarathon that
would run from Bellingham Bay to the summit of Mt. Baker and back, and he’s close to making it happen.
After proving the route could be run, Probst and the Cascade Mountain Runners set to work restoring the

Ridley Creek Trail with help from the Washington Trails Association (WTA) and the U.S. Forest Service. They
opened the corridor, cleared downed trees, graded switchbacks and fixed washout points.
“It’s a couple of seasons away from being in really good shape, but as long as the forest service continues
to maintain the bridge over Ridley Creek, the trail will be open for hikers and runners as soon as the snow
melts this summer,” Probst said.
Although it hasn’t seen much use in the last few decades, the Ridley Creek Trail has a storied past. The Mt.
Baker Marathons of 1911–13 used the Ridley Creek Trail, then called the Deming-Mount Baker Trail, as
their southern route. The Mt. Baker Marathons sent racers from Bellingham up Mt. Baker and back via two
routes: one by train to the town of Glacier and up Mt. Baker via the Coleman Glacier, the other by
automobile through the town of Deming and up Mt. Baker via the Deming-Mt. Baker Trail and the Easton
Glacier. The idea was to pit man against man, train against car and route against route. Joe Galbraith won
the race via the Deming-Mt. Baker route, although Harvey Haggard might have won had a bull not
blundered onto the train tracks, derailing the train on his ride from Glacier to Bellingham after a successful
summit.
“The original race was also a challenge between communities to determine what route up Mt. Baker would
be the gateway to the mountain,” Probst said. “The Glacier route got the road, but 100 years later, the
Middle Fork route will get the trail.”
With the Mt. Baker Ultramarathon, Probst hopes to honor the history of the Mt. Baker Marathons and the
early days of mountaineering on Mt. Baker’s slopes.
“It’s our goal not only to revive the original spirit, but also to curate the history of the trail and the original
races, and to revive that every year,” he said. “We’re also hoping to advertise the race so that 50 percent
of the participants come from outside the U.S., because this is really a world-class route that should be put
on a world stage.”
Having raced in some of the biggest ultramarathons in the world, including the 200-mile Tor des Geants in
Italy, Probst knows the ingredients of a successful ultra. However, his planned route runs into a major
obstacle halfway through the Ridley Creek Trail where 3 miles of the trail cross through the Mt. Baker
Wilderness on the way to the National Recreation Area. The U.S. Forest Service restricts competitive events
in wilderness areas, but the Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest Service has the power to grant an
exception. Probst is rallying local leaders to help make that happen. Whatcom County Executive Jack
Louws, who has run four marathons himself, signed a letter of support to help Probst petition the U.S.
Forest Service.
“The race is supported by local businesses and the outdoor community, and is set to gain world-wide
recognition,” Louws stated in his letter. “The event will fund the construction of a community-supported
Bellingham-Mt. Baker trail system, providing a year-round recreation and tourism draw.”
A big part of what makes Bellingham the adventure capital of the northwest is the glaciated volcano 50
miles to its east. Probst believes the Bellingham-Mt. Baker trail would strengthen that connection by
establishing a non-motorized path from one to the other.
“This is a way to help Bellingham brand its deep connections to Mt. Baker. Connecting the Bellingham and
Whatcom County parks systems to the Mt. Baker National Forest has long been a policy goal, and this
would help accomplish that,” Probst said.
Anyone can hike or bike the route today, but much of the route currently consists of logging roads and
back roads. Probst hopes to eventually build 30 miles of single track for a continuous trail. Reviving the
Ridley Creek Trail was step one; step two is getting the Whatcom County Parks department to permit a
section of new trail from North Lake Whatcom Park to a viewpoint at the top of Stewart Mountain. A few
miles of user-built trail already exist on the recently acquired county parkland on the eastern shore of Lake
Whatcom.

“This section of trail is a key project that we could break ground on this summer,” Probst said. “It would be
an opportunity for Whatcom County Parks and Recreation to show that progress is being made in this new
park, and the publicity surrounding it will help promote tourism in Bellingham. The trail here is already
established; it’s just a matter of formalizing it. There’s a huge community of trail users pushing hard to get
going in the new park, and there’s an army of trail builders ready to go.”
If all goes to plan, the Mt. Baker Ultramarathon could happen as soon as the summer of 2016. Meanwhile,
you can step out your front door with a backpack and see how long it takes you to stand on Mt Baker’s
summit.”

400. Cascade Mountain Runners would like this article on the revival of the Mount Baker Marathon
and the proposed Bellingham-Mount Baker trail added to the public comments.
http://www.trailrunnermag.com/people/adventure/1495-revival-of-the-toughest-race-youve-neverheard-of
Revival of the Toughest Race You’ve Never Heard Of
A classic Northwest adventure race, the Mount Baker Marathon, is being brought back to life
On August 1, 2014, just past noon, three men stood off the coast of Washington, the waters of Bellingham
Bay lapping around their ankles. The summit of Mount Baker—a 10,781-foot snow-packed monolith towering
in the Cascades between Interstate 90 and the Canadian border—loomed in the distance and marked the
halfway point of their planned journey. They would run the 45 miles from the sea to the base of the mountain,
collect crampons, ropes and helmets, ascend five miles of overgrown, virtually non-existent trail, then four
glaciated miles to the summit and then retrace their route back to the Bay—a total of 108 miles.
That had been the plan on the team’s three previous attempts, too, but foul weather forced the team to
abandon the passage each time, including, once, a lightning storm so fierce it made the ice axes in their
packs buzz with electricity. The slopes of Baker were too exposed to risk an ascent in poor conditions.
On their fourth attempt, the runners saw rain on the horizon when they crested a 3,000-foot rise 20 miles into
the run, but the weather stayed south and the trio pushed on. They completed the trip in 48 hours 17 minutes,
the first step in reviving of one of history’s most unique races, the Mount Baker Marathon, which was held
from 1911 to 1913.
“All the races in 1911, 1912 and 1913 had storms, so it’s no surprise that it took us four tries before we got
good weather,” says Dan Probst, 35, of Bellingham, Washington, an ultramarathoner with credits like the
Hardrock 100-mile Endurance Run and Tor des Geants to his name.
Probst headed the group in each of the four attempts organized under the banner of the Cascade Mountain
Runners. He dreams of resurrecting the old Mount Baker Marathon, a race in which competitors traveled
from Bellingham to Mount Baker by car or steam engine, climbed the peak (verified by a panel of
mountaintop judges), descended and raced via vehicular transport back to Bellingham. The winner received
$500 in gold coins and a buffalo-hide robe.
The onset of World War I, poor race management and near deaths of several entrants (by exposure and
stumbling into crevasses), led the Mount Baker Marathon to a premature end. But Probst, like the town
officials at the turn of the 20th century, sees the potential impact such an adventure race could have on the
local economy.
With ultramarathons like Leadville and Hardrock resuscitating dying mining communities in Colorado and
mountain athletes like Kilian Jornet popularizing the marriage of ultrarunning and alpine climbing, Probst is
convinced that a Mounta Baker Ultramarathon from Bellingham to Baker and back will be the next big thing.
But, at the moment, the race still has many obstacles to overcome. A trail must be built (the recent, successful
completion of the run followed a mix of paved roads, gravel roads and trails), permits must be issued and
congressional approval to traverse the original historic Ridley Creek trail through wilderness must be
granted. And before any of that can happen, Probst had to prove to potential sponsors that a 100-mile run
with an eight-mile push up and down a snow-covered volcano is actually possible. The climb itself is usually
a two-day event for the average mountaineer, but Probst believes the 108-mile round-trip race could be
covered in under 24 hours.
Joining Probst on the first weekend in August to do just that were Aaron Poh, 25, a local runner from
Bellingham, Washington, and Beat Jegerlehner, 45, of Los Altos, California.

“It was all about just proving it was possible in one shot,” says Probst. If they could do that, the next step
would be to host a race that would use roads and trails to skirt the wilderness area on the slopes of Mount
Baker. This temporary version of the race would raise money to build a continuous trail from Bellingham
Bay to the base of the glacier.
Probst and the others involved in the project see an unbroken footpath from sea to summit as a bountiful
resource for the Pacific Northwest, promoting it as a new National Recreation Trail. “Aside from
establishing the race, the overall goal [of building the trail] is so that anyone can come hike or run and camp
along the route over multiple days,” says Probst. “It will be a legacy for everyone.”
He hopes that people will find year-round use for the trail outside of the Bellingham-to-Baker race, and he
has a hunch (and good historical evidence) that this will be the catalyst for a local economic boom.
In the early 1900s, the event attracted 40,000 spectators to the region. Local businesses have already
expressed interest in supporting the race, many even sponsoring the trio’s recent run of the route. On their
successful mission, Probst, Poh and Jegerlehner stopped by the Acme Diner en route to Mount Baker for a
rest and some breakfast sandwiches.
“I figured we could do [the run] in 36 hours, but we would have had to push hard. And we wanted to get
milkshakes,” says Probst. Their decision to opt for a more leisurely pace allowed time for plenty of tasty
indulgences along the way and at the summit, many provided by local Bellingham business like Kulshan
Brewing and Rocket Donuts.
Aside from inclement weather, Probst doesn’t see the ascent of Mount Baker to be a barrier. “We want to be
able to run a 100-person race,” says Probst who plans to install fixed ropes over the more technical sections,
with assistance from the American Alpine Institute. “There will be only basic mountaineering skills
necessary.”
Probst believes that better race management and modern climbing equipment will help the race be run
safely. The proposed course will have a total of 17,000 feet of elevation gain, 8,000 feet of that in the ninemile ascent of the mountain at the turnaround.”

401. “Cascade Mountain Runners would like this story from RootsRated to be added to the public
comments. The Mount Baker Ultra marathon and Bellingham Mount Baker trail will make this
new Park a world class destination and leave a lasting benefit to our community.
The original Mount Baker Ultra Marathon, which traces its roots to the early 1900s, could be considered one
of the earliest adventure races. Along the harrowing, grueling route, 108 miles from Bellingham Bay to the
top of Mount Baker, freezing weather, a train collision, and deep crevasses were just some of the obstacles
facing the hardy runners who first attempted it, and concerns over safety eventually meant the race would
only be held for three years.
In some ways, the race’s spirit lives on in Bellingham’s famous Ski to Sea race, which was born from this
legendary marathon. But if Bellingham ultra runner Daniel Probst has his way, the original race—the big
bully of a race—will be resurrected in the near future as the Mt. Baker Ultra Marathon, tentatively scheduled
for June 2016.
Under Probst’s leadership, a group of dedicated volunteers has already started the process of rebuilding the
trails that will be part of the race’s route.
“The original Mount Baker Marathon was a feat of endurance, bravery, and adventure,” says Probst, who
has been working on the project for four years. “The Mount Baker Ultra Marathon will bring back the
excitement and challenge of the individual journey. It’s important to revive the history of the original race.”
It all started in 1911, when a group of Bellingham businessmen called the Mount Baker Club came up
with up the idea to have a race up the mountain as a way to draw tourists to town. A seemingly impossible
race was put together, with two separate routes to the summit following either the Deming or Glacier Trails.
Both options involved partial shuttle assistance: one via train, the other via a Model T Ford. After being
dropped off at designated spots, runners then traversed 14 to 16 miles up the mountain. Both routes gained
nearly 10,000 feet in elevation, and runners had to climb the mountain at night in the freezing cold, wearing
logging boots.
Six of the 14 contestants dropped out and one of the three finalists was in a train wreck. Dazed but
undaunted, the runner eventually found his way to Bellingham via horse and buggy, then on horseback (at
one point being thrown), before placing second in the race to great fanfare. All this made for sensational
headlines, drawing tourists to Bellingham just as the Mount Baker Club had envisioned.
The next year the race was expanded, with a huge spectator turnout and more contestants after an even
larger prize purse. But a blizzard hit Mt. Baker, forcing a weeklong postponement. The race eventually went
off with success, though one runner suffered a broken rib and some began to question the race’s viability.

The third year was the most perilous of all, with severe weather and two runners narrowly escaping with
their lives after falling into crevasses. Even though the race was generating a ton of interest, it just became
too dangerous, even for the valiant daredevils known as the Mountain Runners. Fearing a fatal tragedy,
organizers called it off for good.
Fast forward 100 years, when Ski to Sea started. The epic annual race has now evolved into a team-style
format with seven legs. “The Ski to Sea relay is its own crazy race,” Probst says. “It’s much tamer and
designed for the first time racer, weekend warrior, and a few professional ringers.”
Which brings us back to Probst’s quest to revive the original race as the Mt. Baker Ultra Marathon. An early
step was forming a group of 11 like-minded runners called the Cascade Mountain Runners to help with the
project. Various members of the group made the trip four times before finally completing it last summer. “We
needed to prove the route was possible today even without a trail so that park agencies, land managers, and
sponsors could get on board with the project,” Probst says.
Weather and exhaustion ended the group’s first three attempts to finish the course, but on the fourth go, they
finally made it through all 108 miles in 48 hours and 17 minutes. “This was not a speed attempt and it took a
few hours longer than planned,” Probst says. “It was hotter than expected, and the snow felt like lava. We
only took a few short naps and tried to push straight through. Returning back to the bay was a good feeling
after a few years of pulling this together.”
Another critical component was support from local businesses like Kulshan Brewery, which, among other
things, provided the support vehicle during the first successful attempt. “There was beer in the van when we
started and not so much when we returned it,” Probst says.
Probst thinks the historical value and technical challenges of the race will draw local and international
athletes to experience a sea-level start and finish, glacier travel, and over 100 miles on foot. “The race will
attract runners from around the world to test their limits,” he says. “It will bring back the excitement and
challenge of the individual journey.”
Rebuilding the original trail and adding another 30 miles of new trail is a task that requires brute force and
patience. Old-growth trees had fallen across the trail and volunteers had to remove them just to start the
process. They spent hundreds of hours on the project last fall, finding the old trail, clearing vegetation, and,
with the help of the Washington Trails Association, re-cutting the trail bed. “Rebuilding the trail,” Probst
says, “is an art that should be done by hand. With a good crew you can build 50 yards of trail a day.”
The goal is to hold the first ultra marathon in June 2016 and complete the trail by 2020, a 50-mile stretch
from Bellingham Bay to the Easton Glacier, with roughly four miles of glacier travel to the summit. Probst
envisions the trail becoming a favorite among the outdoorsy set in Bellingham. “It’s a trail for everyone, not
just a once-a-year race,” he says. “Whether you run, hike or bike it over multiple days, it’ll be something
people will want to put on their bucket list or use on a regular basis.”
Until then, Probst is welcoming anyone who wants to help achieve that goal by volunteering to help build the
trail and signing the petition to support the race. “The race will make it possible to fund the construction of
the trail, so we’re throwing everything at it to make it happen,” he says.”

402. “This story is an example of night running events that Cascade Mountain Runners would like
to see in the New Lake Whatcom Parks. We would like shelters for gathering places for events
that could be used both day and night with the option for a fire bowl / BBQ and good lighting
and power outlets. Restrooms that are heated and have lighting are also needed.”
Race by Night
7 nighttime trail races to add to your calendar
For trail runners, there’s a lot to like about night races: the unique challenge, the serenity that comes with
focusing on your immediate surroundings, the excuse to party in the morning after running through the night.
For a unique experience to add to your race calendar, here are seven nighttime trail races that caught our
attention.
7:30 p.m. on June 13, 2015
Triangle, VA
athletic-equation.com/OSS_CIA_50M_Night_Run.html
Q: What’s more badass than running a 50-miler in the dark?
A: Running a 50-miler in the dark on a former training ground for spies.
During World War II, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS)—the precursor to the CIA—trained operatives
on the grounds of what is now Prince William Forest Park, in Northern Virginia. Today, runners can relive
that little piece of history at the OSS/CIA 50 Mile Night Run; two 25.5-mile loops explore “all corners” of
the wooded park, according to race director Alex Papadopoulos.
The race starts and (for most) finishes in daylight, and because of the loop format, runners see different
sections of trail at beginning and end. Everything in between is in the dark. As Papadopoulos puts it, “The
night will remain a mystery.”

2. Rock the Night Away Half-Marathon, 10K and 5K Trail Runs
9 p.m. on June 19, 2015
Lake Perry, KS
www.psychowyco.com/lakeperrytrailruns/id14.html
Members of Trail Nerds, the Kansas City-based running club, have an affinity for night running—and it pays
off. “Trail Nerds always excel on the night portion of their first 100-milers,” Ben Holmes, the club’s
founder, told Trail Runner a few years ago.
In addition to frequent evening training, the Trail Nerds share their passion for afterhours running by
holding several nighttime trail races every year. Rock the Night Away challenges half-marathoners to
navigate eastern Kansas’ rocky, rooty singletrack by the light of their headlamps—and gain 3,000 feet in the
process. Runners are encouraged to enjoy well-deserved food and “nano-brewed” beer at the post-race
party, then stay the night—camping and air-conditioned lodging are available on site. 10K and halfmarathon finishers receive glow-in-the-dark medals.
3. Chase the Moon 12-Hour
7 p.m. on July 31, 2015
Highlands Ranch, CO
chasethemoonrace.com
Having enjoyed all-night running at 100-mile trail races, David Manthey and Ben Reeves wanted to bring
that experience to those who might not be up to running such an extreme distance. So, last year, they started
Chase the Moon, a 12-hour run held just outside Denver, under the light of a full moon.
The rolling, singletrack loop course is “about 95 percent exposed, with lots of tall prairie grass, scrub oak
and a few ponderosa pines,” says Manthey—not ideal for runs in the daytime heat, but perfect for views of
the full moon, the surrounding foothills it lights up and the downtown Denver skyline, as well as other
runners. “You can scan the trail system and see headlamps bouncing up and down and weaving in and out of
the gullies, arroyos and bushes.”
Chase the Moon can be run solo, or as a relay with 3- or 5-person teams.
4. Javelina Jangover 7K, 25K, 50K and 75K
7 p.m. on August 29, 2015
Phoenix, AZ
aravaiparunning.com/network/insomniac/jangover
A nighttime spinoff of October’s popular Javelina Jundred, the Jangover takes place on the same singletrackand-jeep-trail loop as its namesake, in the desert outside Phoenix.
Kicking off just after “moonrise” with the 75K, the Jangover is part of Aravaipa Running’s Insomniac Night
Trail Run Series, which stretches from May to November and includes distances from 5K to 75K in the
Phoenix area. Among other perks, the race features an iced-coffee bar.
5. Night Sweats Marathon and 15K
8 p.m. on September 12, 2015
San Francisco, CA
www.pctrailruns.com/event.aspx?dtid=9990
Held in the Golden Gate National Recreation Area, the aptly named Night Sweats Marathon and 15K offers
nighttime views of lit-up San Francisco, just across the bay. The course, on groomed trails marked with glow
sticks and reflective ribbons, are ideal for the trip-prone and the navigationally challenged. Night Sweats is
run concurrently with the overnight portion of a 100-mile race.
6. Into the Darkness 4 Mile
7 p.m. on October 24, 2015
Roanoke, VA
www.mountainjunkies.net/into_the_darkness.htm
This pre-Halloween event takes runners through the rolling woodlands of Roanoke Valley’s Explore
Park. The four-mile course consists of three miles of twisty singletrack and one mile of grass and asphalt
road. “These trails will be marked with reflective arrows, glow sticks, and the occasional surprise,” says
race director Josh Gilbert. "Nothing scary, this is a family event … [just] Halloween stuff and the absurd.”
7. The Night Mare 40 Mile

February TBD, 2016
Wilkesboro, NC
www.therabidsquirrel.net
About as far from a "fun run" as you can get, North Carolina’s Night Mare is a 40-miler night run in frigid
February temps with 8,400 feet of elevation gain on wooded, often technical singletrack. Fittingly, it takes
place on Dark Mountain, at Kerr Scott Reservoir.
The race has an underground vibe; everyone, from first to last, gets a trophy, a black Pegasus made of wood,
and the course is lined with “demotivational” signs—"That looks infected" and "Why are you doing this
again?"—though signs at the end of each lap were a bit more upbeat, with cheers like, "Hey sexy legs" and
"Nice calves!"”

403. “Cascade Mountain Runners is excited to relay Bellingham City Mayor Kelli Linville's
endorsement for our proposal for the Mount Baker Ultra Marathon and the 50 mile BellinghamMount Baker trail. A trail system from Bellingham to Mount Baker has been the goal of both the
City and County Parks and supported by our community for many years. Like the Bay to Baker
trail, the Bellingham-Mount Baker trail has it's roots in the historic Mount Baker Marathon and
will follow the last 16 miles of this route up the mountain. But unlike the Bay to Baker trail this
proposed route is almost entirely on public land. We are pleased have the support of both the
City Mayor and County Executive in this shared vision. With the goal of reviving the race as a 100
Ultra Marathon, funding from the event will ensure that the trail will be completed. The trail will
provide for year round recreational opportunities, support tourism and will have a sizable
economic impact. The newly acquired Reconveyance lands, North Lake Whatcom Park and
South fork Park play a key role in seeing this trail system developed. Cascade Mountain Runners
currently has the funding and volunteer base to construct 6 miles of trail in the park this
summer in 2015. The proposed trail aligns with County Parks goals and policies in the Whatcom
County Comprehensive Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan. We request that this trail
system be added to this plan and permits issued for the trail segments that cross County Park
land. And that the County Parks take a leading role in working with other land management
agencies to acquire the remaining permits to ensure the full trail system is completed. We see a
great opportunity for a public-private partnership with the Parks that will substantially reduce
the costs of construction and maintenance. This trail system will cement Whatcom County as a
leader in recreation for years to come. We appreciate the Park's commitment to a high level of
service and believe this trail system will make the new park a world class recreation
destination.”

404. “I hear that there is some great property for a disc golf course on some new land.
Sounds like a great idea to put on in.”
405. “I would like to see a disc golf course put in at Lake Whatcom thanks.”

406. “Hi I'm writing to encourage using some of the newly acquired land around lake whatcom for a
disc golf course. As the sport grows the course at Cornwall park is becoming overcrowded.
Adding a new course would be of great benefit to the disc golf community and other park
users.”
407. “Only Alternative 3 addresses the community’s desire for more recreation within the new park.
I’ve reviewed the comments from the April 2014 meeting and the overwhelming majority of the
comments were in support of recreation. However, even though Alt. 3 addresses the
community’s desire for more recreation opportunities, it falls extremely short in addressing the
need for multi-use, directional, and user-specific trails of various ability levels.
There should most definitely be trails designed for hikers and horses only where no mt. bikes
are allowed. There should also be mt. bike only specific trails. By doing this, you’ll be creating a
trail network that disperses users, reduces user-conflict, and gives users the specific trail
experience they are looking for. It’s a model that has been successful on Galbraith Mt. and is
also being implemented on Chuckanut Mt. under the Larrabee St. Park trail plan. Larrabee has
hiker only trails and they will soon have mt. biker only trails. Mt. bike specific trails are usually
the descending trails where riders are going at faster speeds.
Both Lookout Mt. and Lake Whatcom Park should have a climbing trail from the trail
head/parking area. These can be multi-use singletrack designed to get users up into the trail
system or to the top of the mountain. Once up into the trail system, users are looking for similar
experiences such as trail loops, connections to other trails, fun descents, and trails to
viewpoints, waterfalls, or geological formations.
Unfortunately, even Alt. 3 ignores the miles of existing trails on both sides of the lake. Instead of
ignoring or even potentially trying to close those existing trails, these trails should be viewed as
an asset and assessed and brought into compliance of agreed upon standards. The trails in
questions are Stump Water, Cougar Ridge, Blade Reversal, Skidsophrenia, and Waterfalls on the
Lookout Mt. side, and Surfin Turf and Brown Pow on the Whatcom Park side. These trails can be
the mt. bike specific, intermediate and advanced level descending routes users are looking for.
The best part is that they already exist. No money or time needs to be spent to design and build
them. They just need to be brought into the plan and maintained.
Please listen to the public comments and go with Alt. 3, and to the suggestions asking for multiuse, directional, and user-specific trails of various ability levels. Thank you for your
consideration.”
408. “My name is Shawn Hadley and I support Disc Golf as one of the activities that should be
considered for the Lake Whatcom Re conveyance. I live in Everett and drive to Whatcom/Skagit
county courses at least twice per month to play or volunteer. Thank you in advance for your
belief in Disc Golf.”
409. “Disc Golf Coarse, a easy one for new and older players and a harder one for experienced
players
Fun and exciting play area for kids
Dog park with water access
I hope you will take these in to consideration, considering the cost is on the cheaper end for
them all. Thank you.”

410. “I think a disc golf course would be a good use of any available land. Disc golf is a fast growing
sport that is good for the community.”
411. “I am writing this email to express my interest in establishing a disc golf course some where on
your new lands. I am one of the founding members of the Whatcom Disc Golf Club, an active
board member and an experienced course layout designer. We have a small amount of funds,
golf baskets and many volunteers ready to go to work. Essentially, all we need is a parking lot,
bathroom and 30-40 acres to design a quality 18 hole disc golf course that is low impact on the
land. We have designed a course locally and were able to incorporate hiking trails on the same
property where folks will remain safe and be able to enjoy the same property we are on.
As a certified arborist and professional forester I feel we can lay out a course that utilizes county
park lands and be capable of protecting unique and sensitive natural areas.
I encourage you to contact me to talk further about potential opportunities revolving around
disc golf and What County Parks. My email and phone number are listed below.
Thank you for your time and have a nice day.”
412. “My name is Dave Salyer and I am writing in regards to the local mountain bike trails in
Bellingham. I am born and raised in skagit valley and have been mountain biking for almost 20
years to date.
Mountain biking is an amazing activity for all ages. I currently ride with my 12 year old son a few
times a week and I have many friends my age getting their children into the sport as well. Single
track riding is just amazing in Bellingham! I live in Sedro-Woolley and make the drive to the trails
as often as I can. Mountain biking allows people of all ages to enjoy the outdoors at whatever
pace they choose. I prefer fast, steep, flowy single track, as do my son and many friends. Lets
keep these trails in use for many years to come.”
413. “I live in the Portland Or area and travel to the Seattle area 5 or 6 times a year to play disc golf.
I would definitely make a trip to your area to play and spend my money in local businesses.”
414. “Hello, I am a trail runner and hiker (with dog) who is in favor of the original vision for the new
Lake Whatcom Park. I would love to see 55 miles of trails for our community. I think it would
also attract people from outside the county and confirm the greater Bellingham area as a
destination for a variety of recreationalists. I think that the trail system that we have here in
Bellingham and into the county is an amazing asset. I use the interurban trail and chuckanut
mountain trails several times a week for walking and running and I believe that they keep our
community healthy and active. I would love to see more variety of trails. Thank you.”
415. “ My name is Beau Hyde and I am part of the Whatcom disc golf club. I am writing you this
email to put the idea of sectioning some of this land for a new disc golf course for this county.
As you know the only ones we have are severely over crowded. Please take this into
consideration. Thank you.”
416. “My wife and I graduated from WWU in 1999 and traveled extensively while beginning our
careers. We finally landed permanently back in Bellingham in 2007, bought a house and started
a family. One of the main reasons we choose to live here is the abundance of world class
recreation opportunities. We are both very active and love the amazing access to trails in
Whatcom County.

100% of our mountain biking is on one directional, steep, rugged, flowing jump trails or
advanced/expert level trails. We ride up logging roads and ride down narrow singletrack trails to
the bottom of the mountain. We visit either Surf and Turf, Stumpwater, Cougar Ridge or one of
the several other advanced trails 5-6 times a week. These are single use trails built by and
maintained by mountain bikers. We have 6 to 8 groups of guests visit every year from around
the country and 95% of them come here to ride mountain bikes.
We also trail run when it is raining and cannot mountain bike. Most of the trail running we do is
on Galbraith, Lookout or Stewart Mountain on cross country trails or logging roads. This trail
system does not exist anywhere else in this magnitude. Please do not change this area.”
417. “I am a longtime frequent mountain biker. I own a home in Sudden Valley and have a law
practice in Bellingham. I am writing in support a modified version of Alternative 3.
More Directional Single Use Trails
As a long-time and frequent user of many of the existing mountain bike trails throughout the
area I am hopeful that we can as additional directional trails for MTB use as well as for other
user groups where they make sense. Such trails, when planned and built well, can further the
twin goals recreation and watershed protection.
Greater Skill Level Diversity
I believe the current plan doesn't accommodate the many advanced level riders who are the
backbone of the trail building community and whose input, knowledge and sweat are essential
to a successful trail system.
More Loops and Destination Trails
Trails that actually lead to a destination such as lookout or waterfall are real enticements to
infrequent users and more interesting to the regular trail users.
Ascending Only MTB Trails
Trails that are designated as ascent only trails for MTBs promote safety and multiple non-MTB
user groups to have safe 2-way access to such trails.
Connecters to Galbraith and Lookout
Connecting the already extensive and well-maintained trails of Galbraith/Lookout Mountains
would ease congestion on both trail systems and make for a bigger, better trail network which
would be a great attraction to riders throughout the region. Incorporating conectors to Cain
and Squires Lakes are also a good idea.
Incorporate User Built & Pre-Existing Trails
Trails built and maintained by user groups receive the planning, hard work, attention and
maintenance that only the user groups who love and use them can provide. Failing to take
advantage of this resource as communities like Sedona, Leavenworth, Moab and Jackson Hole
have done would be a mistake. One need go no further than Galbraith and the Chuckanuts to
witness the fruits of these groups' labors.”
418. “We have an incredible resource in the Lake Whatcom re-conveyance land. I have been
running the logging roads in these areas for many years and have seen rouge trails come and go.
In the last couple of years I have volunteered my time maintaining a trail on Galbraith Mt and I
am truly impressed with the time and energy the people involved with WMBC put into building
sustainable trails for all users. Having a group like WMBC take ownership of an area helps to
involve community to keep up our beloved trail system. An added benefit of this is they work

with the community to make sure they build trails that enhance the enjoyment of the woods
and will last for years to come. I worry that if we do not build a trail system in the conveyance
land working with a groups like WMBC we will see rouge trails be built by groups looking to
enjoy the thrill of the moment and are not thinking about longevity of the track. As I mentioned
in the opening I have seen rouge trails in the conveyance lands come and go. These trails
usually do not take into consideration users, drainage, slop, and most importantly sustainability.
These are all stressed with the volunteer group of trail builders working with WMBC. I look
forward to seeing the future of the conveyance land. Thank you.”
419. “I would like to add my support for the feedback given by the WMBC regarding trail planning
for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance. Specifically, I agree and support a modified “Alternative
3” plan which would look to create the most trail mileage, with better routing options
(loops/destinations), multiple difficulty levels, single direction and mountain bike only trails, and
include efforts to connect the Reconveyance area to other trail areas (i.e. Galbraith).
Also, I, and many of my friends from around the country that regularly visit, hope that adopting
existing trails (some of which are world class in quality) into the trail planning for the
Reconveyance is included as a top priority.
I appreciate the opportunity that Whatcom County Parks has provided to give input regarding
this valuable project. I believe Whatcom County is one of best places to live in the country and I
think the addition of trails following the modified “Alternative 3” plan would only add to the
incredible lifestyle this area offers. Thank you for your time.”
420. “I support a modified version of Alternative 3 for Stewart and Lookout Mountains as it creates
the most trail mileage and looks at user-built trails, has better routing options and different trail
designations.
I would also support the following:
Types of trails:





We’d like to see a percentage of directional trails for mt. bikes (single use) and for the
other user groups where they make sense. When done well, these are absolutely
compatible with our goal of protecting the watershed.
We’d like to see different difficulty levels for the various user groups in the park – from
rugged/advanced trails to beginner/family level of trails. There are zero single-use or
advanced level mt. bike trails on any of the alternatives that were presented.
Loops and destinations are preferred. We like to ride/hike to waterfalls, lookouts and
interesting geological formations and we also prefer riding loops (when possible) over
an out-and-back trail.
A hiking trail with an “Ascending-only” designation for mt. bikers. This is a relatively
new, but successful designation working in other areas (Squamish BC, as an example)
and allows mt. bikes to only ride UP a trail. It also means there is one more user group
who is willing to build and maintain said trail(s), while eliminating user conflicts. These
often work best near trailheads due to the amount of traffic.

Connectors:


Connectors into Galbraith (this was highlighted in the meeting by Parks already).



The ability to utilize the trail from the South Lookout Tower across private timber land
down to Cain and Squires Lake. An easement would be necessary here, but it’s a must
have.

I would also like to see existing user-built trails brought into the trail system vs. destroyed.
Thank you for your time.”
421. “I am writing to support the original vision for the new lake Whatcom park. The 55 miles of
trails and park features envisioned for the park would be a great benefit to our community and
make it a truly world class park. I am a trail runner and use the trails on a regular basis. Trails are
one of the reasons I chose to stay here after graduating from Western. I would like to see trails
for everyone, from easy multi use trails to challenging fast and technical purpose built trails. I
prefer running single-track dirt trails that have loops and go somewhere interesting. I support
Cascade Mountain Runners goal of building the Bellingham-Mount Baker trail and would
volunteer this summer to build this trail and others in the new park. I run trails in the parks and
would like to see these trails formalized so more people can use them and they can be
maintained. I would like to see trail running, mountain biking and other races in the new parks,
this would bring in business and help support the parks. I am thankful to live in a community
that values parks and trails. Thank you for all the work that goes into making our parks great.”
422. “I am writing to support the original vision for the new Lake Whatcom Park. The 55 miles of
trails and park improvements envisioned for the park would be a great benefit to our
community and make it a truly world class park. I am a trail runner, the race director of the
Chuckanut 50k and use the trails on a regular basis. I grew up in the area and cut my teeth on
those trails. I currently live in Boulder, Colorado, but will move back to the Bellingham area this
fall for many reasons; the trails are a very important piece in my decision.
I would like to see trails for everyone, from easy multi-use trails to challenging and technical
hiking or biking only trails. I prefer running singletrack dirt trails that have loopsand go
interesting places with views of the mountains and water. I support Cascade Mountain Runners
goal of building the Bellingham-Mount Baker trail and will volunteer to work on the trail. I would
like to see a trail around Lake Whatcom to run, hike or bike on around the lake that would
follow the ridgeline. I run on existing trails in the parks and would like to see these trails
formalized so more people can enjoy them. I would like to see trail running, mountain biking
and other races and events in the new parks. New events would help bring in tourism and
support local businesses. I look forward to returning to live in a community that values parks
and trails.
Thank you for all the work that goes into making our parks a wonderful place to recreate.”
423. “Please let me take a minute to introduce myself, I am the Co Race Director for the Chuckanut
50k. This is a very popular race in the ultrarunning community, it draws top athletes from all
over the U.S. With the growing popularity in trail running it would be great to have more places
to host events like this. This race draws in revenue for our local business' all while supporting
our local community of athletes. I am writing to support the original vision for the new lake
Whatcom park. The 55 miles of trails and park improvements envisioned for the park would be
a great benefit to our community and make it a truly world class park. I am a trail runner and
use the trails on a regular basis. Trails are one of the reasons I live here. I would like to see trails
for everyone, from easy multi use trails to challenging and technical hiking or biking only trails. I
prefer running singletrack dirt trails that have loops and go interesting places with views of the
mountains and water. I support Cascade Mountain Runners goal of building the Bellingham-

Mount Baker trail and would volunteer this summer to work on the trail. I would like to see a
trail around Lake Whatcom to run, hike or bike on around the lake that would follow the ridge
line. I run on existing trails in the parks and would like to see these trails formalized so more
people can enjoy them. I would like to see trail running, mountain biking and other races and
events in the new parks. New events would help bring in business and be a great way to explore
the new parks. Better transportation options to the trail heads is needed including bus routes
and more parking. I am thankful to live in a community that values parks and trails. Thank you
for all the work that goes into making our parks a wonderful place to recreate.”
424. “I am writing in support of trails in Whatcom county and the new Lake Whatcom Park.
This last Saturday May 2nd, 5 Bellingham runners left at midnight to run 58 miles around Lake
Whatcom to highlight the need for long distance trail systems in Whatcom county. Our run
started in downtown Bellingham and connected exciting parks, trails and informal trails in the
new Lake Whatcom parks and showed the need for easements that would make this loop
possible. The run took 18 hours and tagged 4 mountains including, Galbraith, Lookout,
Anderson, Stewart, and Lookout mountain and used 12 miles of the Pacific Northwest Trail. We
took time to stop and eat at the Blue mountain grill and The Fork restaurants. This 50 mile route
would be a premier hiking, running, biking and horse back trail around Lake Whatcom with
stunning views of the Cascades and the Salish Sea. It would also link up and use a section of the
proposed Bellingham-Mount Baker trail. These trails are needed to meet the growing demand
for distance trail events in the Northwest as well as the general public's interest in long distance
through trails for multi day camping. The KML file of this route is attached. World class events
like the North Face Endurance Challenge have had to leave town do to the inability to obtain
permits and the access to long distance trail systems, see comments and article below pictures.
The new Lake Whatcom Park and surrounding parks can make these long distance trails a reality
and bring back the tourism dollars and boost outdoor related business in Whatcom county.
Thank you for making these opportunities possible. Volunteers, user groups the business
community and Public-Private partnerships can make this happen.
View the rest of the photo's in this
album. https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.831710590218041.1073741849.4412753
49261569&type=1
Ultra trail running has grown around the world and the outdoor industry has been listening. In
2008 and 2009 The North Face company brought their international race series to Bellingham.
The North Face Endurance Challenge was on of the first ultra marathons in the nation to offer a
prize purse of $10,000. This drew top Athletes from around the US. The winner would also
receive an entry into the famous 100 mile Ultra Trail du Monte Blanc in French Italian Alps. The
Start and finish of this race was held on private land at camp Lutherwood to accommodate the
event. The event connected the two major trails systems west of I-5, Blanchard and Chuckanut
mountain trail systems. This made possible the 10k, 1/2 marathon, 50k and 50 mile race
distances. I participated in the 2009 event and was looking forward to the 2010 event. The event
used private Bloedel Timberland property, when the event date was shuffled to fit into the race
calendar, this pushed the event into hunting season and the land owners then denied the
permit. Without a location to stage the race and a trail system large enough to accommodate a
50 mile trail race The North Face was forced to canceled the Bellingham event. In 2008 There
were 35, 50 mile finishers in the Bellingham event, in 2009 that Jumped to 65 finishers of the
1/2 marathon, 106 finishers of the 50k and 62 finishers of the 50 mile.

To add perspective to where this has lead in numbers in a similar Washington State race the White River 50
mile a race that has been held since 1993 to present has grown from 55 to 293 starters in 2014 with 3,399
total starters in all. This quote from Dean Karnazes from 2008 sums it up well.
“Endurance running is a sport that spans the globe. We are a thriving community with healthy competition
that encourages and inspires each other and others to go farther than ever thought possible. Running in
some of the world’s greatest landscapes is an extraordinary experience.”
Below are the articles describing the size and scope of the event and the why it was canceled.
http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20081119006366/en/Elite-Endurance-Athletes-Primed-NorthFace-Endurance#.VUf_xvldVAw
http://blog.thenewstribune.com/adventure/2010/02/08/north-face-cancels-bellingham-endurance-event/
SAN LEANDRO, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--The North Face Endurance Challenge, a national trail running
race series for outdoor athletes seeking to explore their personal limits, culminates in grand fashion on the
Pacific shores north of San Francisco on December 6, 2008. The event, in its second year, offers distances of
10K, Half Marathon, 50K, and 50 Miles. It is also the championship event of the global series, where 50-mile
participants will compete for the largest prize purse in North American trail ultrarunning. The male and
female winners will each receive $10,000.

In addition to novice and elite runners, the winners of the regional The North Face Endurance Challenge 50mile races in Bear Mountain, NY, Bellingham, WA and Madison, WI, will be brought out to San Francisco to
race for the title of champion (Washington, DC was cancelled due to tropical storm Hanna in early
September). The North Face will also be welcoming the winners of the global 103-mile The North Face
Ultra-Trail du Mont Blanc, Chamonix, France.Many of the world’s most elite endurance runners have
registered for the event in hopes of going home with the big prize. The entrant list is highlighted by members
of The North Face Endurance Team including , Nikki Kimball, Sam Thompson, Diane Van Deren, Kami
Semick, Joe Kulak, Leigh Schmitt, James Bonnett, Guillermo Medina, and Helen Cospolich. Many other elite
athletes of the sport, such as Prudence L'Heureux, Anita Ortiz, Uli Steidl, Michael Wardian, Zac Miller,
Geoff Roes, Tsuyoshi Kaburagi, and Topher Gaylord are racing for this year’s chance at taking home a piece
of the $30,000 prize purse.

In addition to the notable cash prize, bragging rights and title, both the male and female winner of The North
Face Endurance Challenge Championship will win an all-expense paid travel and entry package to either
The North Face 100 in Beijing, April 2009, or The North Face Ultra-Trail du Mont-Blanc, August 2009.

“Endurance running is a sport that spans the globe,” says legendary The North Face endurance athlete
Dean Karnazes. “We are a thriving community with healthy competition that encourages and inspires each
other and others to go farther than ever thought possible. Running in some of the world’s greatest landscapes
is an extraordinary experience.”

The start and finish area of The North Face Endurance Challenge will be a celebration of endurance, and a
place to relax, recoup and cheer on fellow runners and competitors. Gore-Tex, Accelerade, Zune, Boa, and
The Conservation Fund’s Go Zero Program are slated to be on-site, exhibiting top endurance products and
initiatives that help make the Endurance Challenge a success. This is an opportunity for families, friends and
the core running community to enjoy the beautiful Marin Headlands.

About The North Face®The North Face, a division of VF Outdoor, Inc., was founded in 1968.
Headquartered in San Leandro, California, the company offers the most technically advanced products in the
market to accomplished climbers, mountaineers, snowsport athletes, endurance athletes, and explorers. The
company's products are sold in specialty mountaineering, backpacking, running, and snowsport retailers,
premium-sporting goods retailers and major outdoor specialty retail chains.

North Face cancels Bellingham endurance event
Post by Jeff Mayor / The News Tribune on Feb. 8, 2010 at 2:02 pm |
The North Face just announced it has cancelled the North Face Endurance Challenge Northwest Regional
event in Bellingham that had been scheduled for Oct. 9-10.
“Due to unforeseen and insurmountable challenges with the permit process, the Northwest Regional event
will be held in a market and venue to be determined,” said the press release.
Here is the rest of the release:
“It is with great regret that this change is made to the 2010 Endurance Challenge Series schedule. The
runners, volunteers, and local partners in Bellingham have been among the most rewarding to work with
since the Endurance Challenge was created in 2007.”
The North Face remains committed to the Northwest region and the running community. The Seattle-based
The North Face Running Club will continue in 2010, as will sponsorship and support by The North Face of
local running events such as the Spokane River Run and Watershed Preserve 12-Hour.
All participants from the 2008 and 2009 Northwest Regional events in Bellingham will be guaranteed entry
into any of the other 2010 Endurance Challenge Series events. Various geographic markets and venues
across the country are being considered for a replacement event, while the other regional events – Bear
Mountain, New York; Washington, DC; Madison, Wisconsin – will remain unchanged.
Each men’s and women’s regional 50-mile winners will take home $1,000 and a trip to The North Face
Endurance Challenge Championship in San Francisco, California, where $10,000 each will go to the top
male and female 50-mile finishers.
The 2010 The North Face Endurance Challenge presented by Gore-Tex will feature a new two-day format,
with the 50 Mile, 50K, Marathon, Marathon Relay and kids races held on Saturday, and the Half Marathon,
10K and 5K races on Sunday. Also new to 2010, participants will now have the ability to run to raise money
and awareness for a particular cause of their choice, create a corporate relay team or enroll children in a
running event catered to their age group.””

425. “I am a trail runner and mountain biker and would like to see the 55 miles of trails build in the
new parks. I just ran 22 miles this weekend starting at Galbraith and running up to the lookout
towers down Cougar Ridge and back. I enjoy using the informal trails and would like to see them
worked into the new trail system. I enjoy running on soft single track and being able to do loops
from the trail head to the view points along the ridges. I would like to see long distance trails

around lake Whatcom and do trail races in the new park. I support Cascade Mountain Runners
goal of building the Bellingham-Mt. Baker trail and would like to help build trails in 2015.”
426. “I am writing to support the original vision for the new lake Whatcom park. The 55 miles of
trails and park features envisioned for the park would be a great benefit to our community and
make it a truly world class park. I am a trail runner and use the trails on a regular basis. Trails are
one of the reasons I chose to stay here after graduating from Western. I would like to see trails
for everyone, from easy multi use trails to challenging fast and technical purpose built trails. I
prefer running single-track dirt trails that have loops and go somewhere interesting. I support
Cascade Mountain Runners goal of building the Bellingham-Mount Baker trail and would
volunteer this summer to build this trail and others in the new park. I run trails in the parks and
would like to see these trails formalized so more people can use them and they can be
maintained. I would like to see trail running, mountain biking and other races in the new parks,
this would bring in business and help support the parks. I am thankful to live in a community
that values parks and trails. Thank you for all the work that goes into making our parks great.”
427. “I am writing to support the original vision for the new lake Whatcom Park. The 55 miles of
trails and park improvements envisioned for the park would be a great benefit to our
community and make it a truly world class park. I am a trail runner and mountain biker and use
the trails on a regular basis. Trails are one of the reasons I love it here! I would like to see trails
for everyone, from easy multi use trails to challenging and technical hiking or biking only trails. I
prefer running/biking singletrack dirt trails that have loops and go interesting places with views
of the mountains and water. I support Cascade Mountain Runners goal of building the
Bellingham-Mount Baker trail and would volunteer this summer to work on the trail. I would like
to see a trail around Lake Whatcom to run, hike or bike on around the lake that would follow
the ridgeline. I run/bike on existing trails in the parks and would like to see these trails
formalized so more people can enjoy them. I would like to see trail running, mountain biking
and other races and events in the new parks. New events would help bring in business and be a
great way to explore the new parks. Better transportation options to the trailheads is needed
including bus routes and more parking. I am thankful to live in a community that values parks
and trails. Thank you for all the work that goes into making our parks a wonderful place to
recreate.”
428. “I am writing to support the original vision for the new Lake Whatcom park. The 55 miles of
trail and park improvements envisioned for the park would be a great benefit to our community
and make it a truly world class park. I am a trail runner and lover of the woods and use the trails
on a regular basis. Trails are one of the reasons I live here and choose to raise my family here. I
would like to see trails for everyone, from easy multi use trails to challenging and technical
hiking or biking only trails. I prefer running/biking single track dirt trails that have loops and go
interesting places with views of the mountains and water. I support Cascade Mountain Runners
goal of building the Bellingham-Mt. Baker trail and would volunteer this summer to work on the
trail. I run/bike on existing trails in the parks and would like to see these trails formalized so
more people can enjoy them. I would like to see trail running, mountain biking and other races
and events in the new parks. New events would help bring in business and be a great way to
explore the new parks. Access options to trailheads such as parking and bus routes should be
considered and implimented. I am thankful to live in a community that values parks and trails
and believe creating opportunities for people to experience more of the beauty that surround us
to be a positive investment for our community. Thank you for all the work that goes into making
our parks a wonderful place to recreate.”
429. “Thank you for considering my input on the trail planning. I am a 68 year old former geologist
with a knowledgeable background of flooding impact. Erosion control and wildlife preservation

should be an utmost consideration for any new trails. I have specifically studied the 1970
Nooksack River flood, and the Smith Creek flood into Lake Whatcom on Jan. 10th, 1983, and
their attributing anthropomorphic factors.
I believe that the authorized trails built by the Whatcom Mountain Bike Coalition do take into
consideration all impacting factors and are built to standards to minimize and nearly negate any
destruction at all to the surrounding terrain. I have looked over each of the alternative plans
and support Lookout Mountain Alternative #3 and Stewart Mountain Alternative #3. Thank
you.”
430. “I'd like to voice my support for a modified version of Alternative 3 for Stewart and Lookout
Mountain. I'd like to see existing trails included for mountain biking wherever possible - trails
like Waterfall, Cougar Ridge, and Stumpwater are some of the best in the world. As part of my
job (technical editor for Pinkbike, a mountain bike website), I've been lucky enough to mountain
bike in countless locations in Europe, British Columbia, and even South America, and I can attest
that these trails are some of the best out there. To decommission them would be a shame, and
a huge loss to the mountain biking community.
I'd like to see trails created that are suited for a wide range of abilities, with an emphasis on
more difficult trails for advanced riders. Bellingham has the potential to be one of the top
mountain bike destinations on the planet, and by creating more trails and a better infrastructure
this goal can be achieved.”
431. “In general, I think trail development located in the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance area has the
following opportunities:
• Blank Canvas: Aside from a few established trails this area remains largely undeveloped for
recreational access. Typically, in established parks, one of the most significant challenges to
renovating a trail system is overcoming the inertia of existing use. These areas have little
established trail so this won't be a significant issue. The trails that do exist should be
incorporated into the new plan to the greatest extent possible. Sustainable trail
development is expensive and time-consuming. It would be best to leverage the labor
contributed by the Bellingham mountain biking community to develop this trail plan.
• Community: Bellingham is an amazing trail community. The comments from the 29 April
2014 public meeting make clear how important access to recreational trail opportunities is
to Bellingham's residents. The WMBC is an amazingly capable organization that can be
engaged to develop, maintain and manage recreational trails.
• Connections: Connecting any trails developed in the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance area to
Galbraith and providing access from Squires Lake Park is absolutely necessary. This would
enlarge Bellingham's trail system and reduce congestion by spreading users out.
I support a modified Alternative 3 for both Stewart Mountain and Lookout Mountain because
these alternatives most closely resemble a comprehensive trail plan that addresses the needs of
all users. But, I think it can be improved in the following ways:
• Create a stacked-loop trail system that allows users to self-select their desired experience.
Provide trails for all abilities. Avoid point-to-point and out-and-back trails. These types of
trails invariably suffer from user congestion and do not provide an optimal trail experience
because users must retrace their steps to return to their starting point.

• Consider directional trails that are specifically optimized for mountain bicycling.
Designating trail directions is useful for managing a high number of trail users and also for
managing interactions between user groups.
• Incorporate existing mountain bicycling trails into the plan. Area mountain bikers have
created several outstanding trails in the Reconveyance area. Some of these are outstanding
examples of sustainably designed and constructed natural surface trails. The Parks
Department should absolutely leverage the labor already expended on these trails'
development. Sustainable natural surface trail construction is neither easy nor cheap so it
behooves the Parks Department to fully utilize existing sustainable trails.
• Consider engaging a professional trail contractor to assist with the development of a
master plan. The Professional Trailbuilder's Association maintains a list of qualified trail
contractors and the International Mountain Bicycling Association's Trail Solutions Program is
another fantastic resource. At the very least, mandate that any new trail
design/construction adhere to the principles enumerated in Trail Solutions: IMBA's Guide to
Building Sweet Singletrack and Managing Mountain Bicycling. These texts, both published by
IMBA, are an invaluable resource to assist land managers with sustainable natural surface
trail development.
Personally, I moved to Bellingham from Indiana specifically because of the outdoor recreational
access that this area provides. I am an avid mountain biker and I am also a trail development
professional currently employed as a Project Manager for IMBA's Trail Solutions. I think
additional trail development in the Reconveyance area, if done properly, will be a boon to
residents and visitors alike. Great trails make great communities and we have an opportunity to
make an already great community of Bellingham even greater. Thanks.”
432. “I got an email today from the WMBC Trail Coordinator stating that Whatcom County is closing
two mountain bike trails: Surfin' Turf and Stump Water. The mountain bike community in
Whatcom County is huge and closure of these trails will massively limit opportunities for
technical/advanced mountain biking in Whatcom County. I moved here from Idaho 8 years ago.
I am originally from North Carolina. I have made decisions about where I have moved in my life
based on quality mountain bike trail access. I moved to Bellingham specifically for the technical
mountain biking available and I know at least 30 people just within my immediate friend group
that have done the very same thing. We all hold great jobs and support our community well.
Closure of mountain bike trails like these are the reason that I left North Carolina and the reason
that I left Boise, Idaho. The DNR already closed one of our riding areas a couple of years ago and
these trails were some of the only other technical trails available to us. It really is a shame. This
area has gained tons of popularity and experienced lots of growth over the past couple of years
because of the reputation of easy access to technical mountain biking. That reputation will be
massively damaged with these trail closures. Communities like North Vancouver have built an
economy around technical mountain biking. There is no reason why this shouldn't be possible
here in Whatcom County. It is so disappointing to see another awesome riding area closed. It's
also ignorant. There are literally hundreds of available mountain bikers who volunteer for trail
work and would be happy to do so to maintain areas such as these. When the North Fork was
available as a riding area, we regularly held trash cleanup days where we picked up trash left in
the gravel pits form folks shooting guns and other activities with which we weren't even
involved! It's insane that public land managers don't see the value in having a user group such as
mountain bikers who are excellent stewards of the land. If they aren't happy about parts of the
routing of the trail, fine, work with us, we can come to a compromise. There are many folks who
don't do things "by-the-book" because every time you do, technical trails get erased. It's time to
give us reasons to want to do things the proper way and not build rogue trails. Announcing trail

closures is not helpful. I give hundreds of dollars a year to the WMBC in hopes that they can
work with public agencies to legitimately secure good technical mountain bike terrain in our
community. The environmental argument is a bunch of BS. Mountain biking trails are not going
to harm our watershed. We have MOTORIZED BOATS on our reservoir. This is ridiculous. I see
that Bellingham and Whatcom County is just the same as any other community and that's too
bad.”
433. “I pay taxes. The county uses some of my taxes to build and maintain parks that i frequent and
recreate in. I wish more of my money would go to funding recreation. It is a great way to invest
in our community and it's future. I would donate more money willingly, and I often do, to
recreation in Whatcom county and Washington state.
However today (and days past) you have spent my tax dollars to destroy, wreck, dismantle, and
reduce the amount of recreation opportunities I have to enjoy in this county. Shame on you.
You spent recreation funding, to destroy recreation.
The trail known as "Surfin' Turf" on the east side of lake whatcom is one of the most unique
trails i have ridden. You paid to take that away from me and every other citizen who hikes or
bikes on that trail. You took it away with our own money. Adding insult to injury you will most
likely even spend exponentially MORE than that to build a far less unique trail in its place. This is
NOT what the people want. People want to travel to see a unique set of characteristics in trails,
not cookie cutter trails of gravel lined with plastic bags filled with fecal matter. Do something
productive and useful with my money. Save the trails.
Is this about liability? There have been more injured on one day at Whatcom Falls Park than
have been injured on that trail since its construction. Why was this done? Who gives that
directive?”
434. “My name is Zach Cohen, I moved out here from Colorado to go to school at WWU four years
ago. I was accepted to more reputable schools, less expensive schools, schools with much more
sunshine, but I couldn't find a school with better mountain biking options. That is why I am here.
I understand that the Reconveyance of Lookout and Stewart are threatening many of my
favorite trails. I have come to believe that these trails have become some of Bellingham's
greatest resources. They bring people to Bellingham where they contribute to our economy but
even more significantly, these trails have given us a community of riders and builders. This
community is passionate, constructive and inclusive.
Your mission statement says:
"The goal of the Parks and Recreation Department is to enrich the quality of life for the
community and preserve the natural and cultural heritage of the County through provision of
outstanding parks and trails, open space and natural areas, as well as recreational activities and
Senior Services."
Nothing enriches my quality of life in Whatcom county like the trails on Lookout Mountain.
Mountain biking is now a part of Whatcom County's culture, proven by the incredible number of
bike shops and mountain bike companies (Kona, Transition, Canfield) per capita. These trails
truly are outstanding. I've ridden all over the states of Washington and Colorado, I've been on
British Columbia's most famous trails, I've even ridden the best trails that Peru has to offer but I
haven't found another trail like Chupacabra, Stumpwater, Surf and Turf or Snake (to name a

few). I can find better skiing, hiking, climbing and weather in Colorado, but I stay here for these
trails and the community that surrounds them.
I hope that you will consider alternatives that include the preservation of these trails for
mountain bike use as I believe that it in no way contradicts the goals of the Reconveyance. I
know the advocate-voice of our community, WMBC, is full of solutions that will leave all parties
happy.”
435. “I was not able to make it to the public meeting about trail plans for the Lake Whatcom County
lands but would like to submit a comment by email. I feel that alternative plan 3 would offer the
greatest benefits to Whatcom county residents. I favor this plan because of the integration of
user built trails. With proper cooperation and supervision user built trails represent a
tremendous benefit to trail users and Whatcom County parks Department. Utilizing user built
trails can save the parks department money on labor costs while increasing both the amount of
trails and their effectiveness. Effectiveness of trails would increase do to the direct input of trail
users during their construction. This process would help to avoid unsanctioned or unplanned
trails from developing.”
436. “I am completely dumbfounded as to why the county would waste taxpayer money to close
down "Surf and Turf" on the North Shore of Lake Whatcom. This is a trail that was built by
volunteers and took hundreds of man-hours to construct. It was all FREE...and it brought people
to Bellingham seeking adventure on mountain bikes. A free resource that attracted people to
our area was decommissioned by the Whatcom County Parks and Recreation. I'm confused;
Recreation? Turning away tourists and their money by taking away a free resource using
taxpayer money to remove a very costly recreation infrastructure?
I understand that we are in the process of planning what to do with the watershed land. What I
don't understand is how a governmental entity funded by its tax base would not want to see an
increase in tourist dollars. Many business owners in Whatcom County agree with me. I can only
hope that this is a temporary closure and the trail remains largely intact until a plan is in place.
Please consider Bellingham and Whatcom County tourism dollars, it's business owners and the
large and ever growing mountain biking community when making decisions on trail building.”
437. “I am writing in support of a modified version of the two alternative 3 trail proposals for
Lookout and Stewart Mountains. Rather than parrot what I am sure many other mountain
bikers have already said, I would like to encourage members of the planning team to take some
“field trips” of sorts. As an educator here in Bellingham I find getting students out of the
classroom, or office if you will, allows them learning opportunities that they might not otherwise
get. This learning is lasting and impactful and allows them a greater sense of the world around
them. It gives them a unique and different perspective. With that being said, I would encourage
the planners to visit places with successfully managed multi and single use trail systems. Local
suggestions would include: Squamish, North Vancouver, and Hood River. You might also take a
look at the work that communities like Nelson, Revelstoke, and Rossland BC have done to
promote biking in their towns in order to support their local economies. These towns have
vibrant bike communities and access to multiple riding locations. They have become a draw for
all kinds of adventurers and an example of how careful planning and access to public lands can
have a positive effect on a community. It would be great for the committee to study some of
the areas that have done this type of work successfully in the past. Perhaps we could learn from
them and avoid some of their mistakes as we move forward in this process.
This may not be the forum, but until there is a legal and viable option for off-road motorcycles in
the county they are going to continue to create illegal trails and cause damage far greater than

the mountain bike community could ever dream of. I feel like this group has been left out for
too long and need to be offered a legal area in order to mitigate damage to other locations.
There are reasonable and rational members of this group and their population is only increasing.
Perhaps not in the watershed, but I would love to see county or DNR land opened up for
motorized use in order to take pressures off more sensitive areas. Thanks for your time.”
438. “I'm writing to comment on the trail plans for the re conveyance of Stewart and South Lookout.
I am an avid mountain biker as well as an occasional trail runner and hiker. The county and its
very active population have a great opportunity to create a trail network that serves the needs
of all user groups while maintaining the environment and natural beauty.
I am an advocate for a modified version of "alternative #3."
I believe the County should use appropriate, well built trails that are currently in existence so
long as they are well constructed and environmentally sound. While I do not condone
construction of "illegal" trails and try to avoid riding on those I know to be unauthorized, I
believe not integrating appropriate pre-existing trails into a future plan would be more spiteful
than practical. Just because a trail was not authorized does not make it an improper trail (Hush
Hush being a great example). Additionally, it is clear that some illegal building will always occur
regardless of whether such trails are included or excluded for future authorization. It is better
to bring these trails into the "system" and maintain some control over them.
I also think it's important to offer a variety of difficulty levels. And, while some trails can be
shared among user groups, there is plenty of territory to create trails dedicated to single user
groups.
I am a big fan of trail networks that create loops and encompass destination spots such as
viewpoints and bodies of water. These encourage users to explore and foster a sense of
exploration and adventure. For this trail system, I would like to see connectors to both the
north (Galbraith) and south (Squires Lake area). Thanks for listening!”
439. “Please find the following comments and questions regarding the planning and development of
trails and facility improvements on the Reconveyance Lands from the City of Bellingham’s
Watershed Advisory Board (WAB).
The Watershed Advisory Board advises the City regarding the protection, clean-up, and
restoration of the Lake Whatcom Reservoir and the surrounding watershed, the City Watershed
Land Acquisition program, and the management, maintenance, and use of acquired property.
In November of 2011, the WAB wrote a letter to the County Council in support of the
Reconveyance, so we are supportive that the acreage has been removed from logging. We have
studied the materials you have provided on the Reconveyance Lands website, and also attended
the March 18 public meeting. The potential for passive recreation in both parks is very
abundant and exciting, and the alternatives you have brought forth are impressive and reflect
much effort to follow good land conservation principles. Since we are charged with protecting
the Reservoir by numerous means, we would like to share with you some of the priorities that
we use in the rest of the watershed. You may find our comments are analogous to your
principles, but we would like to submit them nonetheless:
1)Erosion Protection. Our overall goal is improving the water quality of Lake Whatcom by
reducing the amount of phosphorous entering the Lake. To this end every effort
should be made to prevent erosion along the shore, stream banks, ditches, etc. It is

essential that timing be considered in the planning, construction, and maintenance of
new trails and facility improvements to prevent erosion and subsequent entry of
phosphorous-laden sediment into Lake Whatcom.
2)Best Management Practices (BMPs). Following best management practices for
construction and road maintenance procedures during the entire project is critical,
especially in proximity to stream crossings, and well as on trails that follow a water
course. If there are steep erodible banks where stream access should be prevented,
those should be clearly marked and fenced.
3)Old Logging Roads. With respect to existing and retired logging roads, it is essential that
they will continue to be monitored for potential erosion and sediment deposition to
streams, and for the amount of recreational use by different user groups. The logging
roads also need to be brought up to the current road standards and maintained into
the future or properly abandoned, as their failure is detrimental to the water quality
of Lake Whatcom.
4)Unauthorized Trails. The Watershed Advisory Board is highly supportive of the County
Parks Department’s goal of no tolerance in the building of unauthorized trails. To
ensure this is successful the County needs to prioritize on the ground enforcement of
the recreational uses associated with different types of trails.
5)Peak Use Planning. Timing of increased peak use days (weekends, holidays, summer)
needs to be planned for and associated facilities (port-o-potties and pet waste
disposal stations) or communication with neighboring property owners’ needs to be
addressed in the facility planning.
6)Impervious Surface Impacts. The parking lots, paved trails, and road widening projects
should be designed and constructed to minimize impervious surfaces.
Thank you very much for your consideration of these comments. We are excited for these new
recreational opportunities that align with our goals of protecting Lake Whatcom and the
endangered wildlife habitat. The Watershed Advisory Board will continue to follow the County
Parks Planning process and please consider the WAB as a partner in your communication with
the public– we very much want to know about your progress and provide feedback during the
trail and facility planning for the Lake Whatcom Reconveyance park lands.
For more information regarding the role of the Lake Whatcom Watershed Advisory Board,
please visit our website at: https://www.cob.org/government/public/boards-commissions/lakewhatcom/index.aspx. We have monthly meetings on the third Thursday of each month in the
Public Works Conference room at 2221 Pacific St. in Bellingham.
Sincerely,
Lake Whatcom Watershed Advisory Board”

Lookout Mountain Forest Preserve Specific Comments

440. “Not enough trails (Alt 3).”
441. “Not enough trails (Alt 2).”
442. “Bellingham - Mount Baker Trail: single track is desired, amongst others. Build trails 2015
summer.”
443. “Incorporate alternatives 1 and 2, single track is also desired (Alt 3).”
444. “Want most trail mileage. Would like bike specific trails. Please incorporate all existing trails.
Work with user groups to build trails (planning and labor). Want advanced bike trails.”
445. “No equestrian use at all? Really? We can't have that (Alt 1).”
446. “BCHW built many of those trails and we want them back! We are more then willing to
designate special use for some trails but to shut off equestrian use is not acceptable (Alt 3).”
447. “All alternatives should include existing trails as they are currently constructed.”
448. “All alternatives should include existing trails as they are currently constructed. I prefer this
alternative with the exception that existing trails should be incorporated. There should be a
designated area for dirt bike use in Whatcom County, otherwise there will be continued illegal
use of trail (Alt 3).”
449. “No straight hiking offered and mountain bike and hike don't always mix (Alt 1).”
450. “My favorite as more hiking trails. Mountain bike trails are typically not safe for hikers sadly.
This has both (Alt 2).”
451. “Too geared toward mountain bikes. If you go this route, consider toilets (Alt 3).”
452. “Too few opportunities (Alt 1).”
453. “Too few opportunities (Alt 2).”
454. “Better use of opportunities. Could still be more/ varied options. Highly encourage
incorporating existing trails that are well built and commonly used. I'm concerned about the lack
of mountain bike specific trails for two reasons. First, without some specific trails for each
group, there is an increased risk for accidents or user group conflicts. Second, each group may
have different visions for the styles of trails they would like to see. Just as some hikers will
prefer steeper, more challenging options while some prefer smoother and less strenuous trails;
mountain bikers also vary in skill levels. Some xc/ climbing trails are great! But many local
residents will also expect more challenging and exciting options with steeper terrain, bermed
corners and jumps. Likewise, hikers and equestrians should have options where they can expect
not to encounter those style of trails (Alt 3).”
455. “Squires Lake/ PNT connection - yes! Hiking vs. biking/ multi use trail doesn't make sense. Why
have hiking only on ridge top that is very difficult to access on foot? Hiking trails should be more
accessible by vehicle while bike trails can be further out. This would limit user conflict, erosion,
and promote new users. Suggest utilizing existing mountain bike trails between Lookout and

Galbraith. These trails (i.e. "Cougar Ridge" or "Hooty Hoot") represent desirable characteristics
for mountain biking. Please consider this.”
456. “Must have equestrian trails on Lookout! Need truck and trailer parking also. All areas need
access for disabled elderly folks like you and I will be in a few years. Access to PNT trail.”
457. “1) Prefer mountain bike friendly trails 2) Loops are more enjoyable - provide connections
between trails where possible to create circuits of varied length/ difficulty 3) I recognize fast
speeds can startle other users so would also support downhill only trails 4) Yay! Way to go
Whatcom County!”
458. “No equestrian trails proposed? Neither has equestrian trails proposed for west side (Alt 1).”
459. “Minimum equestrian trail proposed. None on west side (Alt 2).”
460. “Only 11.5 miles equestrian trails proposed? Really? On over 8000+ acres? None on west side.
Backcountry horsemen have been very supportive of county trail system through active
participation and hard work to keep trails passable to benefit of hikers and horsemen (Alt 3).”
461. “Priority #1 - Habitat and lakewater quality preservation.
Priority #2 - Do not overbuild trails (with goal to preserve quiet low traffic hiker only areas in
every area of reconveyance).
Priority #3 - Police/ decommission all unauthorized trails and levy fines on illegal trail builders.
Establish an active preventative program to educate community as to why unauthorized trail
building is unacceptable.”
462. “Gate 5 trailhead needs loop option so riders descending there don't have to ride back Lake
Louise which isn't really safe for that. No downhill only bike trails? Not one? Roads don't count. I
think this encourages illegal trails, which I don't support, but hey, free riders build and maintain
a lot of multi-use trails (Alt 2).”
463. “Loop from Gate 5 around to 2.5 mile zig zag is too close, needs more than the 1.8 mile
offshoot to dilute user density. Think more of Galbraith model where "levels" of trails step up
the mountain with one or two traversing roads or trails to link them and allow users to percolate
instead of everyone riding/ hiking the same loop.
Again, wildly different users coexist pretty well for years on Galbraith. Don't divide us too much
or it feeds mistrust. Educate, hold groups to higher standards, and design for success. Low
grades and good sightlines keep groups sharing. If a trail needs to change terrain steeply install a
hiker loop with a few stairs to parallel the bike or horse leg, then rejoin when the grade eases.
Don't duplicate existing trails - modify and install parallel sections as needed to sort users
through difficult terrain.
Hikers ALREADY have most local park trails to themselves. Don't continue to expand that
hegemony. The same is true even more in USFS and NPS land - County park land should not
have so many hiker only trails, and this is where to start the change. Hiker only ridge trail only
accessible by car. Do not open most roads to vehicles - that is what destroys the experience trail maintenance parties to bring tools and tower maintenance- nothing else. Maybe one
overlook road for disabled citizens, elderly, etc. Galbraith feels wild despite harvesting because

it's quiet, no traffic, ever. That's also better for wildlife and water quality. Convene a users
summit for training in shared use and trail courtesy, separate but equal didn't cut it in Selma,
and it's no better here (Alt 3).”
464. “I am in favor of maintaining access to existing mountain bike trails that exist within the
Lookout Mountain area. I regularly ride steep and rugged trails such as "Waterfall" and "Cougar
Ridge." A diversity of types of trail draw visitors to this area and supports local business.”
465. “Need more trails (Alt 1).”
466. “Consider more hiking loops (Alt 2).”
467. “Consider hiking connection to Galbraith. Consider how trails will be maintained (Alt 3).”
468. “Way too little (Alt 1).”
469. “Way too little (Alt 2).”
470. “Closer to needed development. Bellingham has become a mountain biking center in the NW.
We need to continue to enhance this experience. We also will need expanded parking currently
demand far exceeds available spaces (Alt 3).”
471. “Not enough trails- include hiker only trails/ biker only trails please! Backcountry campsites
with spur trails so no through hiking/ biking would be great (Alt 1).”
472. “Great connecting trails- should include existing trails- separate biker/ hiker for safety. Please
consider hiking backcountry campsites that are off main trails - spur trails? 4-8 miles from trail
heads please. Consider removing/ decommissioning old roads (Alt 2).”
473. “Split hiker only from hike/ bike, create bike only - but enforce hiker only trails (Alt 3)!”
474. “Incorporate existing trails and maybe consider mountain bike only trails.”
475. “It looks like equestrian and mountain bike users are separated in the proposal trails. Can we
increase mountain bike usage by educating users on the right of way guidelines or is there other
reasons for separating them.”
476. “Not enough trails (Alt 1).”
477. “Not enough trails (Alt 2).”
478. “Good amount of mountain bike trails. Preferred! I like Alternative 3 the best, however, the
proposed trails fail to provide the recreational experience that mountain bikers flock to this area
to use. Mountain bikers are looking for rugged challenging trails similar to what is currently in
existence. Trails like Waterfall, Stumpwater, and Surf and Turf. Not dumbed down versions of
those trails. I would like to see the character and style of these trails maintained. User trails in
the reconveyance should offer loops instead of out and backs. I would like to see single use
directional mountain bike trails. The reconveyance offers a chance to improve trail connectivity
between trail systems and this should be maximized (Alt 3).”
479. “Not enough trails for any user group (Alt 1).”

480. “Need to be more ambitious. Still not enough trail mileage. If done right the tourism payoff is
unlimited. If done wrong this will be an unutilized park (Alt 2).”
481. “Best choice for all users. However there needs to be segregated trails for different user
groups. This will lead to fewer incidents and a better user experience for all groups. Directional
trails limit incidents on steeper sections. Please research Black Mountain in Fall City, Oregon and
Tokul Forest managed by Evergreen Mountain Bike Alliance. Please also grandfather all existing
trails as is with WMBC maintaining mountain bike trails (Alt 3).”
482. “Use existing trails as much as possible. Use volunteers to build single use trails. Single use
trails mitigate much unnecessary user conflict. More trails spread people out and also give
people choices (Alt 3).”
483. “Need a trailhead on Galbraith side of Samish Way and/ or the existing lot (used by bikers now)
needs to be enlarged (Alt 3).”
484. “The existing trails are an important asset to the mountain biking community. Cougar Ridge,
Stumpwater, Waterfall Trail, Surf and Turf, Brown Pow. I hope that these will remain.”
485. “An increased trail density will allow for specific use trails - specific use will limit conflict and
allow user groups their own experiences. Motorized use will continue until there is an
alternative. I am in support of an alternative (Alt 3).”
486. “I'd like to see existing mountain bike trails currently on Lookout incorporated. Trails that begin
from both the North and South towers should be included, and shouldn't only be for hikers.
Trails should be challenging and follow ridgelines when possible Cougar Ridge, Hootie Hoot,
Waterfall and Stumpwater should all be incorporated for mountain bike use (Alt 3).”
487. “Generally in favor of this proposal. It makes sense to have hiking only trails close to roads/
access points and have multi use trails extending further into the woods and at higher
elevations. Runners and mountain bikers are able to travel further and actually access these
trails - specifically the hiking only ridgeline trail doesn't really make sense to me. For high traffic
trails, having hiking only access makes some sense but this will not be high use given the access
difficulty (Alt 3).”
488. “- I am also in favor of utilizing existing trails when possible/ and or modifying to
- keep Waterfall, Cougar Ridge, Brown Pow, Surf and Turf.
- Interested in directional mountain bike specific trails (for safety reasons).
- Keep trails interesting/ challenging (ie steep, roots, rocks).
- MTB is a big industry and good for our local economy. Look at Squamish as an example of
sustainable trail development which has benefitted the local economy. Squamish hired
mountain bike trail builders to build world class trails which attract tourists and add to local
economy.
- You guys are already doing good work getting input and working with different user groups.
Keep it up!”
489. “This option does not utilize the space to its full potential (Alt 1).”
490. “This option does not utilize the space to its full potential (Alt 2).”
491. “Trail connectivity without use of road should be a primary focus, nothing ruins an outdoor
adventure like a road. When possible, loops are preferred. If existing trails meet Forest Service/

IMBA standards they should be preserved. When developing this trail network, think "long
backcountry adventure with camping opportunities." This will steer you in the right direction.
Priority should be put on trails for user groups that utilize the space, increasing revenue through
passes sold. Close the road to the public. Utilize Washington State Park Characteristic Trail
Criteria to accommodate challenging mountain bike trails (Alt 3).”
492. “I'd like to see the existing mountain bike trails incorporated. As a 15+ year resident of
Whatcom County I've seen and experienced first-hand the benefits of exceptional recreation
access. Bellingham is growing the city into a true destination for outdoor enthusiasts and it
nurtures the cultivation of true community spirit. Please make recreational access of this area
top priority and work in the direction of Alternative 3 with the inclusion of existing trails in their
existing state. Thank you for your considerations (Alt 3)!”
493. “More trails for more users make plan III preferential.
- Better interconnectivity also supports this plan.
I would like to see the inclusion of more trails that are already on location (Alt 3).”
494. “There needs to be an incorporation of existing trails such as steep and challenging mountain
bike trails such as Stumpwater, Cougar Ridge and Waterfall trail. This area could thrive from a
mix of multi-use (hike and bike) and single use (bike or hike only). I think some of the proposed
multi use trails are in good locations - accessing ridgelines, but more mountain bike specific
trails are needed.
I have been riding and hiking on Lookout Mountain for years. I appreciate the older forests and
spectacular views. I believe more trails for biking and hiking the better. I strongly believe these
trails need to have use designations. I enjoy riding trails such as Stumpwater, Surf and Turf, and
Cougar Ridge for the challenging features, beautiful forests and impressive build quality. Trails
such as these need to be for mountain bikers only, just as hiking and equestrian trails should be
single use.
Bellingham is a growing haven for mountain bikers. Many people are moving here for the riding.
More increasing quality trails in this area will benefit the economy.
I would like to see more trails in general to access and appreciate the beautiful area of Lookout
MT. (Alt 3).”
495. “Create more like a loop type of trail system vs. out and back trails. It will provide better flow
and spread the traffic (Alt 3).”
496. “Not enough trails (Alt 1).”
497. “Not enough trails (Alt 2).”
498. “Approaching a good trail mix. But routing is terrible considering existing trail inventory. Need
way more bike trails. Community pressure will dictate trail volume, regardless of the trail plan.
Best to design a plan that matches the demand (Alt 3).”
499. “I think it's important to connect Lookout Mountain trails to Squires Lake Park. This will allow
for an opportunity to join two pristine areas. I also like the proposed idea of the ridge trail (hiker
only) (Alt 2).”

500. “Challenging, rugged, rider built mountain biking trails keep businesses alive and people who
have been here for generations happy too. Please find a way to maintain access to existing
trails. Thank you!”
501. “More trail (Alt 1).”
502. “More trail (Alt 2).”
503. “Would love to see "Beltline" trail that follows length of park at approximately 1400 foot mark.
Also, a loop encircling peak served by Repeater Road also at 1200- 1500 foot mark, would afford
excellent views. These options would provide excellent xc options with less elevation gain and
loss. Really want a long, continuous xc option, similar to "Wildwood Trail" in Portland's Forest
Park (Alt 3).”
504. “Not preferred (Alt 1).”
505. “Not preferred (Alt 2).”
506. “Prefer this. We need equine trails on Lookout Mountain - trailheads off of Yew Street. Horses
can be kept off of Janeki Land. Lake Louise trailhead is not suitable to horse trailer access (Alt
3).”
507. “Not enough trails (Alt 1).”
508. “Keep existing mountain bike trails. Thank you (Alt 2)!”
509. “Please build a trail to connect the Lookout Mountain Forest Preserve to Squires Lake that
allows travel between the two without using roads (Alt 2).”
510. “Please keep gravel impact to a minimum by incorporating existing trails, or not disrupting
those areas. All existing trails are dirt, gravel is considered impervious. Less impact to
environment by supporting local trails and builders. Thanks (Alt 2)!”
511. “Not enough access for backcountry camping. More trails into the backcountry to provide for
overnight experiences (Alt 1).”
512. “Nowhere near enough trails (Alt 1).”
513. “Horses like downhill/ one way trails too (Alt 3).”
514. “How can motorcycles utilize this area (Alt 3)?”
515. “More hike/ bike trails. Proven positive community and economic impact. Needs better bike
trail selection and more trails (Alt 3).”
516. “Not enough trails (Alt 1).”
517. “Not enough trails (Alt 2).”
518. “Focus bike trails in this unit and consider heavy warning signage or bike use only. Hiking and
biking are in many cases opposing experiences. In this unit would like to see Squire Lake route to
property hiker only. What budget is being developed for maintenance of trails? If volunteer

groups are primary maintenance support have the various groups demonstrated maintenance
track records or just a desire to build new trail (Alt 3)?”
519. “Loop trail from Squires (Alt 3).”
520. “Please provide a significant buffer zone around this lake (editor’s note: arrow pointing to lake
south of 2.5 mile trail) and other waterways. Perhaps a spur trail to this lake would be more
appropriate than putting a main trail right beside it (Alt 3).”
521. “Keep existing bike trails - they are among the best in the Bellingham area. Destroying these
trails will hinder growth of mountain bike tourism and community in Bellingham. Building hiking
trails over existing mountain bike trails will create user conflict (Alt 3).”
522. “The funnest trail in Whatcom County is missing on this map (editor’s note: arrow pointing to
undefined area east of Repeater Road) (Alt 3).”
523. “There is plenty of room for user specific trails. Hikers and bikers should not be sharing the
same trail. It is not safe for either group. It also detracts from the experience of everyone
involved (Alt 3).”
524. “Save the trails. There are plenty of trails existing currently in both areas. Why not utilize the
valuable (and free) labor already invested and tell the mountain bike community where changes
ought to be diverted or fixed instead of nixing them altogether (Alt 3).”
525. “Map out existing bike trails on Lookout. Display current state and integrate with future
planning. Create Bike only trail category (Alt 3).”
526. “Keep the existing trails! The existing trails are an asset to the community. They are already
established and maintained by volunteers. Volunteers have no interest in building multi use
trails. Keep the network of trails user specific (Alt 3).”
527. “This is one of the coolest forest areas around. There are multiple established trails. Why aren't
there more trails so we can experience this area (Alt 3).”
528. “Consider backcountry campsites away from busy or main trails - create spur trails for privacy
and solitude. Link with PNT trail (Alt 3).”
529. “Use existing trails and improve where necessary. Don't just dump away all the hard work put
into what's already out there and ostracize those who put their heart into that work (Alt 3).”
530. “Implement user fees to offset and maintain degradation to the water and watershed.”
531. “Why is this tower's ridgeline trail hiking only (editor’s note: arrow pointing to 1.0 mile trail
between two southernmost towers)? This trail would require three hours of road climbing to
access. I would not expect it to be popular with hikers. It is a highly desirable route for bikes (Alt
2).”
532. “Why has not existing moto trail on south Lookout ridge down to Squires Lake, not considered
for plan. Offers excellent connectivity to PNT, Lookout towers, Galbraith. Much more useful
route to proposed traverse above Glenhaven (Alt 2).”

533. “Implement user fees to offset and mitigate degradation to the water caused by trails, use,
transportation and human activity.”
534. “Why should hikers have to deal with mountain bikes? Why not give them their own trails (Alt
1)?”
535. “User specific trails. Balance the amount of trails for each user. Why should hikers, slowest
recreators get the most trail (Alt 1)?”
536. “Incorporate existing trails into the recreation area.”
537. “Incorporate existing trails. Why not use these trails to further and connect the trail networks?
Recreation areas should have a density that utilizes more trails especially when tax dollars are
spent to build new trails. Save money, keep trails.”
538. “I'm a bird and I love new trails. Please build more.”
539. “Keep existing trails. If there are sections that are not up to standards, then have users repair
and mitigate concerns. Don't destroy our recreation.”
540. “What bird has been impacted by a gravel road?”
541. “Volunteers, duh! Who will keep all these trails? Why increase cost by paying builders who
have no interest in trails built? Why not have volunteers build trails they get to use? It produces
quality trail and an increased awareness of trail management and appreciation.”
542. “User specific trails. Why do hikers get the user specific but bikers/ horses have to share, even
with hikers (Alt 1)?”
543. “Safety. User specific trails reduce user conflict and increase overall experience.”
544. “Bellingham - Mount Baker Trail. Build trails this summer. Single track.”
545. “Single track trails linked to existing trails on Lookout Mountain.”
546. “Trailhead access to old growth tree stands at southwest side of Lake Whatcom (off Lake
Whatcom Blvd).”
547. “Connect Galbraith to Sudden Valley via trails. Connect Galbraith to Lookout Mountain via
trails. Develop Galbraith trailheads with parking and other amenities to handle the increased
usage. Allow existing trails to remain open – Stumpwater – Brown POW – Surf and Turf – Blade
Reversal.”
548. “Trail from towers on Lookout, following ridgeline south to Alger Cain Lakes is a gem.”
549. “Consider a trail connecting Lookout Mtn and Squires Lake Park.”
550. “Mountain bike trail access out of Sudden Valley up and down. Technical single track please!!!
Agreed!! Yes!!”
551. “Uphill connector trail from Sudden Valley to Galbraith.”

552. “Keep Cougar Ridge, waterfall trail and other Sudden Valley trails OPEN. Promote further
sustainable trail building on sudden valley side.”
553. “Please make trails accessible to the Glenhaven Community.”
554. “I am very excited that Whatcom County parks and rec. has gotten ahold of much of Lookout
Mountain. I am a regular user of Chuckanut Mountain, Arroyo Park, Lost Lake ect. I ride my
horse, hike and ride my mountain bike all on the same trails. I also like to ride my horse at Lake
Padden and cross Samish at Galbraith Ln. and enjoy riding on Galbraith Mountain on some
single track and the logging roads that go to Sudden Valley.
I support Whatcom Mountain Bike Coalition in what they do on Galbraith and for the proposal
“Lookout Mountain Alternative 3.” With freeride/ one direction mountain bike trails and big
loops.
When it comes to horses…. horse people are crazy. Most horse people don’t know what their
horse is capable of. My horses are trained to be safe around, dogs, bikes, cars, logging trucks,
excavators, strollers, skate boarders… Please don’t say “no horses” just because most people
with horses are not O.K. with other traffic on the trails. However much of this area on LookOut
Mountain is very swampy and not conducive to horses unless lots of gravel is brought it…. but
it’s turnkey ready for hikers and mountain bikers using existing trails.
Thank You for taking public input and if this turns out anything like Chuckanut Ridge/Lost Lake I
look forward to putting many miles more miles on my horses, running shoes, and my mountain
bike too.”
555. “More feedback: I walked the trails that start at the parking lot on Lake Louis road. In my opinion most of
them are suitable for horses as they are. All that is needed is parking. It would be really great if they could
be linked into other parts of the trail system. I do not have a plan for this. In my opinion the best route for
this is the one that is easiest to build and maintain.”

556. “Lake Whatcom – Lookout Mountain Park Conceptual Trails feed back (I am using Alternative 1 as a
basis for my comments)
General Use
1) Yes, Close unsustainable trails and restore natural areas.
2) Yes, Maintain active service roads and allow hikers, Mt bikers and equestrians to use them.
Equestrian Use
1) Keep in mind that areas like the Blanchard trail system prove that hikers, Mt bikers and equestrians
can share trails.
2) Maintain active service roads and allow equestrians to use them.
3) Make adjustments to the Lake Louise Road parking area to accommodate trucks and trailers for
equestrians. Even if trails are not developed for horses in this area the existing road offers an access
option.
4) It would be wonderful if the existing WCPR trail which extends uphill from the Lake Louise Road
parking area could be developed into a multi use, including equestrian, trail that extends up to the
viewpoint shown on the map.
5) I have used the Squires Lake parking area and hiked the trails around the Lake. I see limited
opportunity for development for equestrian users in this area. Could one of the dirt roads near the
lake be developed into trailhead access and Parking?
6) The dirt road that enters the park from the Cain Lake area appears to have potential as park access. It
is less than a 10-minute drive from the freeway. Could a trailhead parking lot be created off this
road?

7) From the potential Cain Lake road access there are two destinations. One is Squires Lake (horses
could be limited to a small area along part of the lake). The other is the Northern part of the park.
The length of the trail needed and the challenges of the terrain suggest that a multiuse trail for hikers,
Mt bikes and equestrians would be most practical to reach both of these destinations.
8) Accessed from either the North or the south the existing dirt roads in the park have the potential to
be the basis for a trail system that would use them to travers difficult terrain and delicate areas but
wonder off into more attractive settings wherever possible.
9) Apparently you have had some feedback that has led you to offer plans that do not have any equine
access options. I am sure that this is not what any of us had in mind so please keep in mind that we
do want access and are willing to work with you to develop good plans. Many thanks.”

Lake Whatcom Park Specific Comments
557. “Not enough (Alt 1).”
558. “Not enough (Alt 2).”
559. “Yes! 29.6 miles or more of trails. I appreciate the shared use/ safe use model for bikers, hikers,
runners and equestrians. Wildlife habitat concerns are addressed too (Alt 3).”
560. “Don't want (Alt 1).”
561. “Don't want (Alt 2).”
562. “The lower Y Road trail near the power lines connects with the Northern trail out of the park
now - we want access here (Alt 3).”
563. “There are far too few trails here (Alt 1).”
564. “There are far too few trails here (Alt 2).”
565. “Utilize the existing trails (Alt 3).”
566. “Using Hertz Lakeshore trail as key link in mountain bike loop is a mistake. It poses too much
conflict with hikers and families with kids. Allow bikes here but don't funnel mountain bike
riders here in or outbound (Alt 3).”
567. “No loop for horses, dead ends at bike/hike trail. Will road be maintained for horses and bikes?
Road maintenance budget (Alt 2)?”
568. “Loops and multiple options reduce conflict. No bike only downhill? That seems to fly in the
face of demand and is sure to inspire illegal trails when we need to unite user groups. A high
bike line back to Y Road trailhead is needed (Alt 3).”
569. “I think user separation is too pronounced, fearing conflict that is actually more a function of
design. Bikes and horses can easily coexist on traversing sections where speed is lower and
sightlines longer. The north and south loops on Alternative 3 have sections that can be used by
wider audiences, then add cut offs to separate users where grade and speed increase (Alt 3).”
570. “I thought the trails would be primitive to discourage use and protect water supply. You're
beyond a proposal, you are already in concept. What is your provision for protecting watershed.
Very disappointed but exactly what I feared from the Parks people.”
571. “No, please do not develop (Alt 2).”
572. “No, please do not develop (Alt 3).”
573. “Would love to see connections to existing trails and roads as much as possible - they will form
either way so best to make them safe and solid (Alt 3).”
574. “Accomodations for dogs: off leash area and on leash area. Consideration for more traffic and
impact on residents. Accommodations for seniors - short, easy loops.”

575. “Can we keep existing mountain bike trails?”
576. “First of all, a fantastic project! Very excited about this, a real treasure for future generations.
Truly remarkable. Second, my wife loves nature but is now semi-infirm. Access to views is
important for many people who are vehicle-bound. Not just big views but also forest, ponds,
streams.”
577. “Want most trail mileage. Would like bike specific trails. Please incorporate all existing trails.
Work with user groups to build trails (planning and labor). Want advanced bike trails (Alt 3).”
578. “Trail design needs to be changed to include some equestrian use (Alt 1).”
579. “Unless there is a compelling reason why equestrian trails cannot be designed, we should have
total access (Alt 2).”
580. “All alternatives should include existing trails as they are currently constructed.”
581. “I prefer this alternative with the exception that the road should be left closed and not opened.
This will eliminate traffic for hikers and mountain bikers pedaling/walking up the road. It would
be ideal to have mountain bike specific trails to avoid unpleasant interactions with hikers. There
should be a designated area for dirt bike use in Whatcom County, otherwise illegal trail use will
continue (Alt 3).”
582. “Who pays for maintenance and how much? Must be considered. This seems to be a disaster
as mountain bikers will mix in with hikers and children and is not safe (Alt 1).”
583. “My favorite but concerned mountain bikers won't stay on their trails which endangers current
users. Current users heavy with strollers and small children. Please don't ruin that! This could be
tweaked so that mountain bikers have own area. Concern also that hikers will overnight camp
and leave waste (Alt 2).”
584. “I think this is bad on two issues - mountain bikers all mixed up with hikers, likely to make own
trails as they love to do. Also, concern that long hikes will open to overnight campers with fires
and waste issues. Concern on horses and waste - possible to ask them to scoop poop (Alt 3)?”
585. “The more trails the better! Use all existing trails. Multi-use and hiking specific is great. The
more people outside enjoying themselves the better! Race trails for running and mountain
biking. Keep forest management practices in mind when building and maintaining trails. Use
existing trails (Alt 3)!”
586. “Existing trails should be utilized. Current mountain bike trails on Stewart Mountain represent
desirable features and style. Please incorporate these!”
587. “Just love the idea of more mountain trails. Please make sure that animal habitat and land
erosion issues are a constant importance. Thank you (Alt 3).”
588. “One mile in on the Ken Hertz trail, at the creek there is a piece of land that sticks out into the
water. I'm interested if this piece will be turned into a park. My family sold the land to DNR. It
means a lot to us. My grandfather W.W. Altman owned it at the time and had a massive heart
attack there. (Because people had vandalized it again. Went to check on it weekly in summer
months.) Would like to see it named W.W. Altman Park. He did slideshows on Lake Whatcom
history. I believe his slides were given to W.W.U. Thanks for listening to my request. Linda A.

Lundberg (smilymiles@hotmail.com) P.s. We spent many fond weekends with him there.
Learning about nature and edible plants. They spend about 6 months each year on the lake in
their cabin, about 2 miles North of Agate Bay Lane.”
589. “Oppose motor vehicles in watershed, oppose ORV - absolutely not - we were promised none
of this. I support option 0 - no growth until we do a proper EIS review before we plan. We need
that information before and not after. You have made me sorry I supported the Reconveyance I feel conned! Where is an analysis of water quality for each alternative? It was clear you were
pushing Alternative 3 - the maximum amount of recreational use. You did a terrible job of
documenting wildlife and travel corridors and migration patterns. You need to apply principles
of conservation science to your planning efforts.”
590. “I would like continued access to existing mountain bike trails. Specifically Surf and Turf and
Brown Pow. I prefer steep and rugged bike trails as well as low-angle XC trails. Please maintain
access to existing steep bike trails the local community and potential visitors enjoy a variety of
types of trail. I would like to see development of new steep and rugged trails as well.”
591. “I will fight you and I will bring others with me until you plan this park correctly - with old
growth, habitat and water quality first - and then only then recreation.”
592. “Need more trails (Alt 1).”
593. “Consider more hiker only trails (Alt 2).”
594. “Not sure vehicles should be in watershed. Hiker only in critical areas. Consider hiker only
loops. Consider maintenance needs (Alt 3).”
595. “Not enough especially mountain bike multi-use (Alt 1).”
596. “Again, not enough mountain bike multi-use (Alt 2).”
597. “Best of the three, would like to see even more mountain bike multi use. This alternative does
provide for good separation especially with horses. It also allows for more of a backcountry
experience. I would like to see this expanded even further. I also like the viewpoint road access
especially for handicapped/ limited mobility individuals. Equestrian is a concern - this use is
extremely damaging to hiking biking trails so separation is critical. Also in this plan bike/ hike
trails do not go as deeply into the backcountry - horses seem to get preference to this area
where best viewpoints exist (Alt 3)!”
598. “Like all the trails - but not at the expense of impact to my drinking water. So what's the
impact? How can I balance those interests? How can you decide without my comments? The
watershed, habitat, and wildlife info is needed for all of us to decide trails we want.”
599. “I love hiking and mountain biking these trails and want more. It's easy to look at these
alternatives and say, I want all the trails Alternative 3 please, but I also care about wildlife and
watershed concerns. So, we need more of that impact info to make the right call - balancing
recreational needs with those for our water, and the natural world. The wildlife, wilderness, etc.
is the reason we like trails in the first place. I want max trails that also allow for conservation
and long term health. Thanks (Alt 3).”
600. “For each proposal the number of trails proposed is far too few and leaves too much
underutilized park land. For all alternatives, if camping has been proposed as a potential use,

where are the camp sites to be located? How does the trail plan reinforce the idea? Are
desirable camp sites located along proposed trails? Maps show waterfalls, viewpoints, etc. but
no camps. This must be included to be a complete proposal.”
601. “These still leave room for potential infill. This will be a highly used, active park. More trails
provides a greater range to disperse users and reduce user conflict especially among different
user groups and skill levels (Alt 2).”
602. “This is the most practical although there could still be more trails (Alt 3).”
603. “Not enough access into the park. Good for the environment but I would like more hiker only
trails with backcountry camp opportunities. The bike/ hike section seems ill located, with the
bike trails and hiker only trails likely to become all biker trails due to lack of enforcement. Like
that there is no horse access from this side - horse poop is bad for our watershed - keep it clean
(Alt 1).”
604. “The segregation of bike/ hike and hiker only trails has a better layout than Alternative 1 and is
concentrated. Hiker only section has less to be concerned about when bikers want to branch
out. Eliminating the road and turning it to trail in the North end is great, I understand
equestrians have the right to access, but regulate weed-free feed or poop bags - something to
keep it out of the streams and out of our drinking water. The hike only trails here should be
combined with hike only trails proposed on Alternative 3 and backcountry campsites should be
placed in good locations 4 - 8+ miles from any trail head. Is there a possibility to eliminate road
access in the middle of the park? Who will enforce biker/ hiker only/ equestrian trails so they
don't cross. Also, location of biking trails is in zone of high mass wasting - how is this going to
keep our drinking water clean so close to the lake? Soils map should list type of soil to be more
inclusive to the public (Alt 2).”
605. “Keep mountain bikes out of priority wildlife zones, out of bald eagle habitat and out of the
murrelet habitat. Location of biker trail in south end is very poorly planned. South end should be
hiker only due to habitat protection. Horse poop needs to be weed-free to keep invasive species
out of this habitat (Alt 3).”
606. “I'm concerned at the current lack of existing mountain bike trails on these maps. People have
invested massive effort to construct these trails and it'd be a massive shame to lose all that. We
need a comprehensive process to identify where in these trails things ought to change instead
of nixing them altogether. Approach this from a solution/ problem solving angle and the
recreational use will bring immense added value to our community.”
607. “I'd like to see the maximum amount of mountain bike trails possible created, incorporating
existing trails when feasible. I do not think the road should be open to motorized traffic above
the current lower parking lot. Brown Pow and Surf and Turf are existing trails I'd like to see
included (Alt 3).”
608. “I favor the direction of this alternative with the exception of the proposed road leading to the
viewpoint. There are plenty of existing roads leading to magnificent view points in Whatcom
County. By keeping access to the backcountry areas we preserve a more adventurous
recreational area which provides a stronger pull for potential recreational tourism. I'd also like
to see this plan include existing trails in their existing state. A final point to consider in both area
plans is the resource in Whatcom County of qualified, experienced, professional trail builders.
The local trail using community can take countless hours of volunteer trail work - no doubt. So
please don't be daunted by the biggest plans and dreams for outdoor recreation in Whatcom

County. You've certainly got the right crew here to make these plans and more a reality with
very little cost to the city or its residents. Thank you for your considerations (Alt 3)!”
609. “I disagree with the proposed road and viewpoint. There needs to be an incorporation of multi
- use trails with mountain bike only trails. I really enjoy riding Surf and Turf trail for the
challenging steepness and impressive views. I believe that trail should be incorporated with
more mountain bike specific trails (Alt 3).”
610. “We love our existing trails (which are not on the map). If some modification needs to be done,
let's do them, and then add new trails (Alt 3).”
611. “Not enough trails (Alt 1).”
612. “Not enough trails (Alt 2).”
613. “Not enough bike trails. Community demand will dictate the volume of trails in this community
of trail builders, regardless of the plan. A good plan will match the demand. There are not
enough bike trails in this plan to meet community demand (Alt 3).”
614. “The drive up/ viewpoint is a great idea. It allows those individuals that may not be able to hike
the mountain to enjoy the viewpoint. Great (Alt 3)!”
615. “Far too little development by far (Alt 1).”
616. “Better connectivity and more options make this the best plan. I'd like to see more bike trails
(Alt 3).”
617. “With some modifications, use most of the existing trails. If specific user groups want specific
types of trails, volunteer labor should be utilized (Alt 3).”
618. “Build trails 2015. Build Bellingham - Mount Baker Trail.”
619. “What is the reason for separating mountain bike and equestrian users? If it's conflict can we
overcome it with education (Alt 2)?”
620. “Not enough trails (Alt 1).”
621. “Not enough trails (Alt 2).”
622. “I really like this alternative. I like the added trail distance and the loop. I look forward to the
next step. Thanks for all you are doing (Alt 3).”
623. “1) I live near Cain Lake and ride horses to Squires Lake on two (so far) trails. I also ride to the
PNT. There are two commercial stables nearby. How about keeping some horse trails down
there? 2) Since the bikers have taken over the parking lot back country horsemen helped
develop on Samish Way how about making one for equestrians that can accommodate trailers?
3) Enlarge Lake Whatcom parking lot for horse trailers? We prefer Alternative 3 (Alt 3).”
624. “More trail (Alt 1).”
625. “More trail (Alt 2).”

626. “Prefer option with most mileage. Would like to see a fairly level beltline trail that runs length
of park at approximately 1400 - 1500 feet. Also, would like to see connector to this beltline at
(or near) southern end of Hertz trail (railroad trail). Looking for these options to increase xc
options without continual elevation gain/ loss. Really want a long, continuous xc option that is
similar to Wildwood Trail in Portland's Forest Park (Alt 3).”
627. “Mountain bike only trails. Keep existing trails (Alt 3).”
628. “Not enough trails (Alt 1).”
629. “Not enough trails (Alt 2).”
630. “Incorporate other alternatives, Bellingham - Mount Baker trail, single track, camping (Alt 3).”
631. “Nowhere near enough trails (Alt 1)!”
632. “Local resident comments - apply to all proposals. What are your plans to address traffic
increases on Northshore? How about limiting size and number of parking lots for vehicles to
encourage carpooling? What about adding bike lanes on Northshore so everyone doesn't drive
and park their cars at the Park? Bathrooms being proposed?”
633. “This is a current horse trail that connects with the Park trail (editor’s note: arrow pointing to
existing equestrian trail north of Park) (Alt 3).”
634. “Provide ADA/accessible options in trail form. Perhaps pave part of the lakefront trail as an
alternative to the paved road. Meet ADA standards to allow for wheelchair and electric
wheelchair access (Alt 3).”
635. “No new road. Vehicle access to a viewpoint causes a significant auditory impact to onmotorized users. I go to the woods to get away from car noises and would prefer to not use
county resources to improve the existing gravel road for public use (Alt 3).”
636. “Need equestrian parking and access from this end (editor’s note: arrow pointing to existing
Lake Whatcom Park) (Alt 3).”
637. “Not enough bike trails (Alt 3).”
638. “Enforce weed-free feed for horses, please keep invasive species out of the ecosystem.”
639. “There needs to be a trailhead to access these proposed trails or very few people will be able to
use them (editor’s note: paper was stuck on southern end of Reconveyance near 5 mile trail)
(Alt 3).”
640. “This area has high mass wasting potential, protect the area from erosion and limit high impact
activities. Priority wildlife habitat, reconsider placement of high impact trails through this area,
be conscious of nesting season (editor’s note: this paper was stuck on southern end of
Reconveyance near 5 mile trail) (Alt 3).”
641. “How will motorized vehicles utilize this area? Why is there not a bike only category. Are all
current trails depicted on this map for mountain biking? How will these integrate for new trail
system (Alt 3)?”

642. “Existing trails. Why are none of the existing biking or hiking trails included in these options?
There are multiple well-built and well established trails that should be included in these
alternatives (Alt 3).”
643. “Keep heavy impact activities/ trails out of priority wildlife habitats - eagles/ murrelets especially during nesting season (Alt 3).”
644. “When planning trails, please provide significant spur trails to backcountry camp sites. Locating
campsites near through trails or loops can cause significant disturbances to camping users that
are seeking solitude. Please provide trail access to well-drained, flat, sites that receive yearround sunlight that could be used as backcountry campsites. Please locate backcountry sites
away from viewpoints that are likely to be used by non-campers (Alt 3).”
645. “There are existing trails on Stewart Mountain accessed by North Lake Whatcom Park that
should be considered for use as mountain bike specific/directional trails. Got to have more bike
only trails, there should be more user specific trails to minimize conflict (Alt 3).”
646. “Existing mountain bike trails should be recognized and marked - they are world-class and
require only maintenance from this point forward (Alt 3).”
647. “Maintain all critical wildlife habitat to little or no use. Consider leaning toward Alternative 2
with the following considerations: Allow for road access to viewpoint so that user base increases
for families with small kids and disabled/ elderly. Consider mountain bike only trail - hikers and
bikers view the park vastly different. Thrills vs. tranquility are very opposed concepts.
Centralized zone of impact with one loop circumnavigating property. Who will maintain most
distant areas from road (Alt 2)?”
648. “Not nearly enough trails (Alt 2).”
649. “Backcountry campsites away from busy trails - create spur trails to good, flat, well drained
locations for camping. Provide toilets/ pit or composting to protect our water (Alt 2).”
650. “I appreciate the deliberate process being used to assess citizens' opinions and comments. I
have the following comments about the proposed trail expansion:
1) The trails on the Northshore side of the Lake are too focused on horse use. I live on the
Northshore side, as do many other hikers and mountain bikers. This area is a beautiful
area that I hike frequently. Some trails are inaccessible due to the amount of horse use
and their destruction of the trails, i.e. muddy, erosion, etc. I would like to see the
Northshore side more balanced with hiking/mountain biking trails, rather than primarily
horse use. I understand the pro-horse contingency is heavily based out of this area, but
that does not mean trail distribution should not be equitable.
2) The horse trails that are currently on this side of the lake utilize the best views, and the
mountain bike/hiking trails do not have access to the higher elevations. I would also like
this more equitably distributed. Runners, hikers, and mountain bikers would like access
to the beautiful views and higher elevations also.
Thank you for your consideration.”

651. “Thank you for your presentation last night. Having the proposed maps in hand was very
helpful.
I moved to Bellingham 12 years ago to hike in the North Cascades. I do not own a bike. In spring,
I hike local trails to get in shape. I have watched a continuing intensification of bike use on these
trails.
I live in Geneva near an access point to the Galbraith trail/road system. When I first used this
trail, there was no evidence of bike use. Now there is no question that bikers are using the
access point frequently. I have seen many instances of bikers changing the trails. More than
once, I have come across a single person modifying a trail near my house. Just up the hill, they
put in a trail without permission that was so well established when completed, that the City had
to leave it even though they would not have given permission for the trail.
I have been walking the “Lake Whatcom Park” area of Stewart Mountain for several years. Until
this year, I have seen little bike usage there and feel that a substantial increase has occurred.
There is a 3,000’ point overlooking the Sisters and Baker, outside the park, that I have visited
several times in the spring. I was there again in February, taking two different routes on two
different days.
The first hike began from lot P2 on the purple trail shown on map 1. [This trail begins at the
parking lot, P2, not from a point up the road as shown.] At the large cairn, I took the left branch
which reaches the Wickersham Truck Trail well up the mountain. This is a good trail, steep in
places but not so steep that it couldn’t be transformed into a reasonable hiking trail. I believe it
is a mistake to try to decommission a perfectly good trail. On my trip, I met a biker coming down
and two just ready to start at the high point above the road. Had not seen a bike on this trail
before.
The second assent began near the second bridge on the north shore trail. I went up and down
via this route. I had no trouble finding this trail as it is well marked on the MotionX app that I use
on my iPhone. The route is too steep and is being destroyed by bike traffic. It was a week day
and two bike groups passed me on the way down! I would support a hiking trail similar to the
one shown on map 2, but would not like to see the long traverse to the north. Personally, if the
trail were put in as shown, I would cut up to the road as soon as the trail went off in the wrong
direction. I can’t imagine any hiker wanting to go all the way back as shown in the proposal.
It seems misguided to believe that a single trail can satisfy bikers and hikers. If you make a
popular hiking trail, bikes will be more than just a nuisance. You may get agreements from
WIMPS, but they are not all of the ever increasing cadre of bikers. Something like the two trails
that are supposed to be decommissioned will need to be maintained for bikers. Otherwise, a
continuing campaign will be required to keep them off of steep trails. Unless you are looking for
the ticket revenue, this is likely to be a losing game. I look forward to your next meeting.”

652. “Slopes to east of lake are very steep. Trail construction and use are likely to cause erosion and
sediment dumping. Suggest avoiding any new trail building on slopes directly above the lake.”
653. “Keep N. Shore and the Lake Whatcom trailhead primarily for the NL Whatcom (Hertz) trail.
This is one of our most valuable assets in the county. Do not over develop – leave as natural as
possible.”

654. “As part of the vision of a world-class trail based recreation area, we need to make sure that
we are really designing a system for year-around use and enjoyment. With Stewart Mountain
being near 3000 feet elevation, it is of course covered by snow for several months of the year.
This makes it important that some of the trails need to be designed with winter recreation in
mind. Specifically this would be cross-country skiing and snow-shoeing. This would be a
complementary use to hiking, biking and horseback riding and it would be many of the same
users. This is a unique opportunity to capitalize of this tremendous new park and increase the
user base. It would also make it possible to look at some supplementary funding options such as
the Washington State Snow-Park system. This would give Bellingham and Whatcom County a
unique, easily accessible and close by Nordic area, which would be the one of its kind in Western
Washington club, primarily of Whatcom County residents, who have been advocating for crosscountry skiing and snowshoeing trails in Whatcom County for over 20 years. Currently, our
major destination for these sports in the county is the Salmon Ridge area near Mount Baker,
which is significantly lower at about 2000 feet. We feel that the new parks have the potential for
being a great location for winter sports trails. Some of the great advantages of this area are its
close proximity to Bellingham and other towns, its scenic exposure and its great terrain. Winter
recreation also has the potential to use the same trails as other users in a different season. This
would complement the other uses and potentially provide more funding avenues for all trail
development and maintenance. Those of us at the Nooksack Nordic Ski Club would ask that the
possible winter use of these trails be incorporated into the upcoming design stages for this park.
We would be glad to help in this effort and appreciate your cooperation. Thank you very much
for giving us the opportunity to have input into this process at this time.”
655. “As residents of Whatcom County, we are about to enjoy one of the best local parks in the
country as the new park areas near Lake Whatcom are fully developed. We are all excited about
this prospect.
Plenty of good work has already been started on the preliminary design for uses of this park.
This has concentrated on the non-motorized trail based recreation primarily on hikers, bikers
and horseback riders. While this has been a great start, none of these activities take full
advantage of the elevation of this new park and its winter snow conditions. At around 3000
feet, the Stewart Mountain area is a prime location for winter use of the trails, specifically for
cross-country skiing and snowshoeing.
The Nooksack Nordic Ski Club is our local club, primarily of Whatcom County residents, who
have been advocating for cross-country skiing and snowshoeing trails in Whatcom County for
over 20 years. Currently, our major destination for these sports in the county is the Salmon
Ridge area near Mt. Baker, which is significantly lower at about 2000 feet.
We feel that the new parks have the potential for being a great location for winter sports trails.
Some of the great advantages of this area are its close proximity to Bellingham and other towns,
its scenic exposure and its great terrain. Winter recreation also has the potential to use the
same trails as other users in a different season. This would complement the other uses and
potentially provide more funding avenues for all trail development and maintenance.
Those of us at the Nooksack Nordic Ski Club would ask that the possible winter use of these
trails be incorporated into the upcoming design stages for this park. We would be glad to help
in this effort and appreciate your cooperation.
Thank you very much for giving us the opportunity to have input into this process at this time”

656. “Those of us in Whatcom County have an exciting, unparalleled opportunity in our future with
the new Lake Whatcom Park and we are all looking forward to it. We appreciate the work of
and thank very much the people who have made this all possible.
One of the most exciting aspects of this new park is the opportunity for winter sports at a
location so close to where most people live in the county. Specifically, this would be for trailbased recreation such as cross-country skiing and snowshoeing.
The Stewart Mountain area, in particular, has the high elevation and the type of terrain that
lends itself very well to these sports. In fact, this has the potential for being an area that will
attract skiers from outside the county and from throughout our part of the state and lower BC.
With its scenic vistas and accessibility it could be a big draw for bringing in visitors as well giving
us county residents a great place to recreate.
I know it will be a lot of work to develop this. It is important that this winter use is included now
in the planning process for this park. In many ways, the trails planned for other uses would also
work for skiing and snowshoeing. But there are other aspects of the trails such as elevation,
gradient, width and road access where the planning for winter uses may be different than for
other recreation, and these differences need to be taken into account at the design stage.
There are also aspects such as funding where winter use could be an advantage. With possible
grants for winter recreation, user fees and cooperation with other agencies, it may be possible
for the winter recreation use to help fund all trails, both in this design stage and in the actual
operations which will come later.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to have input into this process. This is indeed an
exciting development and we are all looking forward to it.”
657. “Hello...My name is John Russell. I am the owner of The Fork At Agate Bay, 2530 North Shore
Rd, 98226. I am writing to give input about the trails on Stewart Mountain at the North Lake
Whatcom trail head. My family and I are avid mountain bikers and trail runners. We use and
access the Stewart Mountain trails every week. Often multiple days a week. We consider the
area our favorite place to ride until some of the best trails (Surf n Turf) on the mountain were
closed. We would like to see the parks department take a pro-active approach to this area as
well as the Lookout Mountain area, opening them as world-class recreation destinations!
As the owner of a small business, Whatcom County can be a difficult place to thrive. Having the
North Lake Whatcom trail has helped us stay open and pay our taxes. Opening Stewart
Mountain to more recreation would be great for our little business. We have been getting many,
many questions about what is happening with the parks department and Stewart Mountain. Our
customers want the area to be open to them! We want it to be open to them! They want
mountain biking, trail running, and hiking. What is good for our customers is good for us. We all
want a place to recreate and give the community the quality of life we are striving for. Thanks
for your time.”
658. “It is with concern I read in the Western Front about the Lake Whatcom Park at the END of
North Shore Rd. Cars traveling along North Shore pollute the lake more than most realize – or
even consider. I have personally witnessed the lake’s pollution from car oils from North Shore.
Is there an alternative route to the park being discussed? Road access to the park from the
Acme Valley instead of from North Shore Rd would help to protect the lake. Perhaps encourage
access to the Park from Mt. Baker Hwy to Y Road (then) to North Shore to help keep cars off
North Shore as much as possible. Or, perhaps even consider a new road following the

Bonneville Power lines. These options would allow less car/oil run-off to enter the lake as it
currently does. We should NOT encourage more car traffic on a road that runs next to the lake.
Thank you for your consideration.”
659. “We were at the meeting last night at the Senior Center and was wondering if and when last
night's presentation would be uploaded as well as the maps and feedback from the mostly horse
and bike enthusiasts that were present last evening.
We live out at the end of Northshore and are wondering if there is a mailing that is going out to
the residents that live off of Northshore Road whose quality of life is going to be impacted by all
the additional car and new bus traffic, cyclists using the road, additional crime, etc. We are in
favor of the park, but feel access to it needs to be at more points than just Northshore Road. Is
there a plan for access from the other side of Lake Whatcom? What about off Blue Canyon
Road?
Is there going to be a special link for residents and enthusiasts to provide feedback or should
people just use this email address?”
660. Here are some comments I would like to have included as part of the public input on this phase
of the new Lake Whatcom Park design.
As a hiker, I appreciate the fact that the northern half of this reconveyance is going to have trails
primarily designed for hiking and equestrian uses, as opposed to having everything being
designed for mountain biking.
I still think there is huge potential for developing winter recreation in the Stewart Mt. area,
perhaps jointly with the DNR who have the property adjoining north of the new Lake Whatcom
parkland. This would specifically included developed and groomed cross-country ski trails, as
well as trails for snowshoeing and an area for sledding.
At first impressions, the trail systems as designed should lend themselves very well to crosscountry skiing, which could also actually use the existing roads. However, this is just based on
studying the maps. Some actual on-site reconnaissance and investigation is needed to really get
a feeling of this area and the trail suitability.
Also, before we get too serious about trail design, we must first convince ourselves that there is
enough snow there most winters to make excellent skiing possible. This will take also take some
access to the area to check out the snow conditions several times during a typical winter.
Any help from County Parks in obtaining access to this area would be much appreciated. Thank
you for having the opportunity to comment.”
661. “Lake Whatcom Park Conceptual Trails feed back
I am using Alternative 3 as a basis for my comments
General Use
1) Yes, create the proposed parking lot at P3. Make it big. We are all aware that parking is
a problem in most parks. Designate an area for truck and trailer parking for equine
users. Please get feedback from us on how to create this area.

2) Yes, upgrade the service road and provide vehicular access to the proposed viewpoint to
allow access for the widest range of users. I. E. old people. Do not allow vehicles towing
trailers to use this road.
3) Yes, develop the proposed viewpoint with parking, restrooms, signs and hitching posts.
4) Yes, Close unsustainable trails and restore natural areas.
5) Yes, Maintain active service roads and allow hikers, Mt bikers and equestrians to use
them.
Equestrian Use
1) This list contains the options that look most promising for equestrians. I would ask that
park personnel keep equestrians in mind in all phases of development and help find
feasible options for us. Also keep in mind that areas like the Blanchard trail system
prove that hikers, Mt bikers and equestrian can share trails.
2) Designate an area for truck and trailer parking for equine users in the area of P3.
3) Maintain active service roads and allow equestrians to use them.
4) The trail that is currently shown in blue (hiking trail) should be developed for hiking and
equestrian use and should extend all the way to the northern most viewpoint on the
map. (A binoculars icon appears here on the map.) From there is should extend to the
northern most trail distance marker (yellow dot) on the map. This point connects to an
existing trail system on DNR property. This would allow this trail to be the southern side
of a loop. The northern side of this potential loop already exists on DNR property and is
frequently used by horsemen.
5) The 2nd trail priority for horsemen (my opinion) is a couple of 3 to 5 mile loops starting
and ending in the equestrian friendly parking area. Many riders look for these distances
for casual rides and they are not always available. These trails could be developed
wherever the terrain is forgiving enough to accommodate them. It is a big plus if these
loops intersect or share a stretch of trail as this gives users more options.
6) Ideally most of these trails would be hiker/equestrian only, but parts could be shared as
needed to enhance the Mt. Bike system.
7) An equestrian trail should access the viewpoint at the end of the improved vehicular
access road.
8) The large amount of equestrian trail proposed in the north/east section of the park
would be difficult to build and is a lower priority (my opinion) than items 4 and 5.
Hiker Use
Hikers should be welcome on all horse trails. There should be hiker only trails including
some short loops. Hiker only spurs and loops off multi use trails should be developed as
needed to access attractive destinations, delicate environments and areas where multi
use development is difficult.
Mt Bike Use
Mt. Bike - They will submit their own requests. If they are allowed on the existing North Shore
trail steps should be taken to make sure that this retains the ‘pleasant stroll’ atmosphere that is
has now and does not become a ‘fast track’ between parking lots and Mt. Bike trail heads.”

Comments Received by Staff through Oral Communication
662. “Pleased to see that we didn’t list and just use all the informal trails. Some of those are in
terrible condition, eroding or make no sense. Nice job on putting together a trail system and
connections that I really like.”
663. “Complaint on two mountain bike trails from repeater road (Lookout). Sign has now been put
up and work continues to done on these. Unbelievable that persons would just go out and
wreck the landscape like this. These really need to be eliminated and restored. Parts go right
into some streams.”
664. “Mountain bike segment from towers to road (Lookout). This grade (currently) is too steep and
doesn’t “flow”. That’s what the riders like. Proposal should make this a better trail.
Recommend one direction and that WMBC help in the design.”
665. “Park users should pay some kind of fee to offset the impact to the watershed. Maybe a
parking fee so dollars could go to stormwater treatment or other mitigation.”
666. “Really liked the long trail (Lookout) from Bellingham to Squires Lake. This provides the needed
connection to Blanchard (Mtn.) to loop back to Bellingham via the Chuckanuts. We’re long
distance riders and this is perfect. It will be will be very popular and used a lot.”
667. “Will hikers really want to use mountain bike segments? Not sure the two should be on the
same trails. (Discussed managing for primary use with other uses allowed).”
668. “Many stables and horse riders in Glenhaven and Cain Lakes area already ride the southern
portion of the property (Lookout). Why isn’t this designated for horses too. We ride to Squires
on a regular basis and would like to be able to continue to use this area.”
669. “Concerns with illegal trail building on adjoining private timber lands. Company working with
Sheriff’s Office to have mountain bikers cited for trespass if found on company property. It’s out
of hand and are taking actions to eliminate. Questions on illegal trails from County/State lands
onto private and request to assist in eliminating. Glad to see we’re aware of and making
attempts to curtail.”
670. “Don’t want mountain bikers taking completely over all the park areas. Their trail building is
already damaging the area and the lake. Hopefully they’ll stay on established trails once built.”
671. “Leave an option to add more trails in future years once these trails are built.”
672. “Like the separate trails for hiking and horse riding without mountain bikes.”
673. “South Whatcom Fire District has needs for “gator” access for rescue. Also had concerns
regarding events and need to have funds for rescue and emergency services. Will contact to
discuss.”
674. “Like the miles and type of trails shown.”
675. “Didn’t understand why mountain bikes wouldn’t be allowed on Smith Creek hiking/equestrian
trail although not opposed to having separate trails. Makes sense.”

676. “Really like the connections to other areas. Beginning to come together as regional trails.”
677. “Need to change the culture of illegal trail building. This is a concern of many people and is
occurring in many places, not just this area. Don’t understand why these folks think this is OK to
do on public and private lands. Need to work with groups to eliminate.”
678. “Hope some of the trails are easier as we’re were getting old and can’t hike the steeper grades
anymore. We like the east side proposal and loop on the lakeshore (Hertz?) trail. Haven’t been
to the west side yet but plan on getting out there soon.”
679. “Nice job on the proposals-show a lot of thought and not just using what’s already there.”

